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why Venezuela?” So have by  now  innumerable ca- 
a1 conversations about  m The intellectual ration- 

lear in  the  Introduction,  but here I  want to tell the story, 
just briefly, of how I became drawn  into this project. 

ford University. ecided to write  a research paper on a relatively un- 
derstudied Latin n country, I decided to see if I could  link  it  in  any 

hematic interest, women’s organizing  in  the process of de- 
wever, most of the  work I came across either treated 
S with little or  no mention of the role of women or 

women’s movements, or it addressed women’s organizing primarily in  the 
context of democrati~ation  in the  Southern Cone  or Central America. Then 
one  afternoon  I came across a  description of the 1982 reform of the Venezue- 
lan Civil Code (formerly  one of the  three  most  discriminatory such codes in 
Latin America), which seemed to indicate a large role for women’s rights ad- 
vocates. I seized upon the case  as the subject of my research paper and wound 
up spending  the  summer of 1992 in Caracas trying to  corroborate the story I 
came up  with  in the  United States. 

As it  turned  out, interviews and archival research proved  that  I had it 
over half wrong.  But I was far from dismayed, for  in the 
the story right, I started to hear more and more tantalizing 
of women’s organizing that extended much before, and substantially after, 

The seeds were planted in  my second year as a gra 

ode reform. Moreover, because it  took place within  one of the f 
success stories in  the region, it seemed to be a  history  that cou 

give valuable perspectives on the findings emerging throughout Latin Amer- 
ica-if not elsewhere in  the post-Cold War  world-that women were facin 
particular barriers in  their  attempts to participate in  the new democracies and 
were developing particular strategies for  their inclusion. But it was a  history 
that had yet to be told. 

That  history was revealed to me during  fieldwork  primarily  undertaken 
the  summer of 1992 and in 1994-95. Because the  history of Venezue- 

lan women’s organizing is nearly absent from published scholarship, the re- 
search was highly dependent on firsthand accounts from interviews. I held 
si~ty-four  inte~iews as well as numerous informal conversations with key 
activists, analysts, and politicians. I also consulted interview transcripts pub- 
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lished by Fania Petzoldt and Jacinta Bevilaqua  (1979) and gathered in several 
unpublished  works. These interviews, obtained  anywhere  from  one to sixty 
years after the incidents occurred, necessarily contain  contemporary reflec- 
tions on past events. Beyond oral testimony, I made extensive use of the 
archives of the Venezuelan Central University’s Women’s Studies Center 
( ~ C ~ - C E M )  and the  Coordinadora  de  Organizaciones  No-Gubernamen- 
tales de Mujeres (Coordinating  Committee of Women’s 
Organizations, or  CONG), and  the private collections of Professors Ofelia 
Alvarez and Gioconda Espina. I also reviewed the archives of the newspapers 
Ahora, El ~ ~ & i o n a l ,  and El ~ ~ i ~ e r s ~ l ;  the b ekly newsletter V e ~ e & o n o ~ y ;  
and the ~ i a r i o  de  Debates (Congressional  ord). The Central  Office for 
tatistics, the  National Library, and the  National  Newspaper  Library  pro- 

vided additional sources of information. 
More recent material was obtained through  participant obse~at ion  of 

contemporary organizing efforts among  nongovernmental groups, including 
G, the national conference of the  Popular men’s Circles (CFP, Cir- 

culos Femeninos Populares, the national or zation for low-income 
women), and various women’s groups  within  a  utside of Caracas. I also 

nded meetings at  the  National Women’s Council (CO 
cional de la Mujer, the national women’s a~ency)  and th 

gressional) Commission on Women’s Rights (Comisi~n Bicameral de  Dere- 
chos de la Mujer) and studied  the  operation of state women’s  offices, 
municipal women’s centers, and  the women’s bureaus of various political 
parties. 

Despite  the  formal existence of women’s organizations, it is quite diffi- 
cult to  do research on them at both  the  party and state level. The marginal po- 
sition of women’s bureaus within  party life has resulted in  a lack of written 
histories, bylaws, or statistics on membership. The national women’s agency 
also has somewhat  haphazard records, at least in  part because it has been re- 

y  reconstructed at the  whim of each new administration. 
ecause both nongovernmental and governmental preparations for  the 
ourth World Conference o n   W o m e ~  ( F W ~ ~ )  were 

1994-95, I was able to observe both proce 
the  Latin American and  Caribbean N G O  
Forum  in Mar de Plata, Argentina (Sept 
and the official conference in Beijing (September 1995). A short  return  trip  in 
1997 allowed me to observe changes since the FWCW. 

This  book  would not have been possible without  the considerable intellec- 
tual, infrastructural, and emotional  support of mentors, Venezuelan activists 
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and scholars, institutions, colleagues, friends, and family. For their  many 
contributions to this work,  I am deeply grateful. Any  errors or omissions 
that remain are, of course, my  own. 

I completed the  dissertation on which this book is based under  the 
guidance of a  superb committee. Terry Karl, my principal advisor, originally 

gested that I look at the Venezuelan case. Through years of cogent criti- 
cism, practical advice, and always unstinting encouragement, she helped to 
transform  my initial ideas into a completed thesis. Her dedication to mentor- 
ing and to academic excellence knows no bounds. Susan Okin7s  work and 
teaching served as a fine example of how to focus lucid and committed  schol- 
arship on the  questions of what, and who, defines politics. In many ways she 
helped me to find my  own answers. Sonia Alvarez wrote  the  book  that  most 
inspired my  own research, and she continues to blaze trails where I want  to 

ite above and beyond  any call of duty, she gave  advice that  only 
as deeply involved with  the subject matter as she is could offer. 

Philippe §chmitter’s constant challenge of ‘Vhat7s gender got to  do  with  it?” 
kept me responsive to a  broad  set of  issues-as did his vast knowled 
mocratization  theory and practice. 

In the field, many ~ e ~ e z o l ~ ~ ~ s  y ~enezolanos  ch~weres generously 
shared their histories, analyses, and chime with me in  formal interviews and 
informal conversations. The members of the  Coordinating  Committee of 
Women’s NGOs (GONG) welcomed me as a participant, not merely an ob- 
server, and tolerated my many questions, as did  the staff and advisors of the 
National  Council on Women and the Bicameral Commission on  omen's 
Rights. O n  beaches, in buses, and at areperm, Gioconda Espina, 
Huggins Castaiieda, and Argelia Laya patiently  tutored me in  the 
modes of Venezuelan feminism. Other conversations with activists, analysts, 
and politicians about democracy and gender a la ~ i o l l a  illuminated many is- 
sues, or at least brought  the  puzzles  into  sharp relief. For sharing their in- 
sights, I would particularly like to  thank Fernando Aranguren, Laly 
Armengol, Nora Castaiieda, Adecia Castillo, Marco Cupolo, Vicki Ferrara, 
Benita Finol, Miriam Kornblith,  Carlota Pkrez, Marelys Pkrez Marcano, Luis 

Many  institutions  provided me with crucial resources. My  fieldwork 
was supported  by  a  Fulbright Fellowship as well as by grants administered 
through  the Stanford Center  for Latin American Studies-from the  Fun- 
daci6n Ayacucho and  the Knowles Fund-and from  the Stanford Insti 
for International Studies and  Center  for  Conflict and Negotiation, 
Shaler Adam Foundation, and especially its director, Margaret §chink, made 
possible my attendance at regional and international meetings on women’s 

alamanca, Isolda Salvatierra, and Morella Sanabria. 
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hts. At various stages of writing, I was supported  by  a  Woodrow 
lssertation Grant  in Women’s Studies; by a Stanford University Fell 

reships, and a research assistantship; by a  Dissertation  F 
tanford  Institute  for Research on   omen and Gender;  a 

epartments  at both ~ e s t e r n  Michigan University and 
In Venezuela the faculty and staff of the Women’s Studies Center of the 

Central  University gave  me an institutional  home away from  home  in 
-95; the  Institute of Higher  Studi of Admillistration (IE 

a space in  the  summer of 1992.  felia Alvarez, Fernand 
ioconda Espina graciously allowed me to plunder their personal col- 
s; Toby  Bottome at V e ~ e c o ~ o ~ y  and JesGs Hurtado at El ~ ~ ~ o ~ ~ Z  

uided me through  their archives. Miriam Kornblith offered me a  comfor - 
ble  place from  which to test the waters of fieldwork  in  the  summer of 199 

the Trinkunas family and Gail Kenna provided oases of calm within Caracas 
and pleasant distractions outside of it  during my more  lengthy immersion in 

At various points  in  the domestic develo~ment of this book, several 
people made strategic inte~entions.  The book  would not  haie come  into be- 

ut for  the enthusiastic shepherding of Sandy Thatcher  at  the Pennsylva- 
tate  University Press. Reviewing for Penn State Press, Jane S. Jaquette 

offered detailed and constructive criticism and suggestions on the  manu- 
script; Jennifer McCoy also provided useful ~ommentary. I owe special 

rooke Ackerly and Karen Booth  for reading and extensively cri- 
ier drafts. Kathryn  Hochs  Cathy Rakowski, members of the 

Consortium’s Gender  ork, and colleagues at Western 
ichigan University offered key insights into various aspects of the subjects 

1994-95, 

They say no man is an island, and this woman is quite 
the  course of the research and writing of this book,  my f 
formed an ~ ~ ~ ~ e s c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Z e  support  network. It was woven 
endless talks, wonderful meals,  mail,  email, and phone c 
which  they reminded me that  there was more to life than 
assuring me that it was the  appropriate  focus of my  entire being. For their 
lo alty, encouragement, and open ears and arms, I especially want  to  thank 

Ackerly, Erika Bliss, Karen Booth, Katrina Burgess, Ann Marie 
ushi Datta-Sandhu, Edith Friedman, Julian Bryn  Hawiger Friedman, 

Max Friedman, Amy  Gordon, Marcel Hawiger, Kathryn  Hochstetler,  K h- 
ryn Johnson, Temma Kaplan, Terry Karl, Leah Karliner, Jennifer 

erek Scissors, Elena Sewi, Karen Brown  Thompson,  Antje ~ i e n e r ,  and 
imone Wojtowicz. In particular, my father, Martin Friedman, was incompa- 
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rably generous. Th~oughout the  entire process, he helped me to keep my  per- 
spective and my balance, no matter  the distance or the expense. He also had 
the foresight to become a professor emeritus just  in time to  m~ticulously edit 
a final draft of the manuscript. 

Lastly, Adele Friedman, Maxine Auerbach, and Argelia Laya taught me 
much of what I know and gave me the desire to find out yet  more  about 
women, gender, and transitions-from the first to the last. The following 
work, and my ability to undertake  it, is in great part  due to their  devotion and 
inspiration, 
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One evening in early 1995, I participated in an off-season election in Caracas. 
The national ~oordinating Committee of   omen's Nongovernmental 
nizations  (Coordinadora  de  Organi~aciones No-Gubernamentales d 

NG) was holding its biannual elections for  the trio, the  three 
people who would act as its governing council for  the next six months. 
Worlds away from  the heated pageantry and fierce competition of typical 
Venezuelan races, this one  took place in  a  modest middle-class apartment, 
around  the central table in  the living room.  Altogether  we  were thirteen: 
twelve women and one man. After  we had sipped our strong, sweet c u ~ e ~ t o s  
out of small plastic cups and eaten a  few ~uZZet~s, it was time for the main 
event. 

The outgoing trio, whose members included a Socialist party activist, a 
leader of a black women’s group, and a civil servant, asked for names of can- 
didates. The assembled group offered six. Then  one  by one, each of us had a 
chance to express our preferences for the new council members.  isc cuss ion 
ran  throughout  the process. As we offered our choices, we  tried to figure out 
what  the fairest results would be, both in  terms of representing the CON 
member groups and making sure  those who were  most interested came out 
on top. 

At the  end of the cc~~ t ing , J ’  it was clear who had won:  the  coordinator 
of a  young women’s organization; a long-time wornen’s rights activist and 
union representative; d the  only man present, the CONG’s unofficial his- 
torian.  The winners e  short acceptance speeches, and co~gratulations 
were extended all aro Two members of the new trio had been nominated 
but passed over in  the previous elections, so we were all pleased that  they 
could  now take part. 

y the time I saw  the CONG’s elections take place, I was well aware 
of what  they  represented:  the  ongoing  struggle of Venezuelan women’s or- 
ganizati~ns to democratize political practice  in general and to represent 
women’s interests  in  particular.  Although  varying  in  intensity  and  extent, 
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such  efforts have, over  the  past  sixty-odd years, provided  one of the few 
nificant, if largely unchronicled,  alternatives to “politics as usual”  in 

Venezuela. Moreover, they also present  an excellent comparative case for 
furthering  the  study of women’s experience of democratization  in  Latin 
America and  provide  insight into crucial questions  about the  nature of 
democratic  representation. 

Venez~ela occupies a  unique  position  in  the  trajectory of modern  Latin 
American ~emocratizations. Because its democratization process began in 
1958, it does not  form part of the so-called third wave of global democratiza- 
tion  that dates from 1974 with  the end of ortugal’s dictatorship. As such, 
Venezuela’s experience with  transition  poli S offers  a useful perspective on 
possible future developments in  the more recent transitions  in  the region, pri- 
marily in  the  Southern Cone and Central America.l Of particular interest is 
how Venezuela has confronted  the issues involved in  ~onsolidating, as op- 
posed to installing, democracy-even  as there is concern  that,  with  the 1999 
constitutional changes under  president  and  former  coup leader Hugo  Chivez 
Frias, its  hard-won consolidation, first challenged by  the political impacts of 
economic crisis in  the last decade, may be further eroding. 

In the 1960s and 1970s, “bureaucratic  authoritarian” regimes came to 
wer  through military coups  in several countries  in  the ~outhern  Cone. 
ese regimes were ruled by  the military in  conjunction  with  a technocratic 

elite in an effort to stabilize economies and promote stagnating industrial de- 
velopment, Political repression, from  the  outlawing of parties to the  torture 
and disappearance of suspected regime opponents, was directed at  the  poor 

classes, as well as at  students, intellectuals, political activists, and 
other  supporters of human rights and freedom of expression, The degree of 
repression varied by regime, with  the greatest number of killed and disap- 
peared reported  in Argentina (30,000). 

In  Central America, the 1960s found labor-repressive states dominated 
by entrenched oligarchies of traditional agrarian elite families backed by the 
military. After parties representing the middle and working classes failed in 
their  attempts to  promote political and agrarian reform, guerrilla-based 

1. For comparative work  on  Latin American democratization, see O’Donnell and Schmitter 
1986; Diamond,  Linz, and Lipset 1989; E. Munck 1989; Higley and Gunther 1992; main war in^, 
O’Donnell, and Valenzuela 1992; Dominguez and Lowenthall996. 
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inst  the state in Nicaragua, El Salvador, and Guatemala. In 
dinista National  Liberation Front  (FSLN) waged a suc- 

cessful revolution  in 1979; in  El Salvador and Guatemala civil wars during  the 
1980s and early 90s claimed 75,000 and ~ O O , O O O  lives, with government forces 
held responsible for  the vast majority of those killed and disappeared. 

Although  transitions to democracy in these Latin American subregions 
during  the 1980s and 1990s were accomplished in various ways, 
moved to the fore: the use of a negotiated settlement, or 
ments usually included the  dominant political actors involved i 
regime as well as those  positioned to take power  in  the new one, and they es- 
tablished political and economic frameworks  within  which all those included 
could agree to participate. In assessing the process and evolution of negoti- 
ated transitions, the early example of Venezuela’s “pacted  democracy” be- 
comes quite salient.2 

Venezuela  has undergone two transitions to democracy in  the  twentieth 
century. The first attempt at democratization came in 1 
coup against the liberalized authoritarian regime that had 
ter  the  death of the  former  dictator General Juan Vincente Ghmez, who had 
ruled from 1908 to 1935. However, the following three-year experiment with 
democracy led by  the Social Democratic Party, Democratic  Action  (A 
not succeed because the party’s policies alienated elites, the  church hierarchy, 
the political opposition, and finally the military itself. In 1948 the military 
took over again, and under  the rule of Major Marcos PCrez Jiminez,  they 
eventually repressed most political activity, including the banning of both 
AD and the  Communist  party (PCV). 

The PCrez Jiminez dictatorship differed in significant ways from  the 
later authoritarian regimes in  the region. Although he too sought to reorient 
the  economy and repress labor organizing, Pirez  Jiminez relied less on tech- 
nocratic advisors, and he eventually transformed his rule into a personalistic 
dictatorship  supported  by  a national security police force rather  than  the  “in- 
stitutionalized military rule” characteristic of bureaucratic authoritarianism. 
His regime was responsible for  the imprisonment,  torture, and assassination 
of opposition members, but  with victims n~mbering in  the  low  thousands as 
opposed to  the tens of thousands of later regimes. 

The opposition also differed from  those  in  other countries: it was heav- 
ily based in partisan organizations, in  contrast to the  combination of social 
movements and broad civilian  alliances in  the  Southern  Cone; and it never re- 

2. For more on Venezuela’s transition to democracy, see Karl 1987; Levine 1989; Ldpez Maya, 
Gdmez Calcafio, and ~ a i ~ ~ d n  1989. 



lied on force as did  the guerrilla movements in  Central America. Between 
and 1952, the Venezuelan opposition was coordinated by the  PCV and 

organized in clandestine “cell” structures  within  the  country  in consul- 
tation  with exiled leaders. After  a  period of severe repression, in 1957 a  uni- 
fied and mass opposition emerged under  the  coordination of a council whose 

rs represented all the  opposition parties-AD,  PCV, the  Christian  De- 
mocratic party  COPEI, and the small Democratic Republican Union 

Perez JimCnez fled the  country  in  January 1958 in  the face of a  united 
op~osition, including  the  military  forces who had been alienated by his 
personalist rule. Having  learned  their lesson from  the unsuccessful democ- 
ratization of the  mid-1940~~ elites guiding  the  second  and successful transi- 
tion  to democracy  in Venezuela made use of a  “pacted”  negotiation process. 
The  three  noncommunist  parties signed a series of accords that mollified 
the sectors  most  threatened by  the  new regime (military, church,  and  busi- 
ness) and  rewarded  potential party  supporters (labor, peasantry, and the 
middle classes). The accords  were  premised on channelin  resources  prima- 
rily generated from  petroleum revenues through  the pa es and  the  domi- 
nant executive branch. The  noncommunist  parties agreed to immediate 
power-sharing measures, which  were further formalized  in the 1961 consti- 
tution. 

These agreements formed  the  foundation of one of the longest lasting 
contemporary democracies in  the region, and Venezuela has often been held 
up as a  model of successful democratization. However, from its inception, it 
was an exclusionary regime. Not only  the communists but also other  inter- 
ests that  were not included in  the original pact found  it quite difficult to gain 
a  foothold  in democratic politics. Highly centralized and hierarchical politi- 
cal parties gained center stage and became the principal channel for class- 
based representation to a  strongly centralized state. Groups  that  did  not fit 
into  the representational scheme were marginalized and further weakened by 
partisan allegiances. 

Venezuelan women’s organizing began long before the 1958 transition 
to political democracy. Starting with  the  predominately elite civil rights and 
suffrage campaigns of the 1930s and  OS, Venezuelan women  (and  some men) 
sought to challenge the  status quo  by experi ing with. nontraditional 
structures and processes such as decentrali~ed nizations, petition cam- 
paigns, and coalitions. Suffrage was granted in , and such. experiments- 

inued  within  the clandestine opposition to  the dictatorship of the 
t  in  what has become a disturbingl~ familiar story across Latin 

merica, with  the  transition to democracy women  found themselves, along 
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with  other  opposition participants, largely excluded from effective participa- 
tion. It was only after a significant experience with political demobilization  in 
the 1960s that  women began to reorganize and find new strategies for ad- 
vancing their interests. 

Charting  the  more  than sixty-year history of women’s organizing in 
Venezuela helps to explain some of the “unfinished business” of Latin Amer- 
ican democratization as a whole: why women have had difficulty participat- 
ing  in  the very regimes they  fought  to restore, and how  they  continue  to seek 
inclusion. 

the past two decades, Latin American women have played an 
important role in  the  opposition to repressive authoritarian regimes through- 
out  the region. But  hopes  that women’s organizing would  continue to thrive 
when regimes changed have been dashed. Paradoxically, women’s organiza- 
tional strength and influence, expanded under authoritarianism, declined 
once democratic institutions  were reestablished. Even now, as democracy be- 
comes consolidated in  the region, women’s  gains in economic, social, and po- 
litical advancement remain very uneven. 

Region-wide evidence attests to the  depth and persistence of discrimi- 
nation against women  in Latin American democracies. Currently  comprisin 
30 percent of the  labor force, women are primarily located in  the lower-pay- 
ing service sector and earn only 26 percent of all income. As a result, female- 
headed households, now 22 percent of all urban households, are likely to be 
poor. Rural illiteracy, sex-stereotyped textbooks,  and sex-stratified subject 
areas impede women’s  access to education.  omen's exercise of their  repro- 
ductive rights is limited by the una~ailability of family ~lanning. Abortion, 
illegal in  most countries, is a leading cause of maternal mortality. Penal codes 
are still aimed at preserving family honor  through women’s sexual fidelity, an 
intent  that results in discrimination against women  in cases of adultery and 
rape. Domestic  workers,  a  quarter of all women  in  the  labor force, have few 
workplace rights. Women constitute less than 25 percent of party and ~ n i o n  
leadership, only 15 percent of the region’s parliaments, and 11 percent of gov- 
ernment ministers (Valdez and Gom6riz 1995; UNDP 1996;3 IPU 1998). 

3. UNDP statistics on women’s participation in national government and percentage of 
earned income also include the Caribbean region. 
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What accounts for the unfinished business of democratic transitions- 
that is, for the marginalization of women  in  democratizing societies? This 
book focuses on the problems women have encountered  in achieving effec- 
tive political incorporation, a foundation for  other efforts at their advance- 
ment, arguing that women’s incomplete incorporation is due  in  part  to  the 
dynamics of social mobilization during  the  democratization process itself. As 
is true  for social movements in general, the visible mobilization of women 
rose as authoritarian regimes began to falter, peaked when  the regimes fell, 
and declined as democratic institutions took hold  (O’Donnell and Schmitter 

But general theories of social movements are insufficient to account for 
the  problems of women’s participation because they do  not take into  account 
how political action and political institutions are influenced by the gender re- 
lations of power. Thus this book uses a modified version of the “political op- 
portunity  structure”  approach to social movement analysis, which focuses on 
how  the macropolitical environment (or the ensemble of political institu- 
tions, actors, and discourses) conditions  the emergence and strategies of 
movements (Tarrow 1991b). It is modified by a focus on how  the  opportuni- 
ties of each phase of democratic transition are ~ e ~ ~ e ~ e ~ ,  that is, how  they re- 
flect the social meanings attributed to sexual difference and, despite women’s 
roles during  the  transition, reinforce gender bias within  the political institu- 
tions of democracy. 

In response to their  continued marginalization, women have challenged 
these gendered const~ct ions in  order  to advance their interests and assert 
their leadership. But this challenge has been neither universal nor uniform. 

ecause women share a sex but differ in  other significant ways-both social 
and ideological-they  have not always acted in concert. Women’s organizing 
reflects their varied experience of gendered opportunities as well as their di- 
verse interests. Such differences have often led to difficulties in  promoting a 
shared agenda among women. 

Venezuelan women’s experience cannot be mapped directly onto  the 
experiences of women  throughout  the region, but certain parallels are visible. 
As in  other  Latin American countries, the early women’s movement in 
Venezuela was made up of predominantly middle-class women focused on 
‘‘social motherhood”: a demand for rights from  the civil to  the economic 
sphere that  upheld women’s unique role in societye4 However, the second, 
more lasting transition to democracy in Venezuela and its impact on women’s 
organizing differed from  those  in  other countries. The PCrez  JimCnez dicta- 
torship was less repressive than  the  authoritarian regimes in  the  Southern 

6; Jaquette 1994a). 

4. See Miller 1991, chap. 4. 



ntral America. Opposition organizing was carried out princi- 
landestine parties rather  than by sporadically united elites or 

by grassroots organizations  often  supported by the  Catholic Church  or by 
armed guerrilla movements. As a result of these factors, Venezuelan women 
were not as highly mobilized as those who organized in  other countries, al- 
though  they  formed an integral part of both the early clandestine, and later 
mass, opposition actions. 

During  the 1958 transition, Venezuelan women  confronted a much 
more  entrenched set of gender-biased institutions  than  that faced by  women 
in  countries  with less organized party systems and less centralized states. The 
structurally biased, centrally organized political parties that proved key to 
the development of democracy also proved to be a major obstacle to the  pro- 
motion of women’s leadership and the  representation of their interests. The 
combination of a smaller initial mobilization against dictatorship and the 
dominance of gender-biased institutions  in  the  transition resulted in a pro- 
found weakening of the women’s movement during  democratization. 

That crucial time for Venezuelan women’s rights activists also occurred 
too early to benefit from  the  international  “second wave’’  of women’s move- 

ing regional networks of feminist activists, or the organizing 
orld conferences, events that  were to have an important irn- 

pact on women’s movements in  the  Southern Cone and Central America. 
However, when these developments did emerge, from  the mid-1970s to the 
1990s, they inspired a new phase in Venezuelan women’s organizing, 

~uilding  on the lessons of the past, activists “regendered” political in- 
stitutions-that is, changed the ways in  which such institutions reflected 
gender relations-and developed new organizational strategies that resulted 
in several successful campaigns to change Venezuelan law and popular per- 
ceptions of gender roles. Similar efforts at  constructing  women-friendly  in- 
stitutions  were  occurring  throughout  the region, particularly the 
establish~ent of women’s  offices and ministries at the national level. As the 
Venezuelan movement evolved, however, it was less mass-based and more  fo- 
cused on legal reform  than  the movements in  countries such as Brazil and  El 
Salvador. Crucially, the  institutional  church  had much less of an impact on 
Venezuelan women’s organizing than  it had in  those  Latin American coun- 
tries where  it  often had provided  protection and support  for human rights 
groups and other  groups  that coalesced in  opposition to dictatorship, 

Nonetheless, the Venezuelan women’s movement continued to reflect 
broader regional dynamics. As in  the rest of the region, parties on the left 
were fairly unreliable allies. The gender bias against women reflected i 
mainstream political institutions  (both  state- and party-based) conditioned 
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women’s participation and forced  them to seek alternative forms of represen- 
tation. Their efforts, both historically and in  the  more  contemporary  period, 
were complicated by struggles over structural  (or “social”) differences, par- 
ticularly that of class, and by debates over feminist ideology and political au- 
tonomy. 

Venezuela  is a particularly  appropriate  country  in  which to  study women and 
democratization.  Its two transitions to democracy and corresponding waves 
of women’s mobi~ization allow for a broad r of comparisons. Political 
opportunity  structure analysis can be used to are the effects of regime 
phase-authoritarian, transition, or consolidation-on women’s organizing 
within and across the  two democratization  period^.^ 

Venezuela also serves as a “crucial” case for the region (Eckstein 1975). 
Its experiences bring into question two dominant  hypotheses concerning 
successful democratization and women’s movement organizing, The active 
participation of its highly institutionalized¶ societally penetrative parties in 
the lasting transition process at first seems to  uphold the general argument 
that  strong parties are the  most effective mechanism for consolidating 
democracies (Ag~ero¶  Gillespie, and Scully 1986; Diamond,  Linz, and Lipset 
1989; Pridham 1991; Diamond 1994; main war in^ and Scully 1995), an a r p -  

ent  that has also been extended to the  promotion of women’s interests 
chmitter 1998). 

Traditional analyses of Venezuelan democracy have focused on  the ac- 
complishments of the Venezuelan party system as well as its effective state 
structure  (Martz 1966; Levine 1973,  1978,  1989; Martz  and  Myers 1986; Mc- 
Donald and Ruhl1989). But  the  traumatic events of the last decade show  that 
this forty-two-year-old democracy, formerly considered a model of political 
development for Latin American countries, has serious structural flaws.6 
More recent or innovative work shows how political parties and the  domi- 

5. Given the importance of understanding the specific  ways  in  which  a  particular  sequence of 
political opportunities is  gendered in order to assess  its  impact on women’s  mobilization  under 
democratization,  this  book  uses  a  diachronic  comparison of  Venezuelan  political  regimes  (Li- 
jphart 1971). Because the explanatory  variable  is  regime  phase  (as  specified  by  political opportu- 
nity structure),  a  comparison of  successive  phases  of  political  development in a country that has 
undergone  a  full  democratization  process  allows for a  focus on this  variable  while  keeping other 
elements  relatively  constant.  This  endeavor  would  be  considerably  more  difficult  using  cross- 
country comparisons  because of the variations in a host of relevant  factors. 

6. Since 1989 Venezuela  has  undergone  a  series  of  political,  social,  and  economic  crises, 
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nant executive branch have contributed to  the current crises (Karl 1987; 
Brewer-Carias 1988;  Lcipez Maya, G6mez Calcafio, and Maingcin  1989; Gar- 
cia  1992; Ellner 1993-94; Coppedge 1994; Kornblith and Levine 1995; Good- 
man et al.  1995; McCoy et al. 1995). These studies point  in particular to the 
political parties’ longstanding political manipulation of independent, civil so- 
ciety-based organizing and to the  nondemocratic character of the channels of 
access to the state.  omen's experiences vividly illustrate the  operation of 
these mechanisms. 

A second theory  that is challenged by  the Venezuelan case  is that 
women’s movements are most likely to arise as the result of secular cha 
in socio~emographic trends affecting women,  such as declining fertility 
higher educational levels, and rising labor  force  participation (Klein 
Miller 1991). The relative stagnation  in Venezuelan women’s organizi 
their own behalf from 1960 to 1980-a period  in  which  their  fertility rates 
dropped  from 6.5 to 3.9 children per  woman,  their  enrollment  in higher edu- 
cation rose from 31 to near 50 percent of all students, and their  labor  force 
participation increased from 18 to 28 percent of all workers  (Huggins Cas- 
taiieda and ~ominguez  Nelson 1993)-points to the need for a different ap- 
proach. This  book  draws on innovative ways in  which analysts of women’s 
movements in developed democracies have used the political opportunity ap- 
proach to explain how women’s movements develop and strategize in  order 
to better  understand women’s movements in a democratizin~  country 
(Katzenstein and Mueller 1987; Costain 1992). 

Finally, an analysis centered on wornen reveals the  hitherto  hidden his- 
tory of their political ~articipation, supplying a missing piece of the scholar- 
ship on Venezuelan democracy. Those analysts who have considered the role 
of women  in Venezuelan politics have focused on their lack of leadership po- 

ot that much seems to have been added between John Martz’s 1966 
n about  the largest and historically most  powerful Venezuelan 

party, that  “the fact remains that  only a few women have been influential as 
(202) and Michael Coppedge’s 1994 statement  that “the lead- 
was overwhelmingly male” (13).’ A few studies exist that  in- 

clude or focus on wornen’s  civil society-based organizing (Garcia Guadilla 

including  a  major urban riot resulting in over  three  hundred  deaths,  two  coup  attempts, the im- 
peachment of a  president for corruption, the partial  collapse of the banking  system,  continual 
public  protests,  and the election of a former coup  leader  as  president. 

7 .  Unusually,  Martz  does  briefly  discuss  women’s  role in politics,  primarily  in the develop- 
ment of AD.  However,  his  focus on the role of AD in ‘Venezuelan  politics  obscures the female 
activism that took place through the Communist  party,  which  was  considerable during the 
struggle  against the dictatorship of General PCrez  JimCnez (1952-58). This  is  described in some 
detail in Chapter 3. 
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199~;  Espina 1994;  Salamanca  1995). But  none of these works  show  how 
women’s lack of leadership positions or their efforts in organizing depend on 
the  way  in  which  women as a specific sector fit into  the general dynamics of 
Venezuelan politics. 

This  study  shows  that Venezuelan democracy is gendered. Institutions 
of interest representation, such as political parties and state structures, have 
developed over the  course of the country’s two democratic transitions to al- 
low  for  the incorporation of certain sectors, such as labor  and peasants, on 
the basis of their class interests. But these same institutions have margina~ized 
women, who  do  not  form as coherent an interest group and who have not al- 
ways been welcomed as a  potential  source of support  by political elites. This 
book also reveals, however, that  their very marginalization has led women to 
develop unique strategies for political organization  and collective action, de- 

ite on~oing  debates among women  about  how to define their interests and 
als . 

Exa~inat ion of the  construction and development of discriminatory  institu- 
tions  and discourses, while important  in itself, has the added advantage of 
shedding light on longstanding inegalitarian practices in established democ- 

S far as their female citizens are concerned, these polities are still un- 
democratization. As Wendy Sarvasy and Birte Siim ar 

] have never had a democratic practice because [they] have never 
d anything close to equal power  in  the family,  civil society, or  the 

state. From  a feminist perspective then, even the  nations recognized as dem- 
ocratic are in transition’’ (1994,294). Looking at the experience of women as 
a margi~alized  group also reveals much about  the  workings of political 
power and how  it may be used by the less powerful. Chapter 7 briefly exam- 
ines the ~enezuelan  nei~hborhood movement as an illustration of how  a dif- 
ferent no~traditional political actor  operated  within  a similar system but 

In offering an analysis of women’s experience, this study speaks to  the 
broad concerns of scholars and practitioners of democratization. As the  cur- 
rent wave of democratic transitions crests in  Latin America and elsewhere, 
citizens stand  in  the shallows wondering  where  the tide will pull  them. It 

ms unlikely that democratizing countries will revert to authoritarian rule, 
and many  institutions  in  the region that seemed fragile in  the last decade now 

ender-based constraints, 



seem stable. Instead, the  consolidation process raises new issues about  the 
quality of the democracy that is being practiced in these new regimes. Ana- 
lysts are currently asking whether executives and legislatures can  be  balanced 
to avoid emerging patterns of rule by presidential decree, whether  independ- 
ent judiciaries can be developed to make possible the  rule of law, and whether 
the press can become more  independent  in  order to  support a truly  demo- 
cratic public sphere. Most urgently, what mechanisms-formal or informal- 
will allow all citizens to pursue full citizenship and adequate representation 
of their  interests? 

Many have seen a strong  party system as the answer. But this book ar- 
gues that party dominance  during  transitions can short-circuit  the develop- 
ment of other  forms of representation  in civil society and the state. Highly 
centralized parties, while effective at channeling participation  and making 
policy, determine  which actors can gain  access to decision-making power. 
Parties that exercise a monopoly over representation  through sector-based 
organizing, as has been often  the case in  Latin America where  corporatist 
forms of interest  representation persist, are likely to ignore or sideline those 
groups  that do  not have readily defined class-based interests or  who are not 
in  the core coalition. This exclusion can  be exacerbated when state-based 
forms of representation, such as executive advisory committees, are also con- 
structed to represent the same sectors. 

The impact of the gendered political opportunities of transition politics on 
women’s organizing is addressed in  the chapters that follow. Chapter 1 pres- 
ents the theoretical framework of the  study  in  four sections. The first links 
the actions of political parties, social movements, and women’s organizing in 
the process of Latin American democratization.  The second explains how the 
political opportu~ity structure  approach can be used in  the analysis of social 
mov~ment activity during  democratization. The  third focuses on women’s 

in particular by applying gender analysis to different elements of 
the political opportunity  structure, specifically discourse and institutions. 
The  fourth discusses women’s response to their political opportunities  in  the 
light of their different gender interests and forms of organizing in Latin 
America. 

Chapters 2 through 6 use the findings of Chapter 1 to analyze the de- 
velopment of women’s organizing in Venezuela. They  follow a common  for- 
mat, examining the relevant socioeconomic and political changes in women’s 
status  the  period  under study, the general and gender-based political 

terests, and women’s principal moments of mobilization. 
OPPor  of the period, the development of women’s organizin 
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Chapter 2 focuses on the experience of the first women’s groups  during 
liberalized authoritarianism (1936-45) and the  first  transition to democracy 
(1945-48). It examines these groups’ makeup, their organizing around issues 
such as suffrage and legal reform, their struggles with class differences, and 
their decline in  the  transition to democracy as parties became dominant. It 
shows  how  the political parties have institutionalized  and legitimated gender 
bias. Chapter  3 examines how women’s participation against dictatorship 
(1948-58) led to their increasing mobilization at its fall. It also traces how 
their  demobilization  in  the next transition (1958-74) was due  to  the  more 

neral effects of the  ccpact” and the gender-specific impact of party-driven 
emocratization. 

Chapter  4  shows  how women’s organizing advanced in  the consolida- 
tion of democracy (1974-84). Women experimented with  the  structure of 

izations to “regender”  their  opportunities  in  the  three arenas of 
political interaction: the state, political society, and civil  society.8 

In doing so, they  took advantage of the  international  opportunity provided 
by  the UN Decade for Women (1975-85). These innovations had differing 
degrees of success, but  the lessons learned brought  a significant result: a coali- 
tion  that was able to bring about  the revision of the Civil Code in 1982. 

Chapter  5  charts women’s most successful period of mobilization 
(1984-90), during  which  they were able to implement the lessons drawn  from 
their  long  history of organizing. It focuses on the development of an on go in^ 
relationship between the  state and civil society-based organizations  that suc- 
ceeded in increasing public concern about single motherhood, reforming la- 
bor legislation, and promoting female political candidates. 

Chapter  6  shows  the effects of inter t~ined economic and political crises 
on women’s organizing efforts (1989-95). The shift to a neoliberal economic 
model further impoverished poor women, exacerbating the  longstanding 
class divisions among  women.  Poor  women principally organized among 
themselves, and the emergence of more hierarchical and traditional political 

ractices within women’s organizations  proved  a general liability to coalition 
uilding. 

Chapter  7 provides the conclusions of the study. It first briefly com- 
pares the experience of women to  one  other nontraditional interest 
‘Venezuela, the  neighborhood associations, to reveal what lessons can be 
learned about social movements and civil society in  the democratizin~ state. 
It then summarizes the findin~s concerning gender and democratization  in 
Venezuela relative to other  Latin ~mer i can  countries. In particular, it exam- 

8. For the distinction  between  political  and  civil  society,  see Chapter 1, note 3. 
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ines the impact of gendered political opportunities on women’s ability to  or- 
ganize on their own behalf under  democratization and assesses their  most 
successful and least successful strategies, The  book concludes with a reflec- 
tion on the  potential for women’s transformation  from  antiauthoritarian ac- 
tivists to full-fledged players in  the  interest-group politics of consolidated 
dem~cracies.~ 

9. Parts of chapters  appear in the following  articles:  “The  Effects  of  ‘Transnationalism  Re- 
versed’ in Venezuela:  Assessing the Impact of U N  Global  Conferences on the  omen's Move- 
ment,’J ~nternation~l Fe~in~st   Jo~rnal  of Politics 1:3 (Autumn 1999): 357-81; “State-based 
Advocacy for Gender  Equality  in the Developing  World:  Assessing the Venezuelan National 
 omen's Agency,” ~ o ~ e n  and  Politics 21:2 (April 2000); “The Paradoxes of Gendered  Political 
Opportunity in the Venezuelan  Transition to Democracy,” Latin  American  Research  Review 
333 (1998);  and “La mujer  latinoamericana  en la politica: (Como entrar y  retar  instituciones 
masculinas?” ~ e ~ a t e s  IESA 3:2 (1997): 50-53. 
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The ~roblems  faced by women,  they wish to act ~olitically,  are  ~ualitatively 
~ ~ f e r e n t  from those of other g r o ~ ~ s .  . . To asszone that  there is no s t r ~ c t ~ r e d  
~ ~ f e r e n c e  among groups is to misread socid reality. 

-Morris ~ l a c h ~ a n ,  ccSelective Omission and   he ore tical  ist tort ion in 
Studyi~g the ~ o l i t i ~ a l   ~ c t i v i t y  of  omen in 

Few guidelines are available to help analyze the gendered dynamics of 
women’s organizing during democratization.’ Work has been done on social 
mobilization  in  the  transition process and on women’s participation  in  both 
democ~atizing and democratic politics. But there is almost no theorizing 
about  how gender is embedded in  the process of the  transition to democracy 
and how this embeddedness affects women’s participation. Current ap- 
proaches remain incomplete and  their insights invisible to one another. 
mocratic transition  theory neglects social movements as a  whole and women 
in particular. Social movement theory does not incorporate gender as a cate- 
gory of analysis, instead subsuming women’s actions in non-gender-specific 
discussions of mobilization. Feminist theorists of democracy point to the 
gendered nature of theoretical discourse but  not  to that of democratic insti- 
tutions. While studies of Latin American women describe their experience of 
democratization,  they largely ignore  how gender relations influence the  po- 
litical environment  in  which  women are active. The “gender and politics” lit- 
erature focuses on women’s interaction  with  formal  institutions  (primarily  in 
consolidated democracies) but neglects gender analysis as well as the role of 
women’s movements in  promoting women’s  access to institutions. 

To rectify the lack of theory  about  the gendered impact of democrati- 
zation on women’s organizing, this chapter lays out  four interrelated theo- 

1. Sonia E. Alvarez  (1986,  1990)  presents the most  developed  framework in this  regard;  see 
also  Georgina  Waylen  (1994).  These works  are  discussed in more  detail  in note 29. 



retical propositions. (I) The rise of party politics in  the  transition to democ- 
racy contributes to the  demobilization of social movements and has an espe- 
cially detrimental impact on women’s organizing. 
dominance during  the  transition may impede the  subsequent development of 
civil society, particularly women’s groups, as democracy becomes consoli- 
dated. (2) During  democratization  the ~oZitic~Z o ~ ~ o r t ~ ~ i t i e s  of all social 
movements vary according to regime type  or phase. The opportunities  pro- 
vided by political institutions, actors, and discourses change under  authori- 
tarianism, the  transition to democracy, and democratic consolidation. (3) 
 omen's organizing is conditioned not  only by  the general political oppor- 
tunities of a specific regime type  or phase but also by  how these o p p o r ~ n i -  
ties are ~ e ~ d e r e d ,  that is, how  they  incoryorate  the social meanings attributed 
to sexual difference. (4) Women’s response to  both  the general and 

olitical opportunities of democratization  depends on women’s 
ender interests-those interests women have that  vary  by  their social yosi- 
loning-and forms of organization. Taken together, these propositions ex- 
lain why democratic transitions remain unfinished when citizens of both 

genders are taken  into  account. 

Democratization  literature has described  the overall pattern of social move- 
ment  activity  in  the  process of regime change-its rise as an authoritarian 
regime falters, its  peak  at  the regime’s demise, and  its decline with  the in- 
ception of political democracy-without explaining the dynamic as a  whole 
or examining the specific role of womene2 Because of their  predominant  fo- 
cus on elite interactions,  analysts have mentioned the  contributions of so- 
cial movements to the  demise of authoritarian regimes but have not 
accurately assessed movement  length or composition.  This has masked the 
significant contrib~tion of women,  whose  participation  occurs  primarily 
through social movements.  Analysts have noted  that social mobilization of- 

2. By  “democratization  literature” I refer to those general  works that seek to map out and 
theorize the process of political  democratization,  such as O’Donnell  and  Schmitter 1986; Dia- 
mond,  Linz,  and  Lipset 1989; R, Munck 1989; Higley  and  Gunther 1992; Mainwaring,  O’Don- 
ne11 and  Valenzuela 1992; Huntington 1993. As  will  be  discussed  later,  works  exist that 
specifically  address  social  movement  activity in democratization, but these  have  yet to be  sys- 
tematically  incorporated into the broader  discussion. See S. Alvarez 1990; Rochon 1990; 
Jaquette 1991,1994aY 199410; G. Munck 1991; Cane1 1992; Foweraker 1995; Hipsher 1996. 



ten falls off during  the  transition  to democracy. But  most do  not examine 
one of the principal reasons: the rise of party politics.  They assume that  the 
establishment of strongly  institutionalized  parties is the  key to achieving 
political stability and see no conflict  between the development of political 
and civil so~ ie ty .~  While  in  consolidated democracies there is often  no such 
conflict, during  the  transition  process  the  dominance of strong  parties may 
impede the development of civil society, and in particular women’s or 
izing  within  it. 

emocrat i~at io~ theory has noted  that  the  breakdown of authoritarian 
regimes often encourages widespread political mobilization, yet  it misspeci- 
fies the d~namics of that  mo~ilization-when it appears and who makes it 
up. In its focus on the crucial moments of regime change, it argues that some 

ns of political liberalization, or opening, have to come from  within  the au- 
e before opposition SW led by particular elites ( 
r 1986; ~ainwaring,  0 nnell, and Valenzuela 19 

f social movements in  the  literature has  led to  the counter- 
ovements in fact initiate the process of regime cha 
this overstates the case, the  focus on m o ~ e n t s  of regime 
d in  some  confusion over early social m o v e ~ e n t  activity. 
ne11 and Philippe C. Schmitter (1986) initially ar 
are artists and intellectuals, former elite s~pporters of the 
s~ionals.~ But they later state  that  “human  ri 

cates,” including human rights associations; relatives of the disappeared, tor- 
tured, and killed; and churches are “the first to speak out against the more 
repulsive facets of the  authoritarian regime. They do so in  the midst of severe 
repression, when  most  other  actors acquiesce to the regime or choose to 
ignore its atrocities” (1986,SI). Further  study  supports  the second statement, 
revealing that  both  human rights advocates and those  protesting on the basis 
of subsistence issues (such as affordable food and clean water)  often do  not 

3. For the sake of analytic  clarity, I am  following Larry Diamond’s  separation of  civil  and po- 
litical  society.  Civil  society  is the “realm of organized  social  life that is  voluntary,  self-generating, 
largely  self-supporting,  autonomous  from the state  and  bound  by a legal order or set of shared 
rules. It is distinct  from  ‘society’  in  general in that it involves  citizens  acting  collectively  in a pub- 
lic  sphere to express  their  interests,  passions  and  ideas,  exchange  information,  achieve  mutual 
goals,  make  demands on the state,  and  hold  state  officials accountab~e” (1994,  5). Primary exam- 
ples  of  “citizens  acting  collectively”  are  social  movements  and  interest  associations.  Political so- 
ciety  is, to put it most  simply, the party system. 

4. Little work has  been  done on the specific  role of clandestine  parties  in the opposition,  de- 
spite  case  studies  that  draw  particular attention to their  importance in organizing other sectors 
(see  Garcia  Ponce  and  Camacho  Barrios  1982;  Schneider  1995).  This  oversight  is  puzzling,  con- 
sidering the emphasis that is  placed on the role of parties in const~cting the new  democracies  (as 
shown  below). 
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wait for schism among the ruling elite.5 They begin to protest long before 
splits are apparent and may contribute to the disequilibrium of the regime 
(Waylen 1994). 

The  contradiction  in specifying movement participants may be due  to 
theorists’ focus on elite negotiation. Yet a still more  profound  problem im- 
pedes their assessment of movement activity, Many of the early protesters are 
invisible becduse they do not f a l ~  into expected c ~ t e ~ o r i e s  of o ~ p o s i t i ~ n  partic- 
~ ~ n t s .  Those analysts who claim a central role for social movements assert 
that “the key point  about  the  growth of social movements is that  they repre- 
sent  a variety of social classes” (Petras 1990,  89, emphasis added). 
not  only class but also gender determines the makeup of movement 
are the  majority of the participants in many opposition movements, particu- 
larly those mobilized around  the earliest emerging issues such as human 
rights and subsistence demands (Jelin  1990; Feijo6 and Nari 1994; Jaquette 
1994a;  Waylen  1994). Thus  the  contribution of social movements to the de- 
mise of authoritarianism is more extensive and differently gendered than has 
been previously understood. 

~emocratization theory has been upheld  in its overall assessment of a 
decline in general mobilization  during  the  transition stage, in  which  authori- 
tarian leaders have ceded (or been compelled to cede) political power and ne- 
gotiations over democratic politics have begun (O’Donnell and Schmitter 
1986; ~ a i n ~ a r i n g  1987; Canel 1992; Jaquette 1994a). However, social move- 
ments may fare better  in  countries  that go through  long  transition stages. Un- 

e movements that face a  sudden shift in political winds, they have more 
e to reorient  their strategies and goals to the new situation (S. Alvarez 

1990; Waylen 1994). Moreover, it may be that social mo~ement activity does 
not cease completely but is redirected to less visible and less unified ends 
(Fitzsimmons 1995). 

The general decline in visible protest arises partly  from necessary 
changes in  the opposition’s tactics. As its goal shifts from building a move- 
ment against a  common  authoritarian enemy to  const~ct ing the complex al- 
liances within  a democratic regime, mobilizational activity wanes. But 

obilization can also be a  strategy chosen deliberately by political parties. 
ing the  transition?  “parties . . show themselves to be not only, or  not so 

much, agents of mobilization as instruments of social and political control” 
(O’Donnell and Schmitter 1986,58). As they (re)emerge to play a central part 

5. For example, the Argentinean  Mothers of the Plaza  de  Mayo,  a  group of mothers  and 
grandmothers who publicly  protested the torture and  disappearance of their  family  members 
during the “Dirty War,”  came  together in 1977,  before the process of liberalization  began  (Fei- 
jocj and Nari 1994,112). 



in political life, parties strive to reduce the  uncertainty caused by the shifting 
political framework of the  transition phase by co-opting or repressing inde- 
pendent organizing (Karl 1987). 

Despite  the  uncertainty  that characterizes transition politics, initial 
party dominance may be lasting-and detrimental to  the  further develop- 
ment of democracy. In some cases transition negotiations have resulted in  a 
“freezing” of democracy under  conditions of demobilization, governed by 
the initial actors (Karl 1990).6 The most  common  way  in  which this takes 
place is through “pacting,” constructing  a series of agreements that guarantee 
certain elite interests-whether political, economic, or social-in exchange 
for promises to abide by democratic political procedures, Pacting has been 
promoted as the  most effective transition mechanism (Higley and Gunther 
1992), but  it also has been shown to hinder  further democratization.’ As 
Terry Lynn Karl argues, pacts can “circumscrib[e] the extent to which all  ac- 
tors can participate or wield power  in  the  future. In  the long  run, pacts may 
hinder  the  prospects for  the  future” (1987, 88). Therefore, if parties dominate 
pact making in  the transition, they may impede the development of new self- 
constituted  organizations and movements as democracy is consolidated. 

Because of their focus on the establishment of stable political regimes 
that can prevent a  return  to authoritarian rule, most scholars of democratiza- 
tion  ignore  the demobilizing potential of parties and the likelihood of “freez- 
ing” this demobilization following the transition.8 Analysts acknowledge 
that  both civil and political society play crucial roles in assuring the  condi- 
tions of consolidation (Linz and Stepan 1996), that is, when  the rules of poli- 

6. This  has  been  shown  clearly in the case  of  Venezuela,  which  has  been  praised for the inclu- 
sion of a strong party system in its  successful  transition. See Karl  1987;  Brewer-Carias  1988; 
L6pez  Maya,  G6mez  Calcaiio,  and  Maingcin  1989;  Salamanca  1995.  Frances  Hagopian  argues  in 
a similar  vein about Brazil: “Patterns of politics  established in periods of transition  have a very 
real  and strong potential to become  semipermanent  features of the political  landscape. In mo- 
ments of transition  and  convulsion  there  arise  unique opportunities to discard the constraints 
and the organizational forms inherited  from  previous  regimes, but missed opportunities are sel- 
dom regained.  Political  institutions  are  molded to suit the regime that they uphold,  and  state 
elites  and  societal  organizations  build  bridges to one another appropriate for the immediate po- 
litical  environment.  Individuals  rise who are  adept  at the political  game  as it is played,  and they 
use  their  positions to perpetuate  modes of political  interaction that favor  them”  (1990,148). 

7. John Higley  and  Richard  Gunther note that pactmaking  involves  demobilization, but see it 
as a positive  outcome.  Pactmaking  “usually  involves  demobilizing  mass  organizations  and  social 
movements so as to discourage the outbreak of polarizing  incidents  and  mass  violence”  (as  cited 
in Hipsher 1996,279). 

8. Patricia Hipsher (1996)  offers one of the few  analyses  focusing  on the interactions  between 
party elites  and  social  movements that result in demobilization during the transition.  But  her 
perspective  stresses the accommodation of party politics  by  social mov~ment actors  more than 
the losses  they,  and  democracy  as a whole,  may  sustain in the long  term. 
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tics  gain general acceptance and no serious challengers exist outside  the sys- 
tem. But analysts also agree that  the  key to achieving consolidation is the in- 
stitutionalization of a  party system (Agiiero, Gillespie, and Scully 1986; 
Diamond, Linz, and Lipset 1989; Pridham 1991; ~a inwar ing  and Scully 
1995). 

The problems  that can arise if civil society is not separated from politi- 
cal society have been recognized. As Larry  Diamond explains, “Organiza- 
tions and networks  in civil society may form alliances with parties, but if they 
become captured  by parties, or hegemonic within them, they  thereby move 
their  primary locus of activity to political society and lose much of their abil- 
ity  to perform certain unique mediating and democracy-building functions’’ 
(1994, 7). But concern with building strong parties during  transitions seems 
to have prevented analysts from considering how  or whether civil society can 
remain sufficiently independent  from political society  during this construc- 
tion.  Although  the social movements active under  the previous regime appear 
the  most  obvious basis for reviving civil society, the  Uruguayan democratic 
consolidation phask provides an illustration of the actual fate of these move- 
ments as parties develop. As Eduardo  Canel notes, “The logic of the consol- 
idation of democratic institutions-which required the active participation of 
political parties-made ~ar ty-~ui ld ing  a central priority, contributin 
to the  tendency  toward  the assimilation or displacement of nontr 
collective actors” (1992,284-85). 

Those who  study Latin American social movement activity in democ- 
ratizing and democratic politics echo this sentiment, finding new social 
movements to be the “casualties” of the  transition,  “whose role in defining 
the issues and  setting  the  terms of public debate has again been taken over by 
political parties” Waquette  1994b, 337). This  “takeover” is often hostile. Re- 
search indicates that  infiltration by  party politics has created schisms that are 
frequently responsible for  the demise of movements (S. Alvarez 1990; 
~ h u c h r y k  1994; Foweraker 1995; Oxhorn 1995). 

owever, party politics and social movements should not be seen as in- 
at odds. Not all parties have these divisive effects; at times parties on 

the left have helped social movements expand (S. Alvarez 1990; 
1992; Starn 1992). Evidence from consolidated democracies reveals the  po- 
tential for coexistence and fruitful  interaction between active social move- 
ments and political parties (Dalton and Kuechler 1990). A  comparison of the 
different experiences of social movements during regime change indicates 
that highly institutionalized  party systems that rely on parties established 
prior  to the  authoritarian  period  tend to have the  most ~emobilizing effects 
(Canel 1992; Chuchryk 1994; Oxhorn 1995; Salamanca  1995). These long- 



established parties possess the or anizational ability to co-opt social move- 
ments  when politics is in  ferment d new political actors are uncertain about 
effective strategies. Thus, “the impact of democratic politics on movement 
strategies and dynamics . . . in  countries  with historically strong states and ef- 
fective party systems . has propelled parties onto center stage, displacin 
movements and diminishing their vital role in forging a  more  autonomous 
and vibrant civil society” (Escobar and Alvarez 1992,328). 

The emphasis on the benefits of building party systems  during  the 
transition phase-which ignores  their  potential to exclude actors  mobilized 
in  the  opposition  to  authoritarian  rule  and to impede the later  growth of 
civil society-reveals a flaw in  democratization  theorizing.  Analysts seem 
to have forgotten  the  past  and  thus have begun to repeat  it.9 Samuel Hunt- 
ington’s early study of political  transitions (1968) stressed the achievement 

nability,” that is, stable political interactions,  over all other as- 
vernmental  action,  making  differentiation  between regime types 

(such as authoritarian  and  democratic) immaterial. A  key element of his 
analysis was the  importance of constructing  strong  political  parties as the 
principal  method for channeling  and  stabilizing  political  participation, to 
the exclusion of all other mechanisms.10 One of the  central  contributions of 
regime-centered  literature was to restore  consideration of political  quality 
as well as stability (or governability) by taking issues such as respect for hu- 
man  rights into account  in the differentiation  between regime types  (Linz 
1992; G. Munck 1995). 

Some analysts have continued to nuance this discussion by making 
clear that  the dynamics that lead to a successful democratic transition are not 
the same as those  that lead to consolidation (Karl 1990; Schmitter 1992). The 
initial restoration or installation of democratic politics depends on the ability 
of certain elites to keep the political situation stable enough to counter  the 
threat of authoritarian relapse. However, consolidating the gains of the  tran- 
sition into lasting patterns of interaction calls for ~ul t iplying the issues 
placed on the table and allowing other actors to bring  a chair. This may imply 
the r e s t ~ c ~ r i n g  of transition agreem’ents to permit  the expression of new 
demands through new channels (Karl 1990). 

Because democratization  theory  in general has not focused on the dis- 
pla~ement of social movements ’by political parties, it has not taken into ac- 
count  the  isp proportionate drop-off of women’s participation  in transitio~ 

9. The following  discussion  was  inspired  by  Gerard0  Munck’s  (1995)  comments on the dif- 

10.  Huntington  (1968,409-12)  defines strong parties  as  highly  institutionalized,  mass-based, 
ference  between  regime  “form  and  function.” 

and organi~ationally complex, with a high  member identi~cation with party ideology, 
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politics and the resulting difficulties of women  in democratic consolidation.” 
As shown  in  the fight against authoritarianism, social movements “draw 
women’s loyalties and energies more successfully than  more conventional 
forms of participation” (Jaquette 1991,  194). Thus  the decline of social move- 
ments and the simultaneous rise of party politics have a severe impact on 
women’s ability to organize politically. 

The link between women’s demobilization and party ascendancy dur- 
e is a global phenomenon, as described by Barbara J. Nelson 

and Najma Chowdhury in  their  introduction  to a comparative volume on 
women’s political participation: 

~ o m e n t s  of system change, when  the  distribution and forms of 
power are in flux, underscore  the  importance of parties in  struc- 
turing women’s opportunities to participate in  formal politics. 
There has been growing recognition  that even though social dis- 
junctures like war, revolution, or economic distress may tem- 
porarily increase the range or intensity of women’s political 
activism, these changes do  not endure after political consolida- 
tion. The role of parties in  returning politics to the gender status 
quo is demonstrated  in the  transitions  from  authoritarian or 
state socialist regimes to democracies. (1994,  16) 

Analysis of women’s mobilization in democratizing or democratic  politics 
in  Latin America supports these  conclusions.  Clandestine  parties have 
taken advantage of women’s ability to organize  aboveground  during  au- 
thoritarianism,  and legal parties  often  pay  at least lip service to the  impor- 
tance of women’s incorporation  during  the  transition.  But as 
democratization  proceeds,  party  politics  tends to be  carried out  to  the 
detriment of women’s organizing (Jelin 1990; Jaquette 1994a; Waylen 
1996b). A common  finding is that partisan  rifts are introduced  into 
women’s organizations. As women  are  recruited  into  parties,  they begin to 
carry  political rivalries into  formerly unified groups,  often  resulting  in  their 
dismantling (Barrig 1994; Chuchryk 1994). At times, segments of women’s 
movement  organizations are completely  absorbed into different parties, 
thus  subordinating women’s demands to  party priorities.  Parties  may  set up 

11, In his  mention of  women’s interaction  with  political  parties,  Diamond (1994, lo) notes, 
“Because of the  traditional  dominance  by men  of the  corridors of power,  civil  society is a  partic- 
ularly  important  base for the  training  and  recruitment of wornen. . into positions of formal po- 
litical  power.”  However, like other  theorists of transition politics, he  does not explore  the  extent 
to which  the  “traditional  dominance  by men  of the  corridors of power”  presents  obstacles to 
women’s “training  and  recruitment.” 



their  own women’s bureaus with a similar result (S. Alvarez 1986; 
wood 1986). 

counter  with parties should not be taken to indicate that  the 
tally at odds. In fact, comparisons of wornen’s experiences of party politics in 
consolidated democracies reveal that  strong (highly organized/~le-based) 
parties are the  most successful at  promoting women’s leadership and issues 
because of their ability to implement policy  within  party  structures an 
pose it on local branches (Lovenduski and Norris 1993). 

As with  other social sectors, the  problems women’s or 

ender equality in parties is the existence, both inside and outside of party 
cture, of women’s organized pressure campaigns. It is precisely such  or- 

rength  that is often impeded by  the  dominance of strong  par- 
transition. 

Because the  democratization  literature misspecifies the general dynam- 
ics of social mobilization and ignores the gendered nature of transition  poli- 
tics, it has been argued that social movements and women’s particip~tion 
cannot be productively discussed within  the  framework of the  literature 
(Waylen 1994,335). But  democratization  theory remains useful. The cycle of 
social mobilization during  democratization is a  pattern confirmed from early 
studies onward. To fully  understand  the role of social movements in  transi- 
tion politics, however, we must turn  to  other forms of analysis. 

To capture  the effects of regime change on social mobilization?  the  most use- 
ful type of analysis is one  that focuses on  the impact of ~ a ~ o p o Z i t ~ c a Z  context 
on the development of movements. Much of the social movement literature 
has focused on the  internal dynamics of movements, an approach  that has re- 
sulted in detailed assessments of ~icro~oZi t i c~Z interactions within specific 
mobilizations. However, such an approach does not take into account the 
crucial influence of external circumstances on social movements. This omis- 
sion precludes an explanation of why social movements emerge at particular 
times, such as during political transitions, and why  they develop in some of 
the  forms  they  do.  With  some modification, the poZiticaZ o ~ p o r t u ~ i t ~  struc- 
ture a p ~ r o a c ~  and its related “cycles of protest” concept can be used to high- 
light the role of social movements in  the  transition to democracy, 
ackno~ledged only between the lines of democratization theory’s emphasis 
on stabilizing elite politics. 
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y focusing on movement  interaction  with  external  institutions)  actors, 
nge  throughout  the  transition to democracy,  the 

political  opportunity  a ns why  the  visible  activity  of  social 
le charting  this  cycle  of  mobilization, 

however, it is important to avoid two  problems  in  the  approach: ( 
internal  dynamics for  the  decline of social  movements,  when  the 

litical  context  must  be  taken  into  account,  and (2) assumin 
vement  activity  rises  and falls cyclically,  when  much of 

ongoing, if less  visible,  networks. 
e  two  dominant  schools of  social  move  ent  analysis  that  focus on 

intermovement  dynamics  are  the resource ~ o ~ i  tion  school^ which empha- 
sizes the  internal  development of t movement, and the new soci~l  move- 
ments or c i i~e~t i ty”  school, whi  looks  at  actors’  predisposition  for 
mobi1ization.l2 The former,  developed by U.S.-based  and  -focused  scholars, 
emphasizes the  importance of  available  resources-such as elite  support, 

mem~ership, and  communication  networks-in  the  successful 
on of social ~ o v e m e n t  organizations (McA 

Zald 1988). Although  it takes into  account  the  resourc 
construction of a  movement,  resource  mobilization  neglects  the  formation of 
the  collective  group  identity  that  underlies all social ~obi l izat ion.  In con- 
trast,  the  new  social  movements  paradigm,  developed by observers of  West- 
ern  European  movements,  emphasizes  the  ident  formation  preceding 
collective  action  (Laclau 1985; Melucci 19 
ments  that  have  emerged  in postin~ustri  

elds of alterable  but  nonetheless s t ~ c t u r e d  social  relations  rather  than  de- 
velopment,  the  state, or the  market”  (Cohen 1985,  699) to explain the  emer- 
gence of a  common  consciousness.~3 

The resource  mobilization and new  social  movement  schools  con- 
tribute to the  un~erstanding  of  the  resources and identity base of  social 
moveme~ts,  However,  they  cannot  explain  why  these  identities  are galva- 
nized and resources are put to use  at  any  particular  time.  Moreover,  the fo- 
cus on the  micropolitical,  especially  in  the  new  social  movement  school, has 
often  resulted  in an overly  optimistic  assessment of the  potential  for  social 
move~ent-based activism, includin~ its  promotion  of  “pure”  democratic 
politics  (Slater 1985).14 To account  for  the  cycling  of  social  mov~ment activ- 

12. For an in-depth comparison of the two approaches,  see Cohen 1985;  Foweraker  1995. 
33. For examples  of work that attempts to bring the insights of new  social  movement  research 

to bear on resource  mobilization,  see  Morris  and  Mueller  1992. 
14. The approach‘s  neglect  of  “development, the state, or the market”  also  makes it problem- 

atic for application to the developing  world,  where  such  issues  clearly  have  an  impact on 



ity and  its  failure to radically change the  way  politics is done,  the  political 
portunities  that inspire (or  inhibit) collective action  must be considered. 

The poZ~ticaZ opport~~ity  str~ct~re approac~ frames the develo 
the micropolitical in its macropolitical envir0nment.l~ Sidney Ta 
others have described the elements of the political opportunity s t ~ c t u r e  as 
follows: (1) the openness of political institutions, (2) the availability of allies 
for the movement, (3) the conflict between. elites, and (4) the im 
ical alignments (Tarrow 1991  b). These elements have been defin 
in  the various analyses that make use of the approach. “The openness of po- 
litical institutions” has been taken to mean formal  representation and the  re- 

vernment to citizen demands (Eisinger 1 
S workers to revolutionary guerrillas to p 
e “shift  in political alignments” has 

etition for  the votes of certain se 
take place among 
parties in electoral 
r to the domestic political envir 
nded the concept of political opportunity  §tructure 

various aspects of political opportunity  structu 
inators-~rst, formal political institutions,  an 

fluences as well (see also V. Randall 1998,  196). 

arious  situations of cooperation an 
e em~rgence and development of social move- 
utions and actors, another neglected yet  key 

external factor is the “universe of political discourse’’ in  which  a social move- 
ment develops (Jenson 1987).’& Political discourse specifies the acceptable ac- 
tors, actions, and subjects of politics, which are determined t h r o u ~ h  

ical interpretation of basic social arrangements (6~-66).17 In  the con- 
text of Latin ~mer i can  re ime change, the  nature of political discourses and 
actors varies  widely, while the  institutions  that most determine  the political 

social  movement  development. See Foweraker  (1995) for a detailed  critique of the application of 
Western  social  movement theory to Latin  American  movements. 

15. For more  detailed  accounts of the political opportunity structure,  see  McAdam  1982;  Tar- 
row 1991  b,  1994; G. Munck 1991; Foweraker 1995. 

16.  Vicky  Randall  (1998,  194)  also  emphasizes the need to focus on discourse  within  political 
opportunity structure analysis. 

17.  This  concept  is  similar to that of “political cultureyy as defined  by  Sonia  Alvarez,  Evelina 
Dagnino,  and Arturo Escobar: “The particular  social construction in  every  society of what 
counts as political; . I the domain of practices  and  institutions7  carved out of the totality of so- 
cial  reality, that historically  comes to be  considered as properly political”  (1998, 8).  
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opportunities  for social movements are political parties, as discussed above, 
and the state. 

Many have claimed that social movements strive to remain independent 
from  the state, but  Joe  Foweraker (1995) insists that  Latin American social 
mobilization cannot be understood  without investigating its interaction  with 
the state-the bureaucracies, institutionalized legal order, and formal and in- 
formal  norms  that govern formal politics,18 The  work of both Foweraker 
(1995) and Arturo Escobar and Sonia E. Alvarez (1992) discusses how  the rise 

crisis of the ccdevelopmentalist” state was one of the key factors of social 
movement emergence in  the 1970s and 1980s in  Latin America.19 Moreover, 
social movement d~namics during  democratization  cannot be understood  in 
isolation from  the  state because it is the principal arena for social movement 
activity, from  opposition to incorporation (S. Alvarez 1990; Rochon 1990; 
Cardoso 1992; Hellman 1992; Foweraker 1995). In these interactions  the state 
is far  from  a  unitary object. Those who incorporate consideration of the  state 

alyses differentiate it  by  type (dependent, developmentalist, ne- 
nch (judicial, legislative, executive), and level (local and national, 

as well as regional and  international governing structures). 
The political contextualization of movement activity is receiving in- 

creasing attention (Katzenstein and Mueller 1987; Foweraker and Craig 1990; 

18. This  Weberian  definition  of the state  is  taken  from  Karl  (1997,  14).  Early work on Latin 
American  social  movements  assumed  their  autonomy (e.g., Slater  1985).  This  scholarship drew 
on the new  social  movement  approach,  which  is  based on the experience of Western  European 
social  movements.  Because  these  movements  were  generally  more  focused on cultural  change 
than on material  demands, they largely  ignored the state.  However,  given the importance of the 
state in Latin  American  politics,  and the basis  in  material  demands  of the majority of the region’s 
social  movements, no study of Latin  American  social  movements  can  afford to neglect the larger 
political  environment.  Although  more  recent work  on Latin  American  social  movements  has 
taken  pains to locate  social  movement  analysis  within the appropriate political  context,  many 
writers  still  struggle with the older  paradigm.  Fernando  Caldercin,  Alejandro  Piscitelli,  and JosC 
Luis  Reyna  claim that “to a great  extent the state  is no longer the ‘object of attraction”’  (1992,24) 
for social  movements,  which  are looking for a “new system of political  institutions’’  (29); but 
they also  recognize that “the state  is a referent for almost  all  social  movements”  (25).  This  same 
tension  arises in an  essay  by Maria Pilar  Garcia, who first  describes “the emergence of forms of 
social  action that are  independent  from both the political  parties  and the state” but then admits 
that “at certain  times they confront the state; at others, they ally with it,  depending on the prob- 
lem”  (1992,  159). Arturo Escobar  (1992,83)  resolves the issue  more  satisfactorily:  “Social  move- 
ments  are  somewhat  exterior to the state,  and if it is true that the state is a key interlocutor for 
the movements,  these  latter  cannot  be  reduced to the logic of the state.” 

19. The “developmentalist”  state  used the policies of  import-Substitution Industrialization” 
(ISI) to promote  economic  development. The goal  of  IS1  was to produce goods formerly im- 
ported into the country; and  meeting  this  goal  required  significant  state  involvement  in  building 
infrastruc~re, supporting and  protecting  industry,  and  mediating the demands of different so- 
cial  sectors. For further description of ISI, see  Haggard  1993;  Todaro  1994,491-500. 



Davis 1994; Foweraker 1995) and is particularly useful for studying  the de- 
velopment of social movements within  the process of democratization. Polit- 
ical opportunity  structures can be applied to transition politics by modifying 
the “cycles of protest” version of the  approach.  Tarrow  posits  that general 
social mobilization increases when new external political opportunities allow 

ore movements join in, coalescing around  a  “master  frame” of the 
common goals of different organizations  until  a peak of mobilization is 
reached. At a certain point differences arise between participants over the 
content and tactics of the general mobilization, and it declines. The activities 
of movements may leave new institutions  in  their wake, but movements will 
not reappear until political opportunities allow for  the  start of a new cycle 
(Tarrow 1991b, 51-54; 1994,155-58). 

Analysts have directly mapped the cycles of protest  concept onto Latin 
American regime change (G. Munck 1991; Foweraker 1995). Reflecting the 
description of social mobilization outlined  in  the  democratization literature, 
the  protest cycle is seen to be in its ascent when  authoritarian regimes begin 
to liberalize. It peaks at some  point  in  the  transition and declines as the space 
for social mobilization is closed off. Gerard0  Munck (1991) finds that both 
the  length of the  transition and the emerging party  structure  determine  how 
long movements continue to develop, a view that  supports  the arguments in 
the  first section above. He  posits a “trade-off between the ‘window of op- 
portunity’ allowed for the emergence and consolidation of social movements 
and the degree of state democratization” (13). Crucially, he notes  that social 
movements lose their primacy as the focus of political o r g a n i ~ i n ~  turns  to 
electoral politics and political life  is reoriented  around parties. 

However, Munck repeats two errors of the political opportunity  stmc- 
turelcycles of protest approach: ignoring  the emphasis on context  when dis- 
cussing the decline of social movements, and assuming that movements’ 
visible rise and fall comprise the full extent of their activity. In his conclusion, 
he first reaffirms the  importance of social movements: ccDemocracy is the 
fruit of various factors”; although  state  form, political parties, and constitu- 
tions are all fundamental, “the pressure of civil society, in  the  form of social 
movements, is equally indispensable” and is “an  arm for democracy” (1991, 
15). But  in describing how new democracies might reverse the seemingly in- 
evitable decline of social movements, Munck discusses only factors internal 
to the movements: their inclusiveness, their ability to engage in strategic in- 
teraction, and  their consistency in action. 

Munck highlights the  problematic  interaction of parties (and other 
forms of institutionalized politics) and social movements in  the  transition 
stage. But  he repeats a  common  error made by cycles of protest analysis: the 
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assumption  that cycle decline is wholly  due to factors internal to the move- 
ment. Tarrow also argues that  the  competition between social movement or- 
anizations at the cycle’s peak is seen to result in “sectarian involution. . . and 
oal displacement. . . Between them, these effects combine to c o n c l ~ ~ e  the cy- 

cle” (1991  b, 54, emphasis added). This line of reasoning contradicts  the  polit- 
ical opportunity  structure emphasis on  the political e~vironment. If political 
opportunities are responsible for movement emergence and  development^ 
they  must also at least influence movement decline. 

But  what this “decline” (or, for  that matter, the  “rise” and “peak”) of 
social movements entails is  itself open to debate. Aspects of mobilizat’ 
such as strikes and other  protest  demonstrations, do rise and fall  visibly. 
as Albert0 Melucci (1988) convincingly argues, collective action can also be 
seen as an ongoing process of transformatio~, based on  “networks sub- 
merged in everyday life.” These  networks do  not cycle, but they  form  the ba- 
sis upon which visible manifestations periodically erupt: 

Within these networks  there is an experimentation with and di- 
rect practice of alternative frameworks of sense, in consequence 
of a personal commitment  which is submerged and almost invisi- 
ble. . The “movements” emerge only  in limited areas, for lim- 
ited phases, and  by means of moments of mobilization  which are 
the other, complementary, face of the submerged networks. . . . 
[Tlhese networks make possible such mobilizations and render 
them visible in  a  punctual manner: that is, at the  moment  when 
there emerges a  confrontation or conflict with  a public policy. 
(248) 

Thus, even as political opportunities change, the activity of social movements 
continues  through  ongoing  interactions  among actors and the spread of new 
meanings, resulting in political learning that  often  informs  the next visible 
4cycle.’J20 

The political op~ortunity structure  approach allows for an assessment 
of the impact of political context on social movement development during 
democratization.  But  it does not allow for an understanding of the specific 
dynamics of women’s political organizing in  the  transition to democracy. 
General claims that social movement activity emerges only after an initial re- 

20. See S. Alvarez  (1997),  and  Alvarez,  Dagnino,  and  Escobar  (1998) for further discussion of 
social  movement networks or “webs.”  Morris  and  Mueller’s  (1992) work  on resource  mobiliza- 
tion also  pays attention to the importance of ongoing  interactions  among  social  movement  ac- 
tors in forming a collective  identity. 



laxation of authoritarian rule neglect women7s opposition,  which  frequently 
begins before political liberalization. Furthermore,  democratization 
theorists’ focus on the benefits of party politics in  the  transition and consol- 
idation of democracy overlooks the marginalization of women’s social move- 
ment-based organizing. The political opportunit~ structure  approach has 
been used to make women7s izing strategies more visible ( 
and Mueller 1987; Costain 19 t even this improvement  doe 
why these opportunities have an impact on women’s ability to organize po- 
litically ds women. What is missing is an understanding of the gendered 
nature of political opportunities, especially the political institutions of 
democracy. 

Understanding  the impact of political context on women’s organizing calls 
for an e~amination of the influence of gender relations on political thought 
and action: how ideas about  the  proper social relations between men and 
women are incorporated  into political practice. This section first discusses 
the meaning of gender relations and the need for gender analysis. It then 
shows  how feminist theorists have used gender analysis to reveal the gen- 
dered  nature of the theoretical discourse of democracy. In examining politi- 
cal institutions, however, much remains to be done.  Most  studies of Latin 
American women  in  democratization do  not focus on institutional factors. 
The research on “gender and politics” (or  “women and politics”) focuses on 
institutions  but does not use gender analysis, and it neglects the  importance 
of women’s organizing. In contrast, this section argues that gendered politi- 
cal institutions  form much of the  context  that  conditions women’s mobiliza- 
tion,  often impeding it.*I 

21, The claim that political institutions are  gendered in a way that can  marginalize  women  is 
not meant to imply that the founders of such institutions consciously sought to privilege men’s 
participation.  However, in designing  political  mechanisms with the traditional actors of politics 
in  mind, they ended up creating  ones into which  women did not “fit.”  Similarly,  discriminatory 
political  discourse  should not be  seen as deliberately  biased  against  women, but rather as the 
outcome of a long history of assumptions that men, not women,  belong in political  life.  Exam- 
ples of this type of unconscious  discrimination  abound in social  life, for example, the former 
strength and  endurance  qualifications for U S  firefighters.  Because  firefighters  were  originally 
all  men,  these  qualifications  were  based on men’s physical  capacities-to  which  women  were 
unable to conform.  When  challenged, the requirements for firefighting  itself  were  proven to be 
of a different  order, but one that could not be  seen as long as men  were  assumed to be  carrying 
out the activity. 
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Gender  Relations  and  Gender  Analysis 

Contrary  to much current usage, the  term gender is not a  synonym  for bio- 
logical  sex (male/female), nor does it refer exclusively to women. Gender de- 
notes the sociaZZy constr~cted  sign~cance of biological sexual difference, or 
how  society assigns male and female bodies the different expectations, obli- 
gations, and rights associated with masculinity and femininity. Consequently, 
the feminine gender cannot be understood  in isolation from  the masculine 
gender; they are inextricably intertwined. Only in relation to  one another can 
the various characteristics assigned to each gender be distinguished. Thus 
gender reZat~ons is a  more useful concept  than  the  term gender alone. 

But  the concept of gender relations, like class relations, implies more 
than socially attributed difference. Because of  men’s historical dominance 
over women, gender relations contain socially ascribed value, which is ap- 
parent  in  the nearly universal ascription of superiority to the masculine over 

oreover, this ranking is invoked in  some  way  in every 
cture, making gender relations a  “primary  way of signi- 

fying relationships of power” (Scott 1988,42).22 
Because gender relations are socially determined, their manifestations 

in social life are not static. A general association of masculine gender with  the 
public sphere of work and politics stands  in  contrast to the linking of femi- 
nine gender with  the private sphere of family and household.  But  there is no 
establishing, once and for all, the myriad roles and expectations every man 
and woman is expected to fulfill, nor their  inherent value. Every  context re- 
veals multiple renderings of gender relations in private and public life. 

But gender relations do  not float freely above the complex interactions 
of daily life and power politics, open  to revision. To the contrary, gender re- 
lations are firmly rooted  in political, economic, and social s t ~ c t u r e s  and ac- 
tions. Because gender hierarchy is one of the  fundamental  ordering processes 
of all known societies and is imparted to children from  birth,  the relations 
constructed on  it are not easily alteredSz3 Moreover, they are often deeply em- 
bedded in  institutions  through  the repeated application of norms and rules 
based on a particular configuration of gender relations. 

However, gender relations are subject to change. Their hierarchy can be 

22. I am  indebted to Karen  Booth for helping to clarify the definitions  of,  and  distinctions  be- 
tween,  gender  and  gender  relations. Joan Scott’s  examples  include  analogies  between  political 
structure and the marital  relationship  and the legitimation of war through appealing to notions 
of manhood  (1988,46-50). 

23. While  Nancy Chodorow (1974)  has  been  taken to task for her  cultural  essentialism,  her 
assessment of the impact of family structure on the development of children’s  gender identity has 
been  widely.  accepted. 



explicitly challenged or affirmed throu h organized activity such as feminist, 
queer, antiabortion, or prochoice mov ents. The daily interactions of indi- 
viduals within  institutions ranging from  the family to the armed forces also 
implicitly modify or reinforce patterns of gender relations. Thus,  “gender is 
not fixed in advance of social interaction, but is constructed  in  interaction” 
(Connelll995,35). Given that much of this interaction takes place in  institu- 
tions, the ways in  which these reflect gender relations also can be altered, al- 
beit with considerable difficulty. 

Political analysis commonly has used gender as a  synonym  for sex role, 
usually that of the female sex, seeking comparative or case study infor~at ion 
about  women as political actors. While this information has contributed to 
the illu~ination of empirical factors that  strengthen or aken women’s abil- 
ity  to participate in political life, it has added very littl  the conceptual un- 
derstanding of why women are subject to exclusion from  the political 
realm-and why men have  access to it.24 In  order  to explain why women have 
experienced inequality in  the political realm, analysts mus 
ining women’s actions. They must subject the political rea 
for its reflection of gender relations, through  the use of gender as a  primary 
category of analysis (Silverberg 1990). 

The  study of women  in politics can be an endeavor distinct from re- 
gender as a  primary  category of analysis. The first does not nec- 
sider gender relations, and the second does not necessarily 

involve women. For example, compare  a  study of women’s voting behavior 
in  the 1996 U.S. presidential elections with an examination of how  the  con- 
figuration of U.S. welfare programs has made it difficult for many fathers to 
participate in rearing their children. The first gathers statistical information 
on the  voting  patterns of women as a  group  but may exclude consideration of 
gender relations. The second is premised on the effects of gender relations, 
though  it does not focus on women. It examines how a particular social con- 
struction of masculinity, which excludes hands-on  parenting because of its 
association with femininity, is reflected in, and reinforced by, a governmental 
policy. 

In  order  not  only  to describe but also to theorize  about women’s polit- 
ical organizing, analysts must use both  methods. Because political activity 
has been assumed to be a masculine endeavor, women’s organizin 
be made visible in many contexts. But  once  it is brought  to light, it  cannot be 
explained as the behavior of merely one  among  many excluded groups. The 

24. R. W. Connell(l995,26) finds  role theory inadequate  because  it  “exaggerates the degree to 
which  people’s  social  behaviour is prescribed.  But at the same  time,  by  assuming that the 
prescriptions  are  reciprocal,  it  underplays  social  inequality  and  power.” 
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incorporation of assumptions about masculine and feminine behavior into 
political thought and action means that  women will face distinct problems 
and possibilities in  their  attempts to be politically active. These can only be 
understood  by revealin the gendered nature of politics. 

olitical  Discourse 
~ e s t e r n  feminist theorists of democracy have pointed out that  the discourse 
of democratic politics is predicated on gendered understandings of the 
ical roles of men and women.  omen's serious and persistent underrep 
tation  in  the  formal  institutions of consolidated democracies has led these 
scholars to seek explanations in  the  underlying premises of ~ e s t e r n  demo- 
cratic theory as it has been formulated  from  Greek times to  the present. In 
doing so, they have found  that canonical political t orists systematically ex- 

ed women  throughout  their const~ct ions of litical life by assumin 
the democratic citizen would be a man, usual man of some means. 
Aristotle, who while not a  theorist of democracy per se  is frequently 

en to have first described the ideal of partici~atory citizenship, premised 
that ideal on the  assumption  that  the male citizen had a wife and slaves at 
home, It was only because these noncitizens could take care of the  household 
economy, including both  intra- and extradomestic business, that  the citizen 
could devote himself to  the public affairs of the  polity (Okin 1979; Fhilli~s 

1). John Locke formulated  a social contract  that included contract maki 
only between brother citizens in public life, while naturalizing 

vate sphere (Fateman 1989,1994). Even John Stua 
injustice of women’s exclusion from political life,  believed 

that given the choice between public and private activities, women would- 
and should-choose to concern themselves primaril 

their children into moral citizens (Okin 1979; 
century, John Rawls has taken for granted that male heads of households will 
be the citizens deliberating principles of justice in  the  hypothetical  “disinter- 
ested” (and disembodied) “original position” and thus has neglected to ex- 
tend these principles to family life (Okin 1989b).25 

~ e s t e r n  feminist  theorists have gone  beyond revealing how  demo- 
cratic theory excludes women as political actors to demonstrate  the  central- 
ity of gender  relations to political  discourse.  Carole  Pateman has described 

25. As described in Rads’s .A Theory o~Justice (1971,12),  among the “essential  features” of the 
“original position” are  ignorance of one’s  class  position,  social status,  natural  assets or abilities, 
intelligence,  strength,  conceptions of the good, and  psychology.  Gender  and  race  are not men- 
tioned. 



how liberal democracy is in fact premised on women’s exclusion. In her dis- 
cussion of two types of “rights of  man’’ (1994), she groups  the familiar civil 

hts of the public realm as one  type, and contrasts  them  with 
riarchal rights-the rights of men over women  in  the private 

realm. It is these rights, she argues, on which liberal democracy is b 
Pateman describes how they “disappeared” into social acceptance ( 
1989). In the movement from  a politics based on the patriarchal divine 
of kings over subjects to one  founded  in  a social contract between two 

was kept on the  throne:  the husband. Patriarchalists had le- 
itical rights of kings by comparing  them to a man’s rights 
children, making a direct link between private and public 

rule. Social contractarians, looking to replace the rule of the  father king with 
a  contract between brother citizens, sought to free the  sons to be equal to 

ut they  were left with  the  problem of what to  do  with  the wife 
(and daughters), whose equality they were not seeking. In  order  to maintain 

er hierarchy they had no interest in  disturbing,  they created distinct 
private and public dominion.  This allowed them to 
litarian intera~tion in public from  their  now  “naturaliz 

over women  in private. While men’s rational, intellectual minds suited them 
for public activities, women were linked through  their procreative bodies to 
all that was natural, irrational, and private. This made women conveniently 
unfit for contract making in  the public sphere. As a result, “the civil body 

h the  fraternal social contract is fashioned after only 
of human~ind” (Pateman 1988,M). 

cracy’s very foundation  in  the  “patriarchal division be- 
tween the private family and public, civil society” (Pateman 1988,44) materi- 

ically blocks women’s participation. As Anne Phillips 
explains, “The carin responsibilities that  most  women  carry  in relation to 
the  young,  the sick and  the old-not to mention  the able-~odied men-act  as 
a  powerful practical barrier to their political involvement; while the  cultural 
const~ct ions of politics as primarily  a  matter for men work  to disadvantage 
those  women who still put themselves forward” (1994,96). As long as the re- 
~uirements of democratic politics do  not take into account women’s respon- 
sibilities in  the private sphere, where  the demands of home and family reduce 
time and inclination for political activity, women will not be able to make full 
use of their  formal political rights.26 

Western feminist theorists of democracy have shown  how certain con- 

26. Susan Okin (1989a),  Anne  Phillips  (1991)  and  Iris  Young  (1990)  have  all ~uggested poli- 
cies,  ranging  from  flexible  working  schedules to political  representation for women  as a group, 
that would  help to ensure  women’s  ability to participate in democratic  politics. 
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figurations of gender relations form  the  foundations of democratic political 
discourse. Clearly, the  content of the political discourse of Western demo- 
cratic theory does not determine  the experiences of women  in all political 
contexts. Critics of Western feminist theorists have questioned  the  di- 
chotomy between public man and private woman  in several ways: by citi 
the fact that  some  women manage to participate vigorously in prtblic li 
(usually by passing on their  domestic  duties to  other women); by pointing 
out that  other social categories, such as race and class,  affect the  participation 
of citizens of either gender;” and by showing how women’s actions have 
never been, and certainly are not now, wholly  without  public content.28 

That a strict public/private division does not hold  in practice is undeni- 
able. However, that  the gender relations based on  it continue to inform  con- 
temporary political discourse is also evident. As shown  by scholarship on 
Latin American women’s organizing in  transition politics, gender continues 

be a salient category of analysis-and a source of political and social 

This scholarship at first seems to contradict  the finding of feminist the- 
orists: it  shows  that women’s protest activity has in fact been facilitated by 
their association with  the private sphere. It was when  authoritarian  rulers 
prevented women  from  carrying out their  traditional  duties  in  the private 
sphere, violating the  human rights of their family members and denying 
women  the resources needed to  run their households, that  they  responded  by 
organizing in  human rights organizations, neighborllood associations, and 
feminist groups. Although violating wornen’s rights in practice, the heads of 
governments operated  within a discourse that, while assuming the public 
sphere to be the realm of men, regarded women’s private activity as laud- 
able-and apolitical. So while men’s political activity was repressed, women’s 

nizing was allowed to grow (at least initially), enabli women to take an 
e part  in  opposition politics. In doing so, they  too rated within a po- 

litical discourse that ignored their political identity. They claimed to be 
““above” the  corrupt politics of the regime and only  to be asking for  the 
restoration of their  traditional rights. 

otwithstanding women’s active opposition to authoritarian  re 
their fate in  the  transition to democracy reflects the  finding of feminist ana- 
lysts that women’s association with. the private sphere ultimatel~ results in 
their political marginalization. Women’s stand against authoritarianism  did 

27. On the inadequacy of focusing on gender  as the determining  element  in  analysis,  see Mo- 

28. See Stephens  (1997,  esp.  271-75) on how the public/private  dichotomy  does not accu- 
hanty,  Russo,  and  Torres  1991;  Ernberley  1993. 

rately  describe  women’s  lives in contemporary  Latin  America. 



not involve a  fundamental change in political discourse. This led many men, 
and  women as well, to expect that  women who had become politically active 
would  withdraw  from  the  public  sphere once “normal” politics was restored. 
It also resulted in discrimination against those  women who chose to remain 
active (Feijo6 and Nari 1994; Waylen 1994). 

How can women’s private duties account for and also impede their  po- 
litical participation? Feminist scholarship regularly finds that women’s asso- 
ciation with  the private sphere  “nonpolitical” activity conditions  their 
political participation, and this finding clearly applies to the experience of 
Latin American women. To show  why this association produces different 
outcomes  in different contexts, it is necessary to specify how  the political dis- 
course in  any given regime is gendered, with  what results. 

The impact of gender relations on the political discourse of transitions 
is an  important consideration. It cannot be considered in isolation, however. 
As shown above, political institutions also have considerable impact on social 
mobilization. What needs to be examined is how the  key  institutions of the 
political opportunity  structures of democratic transition are gendered and 
how  they condition women’s organizing througho~t  the process.29 

Gendered lnstit~tions 

To say that an institution is “gendered” is to understand  that  the  formal and 
informal rules that make it  up are both based on, and reproduce, gender rela- 
t i o n ~ . ~ ~  “The  term ‘gendered institutions’ means that gender is present  in  the 
processes, practices, images and ideologies, and  distributions of power  in  the 
various sectors of social life” (Acker 1992,  as quoted  in Kenney 1996,  446). 
The paradigmatic research on gendered institutions has been done  in  the field 
of the sociology of work.  Early  studies assumed that  workplace organiza- 
tions were ‘cgender-ne~tralJ’  phenomena  (Kanter 1977). But more recent 

29. Sonia E. Alvarez  has  gone the furthest in this  respect,  though  her  gender  analysis  is  deeper 
when  discussing the state than when  applied to other political  structures,  such  as  parties (1986, 
1990). Annie  Dandavati (1996) also  focuses on how transition  politics  affected the Chilean 
women’s  movement. The most  systematic study of the gendering of transition  politics  is that of 
Waylen (1994), who provides  a thorough overview of the subject  and  suggests  some of the rea- 
sons for women’s  exclusion during democratization in both Latin  America  and  Eastern Europe. 
However,  because  her  focus  is on the impact of democratization on gender  relations  rather than 
on how gender  relations  affect  democratization,  she  does not show how gender  is  a  crucial  as- 
pect of the obstacles to women’s  inclusion during regime  change. 
30, Feminist  institutionalists  often  use  Douglass  North‘s  definition of institutions,  which  also 

differentiates  between  institutions  and  organizations. “Institutions are not organizations-al- 
though  they  embrace them-but  are  best understood as  a  set of formal  and  informal  rules,  which 
are  administered  by  organizations” (Goetz 1995,5; see  also  Ackerly 1997). 
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scholarship shows gender relations to be embedded in  the or 
logic and materialized in  the rules, contracts, directives, and 
mentary  tools” used to  run organizations (Acker 1990,  147). A given job is 
based on  the abilities of a  supposedly gender-neutral “universal worker’’; but 
the closest approximation to this worker is usually a man whose life  is  as- 
sumed to center “on his full-time, life-long job, while his wife or another 
woman takes care of his personal needs and his children . . ‘a job7 already 
contains the gender-based division of labor and the separation between the 
public and the private sphere” (149). As a result, a  woman can only become a 
ccuniversal workern by becoming “like a man,” often relying on  other women 
to take care of domestic tasks. Even so, she may still face the  assumption  that 
women are more inclined to  put private above work-related priorities, and 
she may find her advancement at work impeded by phenomena familiarly 
known as the “glass ceiling” and  the “mommy track.” 

The concept of a gendered institution can be usefully extended to the 
arenas of representatio~ and decision making of the political opportunity 
structures of democratization. In the  state  structures of both  authoritarian 
and democratic regimes, men’s interests usually predominate. Feminist the- 
ory has explained this outcome  by  portraying  the  state as a single actor rep- 
resenting the interests of men (patriarchy), the  dominant classes (capitalism), 
or some  combination of the Radical feminist theory has taken issue 
with  the liberal assumption of the state as a  neutral  actor capable of mediat- 
ing the demands of all citizens. Instead, it is seen as one of the  primary mech- 
anisms for ensuring women’s continued  subordination to men. State policy 
and national legal systems reinforce male dominance  in  the family and the 
workplace ( ~ a c ~ i n n o n  1989), and state bureaucracy is made up of, or at least 
controlled by,  male actors (Ferguson 1984). In contrast, Marxist feminists 
claim that  state welfare policies are, most fundamentally, efforts by states to 
ensure women’s  continued-and cheap-reproduction of workers,  thus en- 
suring  the success of capitalist economic development (McIntosh 197 
cialist feminists argue that  the welfare state as a  whole is constructed  i 
to allow women  to add the role of worker to that of mother/reproducer-or 
carry  the so-called double burden-without altering men’s roles (Lewis and 
Astrom 1992). 

Changing  trends  in  the empirical study of the  state have had an impact 
on theoretical analysis. Particularly relevant has been the shift from conceiv- 

of the  state as a single actor to examining the capacity of different a 

31, For comparati~e analyses  of  feminist  theories  of the state,  see  Rhode  1994;  Baldwin  1997; 
Waylen  1998. 



cies within  the state to mediate political demands via distinct processes an 
policies (Evans, Rueschemeyer, and Skocpol 1985; Franzway, Court, an 

onnell 1989). For example, studies that  focus on the impact of particular 
welfare policies on women have found  that,  far  from  ensuring women’s sub- 
ordination, welfare support has increased some women’s  life options (Bor- 
chorst 1994). Historical research has also revealed that  women have been 
crucial participants in  the development of welfare policies (Mink 1990; Sar- 

; Skocpol1992). These actually existing policies present  a challenge 
S based on assumptions that  the  state represents or reproduces  the 

unitary interests of (and  opposition between) men and women, capital and 
labor. 

Instructed by such research, postmodern feminist analysts see the state, 
instead of  as a  monolithic actor, as a “collection of practices and discourses’’ 
that are historically and contextually constructed and defined-and recon- 
structed and redefined. As a result, “what  intentionality  there is [in state 
practices] comes from  the success with  which various groupings are able to 
articulate their interests and hegemonize their claims” (Pringle and  ats son 
1992,  63). Such a perspective, which focuses particularly on gender,  reveals 
that  there is a  “dynamic relationship between gender and  the  state”  where 
state practices and gender relations are mutually  constituting (64).32 

Thus states are not in  some fundamental, essential sense male domi- 
nated or “patriarchal.” More accurately, “the state is ~ ~ ~ t o ~ ~ c ~ 2 2 ~  patriarchal, 
patriarchal as a  matter of concrete social practices” (Connell 199 
Moreover, the  state  “represents both class and patriarchal interests,” the  up- 
holding of which can lead to certain contradictions  that may further gender- 
based demands (S. Alvarez 1990,  30-31). For example, the  authoritarian 

razilian state, by simultaneously improving middle-class women’s educa- 
tion  (but  not their  employment  opportunities) and depriving workin 
and poor women of the resources needed for their families, provided  the con- 
ditions  in  which feminist and “feminine” movements could spread across the 
country (1990, chap. 2). Other authoritarian governments, by closing down 
traditional channels of political representation  that had been dominated  by 
men and promoting  traditional gender and class ideology, have often  unwit- 
tingly opened up space for women’s protests. 

In the  transition to democracy, many states have provided  institution- 
alized spaces for women’s issues that also reflect gender relations. In her 
work  on national women’s  agencies, Anne Marie Goetz compares women 

32. As with other postmodern  claims,  these  present the challenge of avoiding  an  exclusive fo- 
cus on the discursively  given  rnicrolevels of power  relations to the  neglect of the material  struc- 
tures of oppression  and  dominance. 
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entering into institutions to new players entering a game: “When new partic- 
ipants-women, for example-participate in  institutions,  the rules of the 
game may be stacked against them, structured  around  the physical and social 
needs and capabilities and the political interests of those who designed them 
in  the  first place” (1995,5). To give a striking example of rule-based discrim- 
ination, the  position of state women’s  agencies often reflects the  pattern of 
feminine subordination, remaining peripheral within  the larger state organi- 
zation of which  they are a part (Franzway, Court,  and  Connell 1989, 31). 
Nevertheless, these agencies  have often facilitated-as well as sometimes 
complicated-women’s organizing in civil society (S. Alvarez 1990; Lind 
1992; Chuchryk 1994; Stetson and Mazur 1995). 

Not only  the  state  but political parties as well are gendered institutions 
that have contributed to women’s demobilization  in  the  transition because 
the increasingly important parties, like states, often reflect gender relations in 
ways that result in women’s marginalization, Again, as with  state  structures, 
this reflection is not automatic; it  depends on parties’ historically constituted 
practices. For example, in  most cases the requirements of leadership positions 
in parties and elected bodies are well known  for their  discriminatory aspects, 
demanding a devotion to political life that few women can offer, or be seen as 
offering, because of their association with domestic responsibilities. 

Another relatively unexamined but particularly problematic gendered 
structure  within many political parties is the  party women’s bureau or de- 
partment.  Although  women may participate in  party life through  other chan- 
nels, the wornen’s bureau is a mechanism set up  to facilitate their 
incorporation into  party life as women, The weakness of the women’s bureau 
is  well known,  yet  it remains understudied. It is often briefly mentioned33 or 
discussed in very general terms: “The parties’ distrust of women’s organiza- 
tions, and their reluctance to give them  any real measure of autonomy, are 
probably not inspired by deliberate sex discrimination. They are simply  par- 
ticular instances of a general tendency to prevent  the development within  the 
party of more or less autonomous  groups  which might lead to rivalry and di- 
vision” (~uverger  1955, 109). 

But while other  groups might suffer from a lack of autonomy stemming 
from  their  incorporation  into  party life, no  group receives fewer benefits in 
return  for  their  participation  than women. ~a rg ina l i~a t ion  through women’s 

33. Writing about Venezuela,  Coppedge  (1994,112)  notes that the women’s  departments  are 
among  those that have  never  been “important vote brokers  owing to their  small  size  and  lack of 
disciplined  organization.”  Looking  at  the  development of Costa %can  parties,  Deborah J. 
Yashar  (1995,84)  mentions that “the women’s  section,  akin to a women’s  auxiliary . . . had  local 
representatives at the cantonal  level, but was not a very  powerful  group.)) 



bureaus in  the early formation of political parties, often accompanied by a 
decline in women’s autonomous organizing, has been noted  in  Peru  (Chaney 
1971), Chile (Gaviola Artigas et al.  1986; Kirkwood 1986; Mufioz Dilbora 
1987), and other countries, both  in Latin America (S. Alvarez 1986) and out- 
side of it (Nelson and Chowdhury 1994). In contrast,  the women’s suffra 
movement in Brazil “could not be relegated to ‘women’s sections’ of com- 
peting parties” only because of the absence of coherent national parties in 
that  country  (Hahner 1990,  xv). 

The weakness of women’s bureaus is not “inspired by deliberate sex 
discrimination.J’ It is due  to  the incorporation of gender relations within 
party  structure^.^^ While other sectoral bureaus serve as channels for  the rep- 
resentation of group interests, including the  promotion of sectoral leader- 
ship, the women’s bureau ends up reflecting women’s traditional 
responsibility for the  reproductive tasks of the private sphere. It houses the 
“housekeepers” of the  public  sphere who carry out the  reproductive tasks of 
politics. “Keeping house”  (hosting meetings, making coffee and copies, 
throwing fund~aising parties, and running raffles) and “raising the  children” 
(turni~g  out the  vote  during elections) have been typical duties. As a result of 
their marginalization through  the women’s bureau, some  women have de- 
manded its dissolution  (Erickson 1993;  Simms  1993). Others have sought al- 
ternative forms of interest re~resentation, such as those described below, 

Those who have suggested changes in  order to increase women’s repre- 
sentation  in  party politics as democratization progresses have not focused on 
altering the ways in  which  the mechanisms of party politics can reflect gen- 
der relations. Instead., they have sought  primarily to gain more seats for fe- 
male candidates and more  party offices for female members. Studies of 
countries, most with established democracies, offer summaries of the most 
and least c‘woman-friendly’’ designs of electoral systems and party  structures 
(Lovenduski  and Norris 1993; Rule and Zimmerman 1994). These studies 
conclude that  the electoral system least likely to promote  women is simple 
plurality/~rst-past-the-post voting, particularly in  countries  where  there are 
a small number of representatives per district. Because of the dependence of 
electoral success on a single candidate, any bias against women will be re- 
flected in discrimination against their candidacy. Proportional  representation 
by  party list, especially where  there is a high number of representatives per 
district, is the system most favorable to women. Parties are more inclined to 
offer a diversity of choices on their lists., including women, if all their eggs are 

34. A s  Chilean  feminist  Julieta  Kirkwood (1986,150) writes,  %Because  patriarchy  is  universal, 
it  also  affects  political  parties.” 
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carried by a  single  andi id ate.^^ Hi h competition  for elected  positions 
high  rates of incumbency  hurt WO en’s chances for much  the  same  rea- 

son, If the  party  system is comprised of several  parties,  there  may  be  more 
room  for  those  supporting women’s ad~ancement .~~ Parties  themselves  also 

ain or encourage  women.  As  mentioned  in  the  section,  well-organ- 
national  parties  are  most  successful  in  promo  women  and  their  is- 

sues,  given  an  egalitarian  gender  ideology  and  a signi~cant lobbying  effort  on 
the  part of P V O I T I ~ ~ . ~ ~  

The  most  effective  solution to women’s underrep~esentation  in  both 
party hierarchies  and  elected  bodies  seems to  be “positive  discrimination,” 

the  creation of a  minimum  quota for women’s  represen- 
is to correct  for  the  discrimination  women have  experi- 

enced  within  parties on the basis of their  ender,  and it may  be  implemented 
, party  directorship,  placement  in  “winnin 
so forth.  The  potential  for  quota  adoption is t 

orris’s (1993) evaluation of the  party  structure  most  likely to promote 
women, and much of  the  positive  assessment of  party  list/ 
resentation  electoral  systems  in  electing  women  assumes  the  prior  existence 
of  quotas for  the lists. 

The  most  successful  use of quotas  in  a  newly ~ e m o c r a t i z e ~  Latin 
merican  country is Argentina’s  1991 quota law, which  speci 

cent of all candidates on  party lists for  the  lower  chamber 
women and  that  they  be  placed  in  electable  positions, 
tion  in  1993, women’s  representation  in  the  lower  cham 

rcent to 21 percent,  reaching 28 percent  in  the  1995  elec 
uota laws have  also  been  passed in  Bolivia,  Brazil, Costa 

epublic,  Ecuador,  Panama,  Peru, and Venezuela (Htun  1998, 

35. Wilma  Rule  (1994a,  691)  notes that women  are  more  likely to be  elected in multimember 
districts  even with first-past-the-post  voting;  this is also  attributable to the increased  number of 
candidates. 

36.  Ruie (199413, esp.  table 2.3) also  recommends  steps to increase  the  effectiveness  of  smaller 
parties,  which  may  offer  more  access to women: a low  threshold for election of party represen- 
tatives,  easy formation of new  parties,  and  voting  formulas that reward  small  parties.  However, 
Richard E. Matland  and  Michelle M. Taylor’s  (1997) study of Costa Rica  argues for larger  par- 
ties,  which  are  more  likely to make room for women on their  lists  because they have  higher  num- 
bers of representatives per district. 

37. In considering  what  form of party might  most  benefit  women in consolidated  democra- 
cies,  Philippe C. Schmitter  (1998)  echoes  this  conclusion.  While  he  does not make the last two 
crucial  caveats,  he  does point in a footnote to the unwillingness of “historical”  parties  (with  more 
traditional  gender  ideologies) to include  women.  Because the return of such  parties  in the tran- 
sition to democracy  is a common  occurrence, the issue of ideology  is  crucial. 

38. The effectiveness  of  quotas  is further discussed  in Chapter 7. 



The preceding methods have proved effective means for increasi 
women’s formal political  participation^ but  they do  not address the gendere 
d namics of party politics. ~ons~quen t ly ,  most of 

women’s participation could be applied to any 
criteria, however valuable in themselves, do  not address women’s exclusion 
explicitly. However, gender analysis is implicit throughout  the studies 011 

which  they are based.  Beate Hoecker (1994, 75) mentions how i 
the prerequisites for nomi  ion for the Bundest 
male political biography.” riam Feldblum and 

ater presence in local, as opposed to national, elected bodies 
y due  to women’s expecting “to carry out traditional  do- 

mestic roles while joining the  workforce  in ever ater numbers,” an expec- 
tation  that can  be accomplished more easily ile holding local office 
because it does not require leaving home for long  periods of tim 

(1993,  12-13) notes  that  the political requireme 
edish legislature, local elected office, has he1 

women gain the largest percentage of parliamenta~y seats in  the liberal dem- 
ocratic  world,  thanks to their significant presence in local politics. Finally, 
Mark Jones warns  that  “where political parties continue to be dominated by 
men . . . there will be a strong  tendency  for  the imp~ementation of the [quota] 
law to be minimali~t~~ (1996,  90). Ultimately, the success of any 
improving women’s participation  in party-based decision mak 
on the extent to which  the embeddedness of gender relations in  party politics 
is confronted. 

Besides the lack of explicit gender analysis, another  problem  with most 
of the scholarship on women and party politics is that it focuses exclusively 
on  promoting women’s leadership. It does not question  the  assumption  that 
women’s leadership will automatically lead to  the representation of women’s 
interests. While ccmirror73  representation and critical mass arguments in favor 
of promoting  women have some merit,39 studies  show  that a further element 
is necessary to ensure that women’s concerns are raised: the organized pres- 
sure of women  outside as well as inside of political institutions. Lovenduski 
and Norris’s (1993) volume comparing women’s experiences in  party politics 
in developed countries  shows  that  the pressure exerted by female activists in- 
side and outside of parties is a crucial factor both in assuring women’s party 
leadership and in  incorporating women’s issues into  party platforms.4o Even 

39. Mirror representation  is the concept that elected  bodies  should  reflect the makeup of the 
electorate  in  equal proportion; critical mass arguments  hold that it takes a critical mass of under- 
represented  actors to achieve  their  effective  representation in political  bodies. 

40. One of the most  successful  examples is Sweden,  where the united  efforts of women 
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the women’s bureaus of parties have worked  in women’s favor when re- 

for women also reveal the  importance of women’s activism from  outside of 
the state both in establishing such agencies and in  ensuring  their effectiveness 

azur 1995). Research on Latin American countries confirms 
the  importance of women’s organized pressure for their improved political 
representation (Jones  1996; Matland and Taylor 1997; Htun 1998)  as well as 
their increased access to  the state (S. Alvarez 1990; Chuchryk 1994; Waylen 
1996b). 

espite the crucial importance of women’s collective pressure in p - 

process of women’s organizing is often sli hted  in research, which focuses on 
tracking its more easily measurable results. But  the results cannot be fully 
evaluated, sustained., or propagated if the process itself  is not examined. Such 
an examination requires analysis of women’s or~anizing around  their shared 
and differing interests. 

to a women’s movement in civil Studies of state a 

their leadership and interests through political institutions, 

Women are far  from passive in  their response to gendered opportunities, as is 
shown  by  the rich history of women’s organizing in Latin America., espe- 
cially over the last few decades.42 This  history is notable  for  the diversity of its 
actors, including autonomous feminists and  party leaders, workers and peas- 
ants, and Afro-Latin and indigenous women. Such diversity points to two 
central and interrelated aspects of any analysis of Latin American women’s 
collective action: women do  not have a single set of shared interests, nor  do 
they use one model of organization to address them. Gender is crosscut by 

within  parties  and in organized  interest  groups  exerted  sufficient  pressure to put gender  equal- 
ity issues on party platforms  and  increase the numbers of  women  candidates  and  officer  holders 
(Sainsbu~ 1993). 

41. This has  been the case in certain  developed  countries-see  Appleton  and  Mazur  1993; 
Guadagnini  1993;  Kolinsky  1993; Norris and  Lovenduski  1993. 

42. The following  represents  a  sample of works on the issue. For historical  perspectives,  see 
Macias  1982;  Gaviola  Artigas et al.  1986; Hahner  1980,1990;  Stoner  1991;  Miller  1991;  Luna  and 
Villarreal 1994; Lavrin  1995;  Smith  and  Padula  1996. For more  contemporary  analyses  see 
Chaney 1979;  Andreas  1985; S. Alvarez  1990;  Jelin  1990;  Saporta  Sternbach  et  al.  1992;  Fisher 
1993;  Radcliffe  and  Wescwood  1993;  Jaquette  1994a; Lion 1994;  M.  Randall  1994;  Basu  1995; 
Dandavati  1996;  Waylen  1996b;  Smith  and  Padula  1996;  Leitinger  1997;  Stephen  1997; S. Alvarez 
1998;  Jaquette  and  Wolchik  1998; Craske 1999. 
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other social characteristics, such as class and race, and all are mediated by  par- 
ticular political processes. Thus differently situated women have very differ- 
ent experiences of the  intensity or centrality of gender relations in  their lives. 
As a result, women’s organizations and movements address a  wide range of 
interests and develop a wide variety of structures. While these differences in 
aims and methods  often translate into separate struggles, women have also 
built alliances around particular issues. 

~ o ~ e n ’ s  Gender Interests 

Although gender is one of the  primary categories of social difference and hi- 
erarchy, it is not the  only one. Class, race, ethnicity, religion, sexuality,  age, 
and disability are also relations of power inequality. Since  all women take 
part  in social relations in  addition to gender, no  one set of interests applies to 
all women  at all times. All women do have “gender interests,” that is, “those 
that  women  (or men, for that  matter) may develop by virtue of their social 
positioning  through gender attributes” ( ~ o l y n e u x  1985, 240). But because 
women have such a wide rartge of social positioning, the gender interests of 
differently situated women may conflict directly. The degree of conflict de- 
pends not  only  on structurally given positions but also on  how these posi- 
tions have been manifest in different contexts. 

As a central example among Latin American women, the interest of 
middle-class professional women  in hiring cheap domestic labor so that  they 
are able to balance the demands of career and home life conflicts directly with 
the  interest of the working-class or  poor women hired as housekeepers to 
make a livable wage with sufficient While this illustration is  explic- 
itly based in class differences among women, it also implicitly illustrates 
other aspects of interest  formation,  such as the impact on women’s personal 
and political lives of their challenge to gender norms  in  joining  the  work- 
force. Because of such differences, women’s organizing cannot be expected to 
be  geared to an immutable set of shared gender interests in  spite of the wide- 
spread  nature of women’s subordination on  the basis of their gender (Razavi 
and Miller 1995). 

Class is, in fact, the basis of some of the  starkest differences among 
Latin American women. With  a  poverty  rate of over 35 percent, the region 
has one of the  worst  income  distributions of the  world:  the income share of 
the richest 20 percent of the  population is more  than fifteen times the share of 
the  poorest 20 percent in many countries (Todaro 1994,  147; UNDP 1995, 

43. On the  situation of domestic  workers in Latin  America (and the  Caribbean), see Chancy 
and Garcia Castro 1989. 
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26). Poverty has a particularly harsh impact on women because of their  pre- 
dominant  employment  in  the low-paying service sector (73 percent) and the 
fact that  they earn three-fourths of the salaries men earn for comparable 
work, coupled with  their general responsibility for dependent  children 
(Valdiz and Gom6riz  1995,79,65). In most  countries  more  than IO percent 
of indigent nuclear families are headed by a  woman,  with rates rising if ex- 
tended families are taken into account (34). Not surprisin 
ganizing has  been greatly shaped by their class position. 

To theorize  about  how  Latin American women’s political activity has 
been informed by their class differences, Maxine Molyneux (1985) proposed 
the  dichotomy of c‘practical” and “strategic” gender interests. In her study of 
~ icaraguan  women’s organizing, she found  that  poor and working-class 
women were generally mobilized around practical gender interests: such ba- 
sic needs as health care, running water, and affordable food and shelter for 
themselves and their families. ~dvancing  these interests did not directly chal- 

e wornen’s traditional association with  the private sphere of domestic du- 
or the gender subordination usually accompanying it. In contrast, 

middle-class women, whose practical needs had been met, could “afford” to 
nize  around strategic gender interests, such as the  right to  birth  control 
hild care, and an end to violence against women. Acting on their  inter- 

ests did directly challenge gender subordination, cifically as it was mani- 
fest in  the gendered division of labor associati women  with  domestic 
duties. 

The practical/strategic dichotomy has been widely accepted as a  way to 
categorize Latin American women’s organizing and has also been applied in 
research and policy making on gender and development (Moser 1993). But as 
studies of such organizing, and  the organizing itself, have evolved, this di- 
chotomy has been subject to some criticism (Lind 1992; Radcliffe and West- 
wood 1993; Wieringa 1994; Hays-Mitchell 1995; Waylen 19968; Craske 
1999). The use of the terms ~ ~ ~ c ~ ~ c ~ Z  and ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ e ~ ~ c  has been criticized for  ob- 
scuring  the fact that  poor women might be strategic in seeking to fulfill prac- 
tical interests, and that these interests themselves might change throu 
process of demand making Oaquette 1994a, ~ 2 6 ) .  The distinction a1 
scares  the fact that middle- or upper-class women’s strategic interests 

hat is, that  they  constitute  the  most immediate de- 
order to thrive. Moreover, issues such as control over 

fertility, access to childcare, and en g domestic violence are of practical 
ni~cance for  women of all  classes aske 1993,132). The distinction ca 
account for the presence of both t 
admit  the challenge to gender subordination-at some level 



nizing (Stephen 1997,272). Finally, the  distinction ignores the 
raction between women of different classes and the resulting 

cross-pollination of movement thought and action (Saporta Sternba 
1992; Jaquette 1994a; Waylen 1996b). Such cross-pollination is not U 

tional. There is no clear, linear progression from practical to strategic inter- 
ests on the  part of poor women  under  the influence of middle-class feminists. 

Fundamentally, the  dichotomy of strategic and practical gender inter- 
ests stumbles over the danger inherent  in fixing categories of interests on so- 
cial or economic class position, which assumes an objective and 

relationship between socioeconomic position, political con- 
action. This practice ignores the political processes, including 

the changing nature of political opportunities as well as women’s own de- 
mand making, by  which  some elements come to be defined as the interests of 
certain women at certain times.  omen's own actions have shown  their in- 
terests to be far from fixed.44 As Molyneux herself has argued in response to 
the way in  which her context-specific analysis of Nicaraguan women’s or- 
anizing has been adopted as a static framework for understanding women’ 

Interests, “Claims  about women’s objective interests need to be frame 
within specific historical contexts since processes of interest  formation and 
articulation are clearly subject to cultural, historical and political variation 
and cannot be known  in advance’’ (1998,233). The importance of context be- 
comes clear when we examine the changing interests of historically situated 
women, such as those who have organized in  this  century  in  Latin America. 

One clear thread  runs  through  the development of women’s gender in- 
terests in  the  history of Latin American women’s organizing: the centrality of 
motherhood-and more generally,  women’s association with private life-to 
their political practice. This centrality stems from  the historical development 
of gender relations in  Latin America.45 Some have traced Latin American 
wornen’s central identification with family life to the inheritance of colonial 

panish colonizers would  start new families in  the colonies, only 
to abandon  them  when  they  returned to Spain or maintain them on the side 
when  a  more  “suitable” Spanish wife arrived in  the New World. Indigenous 

44. For example,  Alvarez  (1990,112-14)  describes how poor women’s groups in Brazil  added 
“strategic”  interests to their  “practical”  demands,  influenced  by  feminist  organizations  and  their 
own  political  practice.  Some  went on  to assert “the most  radical  gender-specific  issues”  at the 
first Sao Paul0  Women’s  Congress  in  1979.  Lynn  Stephen’s work on grassroots  women  (1997) 
focuses on the transformation of  women’s  interests through their  collective  organizing. 

45. For the purposes of  my discussion, I am  giving  a  very  general  overview,  which  should not 
be  taken  as  capturing the specific  nuances of gender  relations  within the different  historical  and 
cultural  contexts of the Latin  American  region,  such as those  of  indigenous  and  Afro-Latin 
communities. 
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and mestiza (mixed race) women were thus left to fend for their children 
alone, and sons were  brought up with  the  model of the absent (or shared) 
father-a model many  went on  to follow  in  adulthood (UN 1992). This dy- 
namic has led to a  long  history of de facto female-headed households. Yet the 
cultural precepts of male dominance  in  the family continue: 

In the  Latin American cultural  tradition,  the  subordination of 
women is anchored to  the strongly cohesive family group  that 
constitutes  the base of the  whole system of social relations. The 
patriarchal family is seen as the  natural  unit  around  which daily 
life  revolves. . . + Women are in charge of the  domestic tasks asso- 
ciated with  the private sphere of reproduction and maintenance of 
the family; men are responsible for tasks related to  the public 
sphere of social and political life.  (Jelin 1990,2) 

The patriarchal family is often said to be reinforced by (if not based on) 
the  norms of Catholicism, the historically dominant  Latin American religion. 
In a widely cited work, Evelyn Stevens (1973)  relies on the  concept of mari- 
~ n i s ~ o  (the  contrary of macbis~o, or men’s cultural  dominance over women) 
to explain the ideology of Catholic  womanhood. She describes ~ u r i a n i s ~ o  
as a  “cult of female spiritual  superiority”  that views women as ccsemi-divine, 
morally superior to and spiritually stronger  than men’’ (91). Maria Elena 
Valenzuela (1987) discusses how this idealization purports to offer women 
spiritual salvation in exchange for this-world  subordination. The Latin 
~mer i can  woman is supposed to be the perfect mother, takin 
household duties, rearing her children, and looking after her male partner- 
or accepting his absence with long-suffering patience. 

However, the concept of muri~nismo~ like its complement ~acbismo, is 
very ~roblemat ic .~~ Although  Catholic  norms have an undeniable influence 
on Latin American gender relations-as, it might be noted,  they have on 
those of many countries  in  Europe as well as particular communities in the 
United States-they cannot be captured  in  a static category. For one thing, 
the  power of the  church varies from  country  to  country in  the region. For an- 
other, the  history of women’s activism in  Latin America, as well as the  condi- 
tions  that have given rise to it, are a clear indication that  women do  not 
stoically endure  this-world  subordination  in exchange for next-world salva- 
tion. Nor,  it hardly needs saying, are they universally treated as “semi- 
divine.” The  record on domestic violence alone shows this starkly: despite 

46. Thanks to Sonia Alvarez and Marysa  Navarro  for useful discussion on this point. 
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estimates as high as one  in five women suffering from “conjugal violence,” 
until  quite recently only  two countries  in  the region penalized intrafamilial 
battery  (Valdiz and Gomiriz 1995,  191-92). Furthermore, Tracy Ehlers 
(1991) suggests that  those  women  whose  attitudes seem to be influenced by 
the concept of marianismo may, in fact, have no alternative but  to accept their 
partners’ irresponsible behavior because they have limited access to eco- 
nomic resources. 

Without  returning to static analyses of gender relations? it is still possi- 
ble to analyze how deeply embedded  the association with private life and ex- 
clusion from public affairs has been for women  in  Latin America. Indeed, it 
is reflected in  the  very language, as  is illustrated by the  definition of the 
phrase m ~ j e r ~ ~ ~ Z i c a .  Its literal translation is “public  woman,”  but  it means 
“prostitute”  in Latin American Spanish. Public women are not those who 
take part  in civic  life, but  those who openly sell the use of their private bod- 
ies. 

Feminist historians have found  that  Latin American women’s private 
responsibilities were both  motivation and justification for their organizing to 
achieve social and political democracy (Hollander 1977; Hahner 1980; Miller 
1991; Stoner 1991). As in  Europe and the  United States, ,in Latin America 
middle- and upper-class women’s struggles for suffrage? civil rights, and soci- 
etal reform  were premised on bringing feminine perspectives to the mascu- 
line sphere of politics. Although  her work has focused on the  history of 
French feminism, Karen Offen’s classification of “relational feminists,” those 
who “emphasized women’s rights as women (defined principally by  their 
childbearing andlor  nurturing capacities) in relation to men” applies to these 
Latin American activists. That is, they challenged gender ~ i e r ~ r c ~ ~ ’  not gen- 
der ~ ~ f e r e n c e  (1988,136). 

Relational feminists demanded that as mothers,  workers, and citizens 
women be made socially, economically, and legally equal to men; but  they 
rarely questioned  the difference between women’s and men’s social roles. 
They “insisted on women’s distinctive contributions  in these roles to the 
broader  society” and made claims based on those  contributions  (Offen 1988, 
136). This  did not prevent them  from making radical demands within  their 
own contexts. They  took  on such issues as suffrage, prostitution, and sex ed- 
ucation, and they asserted a woman’s right to  control her own children and 
property.  But  they made these demands in accordance with  their view that 
women had a “different mission’’ from men (Miller 1991,74). 

Latin American women explicitly distanced themselves from English 
and U S  “individualist” feminism? which is based on  the assumption  that 
women and men are equal individuals and as such should receive the same 
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rights and benefits regardless of ender. The emergence of this strand of fern- 
inism, which surfaced in  the U ted States and En land in  the early 1900s, 

dent on a growing group of economically self-sufficient single 
ffen 1988,  143). Early Latin American feminists, however, faced a 
onomic climate, as well as a cultural milieu heavily influenced by 

the  traditional gender relations promoted  by  the  Catholic  Church. As a re- 
sult, Brazilian and Chilean feminists presented their claims for women’s suf- 

as differing from “English style” suffrage. They stresse 
as  man’s  ally, not his competitor (Gaviola Artigas et al.  19 

153). They  were n * “Cuban  women were loath to  portray them- 
selves as similar to U.S. sts; rather, like elsewhere in  the region, femi- 
nists stressed their maternal values, their  cooperation  with men, and their 
concerns with Cuba’s moral and social welfare” (Ali 1995, 7). This need for 
cultural differentiation also extended to activists’ debates over whether even 
to identify themselves as “feminists.” 

The  ccrelations” of early relational feminists extended beyond  the do- 
stic sphere. They  frequently allied themselves with socialist or other  pro- 
ssive movements working  for more equitable class relations in  the early 

part of the  twentieth century, and some  supported  the guerrilla movements 
inspired by the Cuban revolution  in  the 1960s and 70s. However, these move- 
ments were not especially responsive to women’s demands. As a re 
activists turned to the transnational arena, hoping to influence recalcitrant 
overnments  from above (Miller 1991, chap. 4). This arena has continued to 

be a key source of support  in  the  most recent decades, particularly as it has 
developed through  the UN world women’s conferences during  the Decade 
on Women (Mexico City, 1975; Copenhagen, 1980; Nairobi, 1985) and after- 
ward (Beijing,  1995). 

In struggles against authoritarianism  in  the post-World War  I1 decades, 
three  types of women’s organizations emerged: human rights, urban poor, 
and feminist. Rapid urbanization and increasing poverty led poor and work- 
ing-class women to interact with governmental agents and agencies in  order 
to secure the  goods and services necessary for family survival. The rise of au- 
thoritarian governments in  the 1960s and 1970s spurred  other  types of 
women’s organizing. In  the best known of the movements, working-  and 
middle-class women participated in  human rights groups  that  protested  the 
disappearance of their children and partners  (Feijo6 and Nari 1994; Waylen 
1994). By entering  into politics on the basis of their  domestic duties, those 
women who  brought mothers’ and housewives’ perspectives to political ac- 
tion were seen as redefining politics and the concept of the political actor. In 
their  “militant motherhood’’ (S. Alvarez 1990) women challenged even the 



most  authoritarian of governments, simultaneously forming  the image and 
the backbone of opposition  movement^.^' Considered  in historical perspec- 
tive, this transformation is not a surprise, but is another ~anifestation of the 
impact private claims can have on public actors. However, the  more  over- 
weening and idealized assertions of the virtues of the private sphere- 
women’s  claim to be above politics, or  to be able to purify it-have worked 
against them  when  they try  to engage in democratic politics (Kirkwood 1986; 

The  other strand of women’s organizing that emerged during  the re- 
pressive periods was the reemergence of feminist groups  among middle- and 
upper-class women, In  part inspired by ideas brought  home  by  former exiles 
in  Europe and the ~ n i t e d  States, feminist protests against ~ictatorship cri- 
tiqued  the patriarchal underpinning of authoritarian politics. Their experi- 

ing  opposition movements that  often subord i~a t~d  women 
that  patriarchy was deeply embedded in society. Feminists 

served as focal points  for women’s oppositional activity, helpin 
women  in political action to change the  structures of both private 
arenas of inequality (Chuchry 1994; Waylen 1996b). However, because they 
delivered a clearer challenge t gender difference as well as to gender hierar- 
chy, a challenge that continues to be associated with  the  imposition of “for- 
eign” ideas about appro~riate gender relations (Basu  1995b, $), these feminist 
groups  in Latin America tended to have a small base of support. 

With  the  transition to democracy, groups  formed  under  the previous 
imes  have been joined by women organizing around such issues as race, 

sexuality, health, and domestic violence, as well as to  promote women’s lead- 
ership in politics and other arenas of public participation such as unions. 
Cross-fertilization  among organizations has led to “a new kind of feminist 
practice” by  women  from  the  lower classes, which combines the interests of 
women  with and without children, confronting both political and economic 
repression, empowering  women  from all  classes, and politicizing the issues of 
everyday life  Waquette  1994a, 6; S. Alvarez 1990, chap. 10). In their struggles 
for equity, even elite women  often rely on an identification with  home and 
family to justify their emergence into public life (Chaney 1979; ~alenzuela 
1987).48  Women’s continuing association with  motherhood and private life in 
their organizin~ has led to the call for a “rupture  with  the traditional form of 

47. There is a considerable literature on this dynamic. See M. Navarro 1989; S. Alvarez 1990; 
Jelin 1990; Radcliffe and W e s ~ o o d  1993; Jaquette 1994a; Waylen 1994. 

48. As  Chaney (1979, 52) writes: “The most successful women carefully maintained the 
boundaries set by woman’s universal mothering role and legitimized their activities as forming 
natural extensions of it.” 
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cons t~c t ing  knowledge for feminist thinkers, and their praxis,” in  order to 
acknowledge the  power of this association that links historical and current 
activism (Huggins Castaiieda 1992,17). This call serves as a reminder to those 
s ~ d y i n g  women’s activism that individualist feminism is not  the  only possi- 
ble type: 

In  order  to fully  comprehend  the historical range and possibilities 
of feminism, we must locate the origins and growth of these ideas 
within  a variety of cultural  traditions, bearing in mind that femi- 
nism both as a movement and ideology for sociopolitical change 
is based on a critical analysis of male privilege and women’s sub- 
ordination  within  any given society, , . . Focusing on  individual- 
ist feminism] alone blinds us  to the range of effective arguments 
used to combat male privilege in  the Western world  during  the 
past few centuries, and even to arguments put  forth today by 
women and men in economically less-privileged countries, where 
women’s aspirations to self-sovereignty are often  subordinated 
to pressing short-term political and socioeconomic necessities. 
(Qffen 1988,138, 151) 

~ o ~ e n ’ ~  ~r~ani~ations 

Because  women’s gender interests have varied considerably over time, no sin- 
gle type of organizing has been used to express them. Women’s  organization^ 
also show  the influence of their gendered political opportunities. In particu- 
lar, their  innovations attest to women’s frequent exclusion from  formal poli- 
tics. Analysis of the effectiveness of such  innovations  in  the  context of Latin 
American democratization is taken up in  Chapter 7. Here such key organiza- 
tional considerations as internal  structure, external linkage, membership? and 
coalition building are briefly delineated. 

~rganizational form has been a subject of much experimentation 
among women’s groups. Often reacting to their exclusion from, or marginal- 
ization  within,  the highly centralized, hierarchical, and formalized institu- 
tions of political representation, women have sought to build loosely knit, 
decentralized, and highly participatory  structures. These organizations seek 
to foster  a  more inclusive en~ironment where  women can discover and act 
upon their own needs and desires. Their less rigid nature has been thou 
make them  more resilient during times of political upheaval (Jaquette  1994a). 
Frequently, however, the absence of a clear distribution of responsibilities has 



led to co-optation  from  without or domination  from  within, leading to  group 
dissolution (Siriani 1993; Phillips 1991). 

Degree of linkage to formal  institutions  and  other  organizations is an- 
other issue of crucial importance. Women’s organizations  and  movements 
in  Latin America advocate everything from complete  independence from 
the state  and  organizations  in civil and  political  society to complete  inte- 
ration  within  them (S. Alvarez 1990; Jaquette 1994a). Internal  debates 

among  participants rage over  the benefits and  drawbacks of collaboration 
with political parties, state offices, community associations, funding  organ- 
izations,  the  church,  and other women’s groups,  whether local or interna- 
tional.  Forging  connections  with other organizations is often  a  matter of 
trading  independence for access or giving up control  over agenda setting 
and  actions to  order  to gain increased support,  whether political, social, or 
economic. 

Policies regarding who may belong to an organization  often  touch on 
issues of linkage as well as on socioeconomic difference. Grassroots  groups 
of poor and working-class women generally reject the idea of having well- 
connected elite leaders, though  they  often rely on advisors from parties or 
feminist groups who help to channel resources their  way  (Carrillo 1990). 
Latin American feminist groups focused particularly on women’s issues have 
been predo~inantly middle-class, though as noted above, contact  with  low- 
income women’s organizations has been increasing. Women of all  classes 
have debated the advisability of membership in  groups  outside of their  own, 
for fear of co-optation. Often individual women will choose to  do “double 
militancy” in  order  to bridge the gap between groups. The  term originally in- 
dicated having a role in both feminist and partisan o~ganizations  to ensure  the 
representation of feminist issues in  party politics and vice  versa. Recently it 
has been extended to indicate participation  in both feminist and grassroots 
organizations (Saporta Sternbach et al.  1992). 

Because of women’s varied gender interests and forms of organization, 
ongoing, widespread, and coordinated collective action is not likely, nor are 
permanent overarching associations practical, Reflecting on the Brazilian 
case, Sonia E. Alvarez has suggested instead that  “a variety of political action 
arenas, loosely coordinated  by  conjunctural coalitions, may prove to be the 
best way to advance the multiple goals of socially, politically, and ideologi- 
cally heterogeneous movements7’ (1990,237). In fact, some sort of “conjunc- 
tural coalition,” whether  formally or informally aggregated, can  be seen 
undergirding many of the successful moments of Latin American women7s 
mobilization during both dictatorship and democracy (S. Alvarez 1990,1998; 
Chuchryk 1994). 



In summary, theorizing  about  the influence of gender on the  transition to 
democracy reveals that  the political opportunities of different regime phases 
incorporate gender relations, thus  conditioning women’s mobilization. A s  a 
central example, the dominance of party politics at the m o ~ e n t  of transition 
not  only inhibits  the inclusion of former  opposition movements into an ac- 
tive civil society, but  it also can lead to the  entrenchment of an institution  that 
may s t ruc~ra l ly  impede women’s participation, depending on the  way  in 
which gender is incorporated into party organization. This is not  to say that 
women can never take advantage of political party representation, which 
would  contradict  the evidence from many consolidated democracies. But the 
sequencing of transition politics is crucial. The possibility of women’s exter- 
nal as well as internal  mobilization to pressure parties to  promote women’s 
interests and leadership may be thwarted by the demobilizing dynamics of 
de~ocratization and gender-biased party  structures.  Thus  the decisions made 
by  those guiding the  transition, as well as  women’s responses to them, are 
crucial in  determining  the  nature of women’s participation. 

However, democratization does not start or end with  the  transition 
phase. In  both  the preceding decline of authoritarianism and the ensuing con- 
solidation of democracy, gendered institutions and discourses also have an 
impact on women’s organizing. If democracy is lasting, women’s innovations 
in organizational form,  responding to their gendered opportunities and me- 
diated by their own political learning, can result in  the  promotion of a wide 
range of women’s interests. 

The following chapters use the theoretical framework developed above 
to analyze the  history of women’s organizing in Venezuela. From its begin- 
nings in  the mid-I930s, a movement emerged that has evolved through  two 
transitions to democracy, a  dictatorship,  a  period of democratic consolida- 
tion, and most recently, a crisis in its democracy. Its  trajectory can only be 
understood  in  the  context of its political opportunities,  both general and gen- 
dered. Often this context includes structurally embedded obstacles to 
women’s political participation, Nevertheless, over the past six decades 
women’s rights advocates and activists have sought to deepen democracy 
through an alternative set of practices and institutions. 



THE  PARADOXICAL  RISE  AND 
FALL OF THE ~ O ~ E N ’  
~ O V E ~ E N T  IN THE  FIRST 
T R A ~ S I T ~ O N  TO D 
( 1 9 ~ ~ - 1 9 4 ~ )  

~ o ~ i t h s t a n d i n g  its absence from accounts of Venezuelan politics and Latin 
American women’s history, women’s organizing formed a distinct part of the 
explosion of civic activity following the  death of the  dictator General Juan 
Vicente G6mez  in December 1935.l In the  subsequent  period of liberalized 
authoritarianism  under  General Eleazar L6pez  Contreras and General Isais 
Medina An~arita (1936-45), a decade-long women’s movement prospered, It 
drew  predominantly  from  the  first  and second generations of middle- and 
upper-class educated and professional women. 

Started by the pioneers who founded  the first women’s rights associa- 
tion  in  October 1935, the movement began to take shape a mere two weeks 
after G6mez’s death, when  women published an open  letter to president- 
elect L6pez  Contreras  outlining  their demands on the new g o ~ e r ~ m e n t .  
These efforts grew rapidly as women’s  civic, feminist, charitable, and cultural 
organizations  sprang up across the  country, In 1940 several hundred wornen 
came together at a national women’s conference to consolidate their ~ositions 
on issues ran~ing from sex education to suffrage. In  the next five years 
women  mounted national campaigns involving thousands of women to gain 

1.  Beyond  a  brief  mention of the organizing in Martz (1966),  Venezuelan  political history 
ignores women’s  activity in this period. The most  comprehensive history of Latin  American 
women,  Francesca  Miller  (1991), also overlooks this activism. For example,  Miller  claims that 
in Venezuela, “postwar democratic openings supported broad reform ~ ~ o v e ~ ~ e n t s  within 
which  women as well as men  expanded their political rights” (142).  However, the movement 

e movement  began  before  and continued throughout the war, as shown 
below, No other historical  reviews of  women’s organizing in Latin America ~ e n t i o l l  the 
Venezuelan  case (see Ali  1995). 
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equal rights in the  home and the polity, But  following  the October 1945 coup 
that began the trienio, the three-year-long experiment with  democratic  poli- 
tics, the women’s movement disappeared. Women’s organizing  would  resur- 
face only  when  the next dictatorship began, and then in a quite  different 
form. 

Why  did women’s organizing  thrive  during  the  liberalization of au- 
thoritarianism¶  only to decline with the  first glimmer of democratic  politics? 
Answering this question not  only sheds light on the paradoxical experience 
of women  in  this  period  but also foreshadows  what was to come  with  the 
more  durable  democratic  transition of the late 1950s. While  some political 
opportunities of liberalized authoritarianism (or, later,  even dictatorship) 
pe r~ i t t ed  the  growth of women’s mobilization on their own behalf, the 
change in opportunities  with  the brief transition to democracy blocked 
women’s continuing  efforts.  Throughout, women’s organizing was condi- 
tioned not  only  by  the general structure of political opportunities of each 
regime but also by  their  particular manifestations of gendered political insti- 
tutions  and discourses. 

The  principal political institution  conditioning social mobilization in 
the  period  following Gcjmez’s death (1936-45) was the state, which remained 
in  the hands of conservatives. Gcjmez’s successor,  his minister of war,  Lcjpez 
Contreras, ruled over a congress comprised of former  supporters of the dic- 
tator. He allowed only  sporadic  independent political or nizing. Parties be- 
an to  form, seeking mutual  support  but remaining larg clandestine. They 
rew  in  strength  when Lcjpez Contreras’s successor,  Medina Angarita, liber- 

alized politics under  the influence of the Allies during  World War 11 and le- 
galized party formation. 

The gendered institutions of this political opportunity structure  in- 
made up exclusively of male actors, and political parties. 
to reach out  to  women, these two institutions remained 
In political discourse  women  were  primarily associated 

with private life, though  their presence was noted  in  some arenas of public  in- 
teraction.  The congress and the  president  proposed  little legislation directed 
primarily at women  but revised the  Labor Law to  provide  for limited mater- 
nity leave and child care. These provisions  were not often implemented. The 
new political parties  promised  women political and civil equality; however, 
party weakness meant these promises could  not be kept easily.  Finally, a  re- 
gional women’s suffrage movement  contributed to raising consciousness 
about women’s political rights. 

Women’s response to their opportunities was  mediated  by  their varied 
gender  interests  and  forms of organization.  Mainly  middle-  and  upper-class 



women  organized, and not surprisingly, the policies they advocated re- 
flected their  particular perspectives. By tying women’s activism firmly to 
their roles as actual or potential  mothers,  they  attempted to challenge the 
gender  hierarchy  that  supported male dominance  in  the family and  the 
polity  without challenging gender difference or class hierarchy. Their ac- 
ceptance of both  would  continue  to influence  the  development of women’s 
or~anizing. 

t subject to the  sporadic  restrictions on overt political or~anizing, 
women S organizations flourished. As liberalization progressed, so did the 
development of women’s coalitions to press for what  they called their “civil’’ 
rights, principally their rights  within  the family, and their political rights to 
vote and to hold office. These coalitions allowed women to come together 
around  a particular issue at a particular moment despite their different polit- 
ical orientations. ch ‘‘conjunctura1’’ coalition building would rove to be a 

nizational strategy  in  the decades to come. 
to be wholly successful during this period, 

legal  gains remained limited. 
With  the  transition to  the  democratic  experiment of the trie~io 

(1945-48), the political opportuniti changed, though  not  in women’s 
favor. The social  democratic  party  emocratic  Action (Accicin Demo- 
critica  or  AD)  took  power  through a  reformist  military  coup,  though  its 
leaders  were  determined to  found a  political  democracy. I ts   domi~ance of 
political  organizing  resulted  in  the  i  rporation of many  social  sectors 
even as it alienated important elites. wever, women  were  only  inc 
pletely  included  in  the  primary  chan f democratic  representation, 
cause  their founders assumed that  men  would be the  primary  participants, 
parties  such as AD privileged men’s participation  through  the gendered 
structures of  leadership  and  membership,  marginalizing women’s partici- 
pation. 

This  chapter begins with  a  history of women’s political participation up 
to 1936 and a  description of the socioeconomic position of women between 
1936 and 1950. It then  shows how  the development of the interests, or 
tions, and campaigns of the women’s movement under liberalized authoritar- 
ianism depended on  the regime’s general and gendered political 
opportunities, as well as on the characteristics of the  women themselves. The 
second half  of the  chapter explains how the shift in oppor~ni t ies  with  the 
transition to the trie~io brought to the  fore  the gendered institution of party 
politics, which put an end to women’s independent organizing. However, the 
lessons of the  period  would not be lost but would  inform women’s future 
activism. 
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The beginning of the  twentieth  century  found Venezuela a  country still rent 
by  the bloodshed of the civil wars that followed independence from Spain in 

1. Political control was dominated by c&~diZZos (stro 
particular regions under  their sway. The centralization of 

n  with  the c&~~iZZo Cipriano  Castro, who marched down  from the  Andes 
roclaimed himself president  in 1901. He was followed in 
te Giimez, who continued to centralize power and to reap 

fits of the discovery of oil in  the 1920s. 
omez ruled as a  dictator and neglected the needs of the general popu- 

lation. The first significant challenge to his rule came in 1928 
radicalized students  at  the central university in Caracas, the 
tion of Venezuela (Federaci6n de Estudiantes de Venezuela 
as the  “Generation of ’ 8,” many of these student leaders would go on  to 
form  the  first signi~can olitical parties following Giimez’s death. But it was 
during  the  February 1928 “Students’ Week,” a series of events designed to 
raise money for a  dormitory,  that  they first spoke out  for political liberty. 
The leadership was incarcerated for its efforts. But  it had struck  a  chord  in  the 
general populace, which held massive demonstrations to demand  the release 
of the jailed students. Upon their release they joined with  a reforming ele- 
ment of the military to stage a  coup  in April. However, its failure brought on 
increased repression and exile for many of the  plotters. 

Though  not yet organized on their own behalf, women  opposed  the 
iimez dictatorship as they  would  oppose  the next dictator, who came to 

power  in 1952 (see Chapter 3). Not yet acting as movement organizers, they 
supported  the  opposition  by facilitating communication  among male leaders, 
caring for male prisoners and their families, raising money, and distributin 
propaganda (L& ~ a Z &  Vida 1985). It was only  when men were not available, 
often jailed or  in exile, that  women and girls organized demonstrations  (CIS- 
FEM 1992,216). Women were also active in organizing against G6rnez from 
abroad. In 1928 Ana  Esther 6ou~erneur, a social worker living in exile in 
New York, founded  the  Patriotic Society (Sociedad Pro-Patria) both  to serve 
as a  mutual aid society for exiles and to raise U.S. awareness about  the dicta- 
torship. The society routinely picketed the Venezuelan embassy, and it used 
the media to protest against the  situation of political prisoners  under 66mez 
(de Leonardi 1983,388; La  Mala  Vida  1985). 

Women’s other role in  the struggle against dictatorship was as a  symbol 
of liberty. During  the  most  open  protest against the  dictatorship,  the 1928 
“Students’ Week,” a  student queen, Beatrice I, was elected. The events at 
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which she was f&ed were seized as opportunities for  student activists to de- 
clare their political positions, and she was transformed into the “ethical, re- 
bellious metaphor for the people’s yearnings for freedom”  (Lerner 198 
This can be seen most clearly in  the  poem addressed to her at one  ceremony 
by Pi0 Tamayo, who would go on  to become a  well-known  poet.  After 
telling her about his own lover, he continued: 

Trembling in  shadows  I loved her in fear. 
In my veins ran fears for her life. 
And  one  day  they stole her  from me, 
And  one  day  they took her away. . 
. . and the name of this lover is much 
like your own: 
She  was  called Liberty. 
(quoted  in Levine 1973,20) 

In addition to these nascent forms of political activism, many of the so- 
cioeconomic structures  that  would define Venezuela took shape un 
Gbmez’s rule. Venezuela became the world’s largest exporter of petroleum 
by 1930. The exploitation of petroleum had a  powerful effect on the  coun- 
try’s economic and social organization.  Agriculture was slighted for  the de- 
velopment of the oil sector and its related industries, commerce, and services, 
causing a  rural-to-urba migration that led to  the majority of the p o ~ ~ l a t i o n  
becoming urban  by 19 An urban middle class developed through  employ- 
ment  in  the expandin blic sector and the oil companies. 

professional life and higher education; many working-class WO 

ready employed as domestics and some  in small manufac 
first and mainly female Teachers’ Training College (Escuel 

by  the Women’s Trades College (Escuela de  Artes  y Oficios 
de Mujeres) and  in 1913 by  the  predominantly female Nurses’ College (Es- 
cuela de Enfermeras) (Ministerio P~bl ico  1990). The professions open to ed- 
ucated women reflected the gender relations of the time. Educating  the next 
generation and taking care of the sick could be seen as an extension of 
women’s mothering role and were thus considered acceptable tasks for 
women. In 1936 women  constituted .3 percent of university students, most 
of them going on  to become lawyers and journalists (de  Leonardi 1983,  201). 

With  the increasing urbanization and employment generated by  the oil 
industry, the development of urban commerce, and the  growth of govern- 
ment bureaucracy came the  further  entry of women into the  labor  force and 

From  the  turn of the  century  on, middle-class women be 
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education. Although  they still remained largely segregated by sex, women 
percent of all workers  by 1950, with  the vast majority  in  the serv- 

ice sector (42 percent). Only 9 percent of all women called themselves “pro- 
fessionals” (QCEI 1961). Steadily advancing in higher education, university 
women increased their  numbers  from 35 in 1936 to 362 in 1946, making up 10 

inisterio de Educacicin  1936,  1946). 
le” professions, especially teachers, constituted  the 
’S ~ o v e m e n t  in Venezuela, since they were all over 
he new experience of the potentials and problems 

of public activity, which made them aware of their lack of 
to fight for  them  (Chaney 1971; Gaviola Artigas et al. 1 

context in  which it emerged. 
iller 1991). But  their organizing was conditioned  by  the particular political 

A political o~portunity structure  that  somewhat favored women’s or 
on their own behalf began with  the  death of G6mez  in 1936. There was a 

general explosion of political and organizational activity in  which many sec- 
tors began to  form their own organizations, ranging from  unions to women’s 
groups. Significant among these were  the fledgling leftist parties. The  most 
prominent  were  the Republican Progressive Party  (Partido Republican0 Pro- 
gresista or PRP), a prior  incarnation of the Venezuelan Communist Party, 
and the Venezuelan Qrganization (Qrganizacicin Venezolano, or QRVE), 
forerunner of Venezuela’s most  powerful party, Democratic Action. The 
state was headed by the new president, General Eleazar Lcipez Contreras, 
who alternated between toleration and repression of organizational activity, 
and a conservative congress, still full of gomecistas (supporters of G6mez). 

To advance their demands for  further political liberalization and im- 
proved labor relations, the parties made several attempts to band together. The 
first was the April Bloc (Bloque de Abril), which lasted until Lcipez Contreras 
cracked down following a general strike  in mid-1936.  Suffrage, already limited 
to local and congressional elections, was restricted to literate males over 
twenty-one years old, effectively excluding the great majoritry  of potential 
voters (in a country  with 50 percent women and 70 percent illiteracy). 

The left-wing parties continued to cooperate, forming  the  National  De- 
mocratic Party  (Partido  Democritico  Nacional  or PDN) in  October 1936 to 
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promote democratic political rights, social justice, and economic nationalism 
(Bergquist 1986,231). These goals came together  in  the PDN’s support of the 
December 1936 strike of the oil workers  in Western Venezuela. This was the 
high-water mark of the period’s protests,  which  “sounded  the  death knell for 
the legacy of Gcimez and presaged a new era in Venezuelan history” accord- 
ing to Charles Bergquist (1986,  230). The coalition of political activists and 
oil workers, and the exposure of the alliance between the Venezuelan gov- 
ernment and foreign oil companies (which reaped the  majority of the oil 
profits, thanks to their  control over extraction), raised political conscious- 
ness. The strike forced the oil companies to negotiate with  their  workers, 
pressured the government to consider social and economic concessions, and 
increased labor and political activity in  the area. But Lcipez Contreras ended 
the  strike inJanuary 1937 and refused to legalize the PDN. ~ l t h o u g h  a few of 
its adherents won congressional seats in  the next elections, most of these vic- 
tors were promptly jailed or exiled. 

Lcipez Contreras’s manipulation of political organizing made certain 
opposition leaders realize that  their  approach to winning  power  through 
electoral means would not  work until  they  had  a mass  base of support.  Thus 
party building became their top priority. It was carried out clandestinely by 
establishing party cells and affiliated occupational branches. 
branches were based on legally organized unions, beginning with  the oil in- 
dustry and spreading into  construction,  transportation, services, and agricul- 
ture. But by 1938 the  former allies of the PDN had split over whether to 
organize along class  lines. The PRP insisted that  workers  should remain the 
principal targets of organization, while ORVE championed a multiclass per- 
spective. 

Gendered Opport~nities 

0th the liberalized authoritarian  state and nascent political parties reflected 
gender relations in  structure and discourse. State policy mainly addressed 
women  in  their role as mothers. Lcipez Contreras’s 1936 and 1938 National 
Plans called for improved maternal and infant health, and increased maternal 
education (Suarez Figueroa 1983, vol. l). The  July 1936 reform of the  Labor 
Law did take women’s new roles as workers into account, providing  for  a six- 
week pre- and postnatal maternity leave, onsite nurseries, and equal pay for 
equal work. However, while this law was “on paper . . . among  the  most  pro- 
gressive and comprehensive in  Latin America” (Bergquist 1986, 229), it was 
rarely enforced. As a result, women’s demands for Labor Law enforcement 
would become a central feature of their later organizing. 
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The new parties also accommodated women  in  their platforms, 
beyond state policy to demand civil and political rights for women. Si 
(clandestine) founding  in 1931, the ~ommunis t  Party had pronounced itself 
in favor of equal pay  for equal work and paid maternity leave (Suarez 
Figueroa 1983, vol. l), a goal it continued to  uphold as the PRP (Magallanes 
1973,  278-80). The offshoot  National  Democratic Bloc (Bloque  Nacional 
Democriitico) promoted  the  protection of pregnant  workers as well as the 
improvement of women5s legal, social, and political status (1973,  290). The 
short-lived National Republican Union  (Uni6n Nacional Republicana), a 
middle-class party, also supported women5s suffrage (1973,  266). Although 
there was nothing explicit regarding women  in OWE’S first program: the 
program  it helped write for  the PDN coalition in October 1936 included 
equal civil and political rights for women (Mijares 1980,76) and equal pay for 
equal lanes 1973,300). 

ing  positions  in favor of women’s rights, from  the  outset 
the  most significant parties established some  form of sectoral bureau for  the 
incorporation of women. In 1936 the  PRP had a women’s secretariat (seme- 
taria ~ e ~ e ~ i ~ a ) ,  and both ORVE and later PDN had a women’s movement 
secretariat (semetaria  del ~ o ~ i ~ i e ~ ~ o  ~ e ~ e ~ i ~ o )  (Magallanes 1973). Those 
women who were interested in explicitly political activity generally joined 
parties through these sectoral organizations  (de  Leonardi 1983,397; Herrera 
1991). 

The  eruption of women’s mobilization came with  the general social upheaval 
following G6mez’s death. It was the first time women had organized inde- 
pendently: 

What happened in Venezuela was like a miracle, that  which came 
to pass with . . . the pioneers of the women’s movement, because 
here  there hadn’t been [organizational or ideological] prepara- 
tion, because it hadn’t been possible to work.  There was clandes- 
tine work in political parties . . but  for the movement there was 

2. This may have been due to ORVE’s general reluctance to proclaim itself a political party 
with an explicit program for fear of persecution (Martz 1966,30). 



. There  were  no examples . . . and so began our awakeni 
organizational or cultural background, nevertheless 

group of women  brought  about an incredible movement, which 
hasn’t been repeated in Venezuela. These women succeeded not 
only  in bringing to ether  the  women of the capital but also in be- 
ginning a movement in  the  interior of the Rep~bl ic .~  

~api ta l i~ ing   on  the political opportunities made possible by  the uneven lib- 
L6pez ~ontreras ,  middle- and upper-class WO 

PS that  fought for women’s  civil and political ri 
en  who joined the new parties cooperat 

women’s groups, often holding membership in  both and serving as conduits 
for women’s  issues within  the parties.  omen's organizing was conditioned 

era1 opportunities-more freedom to associate, p~bl ish,  
y-but also their reflection of gender relatio~s. Althou 

parties experienced periodic repression, women’s organizations, not seen as a. 
political threat, were left to  promote their own interests. But  their lack of rel- 
evance to political institutions and the fact that few women held important 
positions  in  the parties would  prevent them from achieving signi~cant 

The internal development of the women’s movement reflected th 
der  interests of their middle- and upper-class leaders. They differed in  their 
approach to politics, but  they all challenged male dominance while maintain- 
ing women’s maternal role as the center of their activism. 

~ o ~ e n ’ s  Gender Interests 

In  both their early organizations and later conjunctural coalitions, activists 
developed their gender interests by contesting gender hierarchy  but la 
accepting gender difference. Like many of the “relational feminists” 
period, they claimed their rights in  the  home  and  polity while maintainin 
their  primary association with private life, especially m~therhood.~  They also 
maintained a certain amount of class priv Because mainly mi~dle-  and 
upper-class women led the movement, t rspectives clearly marked its 
strategies and goals, even when working-class and poor women were the  ob- 
ject of their activities. 

The establishment of an ideolo y  that  promoted  the e ~ ~ a l i ~  of  omen 

3. Interview with Ana Senior, former member of the first women’s group, the  omen's Cul- 

4. See Chapter 1 for an analysis of the widespread nature of  relational feminism in early Latin 
tural Association (ACF, Agrupacitjn Cultural Femenina). 

American f omen's ~ovements.  
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and men without challenging the difference between men and women’s social 
attributes was a constant theme in  the movement. Activists debated the use of 
the t e r m ~ ~ ~ i ~ i s ~  because of its association with  the suffrage movements in 

land and the  United States, which both  women and men in Venezuela per- 
ceived  as mistakenly seeking to eliminate gender differen In his defense of 
women’s  civil rights in a national newspaper, Ahom, on 22 ay 1937, one male 
writer assured his readership that granting civil rights would not pervert 
Venezuelan womanhood: “We ought  to make women’s horizons broader 
without fear of English-style suffragists, the mythical Amazon warriors. 
 oma an can enter fully into civil  life, in dynamic modern life, without re- 
nouncing her exquisite femininity to do so.’’ The initial priority  that  women 
activists gave to obtaining civil, not political rights was partly  due to the 
movement’s fear of association with these “Ihythical Amazons.” Moreover, 
when  women did identify themselves as feminists, they were careful to spec- 
ify that  their goal was not  to “replace men’’ but  to improve women’s lot. This 
distinction was reinforced by activists’ constant justi~cation of their organiz- 

as making women better mothers and improving the lives of their children. 
atever their  method, these activists’ tireless work  on behalf of women’s ad- 

 anc cement qualifies them as feminists in  the  broad sense of the term.5 
Like many other wornen’s movements around this time, the Venezue- 

lan movement solved the dilemma of opposing male dominance  without a 
full-blown challenge to traditional gender relations by asking the state to in- 
tervene on women’s  behalf.6 They  proposed  numerous legal and social 
changes, from shared legal responsibility for children to sex education, which 
depended  primarily on state action rather  than on altered male  behavior.’ But 
because the state was in  the hands of men, this strategy  would have only 
limited impact. 

The relations taken  up by Venezuelan relational feminists reflected 
their  position not  only  in the fami but also in  the  wider society. 
them  were educated women  from  upper classes; those who  wor 
side the  home  were teachers and professionals. Because the nascent parties 
sought to organize the middle and working classes, those  women who were 
influenced by  the parties gave working women’s8 issues priority  and  pro- 

5. Linda Gordon (1994,8)  offers  a  cogent  defense for using the term~emj~jst  to describe those 

6. A “social  role” for the state  was  also the demand of early  women’s  rights  activists  in Cuba 

7 .  For examples  of  women’s  involvement  in  constructing  state  welfare  policies  directed at 

8. In Spanish the terms  mujeres t r a ~ a j ~ ~ o r e s  and obreras, which  translate  as  “working 

working for both women’s  equality with men  and the improvement of  women’s  lives. 

(Smith  and  Padula  1996,16). 

women  and  families,  see Gordon 1990; Koven  and  Michel1993. 

women” or “female  laborers,’’  are  usually  taken to mean  blue-collar or working-class  women. 
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moted  union organizing and strike  support.  Groups formed by upper-class 
women and those who did not  work outside  their homes were la 
cused on maternal/child issues and charitable works. Yet despite t 

women’s movement did not recruit  them  in  any consistent manner. 
kept decision making to themselves. This class  bias prevented the 

and poor women’s interests at heart, the leaders of the 

ning a mass following, a  problem  that  would  continue to affect 
organizin~ in  subsequent periods. 

espite their  common exclusion of women of the  lower classes, more 
elite women  did not agree among themselves as to  who was most suited to 
lead the movement. The different perspectives of upper- and middle-class 
feminists were clearly laid out  in an exchange of views printed  in  the news- 
paper A ~ o ~ ~  on 12 March 1937. One woman began the  debate  by defendin 
wealthy  women as the  most able leaders of the women’s movement. She  ac- 
knowledged that  currently  most of them  spent  their time in idle chatter and 

a result were considered incapable of understand 
she argued that once led to  think seriously, their S 

resources and  inherent intelligence would make them  most suited to lead: 

It is from  the  upper class that  the  cultural movement should  start, 
because its economic situation, free time, and other factors enable 
its members to undertake  the  work. 

Later, the members of the  upper class will motivate and 
morally and materially help the middle and proletarian classes, 
which lack-especially the latter-the economic resources and 
most elementary comprehension. 

This  proposal  did not sit well with  women  from  the middle class. In a 
rapid return of fire, a middle-class woman  responded  that despite their re- 
sources, wealthy  women  were  ignorant of the  importance of the struggle for 
women’s advancement because their economic well-bein and lack of work 

kept  them far removed from  the b re occupations of 
as  ever demanded of them, so  they had no reason to 

trast, it was the middle-class woman, because of her education and exposure 
to the  world, who was the  most fit to be in  the vanguard of the women’s 
movement: 

It is precisely this woman,  whose intellectual level  is higher than 
that of working  women or peasants and so can appreciate it more, 
to  whom  the problem is presented at  a basic  level, and therefore  it 
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must be she who is  called to understand social concerns more 
clearly. The necessities of her  condition have obliged her to widen 
her  horizons, and she no longer moves in  a very restricted and fa- 
miliar circle, and has encountered  a  multitude of reasons which 
make her interested in  improving  her  conditio^ and  the  condition 
of all her sisters. It is the teachers, the office workers,  the  students, 
the employees, who can best . improve themselves and those 
who can most  interest themselves in improving the  conditions of 
life of the  other  women and of humanity  in eneral, (Ahom 14 

arch 1937) 

rdo, an early leader of the  communist  party and union 
tern Venezuela oil fields, argued that  the classism of 

these wornen demonstrated why feminism had nothing to offer working- 
class women, who  found  work far from emancipating. She had written earlier 

October 1936) that  in  her  opinion  they  would be better served by 
ngside their oppressed male partners  in an anti-i~perialist popu- 

lar front. She responded to the debate between the middle- and upper-class 
feminists by declaring that  women could not be freed unless the class system 
itself was overturned: 

Feminism will not be capable of resolving the  problem of work- 
ing women as some of us idiotically thought  at  the beginning. 
women will gain nothing  by  occupying  the same  places as men, as 
long as the  women of the masses will always be the  women of 
Juan Bimba’ and the  position of governors or generals will be 
given to  the ladies of the  dominant classes. What  would  the com- 
rades of the  soap and perfume factories, the polishers, the seam- 
stresses, say [to  the idea] that we ought  to pull  woman  from  her 
idleness and push her into  work? Wouldn’t they laugh at such an 
unbalanced way of thinking? 

The feminist premises, thus,  cannot be the premises of the 
le of working  women, who are interested in  the improve- 

ment of all of the exploited sector, and not in  the participation of 
women  in  a battle which  would give the  positions of responsibil- 

9. Juan Bimba  is a cartoon character  who  symbolizes  “Mr. Ordinary Citizen, who in 
Venezuela  is  an  illiterate  peon”  (Fergusson 1939, 65). While AD often  used  him in early  cam- 
paigns to represent the average  citizen  whom  it;  was  going to empower, Juan Bimba  remains to- 
day in Venezuelan  political  cartoons  a  caricature of the most  victimized  citizens-whose 
oppressors now include the political  parties, 
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ity  to women interested in sustaining a  state of things which is no- 
tably prejudiced against the social sector to which  we belong. 
 or^ 13 July 1937) 

Because of the greater numbers of elite women involved in  the 
ment, overturning capitalist oppression  would not become a priority. Never- 
theless, movement leaders would claim to represent all women as they 
worked on issues that  they linked to women’s supposedly shared experience 
of motherhood. But the two major coalition efforts of the  period W 

oriented to the interests of women of a higher socioeconomic stat 
the  demand to reform  the Civil Code,  the laws governing intraf 
tions, clearly could be just i~ed as a claim to improve  motherh 
most easily came together for this purpose. The more  content 
campaign was clearly class-biased, seeking the  vote  only for literate women. 

The  first and most influential women’s rights group  to  form was the 
ciation (Asociaci~n CUI or ACF), It was 
tober 15,1935, at  the ho 
eration of ’28,” a  future  foun emocratic Action. ( 
the Escuela Normal,  where 

women students. Called thepblvora (g 
with  other  women  who had be 
inspired the next generati women activists. Many  were teachers 

and came from Venezuela’s  erne middle class (de Leonardi 1983,391). 
The political activism of t ders influenced the ACF: althou 

cording to its statutes its objective was “elevating the  cultural level of the 
Venezuelan woman”  (ACF n.d.), one  founding member claims that  the 
was a “front”  for women’s political action at a time  when  such action was for- 

ercedes Fermin inte~iew).  Many of the a c e ~ s t ~ s  (members of the 

which  would become AD. Their goals mirrored  the aims of those parties: 
uniting across classes and improving  the  status of workers.  Although th 
couched their efforts within  the political discourse that associated women 
primarily  with  motherhood,  their limited contestation of gender norms, 
combined with an increasingly overt leftist political orientation, earned them 
some  opposition. 

nature of women’s activities during  the  period  but always in  the context of 

d either the PRP, forerunner of the  Communist Party, or 0 

The ACF’s view of women’s interests took  into account the  c 
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women7s potential  motherhood.  In  one of its  first press statements, the ACF 
for improving women’s education because “in  the  woman is the 

mother, in her the base and principal foundation of the family” ( ~ ~ 0 ~ ~  22 
January 1936). O n  the basis of their own experience and that of the  women 
they saw around them, the ~ c e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  were aware of the  proble 

n who had to combine  motherhood  with paid employment.  They 
better  hours and pay, enforcement of the 
education and health care for women and 

~ c e ~ ~ ~ ~ s  also wanted to improve  the civil and political sta 
they also promoted  the  reform of the Civil Code and 
flecting the diverse nature of the  group,  cultural act 
and musical-also formed an area of emphasis. These priorities shifted as the 

cal opportunities allowed and according to the  internal debates of the 

ecause both  PRP and QRVE were focused initially on organizing the 
g working class, these women’s political connections led them to be 

primarily concerned with  the  situation of women workers.** Immediately af- 
ter  founding  the ACF, members established the Working Women’s Center 
(Casa de la Qbrera). There  they  sponsored skills training, a job placement 
center, and a clinic. Members also helped to  promote women’s unions 

the center. Because of the influence of educators  in  the  group,  the 
as committed to providing  women  workers  with access to education. 
F head~uarters housed a library, and  the  group offered basic educa- 

Four night schools were established by early 1936, and more  were 
ed over the following years. Promoted  by ~ c e ~ s ~ ~  Mercedes Fermin, a 
agogue as well as a staunch  supporter of ORVE and later of AD, the  night 

schools were held in  primary  school classrooms. However, after seven pro- 
rams had been established, the principal of one  school  where  the classes 

were being held overheard Fermin discussing the need for family p~anning 
and publicly accused her of promoting free love. The schools were  temporar- 
il shut  down,  although  the  Ministry of Education  soon  adopted  the idea of 

But women  workers  were not  the  only focus of the ACF’s attention. It 
decided on its priorities democratically and published them widely. In the 

tion  through  night schools. 

It education and reopened them.11 

10.  The  Chilean “first wave” of feminism  was  also  influenced  by  its  association with leftist 
parties. See Kirkwood  1986;  Silva Donoso 1987;  Gaviola  Artigas  et  al.  1986. 

11. In their  volume on women’s contributions to state  welfare  policy,  Koven  and  Michel 
(1993,  30) note that women’s initial,  private  efforts at welfare  provision  have  often  served  as  a 
model for later  state  programs. On the United States,  see Gordon 1990. 
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first  tumultuous years, women arrived at  the  weekly or  bimonthly meetings 
brimming  with ideas, which  would  then be debated and put  to a vote. Per- 
haps their  most  important  contribution to the women’s movement as a  whole 
was the  publication,  from 1938 through 1945,  of a weekly page  called 
wo omen's Culture” ( “ C u l ~ r a  de la Mujer”)  in Ahora’ the daily newspaper 
with a national  circulation of over 10,000.12 ‘‘~omen’s Culture’’ served as a 
key means of communication  for  country-wide activism. According  to ace- 

fista Ana Senior, it was “the light for  the  women of the  interior.” Because 
there was a rotation of editors,  the focus changed over the years. Besides the 
regular fea~res-including  a weekly  editorial, ACF’s programs and tran- 
scripts of talks given at  its  headquarters,  letters, and reports  from women’s 
groups  in  the interior-there were articles on laws, work,  education, divorce, 
p r o s t i ~ t i o ~ ,  health, child rearing, sex education, single mothers and their  “il- 
legitimate” children, psychology, women’s organizing  in other countries, and 
the effects of both national and international issues  (war, economics, elec- 
tions) on wornen. There  were also occasional profiles of famous  women and 
t~anslations of the work of women’s rights activists such as birth  control pi- 
oneer Margaret Sanger and First  Lady  Eleanor Roosevelt. Arts-related items 
included poetry  and  book and music reviews. In addition to publicizing is- 
sues through Ahom, the ace~stas also broadcast  radio  programs and spon- 
sored lectures and discussions of women’s social, cultural, legal,  medical, and 
political concerns. Committed to political pluralism, they invited representa- 
tives of all of the nascent political parties, as well as doctors and literary fi 
ures, to speak. 

Through its effective com~unication, the ACF became a model for 
other women’s organizing. Affiliated associations were  formed  in cities in the 
interior. The  ACF was also a motor  for general organizing for women’s 
rights, undertaking  the  organization of a national women’s conference in 
1940, and participating in lobbying  the congress to reform  the Civil Code and 

rk  for  women, the  political  orientations of many me-  
cipate  in  more general political  organizing.  This  was 

usually ~ndertaken as an  extension of their  home-based activities. They 
were active in  the barrios (poor  urban  neighborhoods)  around  Caracas, 
where  they  would sell wholesale  food  at  cost  from  the backs of trucks- 
concern  for the  high  cost of living was easily defined as within th 
of women.  They also joined  in  protests supporting  the  Spanish 

12. The dates  usually  given for “Women’s Culture” are 1937-48. While  there  were  articles on 
the ACF and  women’s  issues prior to mid-1938, a close  review of Ahora did not  turn  up the 
weekly  page until that time.  During the trienio (1945-48), it appeared only irregularly. 
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and  in local strikes,  most crucially in the ~ a r a c a i b o  oil  workers’  strike of 

ular action provides a  good example of how  the ACT; took 
political opportunities of the  period  from  a basis in women’s 

ve the  strength  and long-range political potential of the social and 
eo alvanized by oil workers  in  their  strug 

1986, ~ 3 0 ) .  Its widespread support was particularly symbolized by  one event, 
the  transporting of the oil workers’  children to Caracas for care during  the 
strike: 

maternal role. The strike  “shook Venezuelan society to its foundations . . 

In early January [l9371 oil workers and their allies hit on a bril- 
liant tactic to symbolize  the meaning of their struggle and consol- 
idate the multiclass national coalition emerging in  support of the 
strike. They announced  a plan to send children of strikers to live 
in middle-class homes in Caracas for  the  duration of the conflict. 
The idea caught on immediately. Invitations  from Caracas and 
other cities in  North-central Venezuela flooded into  ~aracaibo, 
Scores of children prepared to leave their homes in  the oil zone 
for the capital. A steamship company offered the children free 
transportation; a commission of well-to-do c ~ r ~ ~ ~ e E o s  [Caracas 
residents] visited Zulia to arrange for the transfer. The children 
were given  medical examinations, their parents provided  with  the 
names and addresses of their children’s sponsors. A few days be- 
fore  the settlement of the strike, thousands of cheerin 
ers and their  supporters gave the  first 50 “niEos ~et~oZeros’’ [oil 
workers’ children] a  rousing sendoff. The children’s arrival in 
Caracas was greeted by another  public  demonstration and ample 
press coverage. (1986,234-35) 

The  founder of AD also mentions this important solidaristic event in his his- 
tory of Venezuelan democracy: “The sons of the galley  slaves of petroleum 
slept on linen sheets in rich men’s homes when  hundreds of them were 
brought  to the capital city for care during  the difficult economic times in  the 
oil camps” (Betancourt 1979,57). 

noring  the  identity of the brilliant tacticians who came up  with 

Venezuelan women’s actions invisible. The unspecified “allies” of the oil 
workers were not the  “rich men’’ on whose linen sheets the children slept, 
but the ~ c e ~ s t ~ s ,  the middle-class women who organized to care for the chil- 

n, these descriptions form  part of the  long  tradition of makin 
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dren of the  striking  workers.  They gathered themselves into  a women’s com- 
mittee of the  Committee to  Support  the Families of the Western Oil Workers 
(Comitk ProFamilias de Obreros Petroleros  de Occidente), sought  volun- 
teers to take the children into  their homes through articles in Ahom in early 
January, and notified the pledged families when  the children arrived in  Cara- 
cas at the end of the  month.  They  were  the ones to organize publicity  around 
the event. They gave regular updates on the children’s health and well-bein 
for  the time they  were  in Caracas and  reported on their journey  home  in  Feb- 
ruary (Ahom January-February 1937; Clemente Travieso  1961, 18; Hernan- 
dez 1985,223; Ana Senior interview). 

Through  their  work  for women’s rights and their political involvement, 
the ~ ~ e ~ ~ ~ d ~  stretched  the socially acceptable boundaries of their gender and 
their class, As a result, they aroused some enmity  from certain sectors. There 
were  some who  thought that “it was incredible that  women of a certain social 
standing took  to  the streets fighting for women’s rights, helping unions, sup- 
porting  the Spanish Republic; and so  they came to brand us as a  group of 
crazy  women, prostitutes’’ (Ana Senior interview). These comparisons 
clearly referred to  the ACF’s transgression of accepted standards of gender 
and class relations by labeling them as women who violated conventional be- 
havior. The church was at the  forefront of this opposition. It criticized the 

larly in  a  column  in  the  paper Ld ~ e Z ~ g ~ o n .  Erna Fergusson, a U.S. 
woman  who published a  book  about her 1937 tour in Venezuela, noted  the 
ACF’s “radical” reputation: 

A conservative friend had  warned me against that  institution as 
radical and not alto  ether  in  good  favor  with  the  Church. Mem- 
bers of the club have actually encouraged working  women  to join 
unions. . . They are so u~ladylike as to demand the municipal 
vote  for women, and reform of the Civil Code which now gives a 
woman no rights whatever against her husband, either personal 
or financial, even no right to her own child. They demand laws to 
regulate child labor and white slavery. Many little girls of twelve 
and thirteen-they mature  young  in  the tropics-have been sold 
by their  mothers to pimps or have drifted, unguided, into a house 
which specializes in virgins. 

Such knowledge has stirred Venezuelan women  quite out of 
their  traditional role. They are not  only at work  to change such 
conditions, they speak out  about  what  they know. The Venezue- 
lan gift of forceful expression is not limited to men. .) . . [I]n social 
novels, in newspaper and magazine articles, in pamphlets, and as 
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editors, Venezuelan women are outlining  their policies and mak- 
ing their demands. One  or  two have come out so definitely Left- 
ish as to be tapped on the  shoulder  by  the police, though  none has 
yet joined the  young men radica in exile. (Fergusson 1939, 
312-13) 

While the ACF challenged class and gend r  norms  in its more  overtly 
political work,  the  other significant women’s group of this time, the Venezue- 
lan Association of Women (Asociaci6n Venezolana de Mujeres or AVM) 
stayed closer to a  wholly maternalist perspective. Mainly made up 
class women and keeping its distance from political parties, this 
cused principally on maternal/child health, public hygiene, and 
works. However, even their mild activism proved too challenging to accepted 
notions of gender relations. 

In the  tumultuous  first weeks after  the  death of Ghmez,  the  future 
founders of the AVM, Ada Pirez Guevara de Bocalandro and Luisa de Valle 
Silva, took immediate action to make their voices heard on behalf of women, 
p~blishing the “Message from Venezuelan  omen to General Eleazar 
Lcipez Contreras” (L& Esfem 30 December 1935). They began by claiming 
that  their  interest  in  the  progress of the  country stemmed  from  a  “profound 
sense of actual or future  motherhood,” because “the  hope of the  whole 
country is in  the child, the future citizen.” To ensure children’s proper  up- 
bringing, the  adequate  preparation of women and the effective cooperation 
of the  national  government  were necessary. The two authors made specific 
demands  that  they deemed necessary for children  and  women. For children, 
they asked for milk, playgrounds, daycare, low-cost  boarding schools, or- 
phanages, and an  end to child begging. For women,  they  sought  education 
for child rearing, lay schools for pregnant  and  “wayward” girls, training  and 
health ce~tification  for domestic  workers,  pregnancy leave, prenatal check- 
ups, prenuptial medical e~aminations  to prevent  the  spread of venereal dis- 
eases, and sex education.  Although  some of these requests  were  daring by 
the  standards of the time, couching  them  in language implying  that  they 
would  contribute  to  the  promotion of respons le motherhood helped to 
draw  the  support  not  only of the ACF  but als of the  more conservative 
Catholic Ladies (Damas Cat6licas) and  Infant  Protection 
Protectora  de la Infancia) (L& E s f ~ ~ ~  8 January 1936; Clemente Travieso 
1961; de  Leonardi 1983,393). 

But this set of demands seemed too radical or impractical to many male 
elites. Catholic priests objected to  the idea of prenuptial medical examina- 
tions, which were intended to catch venereal disease before the mainly male 
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carriers could infect their brides, on the  grounds  that  they  would  “discoura 
matrimony and so increase immorality”  (Fergusson 1939,309). The health of 
women and children was not foremost  in  their minds. While not explicitly 
disagreeing with women’s demands, an Ahom editorial disparaged their  pri- 
orities as more  suited for a  utopia  than for the practicalities of everyday 
Venezuelan life: 

Our women have sketched out a social-benefit action program 
that is too vast. They have  revealed themselves as theorists, out- 
lining issues that are not  in accordance with  the  current and con- 
crete necessities of our situation. . . . 

Thus,  we advise our women-if our voice merits your hear- 
ing-that they  situate themselves in  the Venezuelan reality  and 
therefore  limit  their  aspirations to  putting  to  work  their desire 
for social cooperation  beginning  with  those  problems  which 
demand  an  immediate  solution and  which  should  be well 
known  to them.  Programs  such as that  which  they have elabo- 
rated-which we believe well-intentioned  and generous-[are] 
social utopias  which do  not reflect the  truth of our situation 
and run  the  risk of becoming  sterile as a  whole. (20 January 
1936) 

The mothers of the “Message” denied their  sterility by  foundin 
AVM on 11 February 1936 to fulfill their ideas. Ten days later, L6pez Contr- 
eras included the  protection of mothers and children  in his first politica 
gram, though  with  little concrete detail (Suarez Figueroa 1983, vol. l). 
the next two years the AVM widely publicized their own efforts to  promote 
the well-being of women and children. Their  work included the establish- 
ment of an orphans’ home, a  prenatal clinic, child-care centers, and pre- 
schools, as well as the  sponsorship of hygiene campaigns and  a  public lecture 
series on women and civil law. 

The  ACF and AVM shared concerns for  poor and working-class 
women and children but differed in  their  approach to traditional politics. 
~ c e ~ ~ ~ ~  Fermin claims that  the main motivation behind the  formation of the 
AVM was upper-class women’s desire to participate in  the social ferment of 
the time, not any  coherent political ide~logy.’~ The AVM itself explicitly 
stated that  it was interested in  working  with  groups  that  were  “not politi- 

13. This  motivation  has  also  been  identified in the Chilean  case,  where the involvement of up- 
per-class  women in the women’s  club  movement  was attributed to their  fear that politic all^ 
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ca1’”-that  is, did not have an agenda that  could be seen as promoting a par- 
ticular political ideology. Although  the AVM went  on  to participate in  the ef- 
fort  to reform  the Ciyil Code, suffrage would become a divisive issue for the 
group,  which  split  in  the mid-1940s over whether  to join  in  the movement for 
female e~franchisement. 

Other women’s groups  formed  around  the country, reflecting a range 
of political and social motivations: civic, feminist, charitable, and cultural. 
“Every  town of any  importance has its women’s clubs devoted to specific 
tasks in aid of women and children. Most of them are aware of the need of 

h not all are active campaigners for  them” (Fer 
 or^ in 1936-37 found an ACF in Cljma 

described feminist groups  in Lara, Apure,  Carora, and Tovar, a 
ere was a Venezuelan branch of the Union of American WO 

ujeres Americana or UMA),  whose goal was the ~egion-wide incorpora- 
tion of women into socioeconomic development and political life. 
the  Catholic Ladies and the  Infant  Protection Society, which publiciz 

nticommunist,  and prosocial-improv ent stances in  the maga- 
rds (1939,  313), other Caracas-based ups included the  Inter- 
ltural Association (Asociacicin Cult Interamericana), which 

promoted women’s literary achievement; the Ateneo, a cultural center that 
routinely  sponsored women’s events; and the national Venezuelan Federa- 
tion of Teachers  (Federacicin Venezolana de ~ a e s t r o s   o r   F V ~ ) ,  which  often 
participated in women’s organizing efforts. Support for women’s issues also 
came from  women organized in  the  eighborhood ~evelopment  Councils 
Wuntas Pro-Foment0  de 10s Barrios) and the  unions and associations of fem- 
inized occupations such as textile manufacturing and nursing. At the end of 
the decade, the Housewives’ Association (~sociacicin  de Amas de Casa) was 
founded to address the high cost of living. 

Women also organized within  the emerging political society through  the 
party women’s bureaus. Initially these groups were nurtured  by  the civil soci- 
ety-based women’s organizations, particularly the ACF, and took  on many of 
the same  issues. “The ACF, PRP and ORVE operated in parallel, the first con- 
necting with  the  others  through  common members, who . . . oriented their ac- 
tivity to political matters, without excluding educational and social activities” 

I (de Leonardi 1983,395). The first program of  ORVE’s  women’s bureau took 
the demands of the ACF in great part.  Concerned  with women’s roles as 

mothers, wives, and citizens, they wanted to train mothers to become quali- 

active  middle-class  women  would  gain  more  stature. In both cases,  however,  this  rivalry  had the 
positive  effect of enlarging  the  movement as a whole  (Kirkwood 1986). 
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fied educators of the  future citizens of Venezuela and to have women assume 
their responsibilities as “partners  with men.’’ Thus  they called for women’s 
participation in political o nizations, civil equality between husband and 
wife,  women’s political rig equal pay  for equal work, and maternity leave. 
They also promoted  the  study of children’s and working women’s  needs; pub- 
lic day-care facilities; more maternity hospitals, schools, and libraries; and 
U.S.-style Parent-Teacher Associations (Clemente Travieso  1961,37-38). 

Thanks to the influence of the parties’ cooperation  in  the  April 
and PDN, the unification of leftist organizations  from 1936-38,  as well as the 
parties’ inability to dominate political life due  to their  periodic repression, 
women’s joint efforts to achieve their  common goals were not impeded by 
their political affiliations: 

O n  the ACF’s benches sat  women representing all the political 
parties. And  there was a  spirit of understanding  that has not been 
repeated in Venezuela. Each one of us  knew who was who.  For 
example, each party had representation there, but  with  a great in- 
dependence. It was not that we came to give a  [pre~determined 
position. . . [I]f there was a  proposal,  a  motion  about  something 
that was good for the  country, even if one of the  women was not 
in agreement with it, but  knew  that  the  majority accepted it, she 
worked for  it  with the same fervor as  if she had [made the pro- 
posal]. (Ana Senior interview) 

ut even early on there was fores~adowing of the divisions that  party 
politics  would  create  among  the  women activists. ACF’s Fermin recalls that 
R6mulo  Betancourt,  founder of ORVE,  requested  her to help form  the 
women’s bureau  in order  to  trade  in  the “political  club of well-dressed 
ladies for a  ‘work  organization’”  (de  Leonardi 1983,  397), a clear dismissal 
of the  work of the women’s organizations as merely a hobby of elite 
women.14 Moreover, as the  political  parties that were  once unified to pres- 
sure Lcipez Contreras  went  their  separate  ways  in  their  clandestine  organ- 
izing  efforts,  women began to orient  their activities within  party priorities 
and  away from unified goals (1983,399). But  political differences would  not 
block women’s own organizing  efforts  until  the  parties  were  fully able to 
control  political life. Meanwhile, these efforts  grew  larger  and  more collab- 
orative. 

14. Ferm’n  had a close  working  relationship with Betancourt and asked  his  advice on orient- 
ing  her ACF activities. This is attested to in her  letters in Betancourt’s  papers, Vol. 6, 1940. 
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lition 6 u i ~ ~ i n ~  Be 

The coalitions built to  promote women’s rights in  the late 1930s and early 
reflected women’s political opportunities as well as the gender interests of 
more elite activists who headed the campaigns. These interests and the strate- 
ies used to  promote them  were developed at the  first national women’s con- 

ference. 

From late 1938 to 1940, the ~ c e ~ s t ~ s  organized the  first national women’s 
conference. They  sought to recapture  the  momentum that had declined 
somewhat  from  the  first years of organizing. The  June 1940 
brought  together several hundred  women  to discuss the main issues of the 
women’s movement, from civil rights to sexuality. Although mainly middle- 
and upper-class women  organized  the conference, they clearly sought 
women’s unity across classes. Their main strategy to preserve gender har- 
mony was to ask the state, not individual men, to share the responsibility for 
women’s double  burdens (as mothers and workers) and to improve women’s 
legal status. 

As the PRP and ORVE went  their separate ways following the dissolu- 
tion of the PDN in 1938,  class conflict and  the demands of rival political alle- 
giances began to weaken women’s early organizing efforts. However, the 
ACF, whose members straddled  the divisions, was not content to let the  more 
unified struggle dissolve. In reaction to  the diverging of interests, ~ c e ~ s t ~ s  be- 
gan to organize an explicitly multiclass, multisector national women’s con- 
gress at  the end of  1938. They were inspired by  their belief that  women 
shared a common goal of “improvement”: 

May this congress be the  first  step so  that  the hidden energies, the 
potentials that  until now  only have emerged in isolated moments 
of profound crisis, are directed toward  methodol 
ganized action, which alone is capable of beari 
and achieving great undertakings. 

Are these qualities an excellencies of which we have spoken 
the exclusive patrimony of determined classes,  castes, or individ- 
uals? No. Who thinks  thus suffers from an incomprehensible 
short-sightedness or an insulting egoism, The problems of our 
women are one: their material and moral improvement,  their dig- 
nification. The weapons to arrive at this goal are possessed by all 
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Venezuelan women:  the  student and the worker, the  employee 
and the schoolteacher, the  mother and the artist, and also-why 
not?-the [wealthy] “good  girl” who until  now has  been in the 
most  atrophying idleness, but  who may secretly yearn  for  a 
greater ideal, for  a  noble activity which will put an. end to the pal- 
lor of her vegetative existence. (Ahora, 19 November 1938) 

By July 1939 preparations for the congress, to be held in December, 
were  in full swing. August  brought a call for the  participation of women 
workers.  But  the already apparent dispersal of women’s energies was re- 
flected in ACF’s September report on the  internal  disorganization and fund- 
ing problems  that  were slowing its efforts. Although  women  from all over 
the country  continued  to pledge their support  for the meeting in  letters 
reprinted  in “Women’s Culture” in  November,  December came and went 
with  no congress, and 1940  began without  the  weekly page. When  it reap- 
peared in March, the ACE; apologized for its absence and explained that the 
members had decided that it  would  not be possible to hold  the congress be- 
cause full  representation of all women had not been  achieved. They had been 
promised  participation  by  many  women,  but  it was “never  enough so that in 
a Congress  the great majority of women of the Nation  would be authenti- 
cally represented” ( ~ h o r ~ ,  9 March 1940). 

The ~ c e ~ s ~ ~ s  clung  to their  commitment  to inclusivity, but  they refused 
to give up  on  what  they saw as an essential undertaking  to  rekindle and unify 
women’s energies. Instead of the full congress, they  proposed to hold a 
“preparatory” conference. The  Preparatory  Conference of the  First 
Venezuelan Congress of Women (Conferencia  Preparatoria del Primer  Con- 
greso Venezolano de Mujeres) finally took place 13-16 June 1940 in the Ate- 
neo. One  hundred and fifty-five women registered by  organization and were 
joined by  “a  good number’’ of others who attended  the sessions ( ~ o ~ ~ e r e ~ -  
cia 1941,II). While  the attendees may have not been the  “authentic  represen- 
tation” of the  majority of Venezuelan women,  they  represented a wide range 
of interests. Sixty-nine groups registered, including  cultural  groups,, wo~en’s  

anizations,  neighborhood associations, teachers’ and  nursesy  organ- 
izations,  student  groups, charities, and unions. 

Emphasizing  the  urgency of uniting women’s efforts,, a c e ~ s ~ a  Ana 
Luisa Padra decried, in  her  opening remarks, the lack of a solid base in soci- 
ety for the women’s movement and called particular  groups to task for the 
failure to spread their views more widely. In her view, the exclusively mater- 
nity-oriented AVM did not have broad  enough appeal, the  more leftist ACF 
had lost  “cultural  content”  in  its  effort to organize  workers, and the activist 
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FEV had not tried hard  enough to retain its membership. The aim of the  con- 
ference was to determine  the issues that  united  women  and publicize them  in 
a  document  that  would be distributed nationally in  order  to build a move- 
ment worthy of the convening of a full congress. 

While she acknowledged the different backgrounds of the attendees, 
Padra held the  common middle-class position  that class should not be an ob- 
stacle to gender unity: “We have different interests, but  a  common problem: 
the  conquest of our rights for which  we  ought to [fight] together  without 
rancor or distinctions” ( ~ o n ~ e r e ~ c ~ ~  1941,  19). To achieve these rights, she 
advocated a broad-based  o omen's Front” ( ~ ~ e n ~ e  ~ e ~ e n ~ n o )  with  a com- 
mon  platform combining women’s equality and devotion to motherhood: 
equal pay for equal work,  reform of discriminatory laws, suffrage under  the 
same conditions as men, an end to discrimination a ainst children born  out of 
wedlock, and the simplification of civil marriage and divorce proceedings. 

Throughout  the  document  produced at the conference, the participants 
justified their demands as appropriate  for  their gender. As a result, the  term 
~ e ~ ~ ~ ~ s ~  was used gingerly. In the preface the Venezuelan “feminist” move- 
ment was described as revolving around  a single principle: protection of 
Venezuelan mothers and children. While the conclusion claimed that  the  con- 
ference was “of women and never feminist,” that was taken to mean “we have 

n able and are not  trying  to replace men” (120). 
ut in keeping with  the relational feminism of the activists, the accept- 

ance of gender difference was combined with a clear challenge to gender hi- 
erarchy. The demand for laws to end discrimination against women, while 
justified as protecting  future generations, explicitly involved punishing  irre- 
sponsible fathers. The  “total absence of moral responsibility in men” (5) and 
men’s extremely advantageous situation  under Venezuelan laws were both 
cited as reasons for women’s subordinate  position. To facilitate the mainte- 
nance of gender difference in  the face of such  subordination, conference 
senters held the state accountable for resolving women’s problems. 

conference presenters, reflecting their class position: ma 
universal among working-class and poor women, and t 

Panchita Soublette Saluzzo of the  ~V~ 
ghts”  that while women had taken on incr 
, their rights lagged far behind, arried women  were classifie 
pacitated, like idiots or “degene 

Improving women’s rights within  the family was a  ma’or concern of 

15. Judith Ewe11 (1984b, 736) notes that in  1941 only 24 percent of all Venezuelans  oyer  15 
were  married. 
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absolute  control over their  property  and children. Moreover, children born 
out of wedlock could not claim any  support  from  their fathers. She asked, not 
for new rights, but  for those taken away from  women at marriage.16 The sec- 
tions on “Maternal Rights,” and even “Women and Culture,” emphasized the 
importance of guaranteeing women’s  civil rights for the sake of making them 
more able mothers-and to give upper-class women  a sense of their own 
worth  in  order  to encourage their  cultural development. 

The frequently  mentioned  demand  for state implementation of the 1936 
Labor Law, particularly in  the sections on “Maternal  Rights” and “Working 
Women,” shows  that  the interests of working-class women  were not ignored. 
More specific demands, such as that  the state be responsible for  providing  so- 
cial security  during  maternity leave, were asserted to help women fulfill their 
rrMaternal  DutiesJJ  and  improve  the  situation of “Working Women.” Equal 
pay  for equal work was seen as a mechanism to help women avoid “Prostitu- 
tion.” In  the section on “Women Workers”  labor activist Eumelia Hernandez 
of the ACF went  beyond urging that  the  state take action and called on 
unions to incorporate  women  into  their ranks, and on business to improve its 
training and shorten  the  work day. The  only profession that had a section de- 
voted to  it was that of “The Woman Teacher,” indicating the  importance of 
this sector to the women’s movement. Here Mercedes Fermin of the ACF 
called for the  improvement of teachers’ work environment, pay, training, ca- 
reer opportunities, and organization. 

Various presenters also called on the state to take steps to address the 
pathologies associated with sexuality, which  they saw as threatening  the fam- 
ily unit.  A  primary  preoccupation was stopping  the transmission of venereal 
disease so  that  women  could rear healthy children. The section on “Civil 
Rights” called for stricter laws penalizing adultery by men to  stop the spread 
of venereal disease. One of women’s “Maternal Duties’’ was ensuring  that  the 
fathers of their children were not infected. In this effort conference partici- 
pants called for state support  for  programs ranging from sex education to 
prenuptial certification. Sex education itself was recognized as a contested is- 
sue. It was described as ideally a  matter to be taught to children in school, 
once  “certain prejudices are overcome” ( ~ o n ~ e r e n ~ a  1941,  %)-such  as the 
ones that forced the closure of the ACF’s night schools. In the meantime, it 
was urged that  parents be provided with  information  that  they  could teach 
their  children at home. 

With respect to mothers,  the  state was urged to provide financial sup- 
port  for single mothers, child care, and ~ ~ e r ~ c ~ Z ~ ~ r a  (child-rearing training), 

16. Single  women  did  have control over  their property and  children. 
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and to institute legal paternity testing. Financial support was among  the  “Ma- 
ternal Rights” regarded as essential for single mothers to help them avoid 
“Prostitution.”  Child care and ~ ~ e r ~ c ~ Z t ~ r a  would enable women  to fulfill 
their “ ~ a t e r n a l  Duties.”  Paternity testing was seen as a  way to discover those 
men who led women  into  “Prostitution” as well as those who sexually ex- 
ploited ‘ ‘ ~ o r ~ i n g  Women,” both of which groups were to be punished.” 

In keeping with  the conflict among women’s groups over suffrage, po- 
litical rights received  less attention  than  other issues. They  were  brought up 
only twice by ~ c e ~ ~ t a ~ ,  primarily  in  one section. In “Political Rights” Josefina 
Juliac explained how industrial society had introduced  women to the  world 
of public interaction, changing their social but  not their legal situation. Some 
restructuring of the patriarchal family had come about as a result, but  politi- 
cal rights would have to be fought  for  through the disciplined efforts of 
women’s organizations  in  combination  with political groups  that  upheld 
equal rights. 

The essence of the different sections was  agreed upon as a whole by the 
conference participants, and women’s cooperation was  affirmed  again in  the re- 
peated  call for  a united organization. But only  the conclusions of the section on 
women’s  civil rights, signed by conference delegates, were sent to Congress. 
Women were pragmatic, taking advantage of the o p p o r ~ n i ~  presented by  the 
presence of a commission to review the Civil Code. However, their attention to 
the Civil Code was  also a  de facto compromise of the more challengin 
and class-based demands for suffrage and better working conditions. 

Despite women’s pragmatic compromises, the male authorities govern- 
the state were not prepared to grant wornen’s demands, no matter how 

class- and gender-appropriate, A month after the meeting, the “Women’s 
Culture” editorial, in  a highly ironic  comparison of the previous congres- 
sional session with  the women’s conference, noted  the lack of results from 
women’s efforts to  lobby Congress on their civil rights. Judging  by  what  the 
men discussed (nothing of great importance, and certainly not  the women’s 
rights demands presented to them), the  women  must have been mistaken- 
there couldn’t possibly be any  problems to solve in Venezuela. “Corn- 
~ a ~ e r ~ s ~  We must  repent. Let us return  to  our houses, devote ourselves to 
preparing  the favorite dish of the man of the  house or fetching him his slip- 
pers. The men do  not need us-for anything. The destiny of the  country is 
safe in  their hands. Venezuela will continue to be always, always, always the 
best of all possible worlds” (Ahom, 28 July 1940). 

17. A s  was made clear in the section on “Civil Rights,” paternity testing was illegal at that 
time. In  order  to guarantee inheritance within the legal family unit, there was no consideration 
given to the claims of children born  out of wedlock (or their mothers). 
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While the women’s movement did not achieve  legal reform as a direct 
result of the conference, it met its goal to unite  women to debate  their  inter- 
ests. Under  the leadership of elite women,  the struggle for women’s rights 
was clearly underway, and a network assembled that  would  carry it  into the 
streets and the halls of Congress. 

F generally at the helm, women’s groups  brought  together coali- 
major campaigns during  the decade: the  reform of the Civil 

Code and women’s suffrage. Both efforts reflected women’s general and gen- 
dered  opportunities,  which  were modified with  the  further liberalization of 
authoritarian rule. In 1941 Liipez Contreras’s minister of war, General Isais 
Medina Angarita, came to power. Under  the influence of cooperation  with 
the  powers allied against fascism in World War 11, Medina Angarita liberal- 
ized social and political policies. He  established limited social security, in- 
sisted on more  control over foreign oil companies, and allowed press and 
political freedoms, including the  return of political exiles and the le 
of political parties. 

Liberalization resulted in increased political activism, especially 
through political parties. Legalized in September 1941, Democratic  Action 
(AD) began its goal of “not a single district, not a single town  without its 
party  organization”  (Betancourt 1979,64), under  the visionary leadership of 
R6mulo Betancourt. Taking into account a population on  the move from  the 
dislocations of a changing economy, AD leadership set out  to  form a multi- 
class party  that  would integrate every sector into its ranks. Its success made it 
the model of political organization for  other parties (Martz 1966,148). 

As AD grew stronger, its leadership was increasingly unhappy  operat- 
ing in  what  they saw as an insufficiently democratic envi~onment.  The 1941 
presidential candidacy of AD’S Riimulo Gallegos was largely symbolic. Suf- 
frage was quite restricted, and the  president was still appointed  by  the con- 
gress. Although  other political parties, particularly the ~ommunis t  Party 
(now called the  Partido  Comunista  de Venezuela, or PCV), were willin 
o along with  the Medina government’s plans for gradual liberalization,18 

18. The  Comintern at this time directed national communist parties to participate in national 
coalitions to strengthen the pro-ally war effort (Alexander 1969). 
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continued to push for universal suffrage and direct elections. Medina An- 
arita7s supporters and AD first agreed on a  compromise presidential candi- 

date  for  the 1945 elections. But after their choice became too ill to participate, 
they  could find no  other universally suitable candidate. Meanwhile¶ elite sec- 
tors  worried  about Medina7s concessions to popular forces began to coalesce 
in an effort to  return L6pez  Contreras  to power. When  a  group of reformist 
military officers concerned about  the  threat of L6pez Contreras’s return 

he AD leadership to  propose their  participation  in  a  coup,  they 
18 October 1945, a half-milita~, half-AD directorate took  power 

after relatively little opposition. 

era1 political opportunities shifted somewhat  in this period, the 
cts stayed much the same. Several congressional committees, 

still all  male, oversaw the  reform of the Civil and Commercial Codes, ch 
some of the references to women’s  civil status. Political parties conti 

to r e c ~ i t  women  through  the mechanism of the women’s bureau. A con- 
tributing  factor to women7s activism, especially around  the issue of suffrage, 
was the grow in^ network of regional women’s rights activists. However, the 
presence of other suffrage movements was not wholly beneficial. The  con- 

round advocating suffrage was partly based on its association in PO- 

course  with demands for gender equality, a radical concept to 
Venezuelans. 

paign of the  omen'^ ~ o v e ~ e ~ t :  
eforrn (1~4O-194 

Reforming the Civil Code  on behalf of both married women  and illegitimate 
children had been a leading demand since the emergence of the women’s 
movement in 1936. It was justified as women’s gender-appro~riate advocacy 
on behalf of mothers and children. Over the next several years the  reform 
movement expanded, gathering force from  the  support of all the women7s 
roups.  They  hung on doggedly through six years of delay by the congres- 

sional commission responsible for  the reform, repeatedly publicizing the re- 
form as necessary for all women and unthr~atening  to the  stability of the 
family, They also introduced new justifications linked to changing political 
opportunities, Yet although  women mobilized nationwide for the reform, 
few of their suggestions were included in  the final version. 

The reform was on  the  ACF7s initial agenda and introduced  the AVM 
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founders’ “Message” to L6pez  Contreras,  which began, “In view of the lack 
of attention to the civil rights of women-the  legal protection of married 
women or women  in  common-law marriages-and by extension the situa- 
tion of minors,  women have decided to send a  public message to President 

ontreras”  (Palumbo 1988,8). Individual  women who had  promoted 
the 1936 reform of the  Labor Law included suggestions to improve  the le 
status of married  women  and illegitimate children.  These  were  sent to 

essional ~odification Commission established in  June 1936, but  it 
o action for several years. Nevertheless, women’s pressure  continued, 

both  in  lobbying  and  in  public  debate. O n  14 September 1937 the A 
AVM, and UMA again sent  the  Codification  Commission  a  petition S 

orting  the  improvement of married women’s and illegitimate chi ld~~n’s  le- 
al status. While this  petition still had no effect, the ACF and AV 

continued to publicize  the issue in  the newspapers Ahord and El ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r s ~  
(AVM  1942). 

To support women’s  civil rights activism during  a time of social up- 
heaval, an ACF editorial expanded upon a  quote  from  the  poet Gabriela Mis- 
tral, “Women’s  real patriotism is perfect motherhood”: “We cannot consider 
a perfect mother  one who is obliged like a slave to endure  the  yoke of 
anachronistic institutions  in this time of renovation, besides her  burden of 
motherhood and sacrifice: without having in exchange, as a citizen, the right 
to participate in  the  elaboration of laws which decide her own  future and that 
of her children” (Ahord, 16 April 1937).  As the years passed, the  reform was 
repeatedly presented as beneficial for all women because of their  common 
link  with  motherhood:  “All  women are before everything else women, actual 
or potential mothers, and we find ourselves in  the same unprotected situa- 
tion, needing adequate protection  from  the State, from laws and  from soci- 
ety” (Ahom, 24 March 1939). 

reform  the Civil Code and the  opportunity  to  lobby  a  reconstituted  Codifi- 
cation  Commission  sparked  the  formation of the Movement for Civil Code 
Reform  (Movimiento  Pro-Reforma del C6digo Civil). The Codification 
Commission  provoked conference organizers by not responding immedi- 
ately to their suggestions, but  it finally circulated a  reform  proposal  in 1941. 
Women from  the Movement for Civil Code Reform, including members of 
the AVM, ACF, Ateneo, and the Interamerican Cultural Association, re- 
turned  a detailed critique of the  proposal, objecting to its lack of attention to 
gender bias in several areas. It did not change the  inequity of regarding any 
type of adultery  by  the wife, but  not  by the  husband, as grounds for divorce, 
or improve  the legal status of common-law wives or  the economic situation 

The agreement made at  the 1940 Preparatory  Conference on the nee 
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others and children born  out of wedlock, or institute  the  require- 
nuptial medical certification (AVM  1942; Palumbo 1988,9). 

eanwhile the ~ c e ~ s ~ ~ s  continued to promote  the  formatio 
fied front  to achieve their  reform goals. Under  the title “We Mus 

urselves, Venezuelan Women,” they editorialized: “As  long as 
not exist a truly s t~c tu red ,  real  women’s movement, we will never achieve a 

lative reform  that will convert our desires into reality” ( A h o ~ ~ ,  23 Feb- 
ore  women joined the  reform movement. Supporters  wrote to 
ture”  from  the interior, and seventy-five women signed a let- 

ss in  support of women’s and men’s equal parental 
e laws, and the  right of illegitimate children to  inh 

property. 
The  ACF also used the  opportunity presented by the 1941 p 

elections to  promote  the reform. On  20 April, responding to the 
quest  that  the candidates make their  positions  known  with respect to 
women’s rights, Gallegos, the essentially symbolic candidate of the Left, 
came out in  support of women’s  civil and political rights. But  in his inaugural 
address in May, the  new president, General Isais Medina Angarita, continued 
to give only lip service to women’s demands. He went  no  further  than his 
predecessor in again promising the vague “maternal and child protection.’’ 
Women’s efforts were also limited by  the pace of the  Codification ~ o m m i s -  
sion, which delayed yet  another year in its deliberations. 

In 1942 women  continued to seek the  reform on the basis of their 
shared role as mothers-“The Venezuelan woman,  molder of citizens, 
of infancy the  current civil code subjects to a guardianship worthy 

S” (AVM  1942,  9)-but also brought  up new justifications based 
ging political context. Responding to the  proposal  that women’s 

rights be put  on hold for the  more  important business of wartime, the  April 
and May issues of “Women’s Culture” entreated legislators to end discrimi- 
nation against women precisely because they had shown  their equal worth in 
wartime efforts and because the  reform  would be another democratic ad- 
vance in  the face of fascism. Advocating a faster pace in legal change to catch 
up  with the progress they perceived in elite women’s rapidly chan 
society, the ACF wrote:  “The shackles which  the  current  code imposes on a 
woman are five years behind, when a woman, confined in  the  four walls of 
her house, did not undertake  any economic activity that  would  force  her to 
act in a way  that  would be different from  the established mode. 
when a woman is a doctor, a lawyer, an educator, etc., it is absurd  that an ar- 
bitrary legislation limits her activities” (Ahora, 17 May 1942). One of these 
“shackles” was the  right of husbands to have a confinement order issued 
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against their wives seeking to leave home for any reason. Activists sought to 
supercede it  with a law guaranteeing a women’s right to temporarily leave the 
house for  study  or  work reasons ( A ~ o ~ ~ ,  21 June 1942). 

The reform of the Civil Code was finally passed in  July 1942, but  it 
proved a limited victory for women. Married women  were given control over 
their own  property (though not its profits or products), and women  in 
proven  common-law marriages had the  right to shared child custody and 
shared control over communal  property.  But  the legal status of illegitimate 
children, marriage and divorce procedures, child support, and the  parental 
rights of mothers  were largely ignored (La Mala  Vida  1985). Although 
women organized for their own and their children’s rights  within  the frame- 
work of gender difference, the men in  power  were not ready to  uproot gen- 
der hierarchy and allow women to assume equal civil rights. The  full  reform 
would wait for another  forty years and another broad-based women’s coali- 
tion using some of the same justifications. But this time it  would be led by 
women  with considerably more social and political power  in a different po- 
litical opportunity 

The Second Campai n of the Women’s ~ovement: 
The Suffrage ~ovement ( 1 ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ 7 )  

While women’s rights activists could agree on the need for a reformed Civil 
Code  that would grant mothers  the rights they needed to raise future gener- 
ations, suffrage was a more  contentious issue. The ACF debated suffrage 
from  the ~ounding of the  group. Articles in ccWomen’s Culture” initially sub- 
ordinated political to civil rights, claiming that if a woman  “does not have 
voice or vote  within  the boundaries of her home, it  would be laughable that 
she would be granted the  vote  within  the boundaries of her  country” ( A ~ o ~ ~ ,  
24 March 1939). But  priorities were not the  only consideration. Activists 
clearly felt substantial pressure to disassociate themselves from  the English 
and US. suffragists, whom Venezuelans saw as demanding an unacceptable 
equality with men. Later, however, the ACF recognized the suffragists’ ef- 
forts and announced its support  for women’s political equality. However, in 
the case of  AVM, contention over the issue of suffrage resulted in  the group’s 
division. Although  the AVM’s rejection of politics could be relaxed when  it 
came to lobbying legislators for women’s  civil rights, to lobby  for  the  right  to 
choose these legislators was too great a leap. 

The suffrage struggle began in 1941 and got  fully  underway in;’ 1943, 

19. The 1982 Civil Code Reform is discussed in Chapter 4. 
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quickly gathering national support.  Its partial success-the granting of mu- 
nicipal suffrage in 194!G”-howed that  women had achieved some degree of 
effectiveness in  their  united organizing. But even more  than  with  the  reform 
of the Civil Code, this effort was clearly designed to benefit certain classes: 
the  vote was sought  only for literate women. 

Responding to an article that claimed that Venezuelan women were in- 
different to suffrage, the ACT: in late 1938 identified a primary focus on. politi- 
cal rights with  the “individualist” feminism of those women who sou 
complete equality with men?* But at the same time it argued that not indiffer- 
ence, but  a sense of priorities was  leading the group to focus on other demands: 

It’s true  that  in Venezuela there have never existed exclusively 
feminist groups. But we have determined  that this, instead of be- 
ing an indication of the backwardness of our women, is more 
likely an indication  that  they clearly understand  that  the simple 
aggressive feminism of the 19th century will not get them  any- 
where. [I]f it is true  that [the women’s groups of the  country] have 
been misunderstood  a little on the issue of the women’s vote, it is 
not because they are not interested but  rather  because-incl~ding 
this demand among  their aspirations-they have dedicated them- 
selves first to achieving the  most  urgent  and immediate women’s 
demands. (Ahom, 16 December 1938) 

At this point  the members believed the  vote  would  come  “automatically” on 
the heels of social and economic reforms, with  no need to resort to a suffrage 
campaign. “When  in Venezuela the feeling of democracy and justice is  af- 
firmed, when  the equality of women  in  the law and  the society becomes a 
fact, when  the article of the  Labor  Law  which stipulates: ‘For equal work, 
equal salary’ becomes a reality, when  the single mother is not considered an 
affront to society, the women’s vote  in Venezuela will be achieved automati- 
cally, without  the need for a campaign to obtain  it, nor of feminist groups to 
ask for it,” the ~ h o ~ ~  article continued. 

Early  in 1939 ~ c e ~ ~ ~ ~  and writer  Carmen Clernente Travieso discussed 
the reasons why women needed to achieve  civil equality before 
equality, explaining that  although she did not  deny 
women’s suffrage, the  winning of basic  civil rights seeme 

ut the need to differentiate the Venezuelan struggle 
up~osedly sought to replace men clearly in~uence 

20. See discussion of “individualist”  feminism  in Chapter 1. 
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It would seem incong~ous ,  if not  to say pathetic, that  our 
women  would be  given the  right to vote, for example, when  they 
lack representation and personhood  within  the home; or when 
they are denied the defense of their children, as mothers, or the 
defense of their  dignity as women.  When  a  woman  in Venezuela 
does not have voice or vote  within  the boundaries of her home, it 
would be laughable that she would be granted the  vote  within  the 
boundaries of her  country. It is thus  a  question of logic, to be 
to fight for  that which our women  most need; [the Venezuelan 
woman] does not want to present herself before the Venezuelan 
man as a suffragist nor as a rival; nor  with the desire to  attribute  to 
herself the rights which  correspond to men, but  rather [she] sim- 
ply begins by asking, with justice, for  her equal rights before the 
law; her rights as a  human and conscious being; the rights which 
correspond to her as a  part of a civilized and democratic society. 
(Ahom, 24 March 1939) 

With  the focus on the 1940 conference in  the pages of “Women’s Cul- 
ture,”  the issue of suffrage diminished in prominence. It resurfaced in 1941, 
when  the ACF again affirmed that suffrage would not be used against men 
but would be used to fight social problems alongside them (Ahom, 9  Febru- 
ary 1941). In an article in May, the ACF recognized that  it was now calling 
for  the same reform as suffragists in  other countries, and it explicitly ac- 
knowledged its own feminism. But the ACF continued to insist that  it  did 
not seek to end gender difference: 

The  ACF is not feminist, but if that  which our compafieras de- 
fended so brilliantly is feminism, or forms  part of some feminist 
plan in  the meaning which is generally given to this word,  the 
whole Association, from this moment, declares itself feminist. If 
to struggle so that  women acquire culture, so that  the  mother has 
rights over her children, for a  more  broad  protection for the 
Venezuelan mother and child, is feminism, we declare ourselves 
feminist. But we are not  nor never will be feminist to appropriate 
places which don’t belong to us nor  to dispossess the man of his 
rights. We want to be at the side of men, reclaiming the  right 
which  humanly  and socially belongs to us, in our condition as be- 
ings conscious of their rights and duties. (Ahom, 1 May 1941) 

The Civil Code campaign took  up  the energies of the a c e ~ s ~ a ~  for  the 
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nest year, in te r~pt ing  the  debate on political rights. But  the unsatisfying re- 
sults of the  reform no  doubt helped to bring  them back to a consideration of 
suffrage, Responding to  the fears of some liberal legislators that  women 
would use the  vote to  promote conservative ideology, Luisa Amelia Pirez 
Peroso,  the  first Venezuelan female political scientist, wrote  in December 
1942 that  women deserved the  vote because they made up half  of the nation. 
If they voted conservative, that preference would  simply reflect the will of 
the nation. 

In early 1943 the ACF declared a national organizing drive to have 
women’s political rights considered by Congress  in April. Its  first  step was to 
circulate a  petition  that defended these rights against claims that  they  were  a 
threat to the family. To the contrary, it claimed that as citizens women  were 
justly  due these rights. They  would allow Venezuelan women  the same re- 
spect accorded women  in  other  countries and would enable them to become 
an example to their children, for whose  moral  formation  they were responsi- 
ble ( A ~ o ~ a ,  10 May 1943). 

While acefistas could couch  their demands in ways that  did not threaten 
gender difference, they could not get around  the class status  quo.  They asked 
for the  vote  “in  the same conditions as men.” Because only literate males 
voted, female suffrage would be similarly limited to those mainly elite 
women who were literate. Eleven thousand signatures were collected, and in 
May the  petition was taken to Congress. Although  the government party had 
declared itself in  support of women’s “incorporation into political life” 
(Suarez Figueroa 1983, vol. 2), the  petition was passed to the  Commission  for 
Internal Affairs and put  on hold, ostensibly because of the war. 

The suffrage movement continued into 1944 with editorials, petitions, 
and organizing directed at pressuring state and national legislators. Coordi- 
nated by a new group  formed  in mid-1943, the  Committee for Suffrage 
(Comiti ProSufragio), it circulated another prosuffrage petition  throughout 
the  country and continued to link women’s rights to their  duties as moth- 
ers-to “permit us to fulfill par excellence our mission of mother-citizens” 
( A ~ o ~ a  30 January 1944). For  the first celebration of International Women7s 
Day, March &h, the  Committee  for Suffrage sponsored  a national meeting in 
Caracas. The minister of education and the president of Congress as well as 
party leaders attended and used the  opportunity to affirm their  support of 
women7s rights (Hernandez 1985,30). 

This second petition for suffrage, signed by  more  than 14,000 women 
across the  country, was introduced to Congress on 8 May 1944 to coincide 
with  the beginning of a  constitutional  reform effort. It received support  on 
the  floor of Congress  from several parties, but  it was not passed. A c e f i ~ ~ a ~  
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continued to publicize their demands in Ahora, always stressing that 
women’s enfranchisement would only serve to improve society, not to make 
women into men’s rivals or change the structure of the family. Moreover, 
they employed the justifications used with the Civil Code reform: women 
deserved equal rights because of their contribution to wartime efforts and to 
the economy. 

Facing a recalcitrant legislature, women continued to amass support. 
They drew not only on national but also on regional resources. Members of 
the AVM who decided to join the movement collaborated with the ACF and 
others in June, forming Women’s Action (Accibn Femenina), a new organi- 
zation whose sole goal was to gain the vote (CISFEM 1992, 
forming Women’s Action almost certainly came from contact with the 0 A ~ ’ s  
Inter-American Commission of Women (IACW), which was promoting the 
formation of groups with that name throughout the region, starting at the 
1938 Conference of American States in Lima (Miller 1991, 115). Lucila Pala- 
cios, a prominent women’s rights activist in Venezuela, corresponded with 
the IACW throughout the campaign (1991,262, n. 22). 

While women were gearing up for a more prolonged suffrage move- 
ment, they continued to serve in a time-honored capacity as the symbol 
political freedom. Only this time, instead of standing for liberty as the 19 
student queen Beatrice I did, the new queen represented the growing hopes 
for political democracy. The contest to elect the queen of the Seventh World 
Series of Amateur Baseball, originally meant to be a small promotional gim- 
mick for the event, was turned into a primer for universal suffrage (Hen- 
riquez 1989). In September, newspapers announced that the contest would be 
national and that anyone over fifteen could vote. The finalists were Oly 
Clemente, daughter of the presidential secretary, and Yolanda Leal, a poor 
schoolteacher. The class rivalry and its political implications were made ex- 
plicit in the slogan of Clemente’s supporters: “Oly Clemente for the re- 
spectable people, Yolanda Leal for the common folk” ~ ~ Z y  ~ Z e ~ e n t e  para la 
gente decente, ~ o l ~ n ~ a  Leal para la gente ~ ~ l g a r ) .  Each candidate had a na- 
tional campaign team, and as many as 10,000 people turned out for rallies 
held all over the country. The election was publicized as a model for the corn- 
ing municipal elections: “If people went with the same enthusiasm to other 
elections, the genuine leaders of the people would be elected” (Ahora, 24 Sep- 
tember 1944). 

As the campaign drew to a close, it made headlines. Both women’s pic- 
tures were prominently featured on the covers of Ahora. O n  election day the 
“polls” were besieged by voters, both men and women, not all of whom were 
able to cast their ‘‘ballots.” People put pictures of their favored candidate in 
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the  windows of their cars, and the  city was abuzz  with news of the “elec- 
tion.” When Yolanda won  ove~helming~y (17,834 to 6,009)¶ her victory 
made the  first page of Ahora (2 October 1944). For a week afterward, the pa- 
per  reported on her activities. A poem, “Yola,  Venezuela’s Sweetheart” 
( ‘YoZaJ ~ o v ~  de  Ve~ez~eZa”) was published, comparing her victory to that 
of David’s over Goliath. The “daughter of the people” (hija d e Z ~ ~ e ~ Z o ~  had 
won,  in  the  most democratic election in Venezuela’s history. 

Having participated in  one  mock election, women  continued to press 
for political suffrage. They organized inside and outside of the state. They 
sent  the presidents of the different state legislatures their  petition  in  January 
1945 and held the Second Preparatory Conference for  the Venezuelan 
Women’s Congress (I1 Conferencia Preparatoria del Congreso  Femenino 
Venezo1ano2’) with 200 delegates, again on International Women’s Day. 
There  they reaffirmed their desire for suffrage and addressed issues ranging 
from  the national economy to the  situation of indigenous women. 

Women’s efforts paid off-in part-when literate women were granted 
municipal suffrage in  the  constitutional  reform of July 1945. However, this 
did not satisfy the suffragists, who realized that  they  would have to improve 
their  methods and broaden  their struggle outside of Caracas. Women’s Ac- 
tion,  with a membership of 1,500, took the lead, publishing the Correo 
Civico F e ~ e ~ i ~ o   ( ~ o ~ e ~ ’ s  Civic Courier); broadcasting radio programs; and 
p~blishing a pamphlet on civic  activity, the  “Civic  Primer”  (“Cartilla 
Civica”), ex~laining the different aspects of suffrage. 

The Correo Civico ~ e ~ e ~ i ~ o  was published monthly  from August 1945 
to January 1947, circulating 81,000 copies for  the price of postage alone across 
the country. It clearly sought to reconcile  women’s role as mothers with their 
desire for political citizenship, while reflecting the values of the class of women 
allowed to vote. The paper focused on civic  education-including womenJs 
rights, what  the vote meant and how  to use it, and information about  the con- 
stitution-as  well  as  news on women’s political advances in  other countries. It 
combined these with tips on child rearing and recipes,  always ending with a 
songsheet. The class of women voters to  whom the paper was directed was 
made  clear by  the reiterated reassurances that  the act of voting would not take 
women away from their daily lives. They could go dressed in the latest fash- 
ions, they could take their babies with them., and it  would take no longer than 
a game of cards or a gossip session with  the next-door neighbor. 

Women’s Action and its constituent groups (ACF, AVM, UMA, and the 
new  omen's Association for Civic Education [Asociacih Femenina de  Edu- 

21. The full congress did not take place until 1974; see Chapter 4. 
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caci6n  Civica])  capitalized on their suffrage coalition to pressure for a reform to 
the Commercial Code. On  22 June 1945, the reform was  passed by Congress. It 
allowed married women to exercise a commercial profession independently of 
their husbands and to have  legal control over their own property, including that 
which they bring into a marriage (Clemente Travieso  1961,27--28). 

The suffrage movement continued even after the beginning of the dem- 
ocratic trienio period. It ended only  when  AD,  the  dominant  party of the 
coup coalition, decreed universal suffrage for all citizens over the age of 
eighteen, regardless of gender or literacy. In  the elections for the  Constitu- 
tional Assembly of October 1946, the  strength of women’s activism was con- 
firmed by  the election of twelve women, six of whom  were  prominent figures 
in  the women’s movement. Universal suffrage was enshrined in  the  constitu- 
tion  with  the  reform of July 1947. 

Because AD had supported women’s suffrage since 1936 and granted it 
along with  the general extension of social benefits in  the trienio, it is difficult 

the success of the movement from  the final passage of full su 
r, it is  clear that  women recognized the  importance of gaini 

right to vote and had mobilized widely-and  successfully-for municipal 
suffrage. This mobilization had another effect: the election of twelve women 
to the  Constitutional Assembly in a country  that had never allowed women. 
to hold national office. Women’s limited demand  for  the  vote  “in  the same 
conditions as men,” which enfranchised only  literate wornen, may be inter- 
preted as sacrificing gender solidarity for class solidarity, or a 
ing conservative compromises in an attempt to achieve  succes 
likely that  the decision to ask for  the vote  only for literate women was in- 
tended to assure men that  women  were not seeking to displace them or chal- 
lenge them directly. To ask for universal suffrage for women  in a context of 
men’s restricted suffrage would have done  just  that. 

With  the  “Revolution of October” that  brought AD  to power  in 1945, 
women’s political o~portunities changed radically-and paradoxically. As 
parties increased their dominance of Venezuelan political life, these channels 

22. Hahner  argues  much  along  these  lines with respect to the Brazilian  suffrage  movement 
(1990, mi, 129). 
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for interest representation impeded woinen’s independent mobilization. It is 
not surprising  that  women, like men, turned  to  the parties to channel their 
political activism. The parties were actively recruiting different sectors and 
had been cooperative with  the women’s movement in  the past. Now that 
women had the vote, they had every opportunity to make their voices heard 
through  the  normal channels of politics. But  with  the business of democratic 
politics firmly underway, women’s incorporation  into  party politics resulted 
in  the  deprioritization of their issues and the marginalization of their actions. 

While relational feminism worked to women’s advantage in mobilizing 
for and achieving limited rights under liberalized authoritarianism, it  would 
prove to be a difficult basis on which to organize when political opportuni- 
ties changed.23 The gendering of political discourse remained similar to  that of 
the a~thoritarian period: men were regarded as fit for politics, women for  do- 
mestic life. But this discourse took  on more weight as it became institution- 
alized within  the gendered structures of party politics. Women were 
incorporated  into parties that formalized masculine gender privilege in poli- 
tics and marginalized women. There was nowhere left to turn: women’s or- 
~anizations disbanded as their members went  into different parties or left off 
organizing altogether. 

General  Political Opport~~ities 

The political opportunity  structure of the transition largely stemmed from 
party politics, especially the structures and actions of AD. Its dominance of 
trienio politics was  facilitated by its high degree of organization. It was “dem- 
ocratic centralist,” based on a tightly organized hierarchy that was both verti- 
cally and horizontally integrated (Levine 1973). To integrate vertically, the 
founders of AD built an organization with a clear chain of command from  the 
national down  through  the local  levels, with corresponding organizations 
(conventions, executive committees, and disciplinary tribunals) at each  level. 

Horizontal  integration of AD was established through  the mechanism 
of sectoral the  institutionalization of the occupational branches 

23.  Kecia  Ali  argues that the problems with “social  motherhood”  have  been  overemphasized 
by  historians of Latin  American  women’s  history,  leading to a  neglect of the  power of  maternal- 
ist  rhetoric  in  gaining  women  perhaps the only foothold available to them in politics  at the time 
and thus a  crucial  justification for claims to increased  political  power.  However,  my  evidence 
supports what  these  historians  have found. In the long  term, “p]ithout challenging  traditional 
gender roles-and thus moving  from  the  domestic into the public or political  sphere-women’s 
quest for enhanced  social  power  and  status is doomed”  (1995,12). 

24.  Bureaus  are  also  known as “wings,”  “departments,” or “branches.” In Spanish, they are 
called buros (bureaus), secretmius (secretariats),  andfrentes  (fronts). 
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that had been formed  during clandestinity. The sectors multiplied over time, 
soon including not  only the  predominant  labor and peasant sections but also 
youth, professionals, and women. The bureaus were integrated into  the hier- 
archical party  structure: each had a national secretary on the national execu- 
tive committee, and there  were representatives of the bureaus on every other 
level. They were supposed to serve as two-way  communication channels, 

a means of party  penetration  into  a given sector of civil society as 
well as a  way  for the  sector to advance its issues within  the  party (and within 
the government, if the  party was in  power). 

In practice, the  penetration of civil society was greatly facilitated by  the 
fact that parties helped to organize the major societal interest  groups  with 
which  their sectoral bureaus intera~ted.~~  AD consolidated its hold over labor 
as a result of the events surrounding  the Second Workers’ Congress, con- 
vened in 1944 to establish a  confederation  (Martz 1966; Alexander 1969). Af- 
ter having its  proposal to share the leadership equally with its communist 
rivals rejected, AD withdrew, leaving the new confederation linked to a  po- 
litical party, which was illegal. Medina Angarita then outlawed the confeder- 
ation and all the  unions  that had participated in its founding. AD moved in 
on  the  now leaderless organizations, eventually tying  them to its own struc- 
ture. Facing no similar challenge within peasant unions, AD had little trouble 
establishing its dominance over peasant organizing by 1945 (Powell 1971). 

Although  the  monopolization of sectoral representation of peasants 
and labor  worked to the advantage of the sectors, producing favorable legis- 
lation and participation  in political leadership, party efforts to control  the 
student movement resulted in its loss of autonomy and unity. This decline 
was typified by  the decimation of the  student  federation FEV. It first divided 
in 1936, when  Catholic  students, angered at the secularism of the  group, left 
to  form the rival National  Student Union  (Uni6n Nacional  de Estudiantes or 
UNE).  UNE formed  the basis of what  would become the  Independent Elec- 
toral  Committee (Cornit6 Independiente Electoral or  COPE1 party), AD’s 
main opponent  in later years. With  the legalization of parties under Medina 
Angarita, AD and the PCV  fought  for  control over what remained of the 
FEV  through their respective student bureaus, gradually incorporating stu- 
dents  into  the  party youth branches (Levine 1973,30-31). From  then  on, stu- 
dents  would organize largely along party lines to achieve party goals rather 
than  those of the  students themselves. 

In  the trienio AD oversaw general improvements  in social welfare, in- 

25. For more information on AD’s involvement in the founding of the principal labor federa- 
tion, see Coppedge 1994,  31-35. For its involvement in the national peasant union, see Powell 
1971. 
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cluding  education, health, housing,  transportation  and  infrastructure,  food 
and  clothing subsidies, prolabor legislation, agrarian  reform,  and  industrial 
diversification. It also passed the so-called fifty-fifty legislation, mandating 
that foreign  oil companies split  their  profits with  the government.  These 
advances further consolidated  sectoral allegiance to  AD as labor  and peas- 
ant organizin~ was encouraged  and the middle class benefited from govern- 
ment-sponsored  education,  employment,  and services. Finally, AD 
oversaw  a  transition to political democracy. It proclaimed universal suf- 
frage for all citizens  over  eighteen regardless of gender or literacy. Three 
elections took place during  the trienio-for constituent assembly, for pres- 
ident  and  national  and  state legislatures, and for municipal councils-in all 
of which AD’s candidates  were  the  most successful. However, by 1946 
other major  parties  had emerged. Besides AD and the PCV, COPEI and the 
Democratic  Republican Union (Unicin Republicana Democr~tica  or  URD, 
a  personalist vehicle for  the  former president of  FEV, Jovito Villalba) were 
constituted  in 1946. 

Despite  its  many successes, AD was not able to consolidate  its  dem- 
ocratic  rule.  Its policies  created  losers as well as winners.  Economically, 
wealthy  landowners  were  upset  by  agrarian  reform; business was wor- 
ried  by  concessions to labor;  and  foreign  investors feared that  the  party 
would  become  increasingly radical in  its policies. Socially, the  church  ob- 
jected to AD’s secularism,  especially when  it came to  state  regulation of 
education;  and  some elites were  caught  in AD’s campaign to  bring to trial 
those accused of corruption  under  former regimes,  which many  saw as 
AD’s vengeance  against those  who  had  hurt  its  members  in  the  past. Po- 

litically, the  other  parties claimed AD held too much  power.  But  the 
most  important  source of opposition  turned  out  to  be  the military, which 
objected to its  loss of power  during  the  trienio.  After  AD  candidate Rci- 
mu10 Gallegos was elected president  in  early  November 1948, the mili- 
tary  presented  him  with  demands,  including  the  appointment of more 
officers to  the  cabinet  and  the exiling of Betancourt,  the  head of AD. 
When  these  demands  were  not acceded to,  the  military  took  over  on 24 

ovember 1948. 

Political discourse in  the trienio continued to be used in such a  way as to as- 
sociate women  with private life,  even within  their political activity. Parties 
employed this rhetoric to varying degrees, with  COPEI, the  Christian 
mocratic party, most receptive to it: 
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The  ~enezuelan woman,  underappreciated  at  times  and  misun- 
derstood  at  others, has demonstrated  in  the civil struggle  and  in 
COPE17s activities her  great  capacity  and  her  purifying civi- 
cism. ~ i t h o u t  abandoning  her  home,  which makes the  most 
primordial claim on her; without  trying  to  deform  her  particu- 
lar  role  in  the  world,  masculinizing herself; conserving herself 
wholly  feminine  and  vocationally  home-loving, the copyma 
[female COPEI] woman has demonstrated  that  she  knows  and 
can fight for  the  country,  for  her convictions,  and for  her 
ideals.26 

~ o m e n 7 s  strategy to challen  gender  hierarchy  while  accepting gen- 
der difference  resulted  in the limi gains of women’s early  mobilization. 
But  virtuous  and  “vocationally  home-loving”  women  were  not  the  obvi- 
ous players  in  politics. The very  different  virtues  needed in political life 
may  in  fact have discouraged  women from  participati 
granted  suffrage (Kirkwood 1986) and  discouraged me 
them.  But  while  discourse  had  equivocal effects on women’s ability to  or- 
ganize, the  institutionalization of gender  difference in  the mechanisms of 
politics during  the  transition was more  definitively  detrimental to 
women’s activism. 

endered lnstitutio~ of Party Politics 

Gendered discourse alone did not account for women7s marginalization in 
democratic politics. The embeddedness of gender relations in  the  powerful 
political parties of the t r ~ e ~ ~ o  ensured that  women  would have difficulty ad- 

through  the principal channel of representation. Because parties 
were built on  the assumption  that men would be the  primary political ac- 
tivists-not only  in leadership but also in membership-the leaders accom- 
modated  the masculine gender within  the  very  structure of the parties, The 
requirements of leadership ensured that  only  with great difficulty would 
women rise to the  top. But the masculine-oriented sectoral bureaus were the 
central culprit. While the women’s bureau had historical usefulness in  brin 
ing women  into  party politics at  their fou~dation, under democracy it turned 
into  a women’s ghetto, leading neither to the expression of women’s interests 
nor  to the  promotion of their leadership. Instead, it led to their becoming the 
housekeepers of the public sphere. 

26. “Essence  and Future Projects of COPEI, September 1946,” in  Suarez  Figueroa 1983, 
2:  106. 
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The highly organized parties of trienio centralized policy decision making 
and party administration, including selection of candidates for  party and 
elective positions, in  the hands of a small group of leaders (the  National Exec- 
utive Committee-Comite Ejecutivo Nacional-or CEN), which  transmit- 
ted decisions down  through a highly organized structure to the base.*’ The 
CEN fiercely guarded this power to  control  party workings, including the 
power to nominate  internal and external candidates. 

It was no accident that until 1988 no major party had more than three 
women on the CEN and elected women representatives  remained below 5 per- 
cent of Congress (Huggins Castafieda and Dominguez Nelson 1993; Garcia 
Prince 1993;  Valdez and Gomiriz 1995). These positions were designed for 
someone of the masculine  gender.  To  move into higher levels  of party structure 
or be nominated for elective  office,  one’s devotion to party life  had to be a pri- 
ority. A woman could not devote herself to the party if she was  expected to ful- 
fill the myriad demands of private life, When asked in an interview why  so few 
women rose as high as she had in AD, Mercedes Fermin responded that there 
were not women in a position to dedicate their lives completely to the  party as 
she had done. Discussion with current female party leaders  indicates that little 
has  changed  since the first transition to democracy: few of them have  significant 
home-based  responsibilities, and those that do have full-time help? They can 
take on leadership  roles only if they can give up domestic duties or have others 
take them 0ver.2~  Moreover, many of the women who have  achieved  significant 
party positions are attached to highly placed  men, either as family members or 
lovers, and are often known as “women of” ( ~ ~ ~ e r e s  de) particular men.30 This 
phrase reinforces the idea that legitimate  leaders are men. 

Parties used the mechanism of sectoral bureaus as a means of in~uencing dif- 
ferent social sectors and attracting members. This  interaction was greatly 

27. For more on Venezuelan party structure, see Martz 1966;  Coppedge  1994; Kornblith and 
Levine  1995. 

28. Interviews with Isabel  Carmona,  Paulina  Gamus  Gallegos,  Isolda  Salvatierra,  and  Ixora 
Rojas,  and  informal  conversation with other women in leadership  positions. 

29. This statement  is not meant to imply that all  men  are  able to devote  themselves to politics 
full  time, but men’s work schedules on the whole  allow for party duties  better than women’s, 
which  usually  include  a  range of domestic  tasks to be  carried out throughout the day,  whether  a 
woman  works for pay or not. 

30. This  finding  is not limited to Venezuela.  Mala Htun (1998, 13) notes that frequently in 
Latin  America,  “women who have  achieved  power in government  are  relatives of  male 
politicians.” 
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facilitated by the fact that parties had helped to establish the peak organiza- 
tions representing these sectors. Thus most groups-from unions to  stu 
councils, peasant leagues to professional organi~ations-held  internal elec- 
tions  in  which  the candidates were chosen on the basis of party a ~ f i l i a t i ~ n . ~ ~  
Groups  that tried to remain aloof from  party politics rarely ~ucceeded.~~ 

Organized  labor and peasants were the  primary beneficiaries of this 
form of party organization, receiving in  return  for  promoting  party interests 
within  their sector an array of rewards: party posts, representation  in both 

islative branches, favorable legislation, and material benefits. 
derwrote  a class compromise. The  working class  received 

“compensation” for agreeing to bargain with middle-class party elites instead 
of forming  a significant class-based movement. Thus, overall, Venezuelan 
civil society was organized along party lines, with ideological adherence lead- 
ing to successful clientelistic relationships for  the  party 

Women were given their own bureau, as the parties followed the histori- 
cal rationale for its existence from  the 1930s when many of the  women parties 
targeted for inclusion did not have an association outside of the home but were 
ho~sewives.3~ Several  female party leaders, including two who had been heads 
of AD’S women’s bureau in  the 1940s, agree that initially a dedicated bureau 
was necessary to reach women, who had had little exposure to politics.35 

In the  transition to democracy, however, the women’s movement, like 
the  student movement before it, was largely absorbed into  the parties with- 
out garnering the benefits that accrued to  other sectors through  their respec- 
tive bureaus. Women received few leadership positions and gai 
elective representation, favorable legislation, or material advantage. 

31. Coppedge  (1994,28)  mentions  rumors that even  beauty  contests  are  decided  along party 
lines. I heard of at least  one  instance in which  a party organized  a beauty contest,  though the 
party affiliation of the winner  was not known. 

32. The  main  examples of this  tendency  have  been the neighborhood  associations (dsocid- 
ciones de vecinos), often  looked to as  the  best  hope for nonpartisan  citizen  mobilization in civil 
society. The parties,  however,  have  attempted to infiltrate  this  movement as well, creating  paral- 
lel neighborhood organi~ations or running candidates for existing  organizationsa  boards who 
have the advantage of party resources to distribute (see discussion in Chapter 7). Party domi- 
nance of  civil  society  led Coppedge to claim that “parties  in  Venezuela  have  a  preoccupation 
with controlling  social  organizations that borders on obsession”  (1994,29). 

33. For an  analysis  of party dominance of civil  society, see Coppedge  1994,  chap.  2. For fur- 
ther consideration of the obstacles this situation  posed for deepening the later  democratization 
of  Venezuela,  see  Brewer-Carias  1988;  Garcia  1992;  Salamanca  1995. 

34.  Some  women  were  employed  as  nurses  and  teachers  (de  Leonardi  1983,201).  Those in the 
second  category  did enter parties through the “professional”  bureaus  as they developed (Mer- 
cedes  Sandoval  Marcano  interview). 

35. Mercedes  Fermin  and  Ana Esther Gouverneur, in Petzoldt and  Bevilacqua  1979;  inter- 
views with Paulina  Gamus  Gallegos,  Evangelina  Garcia  Prince,  Isolda  Salvatierra. 
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tention was paid to the  demands  women had  raised during  the  period of lib- 
eralized authoritarianism. 

The ineffectiveness of the  parties’ women’s bureaus  stemmed  from 
the  nature of sectoral  bureau  membership^ which  (much like leadership 
positions)  was  designed  to  facilitate men’s participation.  Because  the 
dominant  party  model  was multiclass, most of the  sectors,  or  interests, 
that parties  sought  to  organize  were  based  on  some  functional  deriva- 
tion of class position-the  laborers  and  peasants of the  workin 
and  students  and  professionals of the  bourgeoisie.  These  positio 
pened  to  correspond  to  what  were  traditionally men’s various  occupa- 
tions  in  the  public  sphere.  Each of these  occupations had one  or  more 
organizations associated with it-its particular  unions, leagues, or asso- 
ciations,  whose  internal  elections  were  the  main  point of entry  for  party 
penetration.  Parties  could  thus  manipulate  the  workings of the sector, 
but  each  sector also had a basis from  which  to  make  demands  on  party 
leadership.  This  arrangement  allowed  for  the successful co-optation of 
the  interest  groups  based  on  masculine  gender  into  partisan  political 
life. 

But  women  were  incorporated  on  the basis of their  gender  iden- 
tity-simply as ~ o ~ e ~ ,  whose  primary association as a group was with 
private life. Because the  sectoral  groupin  of  women was not  derived 
from a class position  or  socioeconomic  fun  ion  around  which  they  could 
unite  to  advance  common  interests,  there  was  no ‘‘women’s union’’ in 
which to  hold  partisan elections  and in  whose  name  they  could  in  turn 
claim party favors, such as leadership positions,  c  didacy  for elective of- 
fice, material  benefits,  and  influence on policy, cause parties  did not 
perceive women as an  interest  needing  attention,  they did not  encourage 
such  organization. 

Moreover,  it is doubtful that even if a “women’s union” had  existed, 
it  could have played  the  role that the other  interest  groups  took on.  While 
the women’s bureau  was  clearly  established to  incorporate  one of many 
social  sectors into  party life, it was chronically weak-always under- 
funded  and understaffed,  and never given the  prominence of the  other 
branches. The neglect of the women’s bureau  shows  that  its goal was  cap- 
turing  a  part of the electorate, not representing  “women’s  interests”  in pol- 
icy or  promoting  women as party representatives, the  two goals of the 
other bureaus. Women’s “private” demands-based on either  gender 
equality or  gender difference-were a challenge to  the  whole  structure of 
masculine  politics  and  were  not  sought  out.  Politics  was to remain  an area 
reserved for men. 
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Women had been ostensibly included in  the  structure of politics-what were 
they  to  do that  would not challenge male dominance? Instead of leading to 
the  promotion of women and women’s issues in  party life, the women’s bu- 
reau fulfilled women’s traditional gender role: it carried out the  reproductive 
tasks of the political If women had entered politics on the basis of 
their  mothering role, they were marginalized by  it within  the parties, becom- 
ing their “housekeepers.” “Keeping housen3’ (hosting meetings, making cof- 
fee and copies, throwing  fundraising parties and running raffles) and “raising 
the  children” (t~rning  out the  vote  during elections) became the  primary du- 
ties of the first women’s AD’S bureau  continued to teach women to 
read and write, but increasingly with an eye to insuring  their political indoc- 
trination (de Leonardi 1983, 403). When womenJs issues were addressed in 
party politics (a rare event), they were inevitably issues related to their ma- 
ternal role: promoting ~ ~ e ~ ~ c ~ Z ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  breast-feeding, student  nutrition, vacci- 
nations, health, and social security  (CISFEM 1992,222). 

Outside of the parties, women’s organizing declined precipitously. The 
various women$  groups  that existed were destroyed by partisan pditics. 
Even before the  transition to democracy but after Medina Angarita legalized 
parties, political schism had already begun to affect  women’s organizing. The 
gendered unity celebrated at  the Second Preparatory  Conference for the 
Venezuelan Women’s Congress, for example, was not entirely stable: “The 
unity of women was weakened by  party activism to  the  point where, in  the 
[conference] welcoming remarks the  president of the meeting, Panchita 
blette Saluzzo, directed conciliatory words ‘to the delegates of different ide- 
ologies’ to exhort  them to maintain a more unified conduct ‘because we all 
need each other,’ a clear reference to the political ruptures  which were taking 
place” ( ~ I S ~ E M  1992,223). Already split along lines of class and political af- 
filiation, the associations found  it  too difficult to continue  their  ongoin 

36. Alvarez  has  found a similar  outcome in other cases  of party recruitment of women:  “Par- 
tisan  courtship of new  female  constituencies . . . reinforced  political  power  imbalances  between 
the sexes  by  replicating  and  institutionalizing  existing  gender  power  arrangements within the 
party organizations  themselves. I emphasize the word  ‘courtship’  because  male  dominated PO- 
litical  parties  typically  assigned  women a ‘special’  place within partisan  ideologies,  platforms  and 
programs,  and  organizational infrast~ctures-and that place  was  quite  compatible with domi- 
nant female  stereotypes  and with women’s  continued  confinement to domestic  roles, or at best, 
with extension of those  roles to the political  arena”  (1986,  105). 

37. In Venezuela the party headquarters is known as the National House (Casa  Nacional) of 
the party. 

38.  Alvarez  (1986)  calls  women “the reserve  army of electoral  labor.” 
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work  on women’s  behalf as parties came to power. During  the trienio the 
rking WomenS Center closed, and the ACF, the  most  powerful  motor of 

men’s movement, was stilled: “The  Center died when democracy be- 
cause then each of the  women had located herself in  her party, and 

that nucleus which was formed by all the  women of the different parties had 
begun to languish. The parties had been founded already at  that time, and of 
course, each women  went, locating herself in  her specific group, and the As- 
sociation started to decay” (Ana Senior interview). 

Despite  the granting of suffrage and women’s election to  the  Constitu- 
tional Assembly, a  victory  in itself, the  more basic issues of civil rights that 
women had fought for over the previous ten years received little  attention 

the trienio. In early 1947 a new women’s organization,  the Venezuelan 
men’s Union  (Unitin Femenina Venezolana), was formed to circulate an- 

other petition, directed this time to the  Constitutional Assembly, on matters 
such as paternity testing, prenuptial medical certification, and paid maternity 
leave. They received no response. Meanwhile, women  would  wait  another 
forty-two years before the election of the same number of representatives as 
they gained in 1946, an achievement that  would come about  only  with  the 
resur~ence of a  cross-party women’s movement in  the 1980s  (see Chapter 5). 

Venezuelan women learned for themselves what many other women’s 
movements had experienced before and would  continue to experience after: 
trading  in  their own organizations and orientations for  that of male-domi- 
nated instit~tions resulted in  the scattering of their energies with little to 
show  for their  Democratic politics did not make a difference in this 

ard. Indeed, the  institutionalization of gender bias in  the  very channels 
promoted  for democratic citizen participation excluded women even as they 
were incorporated into  party politics. Moreover, the dissolving of women’s 
own organizations resulted in  the loss of political space they had claimed un- 
der authoritarianism. The gendered nature of the  transition to democracy 
harmed women’s potential to achieve their own goals. 

This  chapter has analyzed the paradoxical rise and fall of the early Venezue- 
lan women’s movem~nt during  the first transition to democracy. In the ex- 
plosion of civic activity following the  death of the  dictator  Juan Vicente 
Gtimez, predominantly elite women organized in women’s groups. Justify- 
ing their activity as part and parcel of responsible motherhood,  they  drew  to- 

39. Estelle  Freedman  describes  a  similar  outcome for the U.S. suffrage  movement:  “When 
women  tried to assimilate into male-dominated  institutions, without securing  feminist  social, 
economic, or political bases, they lost the momentum  and the networks which  had  made the suf- 
frage  movement  possiblea’ (1979,524). 



gether in campaigns to end discriminatory family legislation and to be 
granted the vote. Their activism was conditioned by the political context. Al- 
lowed  more  room to organize because they were not seen as politically 
threatening to the regime, women at the same time faced a political discourse 
that  took little account of their rights and a congress made up of conservative 
male politicians. Consequently, their legal  gains were limited to a partial re- 
form of the Civil Code and municipal suffrage. Activists’ class  biases also 
limited the extent of their  popular following, a  problem  that  would  continue 
to affect their organizing in  the  future. 

Instead of encouraging women’s participation, the  transition to democ- 
racy short-circuited the development of their  autonomous organizin~, 
throwing  into  question  the extent and meaning of democratization, Al- 
though  the AD party gave women  the national vote, suffrage alone did not 
make women  into  a viable political force. The political institutions of democ- 
racy, especially political parties, proved to be undemocratic  when  it came to 
gender relations. The  institutionalization of gender bias within  the very 
structures of political parties effectively pushed  women out of political life, 
restricting their leadership and the channels for their issues. 

However, the ~ c e ~ s ~ ~ ~  and others laid down  important  groundwork  for 
future activists to build upon.  Their coalition-based strategies for achieving 
both a  reform of the Civil Code and women’s suffrage would be repeated. 
Particularly during  a second and more successful drive to reform  the Civil 
Code in  the early 1980s, women  would again rely on unified organizing, pe- 
tition drives, and  the strategic use of gendered political discourse. In doing 
so, they  would  continue to develop the alternative form of political partici- 
pation devised by early activists.40 Women would challenge the  soon-to-be 
dominant  method of political organization by building on their experience of 
exclusion and significantly res t~ctur ing the mechanisms of participation. 

But it would be several decades before women’s organizing on their 
own behalf successfully reemerged. Meanwhile, the  return of autho~itarian 
rule  in 1948 brought  a new set of paradoxical opportunities for women’s par- 
ticipation. Women’s continuing overall association with private life made 
them  a valuable asset to the newly clandestine political parties, and as a result 
women  were  incorporated  into  opposition activity. During  the  dictatorship 

40.  Saluzzo’s  perceptions  notwithstanding, at the closing of the Second Preparatory Confer- 
ence, the president of Congress,  invited to address the attendees,  explicitly ~ifferentiated be- 
tween the growing  partisan  struggles of male-dominated  politics  and  women’s  ability to unite: 
“The  women  are  teaching us as men that it is possible to overcome petty personal  and  political 
ambitions,  when  it  is  a  matter of establishing  a  common front to achieve  a  cherished  ideal” 
(Ahom 11 March  1945). 
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itself,  they  further  developed  both  gender  interests  and or~anizational strat- 
egy, including conjunctural  coalition building. With  the  second  transition to 
democracy,  however,  the  particular  paradox of political  parties  reappeared: 
the gendered  institutions of strong  parties  along  with  a  highly  centralized 
state  again forced  women to the sidelines of democratic  politics. 
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STRONGER THAN A MILITARY 
~ ICTATOR§HI~” :  

~ o ~ e n ’ s   O r g ~ n i ~ i n g  in  the 
Second ~ r ~ n s i t i o n  to ~ e ~ o c ~ a c y  
(l 948-2 9 73) 

O n  International Women3s Day, 8 March 1958, ten  thousand  women gath- 
ered in  the largest stadium  in Caracas to celebrate the fall of the  dictatorship 
of Major Marcos Pirez  Jiminez (1952-58) and to  honor  the many women 
who had taken an active role in  opposing it. Sponsored by  the.women3s com- 
mittee of the  coordinating council of the  opposition, this gathering was the 
first mass meeting following’the demise of authoritarian rule. Despite  the ar- 
ray of political views represented in  the audience and on  the dais, unity was 
stressed by every speaker. Women had been united  in  their struggle against 
the  dictatorship, and united  they  would  promote  their own rights in  the 
fledgling democracy. Yet within  a year, the women’s committee was dis- 
banded, and as a result, women3s organizing declined precipitously  in  the 
new democracy. Women did not hold  another large-scale nonpartisan meet- 
ing for sixteen years, and then  only  when  the  United  Nations3  International 
Women3s  Year in 1974 galvanized the two thousand participants, 

What happened to women3s unity? As had occurred in  the previous 
transition,  the paradoxes of political opportunity led to women’s mobiliza- 
tion  under  authoritarianism and demobilization  with  the advent of democ- 
racy. During  the  dictatorship  the general opportunities of an opposition 
movement run primarily  through clandestine parties were also gendered. The 
male-dominated parties were unable to operate  without  the help of seem- 
ingly nonpolitical actors-women-who were thus identified in  the political 
discourse of Perez Jiminez. Like his predecessors, LCipez Contreras and 
Medina Angarita, he continued to associate men with political life and 
women  with  the home. Thus  party leaders took advantage of women’s non- 
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political role, recruiting them into some of the  more visible aspects of the  op- 
position, both as individuals and  in separate women’s groups. 

In contrast to its original construction,  which relied on a masculine 
hierarchy and male-oriented membership, the gendered nature of political 
parties was now modified. Individual women’s contributions  were circum- 
scribed by  the still-operative masculine hierarchy. But  in  their  group actions, 
women regendered the housekeeping role of the  party women’s bureau. 
These groups also relied on assumptions about women’s lack of association 
with politics to help disguise their activity. However, their partial autonomy 
allowed women to take on leadership roles and develop an awareness of their 
common interests in ending gender-based discrimination both inside and 
outside of the parties. 

With  the  uniting of the  opposition  toward  the end of the  dictatorship  in 
the  Patriotic  Council (Junta Patribtica), another general opportunity  pre- 
sented itself: united  organization, It too was gendered; as with  the parties, the 
leadership of the  Patriotic  Council was all  male. But  drawing on their  growth 
as political actors  during  the  dictatorship,  women included themselves by 
forming  a linked group, the Women’s Committee (Comiti Femenino), to en- 
courage women’s participation  in  the  opposition. Like the  women who had 
been active a decade or so earlier, the Women’s Committee  formed  a coalition 
across political parties. It grew in  strength, eventually sponsoring  the first 
mass rally following the  downfall of the dictatorship. The  ten  thousand 
women who attended and the speeches that  were given attested to a  promis- 

But before they  could establish a  firm  foothold, women’s unity was 
fractured  by both  the general and gendered opportunities of the  transition to 
democracy. Like the  Patriotic  Council,  the Women’s Committee fell afoul of 
the  “pacted”  transition agreements. These agreements excluded the  Commu- 
nist Party and privileged both party-  and state-based interest representation. 
When  women either entered into  the resulting Communist-led guerrilla 
movement or rejoined the legalized parties, they again experienced marginal- 
ization because of the gender-biased structures of these opportunities.  But 
the experience women had gained through  their clandestine organizing ef- 
forts was not wholly lost. The network  formed  by  those who had been active 
under  the  dictatorship became the basis on which  women began to come to- 
gether again to discuss their  common goals at the end of the  transition period. 

This  chapter begins with  the demographic changes women experienced 
during  dictatorship and the  transition to democracy. It then offers a descrip- 
tion of the general and gendered political opportunity  structure of the  period 
of dictatorship (1948-58) and  shows  how  it led to parties’ use of women’s  ac- 

role for women’s organizing in  the new democracy. 
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tivism and women’s organizational development. The second half of the 
chapter explains how  the shift in  opportunities  with  the  transition to democ- 
racy and beginning of democratic consolidation (1958-73) led to women’s in- 
complete incorporation  into  the guerrilla movement, the  restoration of 
gender-biased party  structures, and a new form of discriminatory representa- 
tion  through  the state. Although these opport~nities largely blocked 
women’s independent organizing, at  the end of the  period  women were still 
struggling to assert their unified demands. 

As the  urban population of Venezuela  increased in  the period between 1950 
and 1970 (hitting 72 percent by 1970), women as a demographic group  under- 
went significant  changes. They had fewer children, while increasing their edu- 
cational levels and labor force participation, albeit in “feminized” occupations. 
Between 1950 and 1970 the  number of children per woman declined from 6.5 
to 5.1 (Huggins Castafieda and Dominguez Nelson 1993). With the increased 
emphasis on education in  the democratic period,’ women’s high school enroll- 
ment grew from 32.7 percent in 1950 to 39 percent in 1961 and reached 50 per- 
cent in 1970 (~inis ter io  de  Foment0 1968; Huggins Castafieda and Dominguez 
Nelson 1993). Women remained above 80 percent of those enrolled in teachers’ 
training colleges during  the period. They were also catching up at the univer- 
sity level: in 1946 women constituted only IO percent of university enrollment, 
tripling to 31 percent in 1960, and rising to 43.7 percent by 197%-”-hough this 
figure represented only  around 40,000 women (~inis ter io  de Educaci6n 1960; 
Huggins Castafieda and Dominguez Nelson 1993).2 

W~men’s participation  in  the  labor  force rose from 17.7 percent  in 1950 
to 22.4 percent  in 1970. Throughout  the  period  women  were  primarily em- 
ployed  in  the low-paying service sector (around 44 percent of all working 
women), forming 70 percent of those employed in menial jobs such as house- 
keeping, laundry  work, and waitressing.  omen's employment  in agriculture 
declined, as did men’s, from IO to 5 percent of working  women.  At  the same 
time, female “professionals and technicals” increased from 9 to 19 percent. 
This increase was not as transformative as it  might  sound because it included 

1. Secondary  and  university  enrollment  doubled in the first four years of the democracy 

2. Not all the statistics on university  enrollment  are  disaggregated  by  sex,  making  an  exact 
(Ewe11  1984a, 142). 

figure  hard to come by. 
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the large category of schoolteacher, a profession traditionally practiced by 
women. Moreover, women as a percentage of the  entire sector of “profes- 
sionals and technicals” did not increase during  the  period. Office work be- 
came a significant occupation, and the percentage of female office workers 
rose from 6.2 to 18 percent of all working  women (an increase also reflected 
by  their  representation  in  the category, which rose from 30 to 44 percent). 
Women also moved into sales, increasing from  4  to 9  percent  (from 8 to 15 
percent of the  total  sector) (OCEI 1961,1971). 

derpinning for women’s organizing on their  own behalf (Klein 1984). How- 
ever,  as noted above, Venezuelan women’s organizing declined during  the 
second half of this period. To understand why, we must examine how  the po- 
litical opportunity  structures of dictatorship and democracy affected 

It has been hypothesized  that  such demographic chan 

womenS organizing. 

The political opportunity  structure of the Pkrez Jiminez dictatorship was 
characterized by personalistic rule justified by  the need for economic devel- 
opment and made possible by a repressive security apparatus; it was opposed 
by clandestine political parties. The opposition was divided at first by  the 
parties’ different strategies. But  toward  the end of the decade, they  coordi- 
nated their efforts and joined in an all-party council that oversaw the increas- 
ing mobilization of civil society sectors, whose combined efforts brought 
about  the downfall of the  dictator and the  transition to democracy,3 

Venezuela’s first experiment with democratic politics, the three-year 
period  known as the trienio, was abruptly ended by a military coup  in 1948. 
An all-male provisional military junta (council) took over; and within two 
years it banned the  former ruling party, AD, its affiliated unions, and the 
PCY4 At first  the junta promised to restore democracy. But after the  murder 

3. This  section  draws  from  accounts of the dictatorship in Stambouli  1980;  Avendafio  Lug0 

4. In 1944 the Communist Party split into  two factions,  known as the “Red”  and the “Black” 
1982;  and  Garcia  Ponce  and  Camacho  Barrios  1982. 

communists,  over support for the government of Medina  Angarita. The “Red”  faction,  which 
became the PCV, went on  to give  limited support to  AD during the trienio, while the “Black” 
faction,  which  eventually  called  itself the (Com~unist) Revolutionary  Proletarian Party (Par- 
tido Revolutionario  Proletario  [Communista] or PRP-C),  opposed  AD.  Unlike the PCV, the 
PRP-C  did not openly  oppose  Perez  JimenCz  and  remained  legal for most of the dictatorship. 
Toward the end,  however,  certain  PRP-C  leaders  joined with the PCV in fighting  against the 
regime  (Alexander  1969,  chap.  1). 
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of junta president and  former minister of defense, Carlos Delgado Chal- 
bauld, in  November 1950, Major Marcos Pirez  Jiminez, a hard-liner, became 
the  most  powerful junta member. ’After  the 1952 elections he accused the 
winning party, the  Democratic Republican Union  (URD), of collaborating 
with  the banned parties and claimed victory for himself and the government 
party. The  URD leadership was sent into exile. They  were joined by leaders 
of the  other  party  that had participated in  the elections, COPEI. Although 
COPEI itself  was never officially banned during  the  dictatorship, its leader- 
ship  spurned  the  dictatorship  for its repressive political tactics. 

The goal of the Pirez  Jiminez dictatorship, expressed through  the  doc- 
trine of the “New National Ideal” (Nuevo Ideal  Na~ional), was to  promote 
national development through  a  transformation of the physical environ- 
ment-that  is, the  construction of infrastructure. Telecommunications and 
transportation,  iron manufacturin~ and irrigation, recreational facilities and 
oil refining were all expanded during  the  period as state-led industrialization 
boomed.  Although  the regime’s propaganda, as illustrated by publications of 
the new social security administration, claimed that all citizens benefited 
from this tra~sformation, the  priorities were clear. The  “human environ- 
ment” was the “essential complement” to the  transformation of the “physical 
environment”  (Instituto Venezolano de Seguros Sociales  1957). 

Armed repression was employed to  control those who valued bodies 
over buildings. At first Pirez  Jiminez relied on the military to ensure order, 
but he soon established a private police force, the  National Security Force 
(Seguridad Nacional or SN),  whose  brutality led it  to be nicknamed the 
~ e ~ t a ~ o  ~iolZo (native gestapo). Thus,  although  the  period of authoritarian- 
ism started  under  the rule of a military council, it  soon degenerated into a 
personal dictatorship. 

Most of the  opposition to  Pirez  Jiminez was carried out by AD and the 
PCV  in clandestinity and from exile. To try  to escape detection, the parties 
retreated from mass mobilization to their original networks of small “cell” 
structures  whose members rarely knew each others’ real names. Initially AD 
focused on fomenting armed rebellion by establishing contacts among  the 
procivilian-rule military leadership, while the PCV attempted to rebuild a 
mass movement. Their different objectives, as well as the  anticommunist be- 
liefs of AD7s exiled but still effective leadership, precluded the establishment 
of a unified opposition.  Both parties suffered heavy losses as their cell-based 
organizations were rooted  up and crushed again and again by  the ruthless 
SN.  Opposition waned as hundreds  were jailed, many repeatedly, and some 
were  interned  in  a  concentration camp established on disease-infested 
Guasina Island in  the Orinoco Delta  in eastern Venezuela. AD was dealt a 
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severe blow  when its clandestine secretary-general, Leonard0  Ruiz Pifieda, 
was assassinated in 1952 and his successor, Albert0 Carnavali, died the fol- 
lowing year. 

After several years of severe repression, the  reduction of opposition 
forces led to more  cooperation between the parties. A new generation of 
leaders, including students radicalized over the decade of dictatorship, re- 
placed those killed and sent into exile and forged a  unitary movement. In 
June 1957 they established the  multiparty  Patriotic  Council to coordinate  the 
opposition. ~obi l izat ion increased when  Pirez  Jiminez announced  a 
plebiscite on his rule, as well as general elections, for December. Joined  now 
by professional organizations, the middle class, and even the business ~ec to r ,~  
the  Patriotic  Council took  to  the streets. Reflecting the new makeup of the 
opposition movement, huge student strikes were mounted  toward  the end of 
November. In reaction to  Pirez  Jimhez’s claim to victory  in  the plebiscite, 
an estranged sector of the military attempted  a  coup on the  first of January 
1958. Insuf~icient coordination resulted in  a lack of support  for  the uprising, 
but  the rest of January was turmoil,  with  continuous riots, school closings, 
and the  open circulation of prodemocracy  propaganda, The Patriotic Coun- 
cil  called for  a general strike on 22 January, and the  army joined in to bring 
down the  dictatorship  the following day. 

The Gendering of O~~ortunities Under ~ i c t ~ t o r ~ h i ~  

The political context of the  dictatorship included a gendered institution and 
discourse that served to  promote female participation: the repressed male- 
dominated parties and the association of men, not women,  with political ac- 
tivity. Pirez  Jiminez sought to repress traditional political activism, which 
meant eradicating the parties founded  in  the mid-1930s and expanded in  the 
trienio. His idea was to raze society’s institutions almost literally and to build 
new ones. Known political activists had no place in his plan. As  his principal 
ideologue Laureano Vallenilla Lanz explained: “The  tractor is the govern- 
ment’s best collaborator, the exact interpreter of the elevated and noble aim of 
transforming  the physical environment. . . . The tractor, that  symbol of the fa- 
therland and of the government, destroys many things, even the political 
clubs called parties and their representatives’’ (cited in Stambouli 1980,94). 

The information available  suggests that Pirez  Jiminez did  not consider 
women to be political actors, at least  initially. “The problems which present 

5. Business  was  disgruntled  by P&ez Jimhez’s squandering the oil  wealth of the country on 
grandiose  building  projects to the point of running up debts with nationally  based  companies. 
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themselves in life should be  resolved by men,” he told his  biographer. “Women, 
although they might be the best companions, have their concerns with family 
life” (Tarnoi 1954,  197). The dictator had little else to say on the subjecte6 

Opposition  party leaders took advantage of Pkrez Jimknez’s association 
of men with politics by organizing women to do clandestine work.7  Unlike 
the dictator, they were quite aware of women’s potential for activism from 
their  history of organizing, some of which  had  taken place through parties. 
Many of the  women who  took  part had some previous contact  with  the  par- 
ties, either personally or through family members.* Interviews with  former 
activists routinely highlight party sympathies, if not  member~hip.~ Many 
were teachers or students, coming from  environments  where political ac- 
tivism, albeit clandestine, was a common experience.’O The  majority of these 
participants were young  women  without children, some unmarried, who 
were available for  work outside  the home. Like their activist foremothers, 
most came from middle-class backgrounds, although  there were some  no- 
table exceptions among members of the ~ommunis t  Party. 

Most accounts of the  opposition published after the fact have ignored 
women’s participation (Levine 1973,  1989; Stambouli 1980; Avendafio Lug0 
1982).11 But  women played a significant role. Libro  Negro 1952: ~ e n e z ~ e Z ~  
bajo el sign0 del terror (The 1952 Black Book: Venezuela beneath the sign of 
terror), a collection of clandestine documents published and circulated by  the 

6. A  review  of  governmental  publications during the dictatorship  and  analyses of the period 
reveal no other significant  references to Pkrez  Jimknez’s  views on women. 

7.  Besides the textual  material  cited in this  chapter,  much of the information on women’s 
participation  is  drawn  from  seventy  interviews with participants in the opposition.  Fifty-four of 
the interviews  are  collected  in two works, Petzoldt and  Bevilacqua  (1979),  and  Farias  Toussain, 
de la Cruz Mejias,  and  Rodriguez Sinchez (1985). I  also  conducted  interviews with sixteen  par- 
ticipants  in 1994-95. Some of the participants  were  interviewed  in  more than one  study. Quota- 
tions  are  drawn  from  these  interviews,  listed with their  dates in the bibliography,  as  well  as  from 
the other two works, 

8. Forty-seven  percent of the interviewees  (see note 7) cite  family  influence  as  crucial in their 
political  development.  This  evidently  carries into later  periods:  according to a 1975  survey, 
Venezuelan  women  were  more  liable than men to be  influenced  by  family  members on political 
matters  (cited  in  Montero  1987,32). 

9. Almost  all the interviewees  were  either  clandestine party members or sympathizers dur- 
ing the dictatorship: 54 percent  were with AD,  37  percent with the Communist Party (PCV),  7 
percent with COPEI, and 1.4 percent with the Democratic  Republicans  (URD). 

10. Several  interviewees  were  members of the Venezuelan  Teachers’ Federation (Federacicin 
Venezolana de Maestros or FVM), one of the most  active  associations to take part in the early 
opposition. Alcira  Colmenares  and  Mercedes  Sandoval  Marcano  mentioned that the FVM,  re- 
flecting the makeup of the profession,  was  around  75 percent female, though not led  by 
women. 

11, Martz (1966),  writing soon  after  events,  did not ignore  women’s contribution, but men- 
tioned it briefly. The attention Martz  paid to women’s  participation in politics,  unique  among 
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AD during  the  dictatorship, lists 11 O women  known to have been imprisoned 
or exiled between 1948 and 1952.12 The editors of Nosotrus t u m b ~ ~ ~  nos jug- 
u m ~ ~  Za vidu (We too risk our lives), a collection of interviews with  women 
who  fought against the  dictatorship, assembled the names of 2’75 women  re- 
membered as having participated in  the struggle (Petzoldt and Bevilacqua 
1979). While these numbers no  doubt underrepresent women’s participation, 
the lists and other descriptive materials indicate that women’s activism was 
valued at  the time both by  the male clandestine party leadership and by the 
female activists themselves. 

Party leadership incorporated  women both as individuals and in 
groups. Although  they accomplished crucial tasks, individual women largely 
carried out  the infrastructural duties of the  opposition, or exposed the abuses 
of the regime, according to the directives of the male leadership. But  their ex- 
perience in  groups led women to modify  the  formerly passive nature of the 
party-linked women’s branches. Under  dictatorship,  women  in  party-linked 
groups gained leadership experience and developed networks. The knowl- 
edge and skills they acquired would  continue to foster gender-based activism 
in later years. However, because women’s mobilization as a  whole was pred- 
icated on their association with  the private sphere, it  did not  form a basis on 
which  they could develop sustained public activity when  confronted  with  a 
new set of opportunities  in  the  transition to democracy. 

By incorporating individual women  in clandestine work, male party leaders 
used gender relations strategically. For  one thing, they disguised women’s 
political work as nonsuspect activity, “designat[ing] for women jobs which 
their female condition itself allowed them to accomplish” (Farias Toussain, 
de la Cruz Mejiias, and Rodriguez  Sinchez 1985,97). For another, they  drew 
on assumptions about  the  “weaker sex” in publicizing the eventual persecu- 
tion of women to demonstrate  the  extent of dictatorial abuses, which ex- 
tended to “defenseless ladies.” Individual women  found  a certain level of 
acceptance from  the leadership. But the masculine hierarchy of the parties re- 

analysts of Venezuelan  politics, probably stems  from  his  friendship with Mercedes  Fermin, a 
prominent member of AD since  its  founding  (Fermin  interview). 

12. This represents 3.4 percent of the total named in the Libro Negro (3,147 men  are  also 
listed). 
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mained in place, leading some  women to recognize that  they  were not receiv- 
ing  the same kind of training as men for  future political activity. 

Women undertook many of the same duties as men but  were called 
upon especially for certain tasks. One of the principal ones was acting as an 
enluce-a combination of liaison and “gopher”-for men in  the  opposition 
leader~hip.’~ Enlaces undertook  a range of activities, such as transmitting 
daily messages to and from key contacts, finding “safe houses” in  which  the 
leaders could hide, setting up meeting sites, and  running  errands  for  the lead- 
e r ~ . ’ ~  Often women were entrusted  with crucial information. For example, 
Regina G6mez Pefialver was the  only  other  person besides the male secre- 
tary-general to h o w  the names and hiding places of AD’s clandestine lead- 
ership in  the early years of the  opposition  (Petzoldt and Bevilacqua 1979, 
253). Providing personal protection was also part of women’s responsibility. 
They  often chauffeured party leaders or accompanied them on foot  or  on 
public transportation. 

Taking care of communications and propaganda distribution  were 
other regular duties. Women passed secret messages to male prisoners  in  food 
or while greeting them  with an embrace. A woman  pretending to be the im- 
prisoned AD leader Albert0 Carnavali’s sister smuggled him  the gun that he 
used in  an escape attempt. Women also carried notes in  their  clothing and 
leaflets in  furled umbrellas. When  the wife of AD’s clandestine secretary- 
general Ruiz Pifieda was forced into exile following his assassination, she 
stuffed her daughters’ teddy bears with  documents. Women also put their 
houses at  the  disposition of the parties, facilitating meetings and hiding those 
who could not risk being seen. Socorro  Negreti  noted  that clandestine radio 
broadcasts were transmitted  from  her  house (Farias Toussain, de la Cruz 
Mejias, and Rodriguez  Sinchez 1985). 

Examination of the assignments that  individual  women  carried out re- 
veals how women’s tasks  were facilitated by their gender. Women’s mere 
presence effectively disguised the  political  escorting of a male leader as a  ro- 
mantic  stroll. As Clarisa Sanoja explained, “Many times they needed a 
woman, not as a driver, but  at their  side to appear as though  they were  a 
couple out walking  in  the  street”  (Petzoldt  and Bevilacqua 1979,I 
oners  were expected and allowed to get visits, packages, and embraces from 
their  “sisters,”  “sweethearts,” ‘cwives,’’ and ccmothers.’’ Items of women’s 
clothing,  such as the und~r~a rmen t s  and maternity  smocks  that  most sug- 

13. Enkace literally means  “connection’’ or “linkage.” 
14. The Libro Negro itself was delivered to the publisher  by  one of the AD secretary  general’s 

key enlaces, Carmen Veitia (Libro Negro 1952 1983, vi). 
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gested their gender, were used for  transporting messages,  as were  their 
children’s toys. 

Party leadership benefited from  the activities women  could accomplish 
under  the cover of their nonpolitical gender. Simultaneously, they used gen- 
der relations to publicize the fact that  the  dictatorship violated gender norms 
in persecuting those same women. The dictatorship  did come to recognize 
that  women as well as men were taking part  in  the political opposition, and to 
treat  them similarly to the male activists. One woman who had been impris- 
oned was greeted by her interrogator  with  a slap and the  words  “Here 
women don’t  have a sex” (El NacionaZ, 12 March 1980, C-1). Many  women 
were interrogated, imprisoned, and exiled; some were brutally  tortured.  But 
some  treatment remained gender-specific. Activist Yolanda Villaparedes re- 
called how she was threatened  with rape by her jailers: “As [women] pretend 
not  to  know anything, and are enemies of the government, we are going to 
make them  pregnant by the government to see what  they will do with  the 
children’’ (Petzoldt and Bevilacqua 1979,298). 

Secretary-general Ruiz Piiieda, writing to Luisa Velisquez, an author 
and the enlace responsible for collecting material on women for the Libro 
N e ~ r o  (Black Book), demonstrated  the party’s interest  in  showin 
women  in particular had been mistreated by  the Pirez  Jiminez regime: 

I have an important  job  for  you. . . Right  now we are preparing 
a pamph1eP about  the violations of the regime against public lib- 
erties, a  type of indictment  which we hope to issue in  the  course 
of the next month. I want  it  to be you  who  works  on everything 
referring to offenses against women. To this end I suggest you: a) 
Draft  a central report,  a  sort of history of police violations against 
Venezuelan women since November 1948. This  report  should be 
extensive, it doesn’t matter  how long. You should do an inventory 
of searches, ill-treatment, detentions, exiles, imprisonments, etc. 
You should describe whatever facts you know; b) [Include] com- 
plementary  documents referring to the women’s struggle against 
the dictatorship. . PX/’]e will also need graphic material: photos 
of abused, arrested, imprisoned and exiled women.  (Ruiz Piiieda 
Papers) 

Velisquez came through. Details on  the treatment of women are scat- 
tered throughout  the text of the Libro Negro. Women are clearly considered 

15. The Libro Negro, in preparation  at  that  time. 
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part of the  opposition, as shown  by the repeated use of the phrase “men and 
women”  in descriptions of the general actions of participants. But the gender 
hierarchy is equally clear: in discussions of leadership, only  “men” is used. 
Moreover, women’s “normal” gender roles are emphasized for effect. Al- 
though  portrayed as active participants, women are simultaneously seen as 
weak and victimized: “Defenseless ladies (Damas i ~ ~ e ~ e ~ s a s )  have been jailed 
and thrown  into prison cells, in  outrageous  proximity to criminals, and, af- 
terwards, forced into exile” (Libro Negro 1983, 59),16 The section on the 
methods of persecution and terror contains a subsection on “Exiled, Impris- 
oned and Hunted Ladies,” against which “the most  brutal  and  unusual police 
aggression has been committed” (122). Attacks on women are cited along 
with references to the Guasina concentration camp and torture  to  in 
the full extent of the  persecution employed by the dictatorship. 

The exiled founder of AD, R6mu1o Betancourt, also named the abuse 
of women as the  worst violation of the dictatorship: “What passed all previ- 
ous limits in Venezuela and probably  in all Latin America for savagery was 
the  imprisonment, indignity, and torture inflicted upon numerous  women” 
(Betancourt 1979,258). He found  it  a trespass against proper gender relations 
that  mothers, female professionals, schoolteachers and students, and the fe- 
male relatives of male opposition leaders were imprisoned: 

This was a new horror introduced by the  worst  despotism  in 
Venezuelan history. It has been a national tradition, inherited in 
part  from  the  courtly Spaniards, to always respect the female sex. 
In the  terrible  nineteenth century, with its cruel wars and author- 
itarian governments, jail and exile were reserved for men. Even 
Juan Vicente Gtimez respected the female sex. The Perez Jimenez 
regime, so closely akin to fascism, violated the limits which had 
been set by the most barbarous autocracies of the past. Great 
numbers of women passed through  the jails, often  tortured and 
kept for years behind bars. (259) 

Despite its fervor, the outrage over the persecution of women only re- 
spected the sex of certain women. In  both the Libro Negro and Betancourt’s ac- 
count, the imprisonment of female  activists  alongside prostitutes and other 
criminals  is  cited as evidence of degrading treatment (Libro Negro 1983,  110, 

16. Many of the  women  who  fought  in  the  early  opposition  describe how they  were  forced 
into exile after  they  had  become too visible.  They  continued to work in  communities of fellow 
exiles in  Latin  America,  Europe,  and the United  States to bring  pressure  against  the  Pkrez 
JimCnez government  (Petzoldt  and  Bevilacqua 1979). 
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2; Betancourt 1979,  258).  As  was the case during their organizing efforts in 
the late 1930s and early 1940s, women themselves were divided on this issue in 
a manner that reflected their class  affiliations. On  the one hand, Olga  Luzardo 
of the  Communist  Party mentioned teaching “common criminals” how  to read, 
write, and sew during her imprisonment (Petzoldt and Bevilaqua  1979,  188). 
On  the  other hand, Isabel Landaez of COPE1 remembers a friend protesting to 
the prison director that they were from  “good families” and so should not be 
kept with  the  other prisoners (Petzoldt and Bevilacqua  1979,358). 

Some female activists felt that  their  participation was valued on its own 
merits and that  they  did not experience discrimination at the hands of the 
leadership. The first two clandestine secretaries-general of AD surrounded 
themselves with female enhces. Ruiz Pifieda reportedly said to  Carmen 
Azopardo,  “What will we do with all these valiant women  the  day  that  we 
come to  power? We’ll put [their names] in huge letters in all the newspapers 
so that all the  world will know  how  they acted” (Petzoldt and Bevilacqua 
1979,217). When asked about his and other leaders’ attitudes  toward  women, 
those  women who had worked closely with  the leadership claimed that  they 
never dis~riminated between the sexes (Petzoldt and Bevilacqua  1979, 199, 
216,247). Other interviewees also felt that  “being  a  woman was never an im- 
pediment” and that  they were allowed to take part  in  the clandestine activity 
“like any  man” (Alcira Colmenares and Mercedes Sandoval Marcano inter- 
views). Women also recognized that  some participated in less direct ways, 
making contributions  that  went unrecognized at the time because they were 
not seen as political “risk-work.” Esperanza Vera elaborated: 

Not all the  women  were messengers; look at Olga  Luzardo, for 
example. Not all were  cooks  for  the prisoners. We could not ex- 
pect the  number of [female] participants to be high. What  per- 
centage of women were studying then?  How many women  were 
there who could leave their children in  daycare? No, the partici- 
pation  cannot be measured in  terms of leadership-work or risk- 
work only. All the  jobs were risky, and nevertheless it is a 
participation  that has been given very little value. How many 
women had to raise their children alone while their  husbands 
were fighting? How many had to pass day after day on  the stair- 
cases of the  National Security Force waiting for  Pedro  Estrada 
[the head of SN] to grant them permission so that at the end of 
two or three years they might catch a glimpse of their  husbands? 
I understand this also as participation. This also can be  called  Re- 
sistance! (Petzoldt and Bevilacqua 1979,271) 
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Individual women made specific contributions to  the opposition, and 
individual leaders treated them fairly. But women were rarely included in  the 
more  important decision-making or organizational activities of the  opposi- 
tion. ADS clandestine structure had no women  in its national leadership, nor 
were  any to be found  in regional, union, or  youth directorship positions. 
Only a few women were included in  the  communist leadership (Garcia 
Ponce and Camacho Barrios 1982,84-88). 

Some women recognized their exclusion from  the  party hierarchy and 
the resulting lack of political training. AD activist Elia Borges de Tapia re- 
flected: “Although  it appears that  in clandestinity we are all  equal-like when 
we die-it must be recognized that  the  women  did  not participate in leader- 
ship. Women’s jobs were very risky, They  took  on great responsibilities and 
accomplished rather dangerous missions. Only at  the hour of making deci- 
sions, at  the  moment of designating those who  ought  to lead, they  continued 
to be the  stone guests (las con~idad~s  de piedra)” (Petzoldt and Elevilacqua 
1979, 336). Another female activist made the  connection between most 
women’s roles in  the  opposition, as helpmates to the leadership, and women’s 
lack of political development. As Isabel Carmona explained, 

Women organized as women  but  continued to play the role, con- 
tributing  in  the space that was destined for them. . . . We have to 
recognize that,  in  the political struggle, they enrolled certain 
women  in  the work of being enluces of the leaders, who  brought 
them  the papers, who ran  that  type of risk which was as great as 
that  which  a  person  ran who placed bombs, because the  punish- 
ment was the same. But  the development wasn’t the same.  Be- 
cause the  person who placed the  bomb was in  a  part of the 
movement which had a  more direct role in action and was in  con- 
tact with  the  force  where . . . power . . . was centered. But  the  per- 
son  who  brought the  paper was like a courier, a messenger, who 
didn’t read the paper, thus was not able to grow-she was grow- 
ing in  her morals, in  her ethics, in her devotion, but perhaps she 
wasn’t  able to develop in her thinking because she did not engage 
in direct confrontation. All [the work] was valid and important, 
and the [women] grew in  terms of courage, of risk-taking, but 
from  the  point of view of fostering political thinking, this was not 
the best work. (Isabel Carmona interview) 

The reliance on women’s nonpolitical identity, while leading to the  par- 
ticipation of individual women  in  the clandestine struggle, would have detri- 



mental consequences for women’s participation in the  new regime.  Because 
women  were viewed as private actors who facilitated political activity when 
men could not take part as easily or were used to illustrate  the extent of au- 
thoritarian abuses, they  were not trained to  continue political activism after 
the danger surrounding men’s participation had passed. That  some  women 
did  continue to be  active, within  the parties or on their  own, is a tribute to 
their individual efforts-and the lessons they learned in women’s groups of 
the  opposition, 

Party leadership also took advantage of  women’s ability to participate  by or- 
ganizing them  into  women-only  groups.  In  contrast  with  the enlmes, the 
women  who led the  groups had autonomy  with respect to decision making. 
As a  result,  they developed organizational skills and political awareness-in- 
cluding a recognition of their  subordinate  position  within party life. This  in- 
dicated a change in  the gendering of party structure.  Although individual 
women  were still subordinated  to  a masculine hierarchy, the  formerly  “aux- 
iliary” women’s bureaus of the legal parties  were replaced in large part  by 
groups that allowed for some  prominence of  women’s role in the  opposition, 
as well as for  growth  in women’s capacity to  ~rganize.’~ Moreover, women’s 
experience in party-linked  groups led them  to make use of the  new opportu- 
nity  provided  by  the  opposition  Patriotic  Council:  they  formed  the  multi- 
party Women’s Committee  (Comiti Femenino). This women’s group served 
as the catalyst for  the expansion of women’s cross-party organizing, whose 
effectiveness  was manifested most visibly in  the huge rally of women  follow- 
ing the  downfall of Pirez  Jiminez.  The success of this group  both  mirrored 
women’s history of conjunctural  coalition  building  in  the 1940s and fore- 
shadowed  what  they  would accomplish in  the  future. 

Both  principal  parties of the  opposition  started  young women’s groups 
to facilitate organizing above ground.  The PCV sponsored  the longest lasting 
all-female group  during  authoritarian rule, the Young ~ o m ~ n ’ s  Union 
(Unitin  de Muchachas). Active between 1951 and 1954, it was initially  organ- 
ized within  the  framework of the  Communist  Party  strategy  to “emerge to 
the surface” and make connections  with  the masses.’* The  Communist  Youth 

17. The few  references to surviving  women’s  branches during this  period  indicate that they 

18. The details on the formation of the Young Women’s Union come  from  Garcia  Ponce  and 
mainly  served to coordinate enlace work (Petzoldt and  Bevilacqua  1979). 
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bureau (Juventud Comunista) initially started a group to attract  young  work- 
ers. It failed  because the  workers  were  unwilling  to risk unemployment.  The 
Communist  Youth  then  turned  to  organizing  among female students,  most of 
whom had familial financial support and were  thus  more willing to engage in 
political activity, The Young-Women’s Union became the  only  branch of the 
Communist  Party  to have  legal status  under  dictatorship.  Around  the same 
time, AD founded  the Young Women’s Association (Asociacih Juvenil Fe- 
menina), a group  modeled on the Young Women’s Union. 

Party leaders’ sponsorship of women’s groups,  much like the  incorpo- 
ration of individual women,  took advantage of the fact that women’s activi- 
ties initially  did not arouse suspicion. The head of Communist Youth, 
Guillermo Garcia Ponce, who came up  with  the idea for the Young  omen's 
Union, explained in an interview: “At this time it was supposed  that  young 
women  did  not become involved in  this  [type ofl struggle,  They  were [as- 
sumed to be] occupied with  young women’s  affairs.” This  sentiment was 
confirmed by Isabel Carmona,  the  founder of AR’s young women’s group: 
 his] organization  counted on the support of the party because it saw [the 
group] as a tool  for the legal struggle; women  who  were  not  known as acting 
in politics were a very expeditious peripheral  tool to  do things that men could 
not.” 

Unlike  the enlaces, women in the Young Women’s Union  and the 
Young  omen's Association led their  own  organizations. In at least the  for- 
mer  case, this was a deliberate  strategy on the  part of a male leader to foster 
women’s development, Garcia Ponce claimed that  another reason for setting 
up the Young Women’s Union was that “if the  young  women  directed  their 
own  organization,  they  would have more possibilities to develop politically, 
as organizers, and to act with  much  more initiative and liberty.” Communist 
Youth had recognized that in  the presence of young men, who had had more 
political training and were  prone  to take control in group  situations,  young 
women had less  chance to develop. Therefore,  the leadership of the Young 
Women’s Union, while following  the general line of the  PCV to make contact 
with the masses,  was allowed independence in its work. Crucially, it was 
given control over strategy. 

In keeping with  the class perspective of the  Communist Party, the 
Young Women’s Union  organized working-class and poor  young  women in 
the factories and barrios (low-income  neighborhoods) of Caracas, holding 
history  and  craft classes, sponsoring  sporting events for  young  women,  and 

Carnacho  Barrios (1982) and an interview with Guillerrno  Garcia  Ponce,  head of the Communist 
Youth  bureau during the  dictatorship. 



even starting  a medical ~1inic.l~ Members  kept a lookout for  potential  recruits 
for the party  but claimed that  the main purposes of the  group  were  to main- 
tain a legal presence and organize  young  women  from  the  lower classes. They 
clung tenaciously to their mandate, never  giving in to party  pressure to make 
the Young Women’s Union  more  overtly  oppositional. 

Notwithstanding  its explicitly nonoppositional strategy, as the Young 
Women’s Union gained in membership  and visibility, the  government recog- 
nized that the  group was actively organizing  women.  According to Maria del 
Mar Alvarez, it “realized . that  it was not the work of crazy girls 
~ ~ ~ c ~ a c ~ a s  Zocm) but  rather political work.’’ The regime  began to track 
down  the leaders. After  sponsoring a sporting event for more  than a thou- 
sand young  women,  the leaders were  imprisoned and interrogated.  Although 
these women  were eventually released, governmental repression  prevented 
the Young  omen's Union  from  continuing  its activities. After three years of 
operation,  the  group dissolved. 

Yet the  Young Women’s Union left behind  women  who  had discovered 
that  they  could lead movements and had recognized some of the obstacles 
confronting  them as wornen. 

flhe  work  for the Young Women’s Union]  awoke  in us, in all 
who were party activists, [the realization] that  we had a problem 
which was greater than  the  attention that we were giving it. In 
seeing the  situation of the  women in the  parties who  were  those 
who sold  the raffle tickets, those who  cooked  when  there was a 
meeting, those who washed  the dishes, you began to  understand 
that in the work of the party meetings the  women  were  the ones 
who were selling and making things. . . fllhus we began to ask, 
why  were  we so foolish?  Why do we sell?  Why don’t [the men] 
sell?  That  sort of thing. w e  were able to see this from being in the 
Women’s Union] because [there] we  were  only  women. We met 
and made decisions. . . We had independence  in  our  work. . . . 
And  I believe that this helped us a great deal. . + . We realized that 
we had abilities and that  we  were  not sufficiently esteemed in the 
party. (Maria del Mar Alvarez interview) 

The leaders were  not  the  only  women  who gained from  the experience. 
The Young Women’s  Union’s founder,  Esperanza Vera, noted that participat- 

19. The description of the work  of the Young Women’s Union comes  principally from inter- 
views with its founder,  Esperanza  Vera, and a  member of the leadership, Maria del Mar Alvarez. 
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ing in  the  group allowed the  young  women  in  the  barrios  to justify doing 
something  outside of their homes. By coming together and discussing their 
similar situations, they had what she saw as a feminist realization: “My  prob- 
lems  aren’t only  my problems. They are the  problems of many. And  that  to 
which I aspire, others also aspire to.  That  which I can do can be shared.” 
Thus women’s experience of group organizing during  the  dictatorship made 
possible their development as political leaders and activists on their own be- 
half. Such an outcome was not fostered by individual participation. 

Women  Unite  Against the ~ictatorship 

The benefits of group organizing were not confined to women acting within 
their parties. Female leaders made connections across parties to foster 
women’s solidarity, which eventually led to a new attempt  at coalition build- 
ing. ~ l t h o u g h  the Young WomenJs Union was a party-based initiative, it was 
helped in its formation  by  the first women’s rights organization, the  nonpar- 
tisan Women’s Cultural Association (ACF).  Founded sixteen years earlier 
(see Chapter 2), the ACE; provided  the members with resources and a meet- 
ing space. The Young Women’s Union in turn was the  inspiration for  other 
groups, such as the  National WomenJs Union (Unicin Nacional  de Mujeres), 
a short-lived group (1952-53) founded  to educate adult  women  in  the bdrrios 
on their rights, first aid, and neighborhood improvement.2o 

Founders of these organizations  continued to use the strategy of dis- 
guising women’s activism as apolitical (often cultural) endeavors. The  Na- 
tional Women’s Union was founded  under  the guise of an essay contest to 
honor world-renowned Venezuelan pianist Teresa Carreiio on her birthday. 
Similarly, the AD-based Gabriela Mistral Center  took the Nobel Prize-win- 
ning poet’s name in an effort to mask the political hall as a cultural center.21 
But  the  ubiquitous SN appeared at  the  inauguration of the center, either 
tipped off or at that  point suspicious of any new organization. The Gabriela 
Mistral Center was immediately closed. 

Party  women also helped to coordinate mass  women’s protests,  most of 
which  drew on women’s identification with  the private sphere.22 In  June 1952, 

20. The organization  was  forced to disband  after the suspicious SN found out that many of 
the members of the National Women’s Union were  linked to  AD and the PCV. 

21. Several  interviewees  confirmed that the strategy of establishing =cultural centers” or clubs 
was  a  common  one to use for clandestine  organizing,  especially within the university. The infor- 
mation on the Gabriela  Mistral Center comes  from  an  interview with Elia  Borges  de  Tapia, one 
of the center’s  founders. 

22. Although the extent of direct party influence  in  these  actions  is  unclear, the signatures on 
the protest letters  include  those of many  well-known  female party activists. 
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141 women signed a widely distributed  letter  protesting  the  conditions  under 
which  their relatives were being kept  at  the Guasina concentration camp 
(Libro Negro 1983,  191-93). Women collected five thousand signatures 
protesting  the  dictatorship and attempted to deliver them to participants at- 
tending the 1954 conference of American Secretaries of State held in Caracas. 
They had already placed copies of the Libro Negro on these officials’ desks 
and demonstrated publicly outside  the conference (Petzoldt  and Bevilacqua 
1979,  88,  164,  294). O n  17 January 1958,  338 women signed the ‘‘~others’ 
~an i f e s to”  calling for an end to police abuse of school-age children. (Police 
repression had reached into the high schools by this time.) The signers dis- 
tributed this document  from  house to house (Umaiia Bernal 1958). Women 
also staged mass demonstrations, as described by Yolanda  Villaparedes:  “We 
held actions of women dressed in black in  front of the  National  Congress 
when an important  personality came to the country. These demonstrations 
that we prepared  were silent actions. . . . m e  also disguised ourselves as stu- 
dents, joined in  the  obligatory parades organized by the  dictatorship  and 
shouted slogans against it. O r  we held ‘lightning’ to denounce  the 
tortures’’ (Petzoldt and Bevilacqua  1979,293-94). 

The most significant cross-party o~ganizing among  women came to- 
ward  the end of the  dictatorship. By this time, many women activists had met 
through clandestine efforts or  in prison and were  in  a  position to take advan- 
tage of the political opportunity presented by  the unified opposition. Seeing 
that  the leadership of the broad-based organizing group,  the  Patriotic Coun- 
cil, was formed  entirely of men, two women who had led womenJs groups, 
Argelia Laya of the  National Wornen’s Union and the PCV and Isabel Car- 
mona of the Young WomenJs Association and AD, organized a committee to 
coordinate women’s participation  in  the opp~s i t i on .~~  They recruited two 
other  women  from COPE1 and URD, and on 23 September 1957, founded 
the  omen's Committee of the  Patriotic 

The  determination of the leaders of the Women’s Committee to fight 
women’s exclusion by  forming  their own multiparty  organization indicated 
the  growth of women’s ability to undertake  independent political activity. Its 
formation  drew on the experience of women’s conjunctural coalitions in  the 

23. Lightning  actions (actos ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ g o s )  were  quick  public  denunciations of the dictatorship 
made  in  crowded  streets or plazas. 

24. Isabel  Carmona  claims that she  was  entitled to a  position on the Patriotic Council for her 
role  in  mediating the rapprochement  between the PCV  and AD youth leadership, but at the last 
minute it was  given to a  man. 

25. Information on the Women’s Committee of the Patriotic Council comes  from  interviews 
with its two founders,  Isabel  Carmona  and  Argelia  Laya,  as  well  as  Urnaiia  Bernal(1958). 
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1940s for legal reform and suffrage, an experience now adapted to  the current 
situation. Carmona cited the name of the Women’s Committee as evidence of 
women’s continuing  subordination to male leadership: “Look at  how we had 
a tendency to devalue what we ourselves were doing! It was given the name 
of the wo omen's Committee of the  Patriotic Council’. . . as if we were  a com- 
mittee of the men! ” But  in calling themselves the “Women’s Committee,’’ the 
founders clearly sought to take advantage of a political opportunity, strategi- 
cally connecting themselves to the major coordinating  body of the  opposi- 
tion while ~aintaining autonomy  for their own organization.26 

Members of the Women’s Committee also used their gender to their ad- 
vantage. They encouraged participation  through  propaganda  distribution 
and demonstrations deliberately directed at  women.  Their major pamphlet, 
“Carta  a las Mujeres Venezolanas’’ (Open Letter to Venezuelan Women), so- 
licited women’s opposition to  the dictatorship. Forty thousand copies were 
issued. Demonstrations  were held where  women  were  most likely to be 
found:  outside of churches after mass on Sundays and in  the marketplaces. 
The committee also collected money for Christmas presents for the children 
of political prisoners (Umaiia Bernal 1958). 

By these means, the Women’s Committee unified women’s opposition. 
The journalist Lucila Palacios claimed that its demonstrations  were multi- 
class, involving women  from  the bdrrios, secretaries, students, professionals, 
and wealthy  women (Umaiia Bernal 1958). The demonstrations grew larger 
and more audacious as the  opposition gained in  strength. For example, in  the 
beginning of January 1958, according to  Gudrun  Olbrich,  “a women’s 
demonstration was convened in  the Museum of Fine  Arts Plaza to plead for 
the  freedom of political prisoners. Everyone remembers this demonstration 
because an impressive number of women  were  brought together’’ (Petzoldt 
and Bevilacqua  1979,324-25). When  the  women  started singing the Venezue- 
lan national anthem, the  approaching S N  stopped  in its tracks. Seeing the suc- 
cess of this tactic, the  protesters sang for several hours  until  a  superior officer 
arrived and ended the  demonstration  by  ordering his men to use their billy 
clubs against the women. 

The Women’s Committee was so successful that  it  continued  organiz- 
ing with considerable momentum after the fall of the  dictatorship, staging the 
first mass rally of the new democracy. Harking back to historical tradition, it 
set  International Women’s Day as the  date to bring  women  together  in  a mas- 
sive demonstration to celebrate the end of the di~tatorship.~’ Along with  their 

26. I am  indebted to Brooke  Ackerly for helping  me to clarify  this  point. 
27. Women’s  groups  had  sponsored  mass  meetings  of  women on International Women’s Day 

in 1944  and  1945 to promote  suffrage,  among other demands (see Chapter. 2). 
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male counterparts,  the women’s leadership was riding high on the  unity 
achieved by  the  opposition, as illustrated by  the ads run in  the national daily 
El ~ a ~ o n a l :  

Everyone come celebrate International Wornen’s Day! The 
Women’s Committee of the  Patriotic  Council calls  all women of 
Caracas to come  together en masse at  the New Circus2* Saturday, 
8th of March, at 7  p.m. (El ~acional ,  7 March 1958,8) 

United  we will achieve stability of the con~uests gained in  the  po- 
litical arena. United we will achieve the  solution of all the prob- 
lems which plague our country,  United we will achieve a  better 
future  for  our children. Unity has always been the slogan of the 
Women’s Movement of Venezuela for  the Celebration of Interna- 
tional Women’s  Day. (El ~acional ,  8 March 1958,36-37) 

Under  the headline “Ten Thousand Women Attended  the  First  Unitary 
Assembly Last Night,” El ~ac iona l  emphasized the remarkable unity of the 
endeavor.29 The article reported  that representatives of all four parties”& 
the PCV, COPEI, and URD-began the celebration that  morning  by offer- 
ing flowers at  the  tomb of Simcin Bolivar, the  hero of the  liberation  from 
Spanish rule, and at  those of two Venezuelan women of letters, Luisa Ciceres 
de Arismendi and Teresa de la Parra. Throughout  the  day  in Caracas, female 
party members and nonaffiliated women gave speeches that “insisted on the 
need for Venezuelan women to organize themselves.” They also honored  the 
women who had been imprisoned and exiled during  the  dictatorship.  That 
night ten  thousand people, mostly  women,  attended  the rally. Invited guests 
from women’s groups, political parties, and  cultural  groups were on the plat- 
form. Each speaker emphasized the success of the  united struggle, the proof 
the meeting itself provided  that  women  could  continue to  work  in unity, and 
the necessity for women to remain united  under  the new democracy. 

Ironically, the  new democracy itself would dissolve women’s unity. 

To summarize, women’s opposition to  the  Pirez JimCnez dictatorship, as in- 
dividuals and in groups, was evidently facilitated by  the regime’s gendered 
structure of politics. But their individual actions, while crucial to  the success 

28. The  Nuevo Circo, the largest  amphitheater in Caracas  at that time. 
29. The article in El Nacional was  republished in the Historia Grdfica de Venezuela (1958, 

81-83). Because  this  publication  reprints  articles on the most  significant  political  happenings, the 
appearance of this  piece  therein is another indication of the meeting’s  historical  importance. 
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of the  opposition,  did not provide  women  with  the  opportunity to develop 
leadership and organizational skills needed to participate in political life. It 
was in  the  semiautonomous women’s groups  that  women  improved  their 
own capacities for organization, recognized the discrimination that had kept 
them  from  maturing as political actors, and further developed the  form of or- 
ganizing used in achieving women’s previous successes: conjunctural coali- 
tion building. The women involved in  the Women’s Committee  would 
become lifelong allies and go on  to  work together  in campaigns to benefit 
women-but only after experiencing substantial demobilization. In  the sec- 
ond  transition to democracy, the pressure of the political polarization be- 
tween noncommunist and communist parties would  fracture women’s unity. 
As in  the  first  transition, political structures  would again exclude women on 
the basis of their gender. 

Once  the dictatorship fell, the political opportunity  structure of the transi- 
tion was characterized by the results of the “pacted’’ transition process. A se- 
ries of agreements drawn up  by certain elites established the  dominant 
patterns of democratic interaction for the next few decades: elite settlement 
of the  most pressing economic and political issues through  party  control of a 
strong centralized state, and the redirection of mass participation  through 
these new channels of interest representation. The exclusion of the  Commu- 
nist Party  from this process led to  the  other element of opportunity:  the de- 
velopment of the largest guerrilla movement in  Latin America until  that time. 

Immediately after the fall of Perez Jimenez, the  unity of the successful 
opposition seemed durable. The Patriotic  Council  pronounced itself in favor 
of a unified front, and all the parties involved declared a political truce to con- 
tinue  working  toward  a stable democracy ( ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ ~  Grcifica de V ~ ~ e ~ ~ e Z ~  
1958,37). But unity, at least with  the communists, had never been AD’S long- 
term goal. The  AD leadership in exile had agreed to unite  with  the PCV  for 
strategic purposes only. In the  international  atmosphere chilled by the  Cold 
War, such an alliance could not be maintained. 

Various sources confirm  the  instrumental  approach to unity  with  the 
communists of AD-in-exile. In January 1957,  as the clandestine parties drew 
closer together, the AD  youth bureau  in exile stated that  it “ratifies the goal 
that  the  party act as champion of unity. But it considers that this unity  should 
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be managed tactically, that is to say, in  a realistic form  oriented concretely to 
the  overthrow of the  dictatorship. . Taking into account the national and 
international political situation an exclusive  alliance with  the communists 
would cause prejudice against the  Organization  and  slow  down  the  solution 
of the Venezuelan pr~blem.”~~AD’s exiled leadership in Mexico agreed that 
strategically an antidictatorship  front was desirable, but  the PCV should be 
recognized as “the major rival for the masses” and u n t r u s ~ o r t h y  for its obe- 
dience to directions from  abroad and early  cooperation  with  the  dictator- 
ship.31 The Mexico group explicitly warned against linking with  the 
communists in  anything  but  the most provisional of agreements.32 

AD’S founder, Rcimulo Betancourt, in exile from  the beginning of the 
dictatorship, dismissed the idea of ongoing  participation  with  the  commu- 
nists in  a speech before the Carnegie International  Center  in New York in 
January 1957.33 O n  27 January 1958, a mere four days after the  overthrow of 
Pirez  Jiminez, Betancourt  sent  a memo to the  internal  party leadership ad- 
vising it  to hasten the  termination of the  Patriotic Council: 

This organism carried out a great undertaking  in  the final struggle 
to bring down the  dictatorship. . . . But I think  that  the prelimi- 
nary steps ought to be taken so that  the organism stops  in  its  func- 
tions. Since the political parties are already acting, the persistence 
of a  super-party organism of this type is not justified. Moreover, 
it is evident that we, and I presume  that  the  other two national 
parties, will only lose if the  common and concrete objective of 
overthrowing  the  dictatorship having disappeared we continue  in 
a  de facto alliance with  the  Communist Party.34 

While the AD leadership was obviously anxious to overcome a  poten- 
tial rival, their  interest  in shaking loose  from  the communists was based on 
other considerations as well. From their  short experience in governing during 
the t ~ ~ e ~ ~ o ,  AD leaders had learned that  a stable political democracy would be 
better based on the appeasement of a  wide range of sectors. In  the atmosphere 
of suspicion that characterized U.S. foreign policy during  the  Cold War, 
these inevitably included the local dominant superpower, anxious not  to see 
the spread of communism  in its hemisphere, and excluded an opposition ally. 

30.  Betancourt  Archives,  Vol.  34,  Annex C, 179. 
31.  See note 4 for a  discussion of the alliances of the Communist Party during this  period. 
32. Betancourt  Archives, Vol.  33,90-91, 
33. Ibid., Vol. 34,74. 
34. Ibid., Vol.  35,  187. 
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To attend to  both the demands of those sectors newly empowered  in 
the political realm and the  threats  from  more entrenched interests to  return  to 
authoritarianism, the  three  noncommunist parties (AD, COPEI, and U 
signed the Punto Fijo Pact (Pacto  de Punto Fijo) and the Declaration of Prin- 
ciples and Minimum  Program of Government (Declaraci~n de Principios y 
Programa Minim0  de  Gobierno). These consisted of a series of economic and 
political accords that mollified the sectors most  threatened by  the new 
regime-military, church, and business-and rewarded  potential  (or actual) 
party  supporters: labor, peasants, and  the middle class. The  distribution of 
power among noncommunist parties and their political dominance was also 
ensured as they agreed to coalition governing. 

The  continuance of ccimport-substitution  industrialization” (ISI), the 
economic development model popular  throughout  the region at this time, 
was also ensured through  the pacting process, underwritten  by  the  profits of 
the oil industry. This  model called for heavy state involvement in  promoting 
the development of national industries that  could  produce  “substitutes” for 
imported goods, thereby making countries less beholden to external markets 
and ~apita1.j~ While pact makers shied away from direct redistribution of in- 
come, IS1 was accompanied by  a  more  than  doubling of social spending 
(from 11.4 percent of the national budget  under P6rez Jimenez to an. average 
of 28 percent between 1958 and 1973) to insure  the middle and working 
classes’ adherence to  the democratic regime (Karl 1997, chap, 4). 

After assuring their  dominance over politics through  the  Punto Fijo 
Pact, the parties faced the challenge of rebuilding an effective structure  on 
shaken foundations, following the murder, torture, and exile of many ac- 
tivists during  the dictatorship. Survivors had to be reintegrated and new 
members indoctrinated  (Martz and Myers 1986,  123). In the view of party 
leaders, everything depended on reestablishing central control  to  ~uarantee 
discipline and  attract followers. 

Thus  party leaders returned to the  “democratic centralist” model based 
on a hierarchical leadership and sectoral-based membership developed before 
the advent of dictatorship (see Chapter 2). Parties quickly  dominated interest 
representation,  Organized  labor and the  peasantry  continued to be the  pri- 
mary beneficiaries, as before receiving benefits ranging from  party  posts to 
material resources in  return  for partisan support. 

But  with  the advent of democracy, parties were not  the  only channel 
open to interest representation, which could be now facilitated through  the 
state. The transition to democracy did not unseat the large, centralized state 

35. For  further description,  see  Haggard  1993;  Todaro  1994,491-500. 
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developed since G6mez’s rule. Rather, it replaced the largely personal chan- 
nels of influence with  a formalized network of commissions and organiza- 
tions. Capitalist interests were  the ones most served by this network, but 
organized labor also benefited (Kornblith 1995; Karl 199’7, chap. 4). 

While the policies of the political pacts established a stable foundation 
for  the democratic regime, its degree of democracy is questionable. The sec- 
tors included in  the pacting process had access to the channels of power. But 
the various mechanisms put  in place to ensure access for these sectors further 
inhibited  the  mobilization of constituencies that had not participated, result- 
ing in “selective mobilization according to the logic of the  situation and . . . 
demobilization of the masses”  (Salamanca 1995,200). 

Betancourt  made clear which  groups  he was interested  in  incorporat- 
ing  in  a  statement  made  in 1960 justifying the repression of a  demonstra- 
tion  by  the  unemployed:  “The people  in  abstract is an entelechy  which 
professional  demagogues  use  in  seeking to upset  the social order. The  peo- 
ple  in  abstract  does not exist . the  people  are  the  political  parties,  the 
unions,  the  organized  economic sectors,  professional societies, university 
groups”  (quoted  in Levine 1973, 49)”precisely those  groups  that  were 
successfully co-opted  by  the  parties  and  the  state.  While  this selective in- 
clusion would have even greater  ramifications  later  on, it  produced  imme- 
diate  repercussions: “The agreement to exclude important social forces 
and  organizations led to serious  struggles within Accicin Democritica. . . 
Betancourt  abandoned  the  mobilizational tactics of the past,  purged lead- 
ers of peasant  and  labor  organizations who insisted on  further  reform,  and 
stopped  trying  to organize  and  mobilize  previously  unorganized groups” 
(Karl 1990, 85). 

Along with  the economic austerity measures that  Betancourt applied 
after becoming president, its exclusion from pact making alienated the Com- 
munist  Party as well as the  more left-leaning youth bureau of AD,  which had 
been risking life and limb against the  dictatorship while Betancourt was in ex- 
ile. Frustrated  by  the foreclosing of possibilities for establishing a social and 
economic and not exclusively political democracy, the  entire youth bureau of 
AD split from  the  party and joined the PCV, whose demands for radical so- 
cial transformation  were  neither invited by, nor acceptable to, the elite groups 
who negotiated the pact (Peeler 1992).36 Inspired by the recent Cuban exam- 
ple, this group  then  formed  the largest guerrilla movement in  Latin America 
up  to  that time. 

36. A similar  process took place  in  contemporary  Chile,  where  the  Communist Party played 
a s ign i~~an t  role  in  the  opposition to Pinochet,  only to be  excluded  in  the  transition to democ- 
racy  (Schneider 1992). 
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The movement turned  out to be too radical for its political  ont text.^' Be- 
tween 1960 and 1962 its leadership concentrated on staging urban riots, hoping 
that high unemployment combined with discontent over AD’S economic poli- 
cies would  spur action among the poor. However, the urban  poor generally did 
not  support  the guerrilla movement. They were more interested in  the AD’s 
promise of social  services than in revolution, and they were put off by such 
uerrilla tactics as killing policemen, who usually came from impoverished 

backgrounds. The movement next tried its luck in  the countryside, ~ r n i n g  to 
rural organizing between 1963 and 1967. While some peasants joined, most had 
been or hoped to be helped by AD’s land reform policies, and many were 
members of this party  that had started organizing them in the 1930s. 

O n  their own  the  urban intelligentsia (mostly university students)  were 
not  strong enough to maintain the movement. Moreover, it did not  promote 
sufficient organization between those  urban and rural poor  who were  mobi- 
lized, and it made no inroads  in  the military. The movement showed weak- 
ness  all  along: in 1963, despite the guerrilla threats against those parti~ipating 
in national elections, 90 percent of the electorate went to  the polls, By 1965 
the ~ommunis t  Party was already discussing reincorporation  into  demo- 
cratic politics. The  party split the guerrilla movement by preparing  in 1967 
for  the next year’s national elections. The left misjudged the extent to which 
society was already organized by parties, with  no  room left to establish the 
necessary base for a successful uprising. 

While sporadic  student  protests  continued  during  the late 1960s and 
early 1970s, by the late 1960s the democracy was consolidated. There had 
been three democratic turnovers  in political leadership, and  there were no se- 
rious  contenders  for  power  that refused to abide by democratic political pro- 
cedures. The ‘‘democratic exclu~ion’’ of the pacted democracy would  only 
become destabilizing as the mismanagement of the oil-driven economy grad- 
ually eroded the initially substantial middle class and relatively well-off 
working class of the early years of dem~cracy .~~  

er 

Despite  the ideal of a  more inclusive politics under  democratization, 
women’s mobilization was fragmented by  the new political opportunity 

37. Information about the guerrilla  movement in Venezuela  comes  from  Levine  1973  and 

38. In 1970 the lowest 40 percent of the population earned only 8 percent of national  income 
Wickham-Crowley  1992. 

(Ewe11  1984a,  182). 
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structure of the  transition  period.  The  dissolution of the Women’s Commit- 
tee  was linked to the  dissolution of its  parent,  the  Patriotic  Council.  While  its 
tie to the council gave the  committee political legitimacy under  the  dictator- 
ship, with the  disbanding of the  council  the  committee suffered as well: 

The Women’s Committee of the  Patriotic  Council had the same 
luck as the  Patriotic  Council as a whole. The  unity of the people, 
stitched  together  through these organizations, upset  those leaders 
who came out of exile and returned to the  country  to  conduct  the 
process. . . So they divided the people who had united and formed 
a unity in their  own way. . . . VJhe Patriotic  Council had to disap- 
pear so that the traces of a fight in  which [the returning leaders] 
had not participated might disappear. . . Thus  from that moment 
the  democracy belonged to them and not  to the forces who had 
acted to liquidate the  dictatorship. (Isabel Carmona interview) 

Because the unity  on  which  women had  based their successful  activism in- 
volved many co~munists, exclusion of the left in  the  transition  confounded 
women’s organizational strategy. Although female activists struggled to 
maintain some  form of separate, multiparty  organization,  this  effort was de- 
feated by  partisan politics. 

Other  groups as well as women  were  demobilized in the process of the 
pacted tran~ition.~~But the  extent of women’s “democratic exclusion” far ex- 
ceeded that of other  groups because of the reflection of traditional gender re- 
lations  in  the  structure of political opportunities. Some women left politics 
altogether, guided by  the  assumption that once  the crisis passed, men would 

ain become  the  primary political Other  women chose to stay  in 
politics, only  to find  their  incorporation  impeded,  Those  on  the left who had 

39. The effects  of this  process  are  summed up in  L6pez  Maya et al. (1989,77): “The  measures 
of the coalition  government of President  Betancourt  were  oriented with the priority of consoli- 
dating the political  system  which  emerged  from the pacts of ’58, delimiting the quotas of re- 
sponsibility  and  participation  which the different  social  actors  would  have  according to the 
positions  which they occupied  in the hegemonic  model. In the process  the  fundamental  poiitical 
parties  were  constituted  and  consolidated,  at the same  time that those  groups  which  did not con- 
form to, or were not contemplated  within, the sociopolitical  project  were  suppressed,  weakened, 
or marginalized.” 

40. Most of the interviewees  continued to participate  in  politics  following the transition.  Lit- 
tle  information  is  available on those who chose to stop, but a few  reflections  are  suggestive. As 
Clara Herrera (1991,22) quotes a participant, “It was thought that the women  had  been  ‘loaned’ 
to the political  activity  and  when the democratic  movement  was  consolidated, the governmen- 
tal-level  and party positions  were  monopolized for the male  activists of the struggle; in contrast 
the women in their  majority  withdrew to home  life, in time  forgetting how they figured in [the 
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joined the guerrilla movement found  that its radical egalitarian theory  toler- 
ated discriminatory practices. Perhaps most tellingly for the  future of 
women’s activism, the  reconstruction of the parties marginalized women as a 
group  within this dominant channel of interest representation. State struc- 
tures also hindered women’s ability to function as an interest  group. 

The Impact of General O ~ ~ o r t ~ n i t i e s  on  omen's Organizing 

Following  the celebration of International Women’s  Day, the WomenJs Corn- 
mittee set up an office and looked  toward  continued activism in  conjunction 
with  the  Patriotic Council.41 The WomenJs Committee was allowed its own 
representative to the council, Isabel Medina, the  widow of the  former presi- 
dent.  But  the group’s attempts to operate  under  the new democracy were 
foiled by the ideological struggles of the transition. 

Women’s united activism represented a threat to the pacting process, 
whose goal was to isolate the co~munists  and channel all political activity 
through  the parties,  omen in AD had ignored their leaders’ request not to 
participate in  the  International Women’s Day celebration, but  the pressure 
was increased considerably afterwards. When AD’S Betancourt returned  from 
exile, he was furious to hear that  the celebration had been a massive event in- 
volving women  from all the parties, including the communists. He called the 
heads of the  other  noncommunist parties, Rafael Caldera of COPE1 and 
Jovito Villalba of URD, into his  office and demanded to  know  how they could 
have let women  from  their parties join  with communist women to celebrate “a 
communist day,”42 Such solidarity was not  to be tolerated. 

So from  the c ~ ~ ~ Z ~ ~ ,  or very top of the parties, came the  order  to end 

overthrow of the dictatorship].”  Although  some  men  and  women forgot about women’s contri- 
butions, other former participants  suffered under a  restored  division of  labor.  Yolanda  Villa- 
paredes  remembered,  “[My  husband]  was the man  and  I  annulled  myself as a  human  being.  I  left 
political  activity  and  became  a  housewife  and  nanny. At first  I  rebelled, but later  I became  lazy 
until  I  was  converted into the typical  housewife. A s  I  had  acquired a consciousness of my duties, 
of  my rights, in this  new  situation I became  neurotic.”  She  went  on, “There were  waves  of 
women  [participating in the opposition] . . . if I put myself to remembering  names,  well  then! It 
seems that we  did not know how to appreciate our effort  and that it has not been  valued. The ma- 
jority of participants got married,  made  their  lives.  Each  one  dedicated  herself to finishing  her 
studies, to her  family, to her own [life]. No, I  feel frustrated” (Petzoldt  and  Bevilacqua  1979,303, 
304). 

41. Information on the decline of the Women’s Committee  is  from  interviews with Isabel 
Carmona  and  Argelia  Laya. 

42. International Wornen’s Day has  been  associated with communism  since it was  first pro- 
posed  by the socialist  Clara Zetkin in a  resolution  before the Second  International  and  was pro- 
moted  by the communist-linked  International  Democratic Women’s Federation. 
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women’s pluralist organizing. In the middle of the first meeting that  the 
Women’s Committee called to discuss its transformation into a fully au- 
tonomous women’s group, Mercedes Fermin, a  well-known AD spokes- 
woman,  stood up and exhorted all AD members to leave. Many did. When 
approached about  the matter, URD’S  Villalba  said he could not let the  women 
of his party participate because “the communists will end up  winning  them 
over” (Argelia Laya interview). 

The women who stayed in  the Women’s Committee,  primarily  those 
associated with  the  PCV and small leftist parties, attempted to reorganize it 
under  the name of the  National Women’s Union  from the  dictatorship pe- 
r i ~ d . ~ ~  It acquired an office and enrolled thousands of members all over the 
country Again it focused on  poor urban  women, organizing around issues of 
legal reform, economic justice, and social activism such as establishing clinics, 
daycare centers, and summer camps. Organizers claim that  their campaign 
directed at Congress was responsible for  the inclusion of a clause in  the  con- 
stitution of 1961 barring discrimination on  the basis of sex.44 

This attempt to organize women across parties also succumbed to the 
pressures of the political conflicts of the time.  Because many of the leaders were 
known to support  the guerrilla movement, the police repeatedly raided the Na- 
tional Women’s Union’s  office, making organizing difficult. The guerrilla lead- 
ership was  eager to absorb the Women’s Union as an auxiliary. But leaders 
knew that if they attached themselves to the armed struggle they  would be- 
come what Esperanza Vera termed “a small  closed group which wouldn’t  re- 
spond to the expectations that women had of [such] an orga~zation.” The 
pressures on the Women’s Union became too great,  however. As Isabel Car- 
mona explained, “The guerrilla wanted to use the organization to build the 
guerrilla, those who were against the guerrilla denounced the organization for 
helping the guerrilla, and so  within this confrontation of interests, which was 
of the parties and not of the women, their organized strength died.” Neutrality 
was not possible. Women’s unity fell victim to the larger political struggle, 

After  the Women’s Union disbanded in 1961, many of its leaders joined the 
guerrilla movement. Here again, women played a crucial role. They repeated 

43. Information on the National Women’s Union  comes  from  Clemente  Travieso (1961,34) as 
well  as  from  an  interview with Argelia  Laya. 

44. Article 61 of the constitution includes the stipulation “~iscrimination based on race,  sex, 
creed, or social  condition  will not be  permitted.’’ The preamble  also  refers to the prohibition of 
sex  discrimination. 
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the  traditional women’s tasks of the political opposition, including working 
as enlaces, helping political prisoners and their families, and forming  human 
rights committees. Some of them also fought alongside the men.45 

As in  other guerrilla movements in  Latin America, gender ideologies 
and their reflection in political structures impeded women’s incorporation~6 
In the Venezuelan uerrilla movement, women  conformed to traditional gen- 
der relations in  most of the  infrastructural or “housekeeping” tasks they were 
assigned, But they  were also given the  apparently radical egalitarian chance to 
fight alongside their male comrades. However, discriminatory  attitudes  pre- 
vailed. Guerrilla commander Argelia Laya recalled one exchange with  a fel- 
low  commander who sent  her  a  note requesting her to send nine women 
guerrillas to his battlefront.  “What  kind of women  gue~ril~as-ex~losive ex- 
perts, propaganda experts, organizers?” she inquired.  “Just send us some 
girls,” came the  reply (New York Times, 24 September 1990,  A4). When such 
“girls” were sent along with men into  the hills,  sexual intrigue  quickly be- 
came an obstacle to movement discipline. But the  mostly male leadership de- 
cided that  it was the women’s distracting presence that caused the  problem, 
rather  than both sexes’ behavior. Commanders refused to continue to train 
wornen (Argelia Laya interview). 

Thus even within  a  structure of radical equality, women  were  the ones 
to be excluded. Revolution, it seemed, was to be limited to the political arena. 
Guerrilla leadership assumed that  women  were responsible for allowing the 
temptations of private life to subvert  revolutionary political goals. Angela 
Zago, another guerrilla leader, commented on a meeting where she observed 
the  continuing reluctance of male peasant supporters to allow their female 
family members to participate in  the movement: “How strange these com- 
munists who want  their  country to be communist, but  not their  women and 
children!” (Zago 1990,207). 

Women Respond to  the Resurgence of  ender-Biased Parties 

It is not surprising  that  many  women chose to continue participating in  po- 
litical parties with  the advent of democracy. Parties were the  structure  on 
which  the clandestine struggle was built, and  the  old rival parties AD and 
COPE1 quickly  dominated democratic politics. However, as had happened 
during  the  first  attempt  at democratic transition,  women  were marginalized 

45. For a  description of one woman’s  experience  in the guerrilla  movement,  see  Zago  1990. 
46. In a  comparative  article on women’s  participation in Latin  American  guerrilla  movements, 

Linda  Reif  (1986,  151)  notes that there  are both “ideological  and  organizational”  obstacles to 
women’s  incorporation. 
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through  the gender-biased structures of party organization, principally 
through  their  subordinate housekeeping role in  the women’s bureaus. Al- 
though  women  soon reached 50 percent of active party membership, they 
only held one or two positions on party directorates and  formed less than 3 
percent of the national legislature and no more  than 6 percent of the  state leg- 
islatures in  the  first decade of democracy (Briceiio Caldera, Brito Salazar, and 
Faria 1977; CSE 1984).  omen as a group  would wait until 1974 for  the cre- 
ation of an (unfunded) advisory commission on women’s  affairs. They  would 
wait until 1982 before any substantial legislation was passed promoting 
women’s equality. But because women had begun to challenge their  subordi- 
nate role in  their fight against dictatorship,  they also continued to contest 
their exclusion under democracy. 

Early on in  the democracy, Mercedes Fermin, who had founded  one of 
the  first women’s bureaus in AD’S predecessor ORVE, objected to its rein- 
statement. In the  transition to democracy “it was time to go beyond  that  non- 
sense” (Petzoldt and Bevilacqua  1979,  74) and incorporate  women at every 
level of the party.47 Unless they were incorporated  throughout  the  party 
alongside men, she felt, women  would be included for ornamental value, 
“like someone who is setting the table and forgets a vase. And  so says, oh, I’m 
forgetting  the vase!  Let’s put  it here-that’s the  woman” ( ~ e r ~ e d e s  Fermin 
interview). 

Acknowledging this objection, AD did not include a women’s bureau 
in  the  party  in 1958. But  within a few years a women’s commission (later de- 
partment) was reestablished as the mechanism by  which to incorporate 
women  into  the party.4X From its  inception  the  more  traditional COPEI had 
some form of women’s bureau whose marginal position was indicated by  the 
fact that  it was not written  into  the  party  statutes  until 1965. As the leftist 
parties returned to legal activism following the pacification of the guerrilla 
movement, most established women’s bureaus. 

The different ways in which the women’s bureaus led to discrimination 
based on gender can be  gleaned from  the reflections of current and former fe- 
male party members several  decades after the transition.  omen's relegation to 
reproductive roles was noted by one long-time AD member, Clarisa Sanoja, 
who claimed that because of the women’s bureau, male party leaders “always 
look at us as something domestic” (Petzoldt and Bevilacqua 1979,  133). 
COPEI leader Isolda Salvatierra  said in an interview that  “it  turns  women  into 
the housewives within  the  party (amas de casa dentro d ~ l ~ a r t i d o ) . ~ ’  

47. Also see  Martz  1966,202. 
48. The full women’s  bureau  was  reestablished in party statutes in 1985. 
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The  assumption  that  women  would not be primary political actors was 
made clear in  the limited access women gained to  party decision making 
through  their bureau. AD leader Elia Borges de Tapia claimed that while she 
had not felt personally discriminated against, she was aware that  “there are 
talented women,  with vast training, with  a serious political conscience, and 
they are relegated to the women’s type of organizations  within  the parties or 
attending to household duties. The parties, they utilize them and underutilize 
them! The  woman is marginal in society, in  the family, and within  the  parties” 
(Petzoldt and Bevilacqua  1979,  336).49 Moreover, as Salvatierra pointed  out, 
women ended up fighting over “one directorate  position  in eleven possibili- 
ties.” 

According to  AD supporter Evelyn Trujillo, little political training 
took place in  the bureau, with  the result that  the  most successful women tried 
to enter  traditionally male bureaus. The  situation was no better  in parties of 
the left, despite their claims to  promote gender equality. As Lilia Henriquez 
observed, “Unfortunately  the political parties maintain the same attitude as 
the man in  the home. The parties that called themselves progressive and 
which try  to take into account women’s situation, turn  to women  only  when 
they need them. . . .  omen's struggle should not be in  the wornen’s bu- 
reaus of the parties, which are a  form of discrimination. The just  thing is to 
incorporate  in  a  party and occupy one’s position  in  it as one  more  person” 
(Petzoldt and Bevilacqua 1979,313). 

Given the gender-based construction of opportunity,  one might ask if 
things could have been different had the Women’s Committee been able to 
transform  into  a  multiparty women’s rights organization.  Could  it have then 
become the peak organization  from  which  women could have made demands 
on their parties through  their women’s bureaus? The historical experience of 
the Women’s Committee indicates that  it  could  not.  Why was this unitary 
group  destroyed instead of co-opted by  the parties? The idea that  it fell  vic- 
tim to the centrist parties’ efforts to marginalize the left is not sufficient, be- 
cause the left failed to take over the committee. A  unitary women’s group 
could not be effectively co-opted because unlike the  corresponding  groups 
for laborers or peasants, its demands could not be channeled within  the gen- 
der-biased structures of parties. As Aurelena de  Ferrer concluded, “TO obtain 
our full liberation we would have to  stop being women”  (Petzoldt and 
Bevilacqua  1979,113). 

49. Ruth Lerner de Almea  echoed  this  sentiment: 
My condition  as a woman  never  was  an  obstacle. I accomplished [my tasks]  and  con- 
tinued  on. . . . I evaluate the participation of  women in that time  as  something  very  pos- 
itive, but still  given in an  unjust form. We were  allowed to participate, but not in 
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The inclusion of women as women would have required restructuring 
the parties to adapt them to the intertwined nature of the private and public in 
women’s  lives, but this effort could not be considered, given the continuing re- 
liance on conventional gender relations during the transition. Moreover, as 
women’s interests were crosscut by class  as  well  as other factors, their shared 
interests would be considerably harder to aggregate than those of the  other tra- 
ditional interest groups successfully represented through  party structures. 

Gender  Bias in  the State and Political Discourse 

Parties were not  the  only channel available for  interest  representation  with 
the new structure of opportunity of the  transition. Class-based interest 
groups also had mechanisms within  the centralized state to insure their access 
to resources and representation  outside of the electoral arena. The  state- 
based representation primarily of workers and capitalists was facilitated 
through  a  “semicorporatist”  network  within  the Decentralized Public Ad- 
ministration50 and state advisory commissions (Kornblith 1995,  79).51 This 
mechanism was a crucial channel of communication for particular sectors’ 
demands because it provided a source of direct access to the  powerful  admin- 
istration  (Rey 1989; Crisp, Levine, and Rey 1995). But as was true  in  the case 
of political parties, the  incorporation of sectors in this manner assured the 
representation of certain class “functions,” or economically defined groups. 
This fact helped exclude women as a  group based on gender identity.52 

relation to women’s  professional  preparation.  And with respect to legislation, nothing 
doing. It is  completely  retrograde  and  unjust. . . I have the impression that much  more 
is asked of us women than of men in similar  situations. It is  very  difficult for a woman 
to get to occupy  high  posts. It seems to me that there is  an unde~tilization of  women’s 
talent  and  capacity.  They  are  used  at the base, but  for social  tasks, for the food baskets, 
for selling  tickets. That is to say: to collect  money! 

However, I disagree  with all types of  women’s committees. Nothing works with 
women  alone.  All  has to be with men. We cannot  be  fighting  against  men, but with men 
to obtain the objectives that we  propose. (Petzoldt and  Bevilacqua  1979,206-7) 

50. According to Crisp, Levine,  and  Rey  (1995,  154), the Decentralized  Public  Administra- 
tion is a state  bureaucracy  made up of over four hundred  bodies  including “the governing  boards 
of universities,  regional  development  corporations,  credit  and  finance  agencies,  and  state-owned 
industries. Their independent  legal status gives  them  substantial  (although  varying)  degrees of 
autonomy with respect to income  and  expenditures.” 
51, Schmitter  (1993)  defines “corporatist” interest  organization as state  recognition of one 

peak  association per interest  group  and  its incorporation into the decision-making  process on 
policy in relevant  areas. The Venezuelan  state is not as limited  in  its incorporation of interest or- 
ganizations,  leading Kornblith (and  others) to refer to it as ccsemicorporatist.” 

52.  Economically  defined  groups  (primarily  capital  and  labor, but also including  middle-class 
professionals)  have  been  significantly  overrepresented on these  commissions;  surveys of the 
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The political  discourse manifest in  the  National Plans of the first 
three  democratic  presidents also reinforced the neglect of women as an  in- 
dependent  The small amount of attention  paid to women  by  the 
powerful executive branch through 1968 focused on their  potential  contri- 
bution to  the  labor force,  their literacy, and  their  reproductive  functions. 

etancourt  rarely  referred to them on their own in his early speeches as the 
rst  president of the  new democracy. In  the 1960-64 National Plan,  women 

are only mentioned as the principal  population  through  which  to increase 
the  labor force. There are no particular  strategies for  their  incorporation 
( C Q R D I ~ L A N  1960). In  the 1963-66 National  Plan, even a  reference to 
women’s employment is absent; the  only table that disaggregates by sex is 
that of the  illiterate  population,  in  which  women  are  disproportionate1 
represented (38 percent to men’s 30 percent). Again, no specific strate 
are given as solutions to this  problem,  despite  the reco~nition  that  it i 
cates “the  situation of cultural  inferiority  in  which  the Venezuelan woman 
still  finds  herself” (CORDIPLAN 1964, 306). In all of the collected 
speeches of  RaGl Leoni, the second  president, the  only time  women are 
mentioned is with respect to  the need for family  planning (4.0 AEos de Ac- 
cidn ~ e ~ ~ c r ~ t i c u  1981). The  word wornun never appears in his 
Plan (CQRDIPLAN 1966). 

As a candidate, Rafael Caldera, who would become the  third  president 
and the first from  the Christian  Democratic party  COPEI, was more  preoc- 
cupied than his predecessors with women’s role. But he was mainly con- 
cerned with  how  to keep it  traditional  in  the face of social change. Unlike  the 
relational feminists, he did not seek to help women  integrate  their roles as 
mothers and workers,  but to encourage them to  return home. In his cam- 
paign platform he celebrated women’s increasing enrollment  at  the uni~ersity 
level (up  to 32 percent  by 1965) but blamed working  women for the decay of 
the family, made evident by an increase in divorce and the c o n t i ~ u i n ~  prob- 
lem of out-of-wedlock births. To address these issues and restore  the family 
as the “base of society,” he claimed he would  promote “family policy.” The 
cornerstone of the policy was to grant “family loans” to help women devote 
themselves to their  true calling: homemaking. 

different  types of commissions  established  between  1958  and  1989  reveal that in the public  law 
entities only 4 percent of the participants  were  representatives of noneconomically  defined 
groups  (such as religious,  human  rights,  and envi~onmental groups); on the consultative  corn- 
missions they were also outnumbered  by  five to one  (Crisp,  Levine,  and  Rey  1995,155). 

53. The National Plan i s  prepared  by  all  presidents at the beginning of their  terms to outline 
the administration’s  plans for the country.  While it is  rarely  fully  implemented, it reflects the pre- 
occupations  and  priorities of administrations. 
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The family loans will help the  mother to give attention to her 
home, which is her central focus. The  work of wornen outside of 
it disintegrates and separates the family, translates into  the ne 
of the health and feeding and clothing of the children, and dam- 
ages their  emotional development and moral education, At first 
glance, thus,  the extreme importance of applying norms of family 
policy is obvious  in Venezuela, whose nuclear families are charac- 
terized by their high birth rates, low marriage rates, precarious 
levels of economic sufficiency and the progressive augmentation 
of women’s professional employment.  (Caldera 1968,45) 

he policy also included a “Home Bank” through  which  poorer  households 
would be able to  buy labor-saving devices to help women care for their 
homes and families, a national volunteer  program,  a national secretariat of 
housewives, and a commission to  study the  condition of worki 
However, by  the time Caldera took office, he  seems to have forg 
his family policy; his National Plan contains none of the ideas he presented as 
a candidate but follows in  the  tradition of scarcely mentioning women 

Thus  women were effectively excluded from political participation  by 
the gendered institutions of the political opportunity  structure established 

uring  the  transition to democracy. The clandestine organizations that 
women had sometimes led, and in  which  they had begun to take political ini- 
tiative, were closed down.  Their legal successors had little room  for women’s 
meaningful participation. The rebuilt parties and channels of access to the 
powerful executive branch  were based on structures  that privileged men’s  ac- 
cess to “democratic” politics, 

S a result of the  way  in  which  transition politics excluded them, women  un- 
ertook little activism on their own behalf until  the late 1 9 6 0 ~ ‘ ~ ~  However, be- 
inning  in 1968 women  slowly  built on their experience under  the 

dictatorship and the  period  that preceded it. As the tensions of the  transition 
phase receded with  the  waning of the guerrilla movement, in May 1968 
women again attempted to unite for their  common interests across parties 

54. One group, the Venezuelan  Federation of Women  Lawyers  (Federacibn  Venezolana  de 
Abogadas or FEVA),  which  had  been  established in 1956, was  restructured  in 1965 (de  Leonardi 
1983,431). It would  play  a  crucial  role  in  reinvigorating women’s  organizing in the early 1970s 
around the second  reform of the Civil Code (see Chapter 4). 
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and generations. At the instigation of Margot  Boulton  de Bottome, a member 
of the Venezuelan Association of Women from  the 1930s, the First Seminar 
for  the Evaluation of Women in Venezuela (Primer Seminario para la Evalu- 
acicin de la Mujer en Venezuela) was held to assess how  far  women had come 
since they  were  nted  the  vote  in 1947 and what  the  current challenges 
were. Women W had participated in women’s groups  during  the 1940s 
were joined by  others politicized during  the struggle against Pirez  Jiminez, 
from almost every poli a1 party. COPEI threatened to  boycott if the  com- 
munists attended. But  ulton maintained, “If I have a seminar about  the 
rights of women,  I  cannot discriminate.” N o  members of COPEI came, but 
five hundred  women  attended, calling as they had in 1940 and 1958 for uni- 
fied action on women’s  behalf (El ~ n i ~ e r s ~ Z ,  14 June 1968; Hernandez 1985). 

Once again women assembled a  common  platform  that reflected their 
historical demands: implementation of the 3936 Labor Law, eradication of 
discriminatory legislation, and state assistance to balance women’s roles as 
mothers and workers.  A new demand was for  the creation of a state agency 
to implement laws concerning  women and children (Primer ~em~n~rio 1968). 

N o  immediate results came from  the  First Seminar, but  within two 
years another  attempt  at unification was made by women  from leftist parties 
(the AD offshoot People’s Electoral Movement [Movimiento Electoral del 
Pueblo]), URD, and the PCV) who had been active in  the clandestine oppo- 
sition. Founders recognized the need to organize women separately, away 
from  the  discriminatory parties: “It was not possible to organize through PO- 

litical party  representation because this was an obstacle. . . . [T]he political 
parties did  their work  for women  simply to use women” (Argelia Laya inter- 
view). Claiming their antecedents in  the  National Women’s Union,  they  or- 
ganized the Women’s Legion (Legicin de Mujeres) “to achieve the full 
enjoyment of women’s rights [and] to incorporate  women  in  the political and 
social life of the country.’’ But again the  effort failed in  the face of political 

: “The political differences of the parties ended by smashing the Le- 
rnandez 1985,23). 

Despite  the destructive consequences of partisan rivalries, women 
never stopped meeting altogether. They  continued to innovate  in  their au- 
tonomous organizing. Drawing  strength  from  their  long history, certain ac- 
tivists kept  in  touch. At  one meeting of a small group of such activists, 
Perspective of Today’s Woman (Planteamiento  de la Mujer  de  Hoy),  the new 
proposal  from  the  First Seminar that  women  would benefit from having rep- 
res~ntation directly in  the state as did  other  groups was resurrected (Isabel 
Carmona interview). This suggestion turned  into a campaign to urge the 1973 
presidential candidates to take a  position on the establishment of a national 



women’s  agency. Its backers were finally rewarded when  the new president, 
Carlos Andris  Pirez, founded  the Presidential Women’s Advisory  Commis- 
sion (Comisi~n Femenina Asesora de la Presidencia or C 
1974. While C O F E A P ~ E  would not oversee great changes itself, the estab- 
lishment of this first national women’s agency would begin the transforma- 
tion of the  way  in  which gender relations were reflected in  the state, one of 
the central institutions of the political opportunity  structure. It would help to 
promote women’s organizing as democratization progressed. 

It would seem that we came to have more strength [during the dic- 
tatorship] than has  been recognized in legal  democracy.  Because 
the parties have not come to recognize women as equals. They ac- 
knowledge [us] in declarations but don’t put them into practice. 
The  party continues not  to be aware of its own history, where it 
saw us not betraying secrets under  torture  in prison, where  it saw 
us leave prison  without crying and without giving up  the fight but 
instead returning to it and then being c a p ~ r e d  again and then 
returning to the struggle again, (Isabel Carmona interview) 

How  do we explain the  paradox  that women’s organizational strength 
rose during authoritarianism, only  to decline under  the new ~emocracy? 
  omen's ability to participate during  the different phases of the  transition to 
democracy was determined not  only  by  the general political opportunities of 
the  transition,  but also by  how  the  op~ortunities reflected gender relations. 

endered political discourse of the  dictatorship  period and its subversive 
use by clandestine parties facilitated women’s participation in  the struggle 

ainst dictatorship. Women participated as individuals mainly through  their 
role as n u r ~ r e r s ,  caring for political prisoners and the clandestine leadership, 
However, in  the women’s groups affiliated with parties, women learne 
lead. They also came to understand  the  importance of unified and at least 
semiautonomous organizing. Their experience led to  the formation of a mul- 
tiparty women’s organization  that held the  promise of continued women’s 
activism in  the new democracy. 

But  the  unity  that  women had developed under  dictatorship was bro- 
ken apart  by  the  “democratic exclusion” of the pacted transition to democ- 
racy. Many  women left politics altogether, Others  found the gender equality 
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of the guerrilla movement a sham. The rechanneling of interest representa- 
tion  through  the gendered institutions of the parties, especially as manifested 
in sectoral organizing and state  structures, left women  with  only  a small part 
to play in democratic politics. Commenting on  why women  were  “defeated” 
by democracy, clandestine activist, longtime feminist, and former socialist 
party  president Ax elia Laya put  it succinctly: “In  the case of ~ ~ c ~ i s ~ o ,  it 
was stronger  than  a military dictatorship! Because it is a  problem . . . of thou- 
sands of years in  the minds of women and men.” The legacy of ~ ~ c ~ i s ~ o ,  or 
male dominance, was (re)institutionalized in  the  transition to democracy. 

However, the lessons learned from women’s semiautonomous and 
united action would not be forgotten.  Thanks to their repeated encounters 
through  the earlier period of organizing as well as during  the  dictatorship,  a 
network of women’s rights advocates was clearly in place by the 1970s.  Be- 
cause of their experiences of exclusion, women  would  continue to innovate 
or~anizationally, challenging masculine dominance both  in the  state and in 
party  structure.  This innovatio~ would lead to a new period of relational 
feminist activism in  the decades to come. But  the  tension  in  determining  what 
constituted women’s “shared  interests”  would also persist in  the  future as 
they struggled to advance their nont~aditional interests through and around 
traditional channels of interest representation. 
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The ~ r o ~ t h  o f  Conjunctur~/ 
Co~l i t ion  ~ u i l d i n ~  Under 
~ e ~ o c r a t i c  C o f f s o l i d ~ ~ i o n  
(1 9 74-1 982) 

With  the  consolidation of democracy in  the early 1970s, women became 
more proactive on their own behalf by substantially regendering their  politi- 
cal opportunities. Remarkably, they  did  so  at a time when  party  control over 
society remained quite  strong. Working in and around  the increasingly dom- 
inant executive branch, highly competitive parties, and alternatives to tradi- 
tional party politics, women made structural  innovations  in various arenas. 
These  innovations allowed them to debate  their gender interests and organ- 
ize a significant nationwide campaign. The growing international awareness 
of women’s  issues, spread by activities focused on the UN Decade on Women 
(1975-85), and the diffusion of “second-wave” feminism influenced women’s 
national innovations. But  they were also clearly building on their own his- 
tory. 

Women simultaneously experimented with new forms of organizing in 
the state, political society, and civil society. Within  the state, women made use 
of the  two first national women’s  agencies, the Presidential Women’s Advi- 
sory Commission  (Comisi6n Femenina Asesora de la Presidencia or 
COFEAPRE, 1974-78), and then  the  Ministry  for  the Participatio~ of 
Women in  Development (Ministerio Para la Participaci6n de la Mujer en el 
Desarrollo, 1979-83), to unite  women across parties and sectors on specific 
campaigns. In political society, the new Socialist Party  provided  women on 
the left with a chance to incorporate women’s issues into  party life on their 
own terms. They first attempted to  do so through a linked women’s move- 
ment, Socialist Women (Mujeres Socialistas, 1972-77). They  continued  the 
effort  through  the  party-based Feminist Front (Frente Feminista, 1981-86). 
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In civil society, feminists and women  from  the  urban slums formed  their own 
organizations, including feminist groups and the low-income women’s group 
Popular’ Women’s Circles (Circulos ~emeninos Populares). The small, exclu- 
sively feminist groups, which  started  in  the early 1 9 7 0 ~ ~  peaked around 
1979-80; while the  Popular Women’s Circles continued to expand. 

Women’s common  attempt to assert a measure of autonomy  for gender- 
based activism characterized these various organizational efforts. Although 
the  organizations had different approaches to  the inclusion of men (socialist 
women  sought to enlist men in  their groups, whereas early feminists focused 
on female activists), they  were all seeking some degree of separation  from 
traditional gender-biased politics. This was manifest particularly in  their re- 
lations with political parties, which  for so long had marginalized women’s  ac- 
tivism. 

This experience of marginalization formed  the basis of women’s search 
for structural  transformations to enhance their participation. State-based or- 
ganizing gave women an entry  into  the  powerful executive branch, formerly 
reserved for the  representation of traditional interests. Within  the Socialist 
Party, women activists modified the sectoral mechanism for representin 
women-the  women’s  bureau-at first sponsoring an affiliated women’s so- 
cial movement organization, then  attempting to  work  from inside the party. 
In civil society, feminists and women  from  the bdrrios rejected parties alto- 
gether and formed  wholly different organizational structures to represent 
their own. interests. As elaborated in this chapter, these different strategies led 

results in each arena, but  they  produced  one clear success: the 
second reform of the Civil Code, achieved by  a  coordinated  effort across all 
the arenas. 

O n  6 July 1982, Congress passed a  reform of the Civil Code fulfilling 
demands women had been making for over forty years. Both  the  content and 
the  timing of the  reform defied precedent:2 it was a substantial revision by an 
almost all-male congress of a set of laws that had upheld  traditional gender 

1. Synonymous with “urban poor.”  Analysts of Latin  American  class structure often  use the 
t e r m ~ o ~ ~ Z ~ ~  to indicate that this  class  contains the majority of the region’s citizens,  whose ex- 
periences  are the most  common to Latin ~mericans as a whole. 

2. Sonia E. Alvarez  notes the difficulty  in  altering the Civil  Code,  arising  from the threat such 
reform  posed to middle-  and  upper-class  men: 

Demands for reforms of the civil  code, for greater  legal  autonomy for married  women, 
for divorce  laws or for the legalization of contraception,  have  rarely  fallen on receptive 
ears  in  partisan  arenas  dominated  by  men of the upper-  and  middle-classes.  Such  de- 
mands, if conceded to, might signi~cantly alter  social  relations of production and  re- 
production, as well  as  power  relations  between the sexes  within the domestic  sphere. 
Thus, the platforms  and  programs of political  parties  gradually  incorporated  some of 
the political  claims  raised  by  women’s  movement  organizations, but only those which 



relations, and it came at  a time when  the congressional accord of the two ma- 
jor political parties previously achieved by pact making had  broken  down. 
Eight previous attempts  at  reform since 1970 had failed to bring results. 
ertheless, in 1982 the Civil Code was finally reformed to ensure  that W 

had legal rights equal to those of men within  the family and to eliminate all 
legal discrimination against children born  out of wedlock. 

The combined efforts of women active both inside and  outside of the 
state, drawing on the progress they had made during  the 1970s, produced this 
reform.  The Venezuelan Federation of Female Lawyers began the process, 

g forces with  the state agency for women  in 1979. Through  their cam- 
, women contested the  party-driven  nature of politics by refusing to 

rely on these traditional channels for representation. Instead, they  continued 
to develop the  strategy of conjunctural coalition building. They also carefully 
constructed  a  reform discourse that, as had been the case in  the first period of 
women’s rights activism, linked women’s advancement with  their roles in  the 
family. Like the first relational feminists, they challenged gender hierarchy 

This  chapter focuses on  the organizational and interest-based innova- 
tions  women made during  the  first  period of democratic consolidation. It be- 
gins by  noting women’s changing status and discussing the new political 
opportunities-both general and gendered-of the  period. It then takes up 
women’s  advances in  the  three arenas of political interaction:  the state, polit- 
ical society, and civil society. Finally, it  shows how women  drew on these ac- 
complishments in  their campaign to reform  the Civil Code. 

. . .  

Women of the middle classes benefited from  the expansion of educational 
and professional opportunities made possible by the still-wealthy and now 
democratic Venezuelan state. Women’s participation  in higher education rose 
from 44 percent of all university graduates in 1972 to surpass men’s enroll- 
ment by 1984 at 54 percent  (Huggins Castaiieda and ~ o m i n g ~ e z  
1993). Although  there was a 5 percent  dip  in women’s participation  in  one of 
the  most prestigious occu~ational categories, “professional and technicals,” 
between 1961 and 1971, by 1981 they  constituted 55 percent of the category. 

would not significantly compromise the social, economic, and political roles which 
dominant ideologies and insti~tions had  assigned them. (1986,117) 



 omen continued to enter  the public sphere as their percentage of the  labor 
force increased from 21 to 28 percent between 1970 and 1981 (OCEI 1971, 

Higher earnings and more  education  were also correlated with  lower 
ates, which declined between 1970 and 1985 from an overall average of 

oman to  four children per  woman (Hu 

advances were limited to a small number of 
women. Even a generous estimate reveals that  only 8 percent of all  wornel1 of 

e bracket were enrolled in  the university by the mid 1980s. 
The majority of women were employed in sex-segregated, low-paying serv- 
ice and manufacturing jobs. Not surprisingly, the  poorest and least-educated 

he largest number of children (Huggins Castaiieda an 

women were often  dependent on other  omen's 
work  in their homes and offices, cross-class organizing on the basis of gender 
was never much  more  than  a  faint possibility. The partisan loyalties that had 
in~ibited past attempts  continued to make such or anizing highly unlikely, 
making the  unity  women achieved in  the fight for  the Civil Code reform  that 
much more remarkable. The strategies developed for its success reflected the 
o~portunities of the  period. 

emocratic consolidation was attained upon the defeat of the guerrilla move- 
ment  in  the late 1960s and the  first  alternation of power  in  a 
tion  with  the 1968 victory of COPEI's Rafael Caldera. As developed through 
the pacted transition process, the  polity was characterized by a  strong execu- 
tive branch  dominating  the  state and by  powerful centralist parties channel- 

representation  in both political and civil  society. However, the  nature of 
ifted during  the  first decades of conso~idation"  The major 
cooperative and were challenge 

constitution of 1961 ensured the  polit 
SS), whose  power was increased by 
arlos Andris Pkrez's further central- 
s 1973-78 administration. The state- 
ups such as workers  and c 

cilitated t h r o ~ g h  the  semicorporatist  network of e~ecutive- 
branch commissions and the ~ecentralized Public ~dministration. 



Relations between the two most  powerful parties, never wholly  with- 
out conflict, became strained as the  cooperation of the  transition  period 
gradually gave way to sharp partisan divisions. Under the exigency of con- 
trolling the massive inflow of state revenue due  to the 1973-74 oil boom, 
President PCrez asked for and received special powers  from  an A 

ress. COPEI saw this request as a violation of the  form 
formal  interparty agreements in  force since 195tL3 The major parties began to 
cooperate less,  as was illustrated by  COPEIJs  both opposing  the  con 
sional bill calling for  the  nationali~ation of petroleum and boycotting  the na- 
tionalization  ceremony  in 1976 (Karl 1997,  153). Such partisan divisions led, 

r problems, to less oversight of the investment of the crucial oil 
ile income was still plentiful, its chronic mismanagement would 

lead to increased dependence on foreign loans and an unmanageable debt. 
By the late 197Qs, the model of political cooperation had clearly deteri- 

orated. Calls for the decentralization of political power became more fre- 
quent.  Emergent groups, especially neighborhood associations, sought  more 
local autonomy  from  the centralized and societally penetrative parties. How- 
ever, these groups met with little success at this time. 

Although AD and COPEI dominated political life, they  were not with- 
out challengers. The most significant development in  party politics during 
the  first  period of consolidation was the  founding of the Venezuelan Socialist 
Party, ~ o v e m e n t  Toward Socialism (Movimiento a1 Socialismo, or MAS), in 
1971.4 It arose as the result of a largely generational split in  the  Communist 
Party following the pacification of the guerrilla movement. Younger mem- 
bers, who had taken the  most active role in  the guerrilla struggle, were dis- 
mayed at  the  older leadersJ eagerness to  return  to traditional politics. Those 
Combatants who had gone into exile in  the late 1960s had seen the  problems 
with “real-existing” socialism. Most significant among these was the Soviet 
UnionJs crushing of CzechoslovakiaJs Prague Spring, which  deeply affected 
the  few who had experienced it  in  person. As a result, the exiles returned de- 
termined to build a nationally oriented socialist m~vement .~  They  found ea- 
ger allies in  the  student movement that,  swept up  in the  international wave of 

3. Although the election of a COPEI president  in  1968 brought an  end to formal  coalitional 
governments, AD and COPEI continued to share  power through the informal  power  sharing 
arrangements  set out in an  “institutional pact” in force until 1983.  This  agreement  established 
that the president’s party would  name the president of the Senate,  and the other party, the pres- 
ident of the Chamber of Deputies. The parties  also  agreed to reach  consensus on nominating 
supreme court justices  and other governmental  officials  (see  McCoy  1989,65). 
4. The description of  MAS  is  principally drawn  from  Ellner (1988), the definitive  work on the 

party. 
5. A  principal founder of  MAS, Teodoro  Petkoff,  was  denounced  by  Brezhnev at the Twenty- 



student activism of the late 1960s and early 1970s, had be 
 renovation'' to gain more of a voice both  on campus and  i 
These developments led many members to leave the ~ommunis t  Party and 

The  founders of MAS had been exposed to  more  than  the usual  set of 
Venezuelan political experiences. As  a  result,  they  initially e~perimented 
with  both  party ideology  and  structure.  Inspired by  the new  left  movement 
and  contrary to traditional M~rxis t  doctrine,  the  founders held that  a so- 
cialist revolution  could be begun by  an intellectual  vanguard  before the 
achievement of certain  “objective conditions”-that is, the preparedness of 
the  working class for its own liberation. The MAS leadership also drew  on 
its ex: erience in  the failed guerrilla xno ment  in  deciding that revolution 

ot be predicated on armed stru e. Instead, social transformation 
ake place through a  Gramscian  ar of position,” the 

lectual battle for  the hearts  and  minds of society. Thus,  MA 
mobilizing middle-class professionals, especially intellectu 
dents. 

In order to gain followers, MAS began a new form of organization. 
Fully aware that AD and COPE1 between them  ntrolled  the leadership of 
most civil society groups, the  party decided to ap oach from below. Instead 
of forming  a  traditional party, MAS implement the concept of a  “Move- 
ment of Movements.” The goal was to seek unity  within certain sectors 
through  a base-level social movement rather  than focusing on  top-down  or- 
ganizing. The role of party activists, moreover, was to unite  the sectors 
around issues that  were of vital importance to them instead of urging them to 

at  the  pattern of political participatio~ estab- 
S too deeply  ingrained to modify. The 1973 

elections gave the combined  dominant  parties 85 percent of the  vote,  a clear 
indication of their  control of the  electorate. Moreover, party affiliation was 

o firmly  entrenched to be broken  through  by issue-based organizing. The 
AS-mobilized ccmovements’’ never developed as planned into au- 

tonomous  structures “disassociated from political  parties. In practice, they 
often  took  on  the  form of leftist  ‘fronts’  whose leaders responded to  the di- 
rectives of their respective parties”  (Ellner 1988, 176). Thus,  in  the  mid- 
1970s MAS dropped  the  “Movement of Movements”  concept  and began to 
restructure  the  party along  traditional lines, increasing hierarchy, central- 

fourth Congress of the Communist Party (1971) for his  “nationalistic  tendencies”  (Ellner  1988, 
appendix). 



ization,  and  sectoral  organization  in  hopes of becoming  a signi~cant elec- 
toral contender.6 This  replacement of social movement-focused  organizing 
with a  more  traditional  party  structure led to its  becoming  the electoral al- 
ternative to  AD and COPEI, although  it  would  not garner  more  than  10 
percent of the  vote  in presidential  elections  until 1988.’ 

Women took advantage of the  consolidation of democracy to begin to regen- 
der  their oppor~nities. As time passed and they became aware of the dis- 
crimination  built  into democratic procedure,  they  responded  in various 
ways. They made organizational innovations  that  permitted either their  entry 
into ma~e- dominate^ institutions or their  creation of alternative ones in  the 
state, political society, and civil society. In these arenas women debated their 
interests and goals. The result of women’s simultaneous activism on different 
fronts  during this period was the building of one of their most successful 
conjunctural coalitions: the secon campaign to reform  the Civil Code. 

As described in  the previous chapter, the  first Venezuelan national 
women’s  agency, COFEAPRE, was founded  at  the insistence of veteran 
women’s rights activists durin  the consolidation. The history of their own 

revealed the need for an agency that  would  promote women’s issues within 
the  powerful executive branch. Because Venezuelan political life was to a 
great extent carried out  through semicorporatist bargaining, women re 
nized that  they had little chance at  promoting substantial gender-based 
or social reform  without such a resource. Thus  they began a campaign to 
pressure the 1973 presidential candidates to promise to create a national 
wornen’s commission. 

Their efforts were aided by  the changing international  attitudes  toward 
women’s  issues. In 1967 the  United  Nations  promulgated  the Declaration on 
the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women, followed by  the  Pro- 
gramme of Concerted I~ternational Action for  the Advancement of  omen 
in 1970. The impact of these documents on governments’ willingness to de- 
vote  attention and resources to  promoting women’s social, economic, and 

ely thwarted struggle for i clusion in  the democracy begun in 195 

6. It should  be  noted,  however,  that MAS still  maintained  a  greater  degree of internal  democracy 
than  the  traditional  parties  by  legalizing  instead of repressing party factions  and  by  holding  inter- 
nal  elections for party positions  instead of  filling  them  by  appointment  (Ellner  1988,  chap. 10). 

7 .  Ellner  (1988,  chap.  8)  notes that this  concern with electoral  politics  has  often  impeded the 
ability of MAS to focus on more  long-range  planning,  including  strategic  coalition  building 
within the  left. 
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political development was greatly increased by  the declaration of  1974  as the 
United  Nations  International Women’s  Year, which  would begin the UN 
Decade on Women (Miller 1991, chap. 7). 

The final factor  in  the establishment of the  state agency for women was 
the particular configuration of the Venezuelan state during this period, Pres- 
ident Pkrez came to  power after a landslide victory, a congress with his party 
in  the majority, and an oil boom  that  more  than  tripled fiscal income between 
1972 and 1975 (Karl 1997,120-21). Building on his already considerable ex- 
ecutive power, he proceeded to expand state jurisdiction in all directions. His 
major focus was the development of economic capacity. But social welfare 
was also on the agenda; for example, he oversaw the establishment of a na- 
tional home-based day-care program. Overall, it was a time in  which  inter- 
national influences coincided with national opportunities for  the creation of 
new  state entities. Pkrez established COFEAPRE  in 1974. 

COFEAPRE  both reflected and challenged the influence of gender re- 
lations on institution building. Its  position  within  the state reflected a  tradi- 
tional gender hierarchy: because it represented women,  it was never given the 
full status of a regular ministry, was rarely  funded, and was only allowed to 
propose, not execute, policy.* But insofar as COFEAPRE represented a  new 
channel for women’s representation at the highest level of government, it also 
challenged the executive-branch representation of traditional, male-domi- 
nated interest groups. After  a weak beginning, the women’s commission 
would go on  to serve as a  key mechanism for women’s  access to national pol- 
itics. Its first major accomplishment was the  organization of the long-delayed 
First Venezuelan Congress of Women, at which  were  introduced  the chang- 
ing gender interests and organizing principles that  would guide women’s  ac- 
tivism on their own behalf over the next decade. 

At the same time as changes were taking place in  the state, women on 
the left were attempting to alter the gender-biased nature of political society. 
The initial innovations of MAS resulted in  the  alteration of the male-oriented 
membership structures.  Unlike  the  traditional democratic centralist model of 
Venezuelan political parties, the sectoral organizing of this new party was not 
dependent on  the takeover of social groups  through  their  incorporation  into 
party bureaus, a process that privileged the  recruitment of men of different 
classes through  work-based organizing. In contrast,  the social movement- 
based organizing of MAS provided  women  with  the  opportunity to organize 
&S women, who had no defining workplace or class, but did have an identity 

8. Franzway et al.  (1989),  Alvarez  (1990),  Jaquette  (1994),  and Goetz (1995)  have  all  noted the 
parallel  between  women’s subordination to men  and the low status of political  institutions fo- 
cused on women’s issues. 
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to represent. As a result of its innovation,  women were among  the 
anized most successfully, along with  students and professio 

Women took advantage of the  new model of activism to organize as a 
sector. Moreover, they articulated a feminist perspective on socialism that had 
an impact on MAS as a whole. Although  temporarily  thwarted by the rever- 
sion of M~~ to traditional organizing in  the late 1970s, feminist members 
continued to  try  to use the women’s bureau of the  party  to  further their own 
interests. They were joined by  women  in  other left-wing parties, and they 
succeeded in some adoption of their demands in  party platforms. But  their 
organizational innovations had limited impact within  the parties, Women 
faced ongoing resistance on the  part of male leaders, and they learned, in ad- 
dition,  that  their own outreach efforts were too weak to achieve long-lasting 
change. 

As some  women  struggled to create  new  organizational  forms  within 
the  dominant  institutions of state  and political society, others availed them- 
selves of the marginal spaces in  democratic civil society. Both middle-class 
feminists and poor  women  attempted to establish alternative  forms of rep- 
resentation.  They explicitly rejected state influence and  party-related  or- 
gani~ation.  In their  own groups,  they  sought  more  “women-friendly” 
structures  in  order  to  present  their distinctive  points of view. While the em- 
beddedness of traditional  structures  and  gender  relations  would  prove  re- 
sistant to these nascent challenges, both  groups articulated  important ideas 
for  the  future. 

The main accomplishment of COFEAPRE in its four-year existence was to 
hold  the  First Venezuelan Congress of Women (Primer0  Congreso Vene- 
zolano  de Mujeres). After  a  thirty-year hiatus following the  Preparatory 
Conferences of the 1940s, the congress was held 21-25 May 19?4 and drew 
1,805 participants. Its goal was to address four main themes reflecting both 
the  history of Venezuelan women’s organizing and the new priorities of the 
UN Decade on Women: women’s  legal position, women’s social situation, 
women and development, and wornen at the  international leveL9 The official 

9. The  official  publication of the First Venezuelan  Congress  of  Women, Act& Findl (Final 
S u m ~ a ~ ) ,  reports the conference  proceedings,  including the keynote  addresses  and  a  detailed 
list of proposals  from  each  section. In summary,  conference  proceedings  show the legal  section 
made the familiar  calls for reforming the Civil  and  Penal  Codes  and the Labor Law, but it also 
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conference proceedings and unofficial reports attest to the  opportunity  the 
state commission provided for women to debate gender interests and 
women’s organizing strategies. But progress was held up  by the  ongoing 
problem of partisan rivalries that marked the period. The parties’ disagree- 
ments were played out by  their  women activists: no c o ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~ s  were included 
in C ~ F E A P ~ E ,  and partisan rivalries reduced the  potential of the  long- 
awaited congress. 

Gender interests 

The issue of motherhood illustrates both  the continuity and change in  per- 
spectives on gender relations manifest at  the congress. In the  opening ad- 
dress, First  Lady Blanca de  Perez  harked back to the relational feminist 
perspective of the 1940s. Again inclined to challenge gender hierarchy but  not 
difference, she considered women mainly in  their role as mothers: “We ought 
to protect  women legally and economically, together  with  their children.” As 
would become common  in  much  commentary  on women’s issues during this 
period, she saw a  threat  in  the challenge to traditional values embodied by  the 
still nascent women’s liberation movement, and she defended those values 
behind the shield of motherhood:  “The  only way that we can understand 
Liberation is to train [women] to better accomplish [their] high mission7’ 
(Primer  Congreso 1975, ~~sc~~sos). 

The first lady’s statements reflected the accomplishments of her hus- 
band’s administration. One significant innovation  under Perez responded to 
the appeal for  state  intervention to ease  women’s child-care responsibilities- 
albeit in  a manner that reinforced the association of women and children, The 
centerpiece of President Perez’s social policy was the  Daily  Care  Homes 
(Hogares  de  Cuidado  Diario),  a home-based child-care program for low-in- 
come mothers.’O It was effective.  Ry 1978 state  spending for subsidized day 

addressed the new  issues of abortion and the collectivization of housework  in poor neighbor- 
hoods.  The  section on women’s  social  condition  stressed the importance of balancing  women’s 
roles as homemakers  and workers by  implementing  policies  such as day  care  and  flextime. It also 
addressed the need to provide  family  planning  programs for both men  and  wornen, to consider 
abortion legislation, to end  sex  role  stereotyping  in the media  and in textbooks,  and to provide 
state  assistance to single  mothers  and  their  children. The section on development  was  clearly  in- 
fluenced  by the priorities of the upcoming UN Decade on Women  (1975-85),  covering  topics 
such  as:  women’s incorporation into state  planning,  education  and production; adequate nutri- 
tion;  and the situations of rural,  indigenous,  and  young  women. The section on women at the in- 
ternational  level  stressed  international  cooperation  and  issued a statement  in support of women 
imprisoned  in  Chile for opposing the dictatorship of Pinochet  (Primer  Congreso  1975). 

10. Linked to the larger  effort to provide barrios with the  services  necessary for integrated 



care had quad~p led ,  and the  number of children in  programs  quintupled. 
The program was seen as so successful that UNICEF promoted  the model in 
other developing countries, and it was adopted  in  Colombia and Ecuador 
(Fundaci~n del Niizo  1979). But while coming to the aid of mothers,  the  pro- 
gram continued to link  women, and not men, with child rearing. It also re- 
flected and reinforced a discriminato~y sexual division of labor: the  res 
c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~ e s  (mother-careta~ers) had supervisory  authority over the children 
of others,  but  they  worked for very little  money and had no voice at all in  the 
state administration of the  program (CFP 1994). 

In their discussions on motherhood, congress participants also intro- 
duced new ideas about gender relations. These ideas began to challenge gen- 
der difference, not just gender hierarchy. Abortion was a  hotly debated issue. 
As in  most  Latin American countries, in Venezuela the  procedure was illegal 
unless the life of the  mother was at stake.” The resulting clandestine abor- 
tions  were estimated in 1972 to be responsible for over a  third of all maternal 
deaths (Alvarez T. 1989,  153). There was vigorous opposition on  the  part of 
Christian  Democratic  women to any easing of abortion restrictions. A  con- 
tingent of c o ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~ s  protested discussion of the  topic by confiscating the in- 
formation on therapeutic  abortion  from  the chair of the panel on family 
~lanning and walking out of the final assembly when  the issue was brought 
up  (Hernandez 1985,59; Argelia Laya interview). 

The  majority of conference  participants, however, were  interested  in 
some form of compromise on the issue. As a  result, abortion was discussed 
in  two sections of the final document.  The section on legal reform called for 
a  sentence  reduction by half for  those  women accused of aborting  and  the 
providers  who assisted them.’* The family planning  section  recommended 
against the legalization of abortion as a  “free  and  indiscriminate” practice. 

development, the Daily  Care  Homes  program took a  model of child  care  from the area  itself: 
“The previous  existence in the ~ a ~ ~ o s  of some  women who take  charge of the care of the chil- 
dren of the neighbors serves as a  material  platform for the instaffation of the Daily Care Homes.” 
The program  was  administered through the Children’s  Foundation  (Fundacicin  del Niiio) 
started in 1964  as the Children’s  Festival  Foundation  (Fundacidn  Festival  del Niiio) to coordi- 
nate  a  national  event  in  celebration of children. It then  expanded to seek funding for social proj- 
ects  directed at children,  vacation  programs, TV shows,  children’s  books,  and so forth. Support 
for children of low-income  parents only began  when PCrez took office  in  1974  (Fundacicin  del 
Niiio, 1979). 

11. There is another rather  unclear  exception in the cases  where the male  head  of  household 
approves the procedure if the pregnancy  is  due to a  “violation of proper conduct,” i.e., the rape 
of his  wife or daughter  (Article 436, Venezuelan  Penal  Code). Of the Latin  American  countries, 
only Cuba has  legalized  abortion. 

12. At that time, for women the term was  six  months to two years; for those who assisted in 
abortions,  one  year to thirty months. 
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ut recognizing that  the  procedure was subject to “anachronistic  norms and 
national laws,” the section urged scientific investigation of the  problem. It 
also proposed an executive-sponsored commission to regulate abortion  “so 
that  it might not be realized in an anarchic form  without  control,” such as 
was already causing the tragic and avoidable deaths of so many women. Re- 
flecting the  priorities of the UN Decade on w omen, which included the  pro- 
motion of birth  control as a means for women’s advancement, the section 
went even further on the subject of fertility re~lat ion.   I t  recommended that 
access to  birth  control be enshrined in  the  constitution  and encouraged 
men’s education on issues of fertility and parental responsibility. 

While debates on motherhood  would  continue  without  resolution  through- 
out the decade, another issue introduced  at  the congress would take on great 
importance in future organizing as it had in  the past: using the  united  force of 
women  outside of male-dominated institutions as a  strategy to alter men’s 
historic  domination of public life. One argument  in favor of gender-based au- 
tonomous organizing came from  a regional reflection. The  Colombian UN- 
ESCO consultant on the  International Women’s  Year, Dr. Esmeralda 
Arboleda  de Cuevas, argued that region-wide, women’s autonomous  organ- 
izing was a crucial political strategy to  confront and change male-dominated 
structures, especially political parties: 

The Latin American woman finds herself within  a  historic devel- 
opment  that has resulted, more  than  in  other  parts of the  world,  in 
the masculine character of the social structure. The evolution of 
feminism in  Latin America has been slower  than  in  other regions 
because of the very strength of traditional  institutions. . . . Au- 
tonomous women’s movements that take into account Latin 
American characteristics ought  to continue.  They are indispensa- 
ble to call into question already out-of-date social structures; and 
so that political parties might  know  the  true aspirations of women 
and respond to them. (Primer  Congreso 1975, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ )  

Because of the  strength of such “traditional institutions,’’ especially 
parties, in  the Venezuelan context, de Cuevas’s remarks were echoed by local 
leaders. Ensuring autonomo~s action through  the cons t~c t ion  of a mass or- 
ganization of women was the subject of closing remarks by Isabel Carmona, 
the  coordinator of the  committee  that oversaw the national implementation 



of International Women’s  Year. As a  founder of the Women’s Committee of 
the  Patriotic  Council,  the  united women’s organization  from  the end of the 
P&ez Jim6nez dictatorship  that disintegrated under  the  pressure of partisan 
organizing during  the  transition to democracy, she could see the  stride  for- 
ward  that had been made with  the establishment of a  state commission for 
women. But from her experience, Carmona also knew  the  importance of 
women’s con ti nu in^ pressure from  outside  the state. She argued that “the 
positive disposition of the State [was] not enough; if [COFEAPRE were] not 
backed by the vigilant action of popular  mobilization  and  the pressure of a 
mass organization, which brings together  women  from all sectors around 
their specific objectives,” it  would not succeed in maintaining the mobiliza- 
tion of women evident at the congress and achieving women’s demands 
(Primer  Congreso 1975, discursos). 

Carmona’s remarks reflected an awareness of how  the  corporatist-type 
commission women had acquired in  the state functioned. It was powerless 
without  a  corresponding mass movement of the sector it was established to 
represent. Much like the parties’ women’s bureaus, the commission by itself 
would not allow women to advance in participation and decision making, es- 
pecially because it  too was in  a  subordinate  structural  position. But while 
women  in political parties could  count on the assistance of the parties’ 
women’s bureaus in organizing at least on a partisan basis, mobilizing women 
to make demands on  the state  would  require  the  construction of an extra- 
party or~anization of women. 

To promote  a mass organization of women,  Carmona  exhorted  the 
nearly two thousand congress participants to reflect on  the problems  they 
had encountered  in  their previous experiences with politics. They  should 
think “if they will put  up  with continuing to struggle only  through political 
organizations, which up  to  now have not fulfilled their aspirations in prac- 
t i~e.’”~ She pointed out  that  only a mass organization  would be able to repre- 
sent women’s demands to  the predominantly male political leadership: 

We know  that even when here in this Congress we have con- 
cluded today  with  the acknowledgment that  we  ought  to  reform 
laws to guarantee the  equality which the  Constitution proclaims, 
tomorrow, if the Parliament, in its majority  constituted by men, 
does not pay  attention to  our requests, no  one will be able to 
make any  effort  so  that  they might happen unless it is the sector 

13. Carmona  included  labor  unions in her  critique,  citing the recent  refusal of the Seventh Na- 
tional  Congress of the national  labor  confederation to include  women’s  demands. 



of organized women itself, with  its own mass following, which 
cannot be replaced by  the women’s bureaus of the political par- 
ties, seeing that  it  must be broader, because not all the  women of 
the  country are incorporated  into political parties and the prob- 
lems which we are defending are of all the  women, and not of the 
women  in  the vanguard. (Primer  Congreso, ~ ~ s c ~ r s o s ~  

t the general and gendered political opportunities  would not permit 
t ~ c t i o n  of such crucial mass organization at this juncture. In 

eral, partisan divisions separated the female members of different parties just 
as it  did  the males. Carmona herself acknowledged the “reasons of a political 
nature”  that had prevented the congress from taking place earlier., 
~ ~ Z ~ Z Z o  (little devil) of sectarianism that plagued the  proceeding^.'^ 
Vera, the women’s rights activist from  the dictatorship-era Young  omen's 
Union of the PCV, explained in an interview that a unified group could not 
have emerged from  the congress. Party influence would have led to female 
members’ attempts to capture  such a group as a means to  promote their own 
leadership: 

I think  that  one of the obstacles which has not been overcome is 
the resistance of the political parties which translates as a hostile 
position of their  women  toward  the  creation of organizations of 
this type. . . There are messages which may not be spoken out 
loud  but  which exercise a determining influence over actions. We 
here in Venezuela had in 1975 a marvelous opportunity to create 
this large women’s organization. We held a conference where 
there were more  than 2OOO wornen present of all the political par- 
ties, of all the religious beliefs, and the possibility of leaving there 
with a unitary  organization was put forward, and the  women 
from  the parties of greatest influence rejected [the idea]. And  it 
has not been achieved to this day. . . . The  women  from the  par- 
ties, what  they  want to offer to their parties is a group  where these 
women have control so that  by means of this control  their parties 
recognize them as leaders. 

In summary., the  first women’s  agency, resulting from  the confluence of 
women’s activism, international  opportunity, and an expansive state, pro- 



vided a space for  women  to debate issues. These issues included the need to 
organize themselves outside of the  state to ensure pressure potential. The es- 
tablishment of C ~ F E A P ~ E  thus  introduced  the idea that gender issues 

However, partisan differences worked against the realization of con- 
crete plans. Given women’s limited ability to organize outside of their  par- 
ties, were  there resources inside them?  The gendered nature of the  dominant 
parties meant that  internal  party  structures  were biased against the represen- 
tation of women’s interests, with  the women’s bureau still function in^ more 
in service to  the  party  than  to women.  But  the early 1970s  gave rise to a new 
form of party-based organizing with  somewhat  more  room for women’s or- 
ganizing. 

itimately addressed through state-based activism. 

The 1971 founding of MAS, the Ven~zuelan Socialist Party, gave women on 
the left a new opportunity  to alter the gender-biased nature of partisan 

AS first embraced the  “Movement of Movements” concept, 
these women rejected the  traditional women’s bureau. Instead, they  founded 
a MAS-lin~ed women’s movement group  that held tightly to its autonomous 
decision making and promoted  what  its members saw as women’s interests. 
When MAS reverted to a  more  traditional  structure, socialist women slowly 
adapted to it, still holding onto their mandate to represent women’s interests. 
But now  they  sought  a feminist tran~formation of the women’s bureau. 
However, not  only the political institution of MAS but also the actors who 
formed  it  provided gendered opportunities. The predominantly male  lea 
ship of MAS never wholeheartedly  endorsed women’s activism on their own 
behalf, and this lack of support exacerbated the weakness of women’s organ- 
izing. 

ni~ationai and  Ideological  Innovation 

The women’s group  inspired by the  “Movement of Movements” concept t 
MAS promoted was Socialist Women (Mujeres Socialistas), founded  in 
1972.j5 It not  only included women who left the PCV in  the split that led to 
the  formation of MAS but also, in line with  the party’s  class orientation, at- 

15. Information on Socialist  Women  is  compiled  from  internal  documents  and  interviews 
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tracted journalists, intellectuals, and students, many of whom had begun to 
identify themselves as feminist. “Second wave” feminism, the second global 
wave of mobilization for women’s rights that was nurtured  by civil 

hts-based, antiwar, and nationalist movements of the 1960s and 1970s, had 
reached Venezuela in  the early 1970s. Feminist books  and debates filtered 
into  the country, brought  by  women who had either been in exile following 
their  participation  in  the guerrilla movement, emigrated, or studied abroad; 
and feminist influences began to be felt in left-wing politics. The explicit at- 
tention to women’s issues within  a socialist party attracted women who had 
been active in small parties such as the Socialist League (Liga Socialista) and 
the  Revolutionary Left Movement (Movimiento Izquierdo Revolucionario, 
or MIR)P 

The activists who joined Socialist Women were determined to avoid re- 
peating their various experiences of discrimination within  their respective 
“revolutiona~” contexts. Thus  they rejected the  traditional mechanism for 
women’s incorporation,  the  women% bureau. Instead of settling for a mar- 
ginalized structure  that  did  not  promote  women  or  their interests, they  took 
advantage of the “Movement of Movements” concept to establish a semiau- 
tonomous women3s movement linked to a political party. Following the 

y of organizing movements as opposed to affiliating partisan 
pporters, Socialist Women stipulated that its members had to join  the 
oup as individuals, not as members of parties. The organization reserved 

the  right to  work  with parties if there  were  a coincidence of objective and 
method (Mujeres Socialistas  1973,  9). In  order  to assert its independence of 
partisan control, it demonstrated financial self-sufficiency by paying for its 
locale and staff (Ellner 1988,  186). 

Its  semiautonomous  status allowed Socialist Women to formulate its 
own views on women’s gender interests, following a socialist-feminist ideol- 
ogy. This combined the struggle for workers’ and women’s rights, as illus- 
trated by  the  motto  “Neither exploited by  a boss nor chained to a  stove” (Ni 
e ~ p ~ o t a ~ a s  por un patrdn, ni a ~ i n c o n a ~ u s  en un fogdn). The  group saw capi- 
talism and patriarchy as an intertwined system ensuring  the  reproduction of 
workers  through  the gendered division of labor  in  the home. In  order  to ad- 
dress oppressive class and gender relations, freeing both  the  working class  (all 
of which was oppressed by capitalist relations of production) and all women 

with MAS  members  (and former members)  Ofelia  Alvarez,  Fernando  Aranguren,  Gioconda 
Espina,  Argelia  Laya,  and  Magdalena  Valdevieso. 

16. MIR was  formed  by  those  activists who had  left AD in the  early 1960s to join the guerrilla 
movement. 
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(who despite their different class positions were similarly oppressed by patri- 
archy), not  only economic and political but also social models had to be 
transformed. 

Maintaining a contextual view of women’s oppression  in Venezuelan 
society, the  group recognized as its principal object the  many  women  from 
the  urban poor  who were single mothers  with children from different and 
mainly absent fathers. Unlike middle-class women, poor single mothers of- 
ten  worked  at  the  most exploitative jobs as well as carrying out domestic du- 

ocialist  omen claimed that all women, regardless of class, 
suffered from  the legal, economic, and social entrenchment of the ideolo of 
~ ~ c ~ ~ s ~ o ,  which justified male dominance as natural and eternal, the 
product of biolo ical difference. 

~ ~ c ~ ~ s ~ o ,  Socialist en went  beyond rejecti 
gesting that gender nce might also be a p 

Both views were incorporated  into  the 1973 MAS party platform. It lis 
five “basic conditions”  that a socialist government had to guarantee in or 
to ensure women’s liberation: (1) state attention to maternity and inf 
technical, scientific, political, and cultural preparation of women so that  they 
might have the same opp tunities as men; (3) political participation of 
women  at every level; (4) le l equality of  the sexes; and (5 )  the emer 
a “new  cultural reality” bas on the eradication of  the  dominant m 
vinist, capitalist ideology. These conditions  were to be achieved thro 
strategies including collectivization of housework, state protection 
nity and infancy regardless of the civil status of the mother, equal pay for 
equal work,  education for  do estic workers and prostitutes, and the modifi- 
cation of the Civil and Penal odes (Acosta and Espina 1982). 

not directly address every ertinent issue.17 But the feminist advance 
ist  omen were evident: up incorporated the social, econom 
gal equality of women a gral part of the socialist revolutio 

men elaborated on its ideology at its public presentation befor 

Some of these strate ies merely repeated the “basic conditions” 

eneral assembly in 1974. If socialism were to succeed,  women’s oppression, 
the ultimate capitalist contradiction,” had to be  eliminated. But women’s lib- 

eration would  not come as “a mechanical  fact or change as a consequence of an 
economic revolution,’’ nor be effected through  the “simple presence” of 
women at ~ifferent levels of the S e (Acosta and Espina 19 

men themselves had to be  active ants in  the decision maki 
ecution of the socialist project, which had to take certain reforms to heart. 

17. Mayita Acosta and Gioconda Espina (1982,lO) mention the complete absence of women’s 
control  over their fertility, among other neglected topics. 



f the reforms Socialist  omen promoted were those advocated 
women’s movement: equal pay for equal work and the end of 

other  work-related discrimination, access to education, eradication of prosti- 
tution,  improving  the rights of domestic servants, implementation of sex ed- 
ucation, increased child care, improved health care, and legal reform. Family 
planning was added to the list. But in this latest version of women’s activism, 
Socialist  omen insisted that  it was not promoting  “reformism,”  but  it was 
undertaking  the  first steps to permit  women to join  in  revolutionary  trans- 
formation: “As long as women don’t acquire their economic independence 
and just demands, they  cannot really integrate themselv 
tively in  the struggle for liberation” (Acosta and Espin 

endered ~pport~nities Thwart ~ttempts to  Bridge  the  Gender Gap 

Socialist  omen's defense of its combined activism for society’s and women’s 
liberation, especially its members’ insistence that  they were not mere “re- 
formists,” was clearly addressed to the  potentially hostile audience of male 
socialists-the actors on  whom women’s new opportunities  depended. From 
its inception, the  group was eager to include men. They were seen as fellow 
victims of the “values of the  dominant culture.” Thus,  although  the move- 
ment “came from  women for women and society,” it  sought  the  incorpora- 
tion of both men and women  who were willing to challenge the  dominant 
modes of production and reproduction (Mujeres Socialistas 1973,7). This  at- 
titude was reiterated in  the 1974 presentation, which stated that  one of So- 
cialist Women’s immediate goals was to have men understand  and participate 
in  the struggle for women’s liberation.  This  liberation was again explained as 
one  that benefited both genders and could  only be interpreted as detrimental 
to men’s interests by those who held the macho attitudes  produced and sup- 
ported  by capitalism. Moreover, men were assured that  the  group was not 
promoting  the  “arid discussions” of nonsocialist feminists, who were as- 
sessed at that time to be neglecting the class struggle. 

Despite Socialist  omen's overtures to men, the  group faced consider- 
able hostility  from male members of MAS. Its in~uence  on the 1973 platform 
notwithstanding, this new form of party-linked women’s activism encoun- 
tered opposition  from  within  the  party  from  the  outset. Argelia Laya, the 
veteran women’s organizer and a  founder of Socialist Women, reflected on 

ny men’s first response to  the women’s use of new organi~ing tactics: “The 
ates with  the c o ~ ~ d ~ e ~ o s  were terrible; [but] they could not prevent us 

~ o t ~ ~  cosd]. ” In Socialist   omen's presentation to the 1974 
nizing this movement of socialist women because MA 
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general assembly, the sense of exclusion was already a palpable undercurrent 
in members’ remarks. everal times they  mentioned  how women’s dual  op- 
pression was a  well-worn  path or a simple refrain (ca~ino  tr i l la~09  or r e f r ~ ~  
~ i ~ ~ l e ) ,  but  one  that nevertheless needed to be repeated. Although women’s 
concerns had been included “theoretically’’ in platforms for action, 
not been implemented in practice (Mujeres Socialistas 1974, 7). 
darkly referred to  “a list of concrete facts . . . at times certainly neg 
they had learned from,  but  would not elaborate upon, because “it is not  our 
interest to resent, chastise, or demand anything” (5). They defended their 
struggle as one  that was “real and should be continued” and “cannot be iso- 
lated nor delayed by  any  organization  which struggles or  ought  to  stru 
for  the same ends,” i.e., complete socialism (5). Yet the  group  anticipat~d and 
accepted its fate. “Probably alone, or [perhaps] accompanied,” it  would  con- 
tinue to do its “simultaneous and isolated” work (6). Members recognized 
that even socialist revolutionaries tended to repeat certain dominant  patterns 
of discrimination. To overcome these patterns  would  require  a  revolution  in 
gender relations as well as in class relations. 

Despite  open  opposition to its existence, Socialist Women hun 
tenaciously for three  more years, hosting three national conventions. It W 

only  with  the change in political opportunity  that  the  group disinteg 
While the reversion of MAS to  the traditional  party  structure  in  the late 1970s 
led to its greater showing  at  the polls, it also introduced  traditional gender-bi- 
ased aspects of that  structure  into this former1 nnovative party. This had a 
direct negative impact on women’s organizing cialist Women broke  up in 
1977. In an internal memo to the group’s  lead ip, Argelia Laya explained 
that  not  only was the  group subject to the general ideological, political, and 

anizational problems of MAS, but there  were also “disturbing relations” 
between the  party and the ~ovement ,   In  an interview, Laya elaborated on the 
change following the  transformation of  MAS: “The  party  wanted  to give [So- 
cialist Women] the  instrumental  treatment  which was given to  the  other  or- 
ganizations”-that is, turn in^ the movement into a  minor sectoral appendage 
in  true a ~ e c o / c o ~ e ~ a n o  style, This  restoration of traditiona~ 
within  the  party was evident in  preparation  for  the 1978 national elections for 
president,  Although  the  party  did not organize a  traditional women’s sectoral 
bureau, it held unauthorized meetings in  the name of Socialist Women and 
manipulated the  group  into  supporting  one of the  two choices for  the social- 
ist candidate. 

Socialist  Women’s reaction to this manipulation by MAS was sharp. 
Laya, angered at  the  subordination of women’s issues to  party priorities once 
again, reminded the group’s leadership in  her memo that  they had voluntar- 
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Fig. 4.1 
Argelia  Laya,  prominent  activist 
against  the PCrez JimCnez dictatorship, 
guerrilla  commander,  founder of 
Socialist  Women,  and  former  president 
of the  Socialist  Party (MAS). 

ily  undertaken this work “because life and studies have shown us that  the 
Venezuelan path  to socialism is pure blah-blah without  work specifically di- 
rected at raising the consciousness of women.” She closed by saying that she 
would  continue to fight for  the cause of socialism and women-for her the 
same cause-“with MAS or  without it.” Many members decided to go with- 
out and left to form  the completely autonomous feminist groups of the late 
1970s.  As a result of the  dissolution of Socialist Women, the analysis of 
women’s oppression received much less attention  in  the 1978 MAS electoral 
platform  than  it had five years earlier. Unlike  the 1973 platform, that of  1978 
focused on legal discrimination against women and excluded all elements of 
the societal critique proclaimed in 1973 (Acosta and Espina 1982). 

MAS was not the  only  party  on  the left that gave insufficient support  to 
women’s organizing on their own behalf. The coalition building of leftist par- 
ties around  the municipal elections of 1979 spawned a Coordinating Com- 
mittee of Leftist Women (Coordinadora  de Mujeres de Izquierda), including 
women  from MAS,  PCV, MIR,  the Socialist League, several other small par- 
ties, and nonaffiliated feminists. Like Socialist Women, the ~ o o r d i n a t i n ~  
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Committee of Leftist Women declared itself in favor of legal reforms to end 
discrimination against women as the  first  step  toward a more  just socialist so- 
ciety, It also fought  on behalf of the  most disenfranchised. In September 1979 
the  coordinating committee held the first street  demonstration of the new 
presidency of c o ~ e ~ ~ n o  Luis Herrera  Campins to  protest  the high cost of liv- 
ing. 

Gioconda Espina, a feminist columnist for  the leftist newspaper El 
Nuevo ~enezoZ~no, reported on  the discrimination that men from  the left 
continued to perpetrate  during  the women’s march: 

They belonged to different leftist organizations  but  in  the Plaza 
del Venezolano [the rally site] they  found, finally, a reason to 
unite: they were men, and thus  ought  to sacrifice their L c ~ e r i o ~ ~ ”  
differences (that is, their political differences) to assume the lead- 
ership of [the women]: those eternal minors who that  day  were 
accompanied by minors given birth  to (and surely supported  by) 
the  women themselves. . To be from  the left does not signify, by 
any means, to be clear about everything. It does not signify not 
being as sexist as any adeco at the  hour of believing that  some- 
one  should make decisions for the poor defenseless women. 
(IO November 1979) 

ale party activists directed the march, deciding which  groups could hand 
out literature (some parties, but  not feminist groups), and the  order of the 
marchers (putting themselves in  front of many women). Espina presented 
this example of male dominance as yet  another reason to continue  strength- 
ening women’s activism. However, the  Coordinating  Committee of Leftist 
Women soon faltered as an organizing force because of the lack of ongoing 
contact  among its members. It came to life  again two years later, though  only 
briefly, during  the Civil Code campaign, berating the almost-all-male leader- 
ship of the left for its exclusive preoccupation  with  the  upcoming elections 
and  demanding  that it come out in  support of the  reform  (Coordinadora  de 
Mujeres de  Izquierda 1981). 

Building from Within 

The women who remained active in campaigning for women’s rights within 
MAS did not  stop trying to incorporate  their own perspectives. Their experi- 
ences in Socialist Women showed  them  that organizing somewhat  outside of 
the  party  did  not give them  enough of a voice. But  they also found  their spe- 
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cific demands  diluted  when  they  worked  through  the  traditional  structures 
in the mid-ISiTOs. Therefore  they decided to  try  to integrate 

’S particular perspectives into the general struggle by  working  for 
specific demands  within  the  party.  Turning  from a linked or 

tion to an internal mechanism9 party activists started  the Feminist Front 
(Frente  Feminista) of MAS in 1981. The name itself reflected their  determi- 
nation to reclaim the  sectoral bureau for women:  the  traditional women’s bu- 
reaus  was often  named  the “Women’s Front” ( ~ r e ~ t e  ~ e ~ e ~ ~ ~ O ~ .  

The Feminist Front criticized MAS for being ideolo~ically oriented  to- 
ward, and structured on b of, male activists. In p repa ra to~  documents 
for  the Fourth  Conference cialist ~ o m e n ? l *  the front faulted MAS for its 
continuing refusal to incorporate women’s  issues in  its  platforms and pro- 
mote women’s leadership. It  exhorted  the  party to promote discussion of 
women9s issues, including  the  long-sought  demands for legal reform, and to 

feminist projects  such as public women’s centers (Rugeles 1981, 
evieso and Castejon 1981;  Valdevieso  1982). To reform  the mas- 

culinized structure,  the front  proposed  internal changes to  party organiza- 
tion to allow women  to participate fully: day care should be regularly offered 
during meeting times; funding of the Feminist Front  should be on a  par  with 
that of comparable party bureaus; and quotas  should be established for 
women’s participation at decision-making levels of the party. 

Finally, the Feminist Front recognized the need to promote  different 
forms of organizing9  particularly social movements of women.  They  were 
most likely to be incorporated on the basis of “social activism,” the locally 
based community advocacy in which  they  tended  to be involved (as opposed 
to party-based political activism)  because it took place near the  home.  The 
front also actively promoted  the idea of a mass nonpartisan women’s  move- 
ment, which  it  saw as crucial for the  liberation of all women. 

As the 1983 presidential elections approached, MAS seemed to wel- 
come  the Feminist Front’s ideas. In 1982  MAS founder and presidential can- 
didate  Teodoro Petkoff publicly  stated that the  party  should define itself  as 
feminist as well as socialist. The  National  Council of MAS  also promised  that 

percent of the  members of  MAS’S electoral slate would be women 
(Ellner 1988,  186). This  promise was particularly innovative, coming  about a 
decade before quotas  were regularly discussed as a way of guaranteeing 
women’s inclusion  in  Latin  American parties. The front’s  activism  also re- 
sulted in the inclusion of the  first a women's Policy” ( ~ 0 2 ~ t ~ c ~  ~~~~ I& ~ ~ ~ e ~ )  

18. Although it was the Feminist  Front’s  first  conference,  organizers  called it the Fourth  Con- 
ference out of respect for the work Socialist  Women  had  done  previously,  including  its  three na- 

tional  conferences. 



Fig. 4.2 
Cover of Feminist Front 
pamphlet  describing 
MASS ~ ~ ~ o r n e n ’ s  Policy.” 

section of a  party platform. This section advocated many of the  reforms  pro- 
posed by Socialist Women, from  the collectivization of housework to equal 
pay  for equal work.  But  it also specifically mentioned the liberalization of 
abortion restrictions (Frente Feminista 1983). 

The Feminist Front saw the 1983 developments as more  than  just an 
election-year gimmick; they  were to lead to the invigoration of MAS-based 
and beyond&” mobilization of women. In its bulletin A Pesar de Todo 
(Despite Everything), the  front stated its two goals: to solicit women’s vote 
and to build a women’s movement that  would  continue  beyond  the election 
year. 

ut  the lack of such  a  movement,  coupled with  the relatively weak or- 
ganizational  status of the Feminist  Front-marginali~ed as a women’s bu- 
reau-led to another ~ i sappo in t~en t :  the women’s bureau  and  their issues 
were  exploited for electoral ends  and  then  ignored. MAS failed to fulfill its 
commitment to have 15 percent  representation of women  on  party slates. In 
1985 only  two  women were elected as permanent  members of the  national 
party leadership. Moreover, despite  its  promise  in  the 1983 platform, 
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congressmen  did not  support  the legalization of therapeutic  abortion in  the 
next congressional sessions. Finally-in a  more  symbolic form of MAS’s 
betrayal-its leadership  pressured the Feminist Front  into a name change: 
the Women’s Work  Front  (Frente  de Trabajo  Hacia la Mujer). “It was ar- 
gued that  the  word feminist had been largely discredited  and  that  the party 
would be more effective if it appealed to women  in  their  condition as mem- 
bers of a  household and as workers  rather  than  feminists”  (Ellner 1988, 
187). 

La Mala Vida (The  Dissolute Life), a feminist publication to which 
MAS supporters  contributed, declared the  party guilty of a sellout, charging 
that  it had never been feminist in  more  than name and that it was only  inter- 
ested in organizing women “to send more  pants [i.e., men] to  the city  coun- 
cil.” After all, how could the  party be different when like all the  others  it was 
controlled  by men and a few women who imitated them? (La M ~ l a  Vida, 
May 1984). To add final insult to injury, in 1985 party leadership unilaterally 
moved the Feminist Front  into MAS’s “Area of Unconventional Social 
Mo~ements” without explanation (0. Alvarez 1987). 

What  the activists who attempted to organize on behalf of women 
through  a  party learned was that  not  only male-oriented structures  but also 
the sexist attitudes of party leadership could  prove to be an obstacle, The ex- 
perience of the  women of MAS illustrated what  Chilean feminist theorist 
Julieta Kirkwood (1986, 103) described as “a fantasy of realization through 
invocation,’’ (la ~ a n t ~ ~ ~ a  de la r e ~ l i z ~ c i ~ n  por i n ~ o c a c i ~ ~ ) - o r  more colloqui- 
ally, “giving lip service.’’ To the  women who believed firmly that socialist 
revolution  would be incomplete without women’s liberation, its mere recog- 
nition by  party leadership led them to assume that women’s issues would be 
incorporated  into  the socialist struggle. But  the male leadership never fully 
accepted or  promoted gender equality, as proved by its unwillingness to fol- 
low  through  on its promises after the 1983 elections. 

In addition,  during  the  course of their  attempts  at or~anizing while 
maintaining some affiliation to a party, MAS women  did not  put enough em- 
phasis on the  important mobilizational principle they might have learned 
from  the  history of Venezuelan women’s organizing, which had been resur- 
rected at the  First Congress. Women had to develop some  form of women’s 
activism outside o~male-dominated political structures.  This was crucial both 
to help those s t~ggl ing  to  reform  structures  from  the inside and to  promote 
women’s interests in general. But certain groups  did  attempt to build such 
civil  society-based activism during  the first period of democratic consolida- 
tion.  They achieved advances in political strategy, even if their efforts did not 
appear immediately effective. * 



In a direct response to their manipulation by political parties during  demo- 
cratic consolidation, women  from two classes decided to  or 
tonomously  in civil society: middle-class women  through  the feminist 
movement, and urban poor, or  ccp~pulars women  in grassroots community 
organizing. In  both of these endeavors, women challenged assumptions 
about  their interests. They also rejected the organizational forms  through 
which  their political participation had been marginalized. But their success 
was limited by  the  structure of opportunities. Party-based activism was too 
strong  a  force  to allow for effective alternatives in this period. Moreover, al- 
though  women of both classes formulated similar strategies, class differences 
largely impeded their  fruitful  interaction. 

Experience with  party politics gave a distinctive character to  the small femi- 
nist movement that developed in Venezuela in  the 1970s. A negative experi- 
ence with  party politics, particularly  the left’s insistence on  putting class 
before gender liberation, was pivotal in  the  construction of many  such move- 

n (S. Alvarez 1998,296). But  the  entrenched  power of par- 
ezuelan context had perhaps an even deeper i 

simultaneously stimulating and hobbling  the development of feminist ac- 
tivism. 

From their  particu nalization, feminist activists of- 
fered the  most forceful n’s politically autonomous ac- 
t i o ~ ~ . ~ ~  Feminist groups  in  ir membership from the university 
population and female professionals, but  the  groups grew with  the 
of those  women who had been disillusioned by their experience in 
~ ~ e ~ o  ~ ~ ~ e z o Z ~ ~ o ,  13 March 1980). While espousing many socialist tenets, 

nized from past experience in  a male-dominated party  that  women 
would have to rely on themselves for their advancement. The membership 
profile was reflected in  the types of activities most  common to the move- 
ment: small encounter sessions, occasional public meetings, and a stream of 
published work,  most  commonly  in  the  form of journals and newspaper ar- 

19. Information on feminist  organizing is drawn from groups’  internal documents, newspa- 
per reports,  and  interviews with Fernando  Anaguren,  Laly Ar~engol, Isabel  Carmona, Nora 
Castaiieda,  Gloria  Cornesaiia,  Franka  Donda,  Gioconda  Espina,  Argelia  Laya,  and  Esperanza 
Vera. 
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ticles. ~ l t h o u g h  they articulated an important dimension of women’s organ- 
izing, feminists would not develop a widespread alternative to party-based 
activism. Their  structures were no match for  the  entrenched parties, nor was 
their message of gender equality well received in general. 

One of the  very  first feminist groups, the Women’s League (Liga de 
ujeres), understood  the need for  autonomy  from  party politics from  first- 

and experience. Founded  at  the  Central  University of Venezuela (Universi- 
entral  de Venezuela) in 1972, the Women’s League began its own 
1. Clearly inspired not  only  by feminist but also by socialist principles, 

league members campaigned against the Miss Venezuela pageant, declaring 
that  “this  type of spectacle reflects the denigrating position  that  women have 

alist system” (A1 ~~~~~~, July 1972). However, the  group split in 
he Socialist League Party, in  a takeover move, sent all of its female 

members to join  the Women’s  League. This resulted in its adoption of a  more 
general political agenda: to free political prisoners, participate in  hunger 
strikes, take part  in  demonstrations  protesting  the high cost of living, and 
generally agitate on behalf of “democratic freedoms.’’ Founding members of 
the Women’s League were  sympathetic to these demands, but as one re- 

y our way of seeing things [they] didn’t have anything to  do  with 
the goals which  a feminist movement should have, that is the struggle for  the 
specific problems of women  in  a  dependent capitalist society like our own’’ 
(cited in Bricefio Caldera  et al. 1977,152). 

As a result of the Women’s  League’s “colonization” by  the party, those 
women who did not  want  to be associated with  the  party  formed  a new fem- 
inist group, Toward a New  oma an (Hacia la Nueva Mujer). They declared it 
to be completely autonomous  from  party politics and focused primarily on 
what activists claimed to be issues affecting all women, taking class position 
into account only secondarily. 

Many of the  former members of Socialist Women as well as  of smaller 
leftist parties were attracted to this perspective. Inspired by example, in 1978 
women  in Caracas founded  three groups-The  Spell, Person, and the 
Wednesday Feminist Group (La  Conjura, Persona, and Grupo Feminista 

ikrcoles)-to focus on women’s consciousness-raising throu 
nal publication, and video production, Feminis 
rida and Maracaibo, two large cities in  the  interior of Venezuela, 

and eventually spread to  other areas.2o 

20. Gloria  Comesaiia, the founder of the Feminist  League  (Liga  Feminista) of Maracaibo, 
credits  Jean  Paul  Sartre for its  existence.  While  writing  her  dissertation on Sartre’s  philosophy in 
Paris,  she  had the opportunity to interview  him  several  times.  At  one  such  interview  she ex- 
pressed how much  she  was  going to miss  her  Parisian  feminist group when  she  returned to 
Venezuela,  and  Sartre  suggested that she start one of her  own. 
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As explained in a statement of principles by  the Wednesday Feminist 
Group,  autonomous activism was a key principle of feminist organizing, Au- 
tonomy was the  strate y by which  women  could develop an awareness of 
their need for liberation, an essential process for any oppressed group: 

The movement for women’s liberation . . should be an AU- 
N ~ M ~ U S  movement, that is, should allow for women’s au- 

tonomy regarding their specific organization. The movement 
ought  to be autonomous, and the women’s groups are tools of this 
struggle because they are a favorable environment  where  women 
can affirm themselves, understand themselves, speak freely, and 
build self-confidence; they allow the search for a new identity, 
leaving behind the  constructed image in  which  women are im- 
prisoned and oppressed; they facilitate the break with  the  tradi- 
tional relations of subordination-domination, seduction,, etc. 
which privileges ~ ~ c ~ ~ s ~ o  to the  detriment of women; and the 
group allows the move from personal to collective consciousness, 
the same as the class consciousness of any oppressed group. 
(Grupo Feminista Nlikrcoles  1979) 

Reflecting many members’ former involvement with MAS and other leftist 
parties, the Wednesday Feminist Group explained that  although women’s 
liberation  would  only be made possible through a socialist revolution, social- 
ist revolution  would  only be realized with women’s liberation. Women’s  ac- 
tivism on their own behalf, now  through separate efforts, was explained as an 
integral part of the socialist project:  “The  organization of women’s struggle 
does not divide the struggle of workers, peasants, and the  proletariat  in gen- 
eral, it  strengthens  it, and just as those struggles liberate those  most involved, 
the  liberation of women will be the  work of women themselves” (Grupo 
Feminista Mi6rcoles  1979). 

Through  their publications and meetings, feminists sought to raise gen- 
eral consciousness-at least among educated women-of  women’s specific 
oppression. Although never enlisting great numbers, the movement made it- 
self heard inside and outside of the country. In August 1979 The Spell pro- 
posed the  first Latin American Feminist Encounter,  which eventually took 
place in  Bogoti,  Colombia,  in  July 1981 (Saporta Sternbach et al.  1992, 
n.23). The movement held its own feminist meeting in Caracas in 1979 (W 

would be repeated for several years), producing a document  that  continued 
to link  older demands for ending gender hierarchy and newer ones challeng- 
ing gender difference. Feminists called for a coordinating  roup of women’s 
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Fig. 4.3 Flier  distributed  by  the  Feminist  League 
of Maracaibo  defining  “Radical  Feminism. If 
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Fig. 4.3 English  translation 

WHAT IS R A D I C A L   F E M I ~ I S M ?  

Radical  feminism is a  revolutionary,  materialist,  and  autonomous  women’s 
movement. 

It  proposes  a  total  transformation of society.  Adhering  to  the  principles of 
Historical  Materialism,  it  takes  them  to  their  ultimate  consequences,  by  politicizing 
the  category of sexuality  and  by  putting  into relief the  specific  situation of the 
oppression lived by  the  woman  on  account of her sex. 

The  feminist  revolution  will be the  most  radical,  because  it  does  not  only  seek 
the  elimination of an  economic  system  (the  struggle  against  Capitalism),  but  also 
the  total  transformation of human  relations  through  transforming  the  relations 
between  woman  and  man  (the  struggle  against  Patriarchy). 

Feminism  does  not  divide  or  reduce  forces  for  the  revolutionary  struggle;  it 
augments  and  deepens  them. 

Feminism is autonomous  because  it  corresponds  to  women, as to all oppressed 
groups,  to  fight  for  their  own  liberation. 

After  centuries of fear, forced  passivity,  and  timidity,  the  woman  ought  to  learn 
to  speak,  to  reflect  on  her  own  problems,  and  to  struggle  in  solidarity  together  with 
her  sisters. 

W O M A ~ !  
The  oppression  that  you  suffer  in  the  home,  office,  factory,  street,  shop, 

Church,  school,  University,  high  school, city, country,  WORLD, is a  SOCIAL 
problem.  Alone  you  cannot  liberate  yourself.  Discover  the  friendship  and 
sisterhood of other  women.  United  with  them,  form  groups  for  reflection  and 
struggle  there  where  you live, work,  or  study. 
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organizations, increased child care, an end to workplace discrimination, min- 
imum wage for domestic  workers, and the eradication of sexist portrayals of 
women  in  the media. But building on some of the work of the  First  Congress 
and Socialist Women, they also challenged the  assumption of maternity as 
women’s “function”  by seeking the legalization of abortion (El  ~ ~ e v o  Vene- 
z o l a ~ o ,  20 December 1979). 

Such ideas were spread further  through new women’s studies pro- 
grams, the feminist magazine La  Mala  Vida, and groups inspired by feminist 
ideals. These included the longest lasting private family planning or 
tion,  the Venezuelan Association for an Alternative Sex Education (Aso- 
ciaci6n Venezolana para una Educacicin  Sexual Alternativa, or AVESA), 
which has focused on reproductive health, sex education, and rape crisis in- 

ion  from 1984 until  the present. 
ut   no~ithstanding feminists’ claims to autonomous action, the 

shadow of party activism fell over feminist organizing. Feminists brought 
gle with partisan politics out  into the  open:  in  the celebrations for 

International  omen's Day 1979, members of The Spell held a m- 
ing “Mujer: Tu Unica Militancia es con el Movimiento de Muje an: 
Your Only Activism is with  the Women’s Movement), deliberately using the 
word ~il i tancia,  usually applied to party activism, to encourage women’s  ac- 
tivism. But the  groups could never escape completely from  the legacy of the 
parties, which  they recognized as affecting feminists throughout  Latin Amer- 
ica and in Europe-any place women had been active in democratic central- 
ist parties like those  that characterized Venezuelan politics. Party  priorities 
influenced feminists even as they tried to focus their  attention on other is- 
sues, and party  organization was reflected in  their  new  forms of mobiliza- 
tion. 

Daily we are subjected to accusations that we have substituted 
women’s struggle for  the class struggle. . . Many feminist ac- 
tivists find ourselves-some with excessive frequency-interro- 
gating ourselves whether, in  truth, [our] struggle might not be 
postponable, as the c o ~ ~ a ~ e r o s  of the leadership of the mixed or- 
ganizations say. Many times we ask ourselves if it might not be 
better to sacrifice ourselves, one  more time, to  honor a  more gen- 
eral struggle, even if this signifies returning to silence and obedi- 
ence to the line of the leader (a necessarily macho leader,  even if 
she wears a  skirt). ( ~ Z ~ ~ e v o   ~ ~ n e z o l a ~ o ,  13 March 1980) 

Yet even as they  attempted to reject it,  feminists found their political train- 



ing incorporated into the new groups: “It is not possible to abandon tradi- 
tional activism? because all the ideological baggage is carried along to the 
feminist collective” (Persona 3/13/80). Thus feminists found themselves re- 
producing the same gendered roles of party politics in their new groups: 
ccfeminine” deference to a c‘masculine’7 leader on decision making and exe- 
cution of tasks.21 

While the feminist movement made the most articulate case for the 
need for autonomy in order to achieve women7s liberation, their organizing 
never gained a large following. One estimate numbers not more than fifty 
“active” feminists at the height of this period of the movement. Their idea of 
small consciousness- raisin^ groups could scarcely be widely implemented in 
the face of the control that mass-based parties had over most sectors of civil 
society. Feminists themselves were plagued by the vestiges of party-based 
political indoctrination. Furthermore, party incorporation of women ac- 
tivists continued apace, and with the exception of the early MAS, along tra- 
ditional lines. 

Beyond their different organizational style, these feminists’ challenge 
to gender difference and hierarchy threatened social norms upholding the 
importance of conventional gender roles. Autonomous feminist action to 
achieve women’s equality was a separation not only from traditional politics 
but also from men. In reaction, as one activist explained it, many people ac- 
cused feminists of being either lesbians or prostitutes-women who trans- 
gressed the boundaries of traditional gender relations. How deeply 

was the objection to feminism by powerful sectors of Venezuelan 
society would become quite evident during the reform of the Civil Code. 
~eanwhile,  feminists’ perceived rejection of traditional gender relations and 
focus on educated women also prevented them from effective outreach to 
what might have seemed a logical constituency, women organizing on their 
own behalf in the poorer neighborhoods. 

The Popular ~ o ~ e n ’ s  Circles 

In the early 1970s women from the Caracas bmrios started what would turn 
into the largest politically autonomous women’s organization, the still-exist- 
ing Popular Women’s Circles (Circulos Femeninos Populares, or CFP). De- 
spite the economic and social differences between popular women and those 
from other classes, they were similarly affected by the encroachment of party 

21. Lynn Stephen (1997, 279) notes a similar struggle with “socialization” among women’s 
grassroots groups seeking to transform political culture in Brazil and El Salvador. 
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politics on their organization. The experience of partisan manipulation also 
led the CFP  to advocate autonomous activism. It sought to express its own 
challenge to traditional gender relations through  a new, nonhierarchical 
model of women’s organizing. 

At least initially, so long as the challenge to gender relations by the CFP 
did not prioritize  the  theory of women’s liberation, this innovation was sup- 

er  communi^ organization. During this period, the members 
ctical struggle against class and gender oppression to resolve 

their  day-to-day problems. This difference in  outlook  from  the feminists’ 
made it difficult for women to organize across classes. But it also revealed an 
analysis crossing “‘strategic’’ and “practical” lines of interest. 

In Venezuelan ~ ~ ~ i o s ,  mothers  with children from multiple and absent 
fathers were  the central adult figures (Dalla Costa 1995,  96). They  were  the 
concrete embodiment of the large number of both households headed by a 
woman,  which  formed 22 percent of all households  in 1976, and out-of- 
wedlock births,  which  amounted to 53 percent of all births  in 1974 (Huggins 
Castaiieda and  Dominguez  Nelson 1993,33; Ministro  de  Estado 1983,  137). 
While single mothers  were  the subjects of programs such as the  Daily  Care 
Homes,  state  attention never provided sufficient relief for the  quarter of all 
families that lived in  poverty  (Huggins Castaiieda and  Dominguez  Nelson 
1993,18). 

To address the  problems of poor  urban women,  in 1974 a few women 
living in  a Caracas ~ a ~ i o  suggested to community organizers from the  Pop- 
ular Action Service Center  (Centro a1 Servicio de Acci6n Popular, or  CE- 
AP), Venezuela’s largest and  most successful community o~ganization,  that 

It establish a  project specifically focused on their needs. In response, CESAP 
sponsored  the  Popular Women’s Circles (CFP)  to organize ~ a ~ i o  h o m e ~ a k -  
ers. The  CFP initially gave small classes or  workshops in self-esteem, health 
issues, child rearing, and microenterprises, using a  “popular  education” 
model. Following  the teachings of Paolo Freire, it built on  the knowledge 
that  the  students themselves brought to the subject from lived experiences, 

y 1978 there  were seventeen circles in Caracas and nineteen in  other states; 
in 1982 the national CFP organization began its own publication, ~ u ~ e ~ e s  ert 
Lucha (Women in § t~ggle) .  

The  CFP regendered the  opportunity of party-based  representation. It re- 
jected the  party women’s bureaus  and  offered  an  alternative specifically 

eared to  the needs of poor  urban women,  whether material or, eventually, 



representational.  Unlike  the  centralized  models that  dominated Venezuelan 
political activity, the  structure of the  CFP was decentralized  and  nonhier- 
archical, much closer to a social movement  than  a  political party. Each local 
circle was based on a  structure of concentric circles. The  inner circle was 
made up of four  coordinators  who oversaw  the areas of formation,  organi- 
zation, solidarity, and financing. The second circle included the re 
ticipants; and  the  third circle, the  wider  community. The local circles met  in 
yearly  statewide  and  national meetings run  by small elected coordinating 
teams. 

The contrast  with  party organizing became  even more  striking  with  the 
explicit rejection of party politics by the CFP. Within  a few years of the 
group’s founding,  the  coordinators  at every level of the  organization were 
forbidden to be active members of political parties. A national coordinator of 
the CFP explained that early on, political parties tried to  “capture” the local 
organizations for electoral ends. After  the CFP had achieved a national pres- 
ence, it also experienced political pressure  around  the 1978 presidential elec- 
tion. These experiences led members to pass the  nonpartisan rule (Juana 
Delgado interview). 

The difference between the parties and the CFP is also emphasized in 
its first brochure, 2 Que” son 10s ~ ~ r c ~ l o s  ~ e ~ e n ~ n o s  ~ o ~ ~ l u r e s ?  (What are the 
Popular  omen's Circles?). In explaining why the CFP was establiphed, the 
authors  note  how local organizations had been politicized to the  point of im- 
peding community-based organizing: “Organizations exist like the  Neigh- 
borhood  Council, or  Communal Committee,  which is in  the hands of some 
political party and functions  only for the interests of the party, dividing us 
even more’’ (Orellana and Ortiz n.d.). 

The  profound influence of party politics, and women’s rejection of it, is 
again made clear when  the  authors explain the need for women to organize. 
After  a  paragraph describing how  popular women’s needs had prepared  them 
to mobilize on behalf of their children and their communities as well as for 
themselves, a  cartoon  depiction of an older  woman responds, “That’s what 
I’ve always said.” She  is answered by a  young  mother  holding  a  crying infant: 
“Yes, granny, but  a single tree doesn’t make a  mountain.  And to understand 
and fight for  our rights as women and as a people, we have had to organize 
ourselves, to start to open  our eyes and keep ourselves very alert in  the  Pop- 
ular  omen's Circles.” To which the  grandmother replies with  an  angry ex- 
pression, “What is that guurun~~ngu [whatchamacallit~?  Have  you all 
invented another party?” 

The political independence of the  organization  kept  it  from  traditional 
sources of funding.  Beyond  the  support of its members (20 percent of the 
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Fig. 4.4 Cartoon  from CFP pamphlet. 

dues of each local organization and 10 percent of the revenue from  produc- 
tion  workshops was provided  to  support  the  national  organization),  the CFP 
was dependent  on outside funding.22 This was in significant contrast to many 
local organizations,  which  often engaged in  party-based clientelism. Having 
affiliated with  one  or  another party, they  were assured some  form of regular 
income as long as their  members  supported  party  programs and promoted 
candidates during elections. 

Beyond  the  training offered by  the local circles, as it expanded the na- 
tional  body began to serve as a means of repres~nting  popular  women  to a 

state  that had largely ignored  them.  In  this process, the CFP effectively made 
an end run  around  the  political parties that  sought  to  capture  the  group  for 
electoral purposes. In 1979 the  membership  sent  their  own  petition to Presi- 
dent  Herrera  Campins,  demanding a voice in social policy makin 
ing on respect for their political autonomy.  In 1980-81 the CFP coordinated 
protests against the h i g ~  cost of living for bmrio residents, conducted  a  sur- 
vey to  show  how few of them  could  afford  the cesta bdsicu (the “basic bas- 
ket,” a measurement of the  cost of staples), and coordinated  bulk  buying 
clubs. 

22. These  funders have included  the  Inter-American  Foundation,  the  Global Fund for 
~ o ~ e n ,  the United Nations Development Pro~ramme, ILDIS, and other private  European  and 
Venezuelan  foundations. 
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Despite  the CFP’s autonomous activity and defiance of party manipulation, 
the  common experience with  other women’s groups  did not lead to an easy 
alliance. Individual middle-class women who devoted their energies to or- 
ganizing in  the ~ a ~ ~ ~ o s  were welcome collaborators. But as a whole, the  group 
saw their interests differently from  those expressed by the largely middle- 
class, educated feminist groups  in Venezuela, as well as those of party ac- 
tivists who  took  on women’s  issues. The popular women’s orientation came 
from  their practical, not theoretical experience of the  intertwined  nature of 
gender and class oppression: 

The CFP differs from  those theoretical approaches used by some 
feminist groups and other political organizations  which underes- 
timate work  with women, housewives, in  their family and com- 
munity spheres and which, moreover, consider that this work 
only  introduces  “reforms” and does not produce  transformations 
which have repercussions throughout society. The experience of 
the Circles, much to the contrary, proves that  it is precisely 
through reflection on her daily family and community life that  a 
woman  from  the  popular sectors, with  more  harmony and greater 
profundity,  introduces changes in  her daily tasks, democratizes 
authoritarian and patriarchal family and community relations, 
starts to question  the str~ctures of power, and develops actions 
whose significance and extent is of great relevance and social tran- 
scendence. (Paredes and Tapia 1989,38) 

The CFP stressed the need to address the effects of discriminatory gender re- 
lations within  the  context of popular women’s daily lives, thus combining 
“practical” and ~cstrategi~” Their  context was made up of a com- 
plex interaction of forces, including, but  not limited to,  the  problems associ- 
ated with ~ ~ c ~ i s ~ o .  The group made clear that  popular  women  worked 
within  their communities, not somehow estranged from them: 

The  problem of ~ ~ c ~ i s ~ o  and the  subordination of women is an 
integral phenomenon  in  the sense that  it has to do with  the family 
as a  whole (parents, daughters and sons, etc.) and  the commu~ity. 
[It must be addressed] in  such  a  way  that  the  understanding of 

23. The division between practical and strategic interests is problernatized in Chapter 1. 
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these problems and the educational actions which are undertaken 
to improve women’s condition do  not a  priori exclude the work 
which must be undertaken  with all of the family, the neighbor- 
hood,  the bmrio, the community, etc. In this way, the feminist 
components are taken on within  a  more complex whole  which 
has important relations with  the social distribution of power, the 
economic capacity of popular  women,  the  education and forma- 
tion of children, etc. (Paredes and Tapia 1989,4142) 

Yet popular women’s gender interests were not static. In the early 
1980s, the CFP showed  a  notable repositioning. In 1979 it described itself as 
“a  popular women’s organi%ation  which seeks to articulate women’s partici- 
pation  in  the  solution of the  problems of the  popular class in general and not 
a feminist organi%ation  which  works  only for women’s rights.” But  in 1981 it 
produced an internal evaluation, noting  that it was not focused enough on the 
problems of sexism and women’s subordination  (Orellana 1991,116). One of 

nificant causes of this development was the CF 
tion to reform  the Civil Code.  In this campa 

tempts were made to strategize around issues common to all women. 

. 
ii 

The 1982 reform of the Civil Code came about as the result of the regender- 
ing of political opportunities  during democratic consolidation. It fulfilled 
women’s forty-year-old demands for equality between men and women  in 

ecision making and for equal legal status  for ail children. After eight 
previous attempts  during  the 1970s had failed, in  the final, successful cam- 
paign, first  a professional women’s organi%ation  (the Venezuelan Federation 
of Female Lawyers) and then  the minister for women’s  affairs, Mercedes 
Pulido  de Briceiio, took the lead. They  built  a  conjunctural coalition that re- 
lied on women’s capacity for autonomous organizing across partisan differ- 
ences and political arenas, using an explicitly nonfeminist, profamily 
rhetorical strategy. The result was a  reform of the Civil Code  supported  by 
women  from  a  wide range of backgrounds and from every political party. 

In  the 1980s version of conjunctural coalition building, women activists 
profited  from, and made advances over, the experiences of their 1940s fore- 
mothers. The result was a  more radical reform of the Civil Code  than  the  one 



attempted  in 1942. As in  the earlier effort, women’s groups  in civil society 
were of considerable importance, again using the strategies of national peti- 
tion campaigns and election-based issue promotion.  These efforts increased 
in effectiveness because they  were  now employed under  a democratic (not 
liberal authoritarian) regime, which paid considerably more  attention to citi- 
zen-based activism. The new mechanism of women’s state-based representa- 
tion, giving women  a  foothold  in  the  powerful executive branch, proved 
indispensable to the success of the campaign. Pulido  de Bricelio was a well- 
connected Christian  Democrat  whose leadership was the sine qua non of the 
reform effort. It also helped that this second reform took place during  the 
UN Decade on Women, a time of increased international  attention to 
women’s  issues. 

In the campaign, women also drew  on lessons from  their organizing ex- 
periences during  the 1970s.  Women’s experience in MAS showed  that even in 
the  most innovative of parties, leadership and organization were still gender- 
biased, indicating that party-based activism could not be relied upon as the 
primary locus of women’s organizing on their own behalf. Moreover, the re- 
sistance to feminist ideals showed  that  a political discourse that  challenge^ 
gender difference could not easily promote women’s interests. Instead, 
women  found ways to go around  the parties, through  state and civil society, 
and to frame  the  reform as an issue of “democracy  in  the family.” 

The Rebirth  of  the  Reform: Women Lawyers Take the Lead 

The ideological orientation of the Venezuelan Federation of Female Lawyers 
(FEVA), the  most significant women’s professional association in Venezuela, 
largely explains its central role in  the  reform struggle. FEVA, dedicated to 
“the  study of the social, economic and juridical problems of women,  minors 
and the  family” (FEVA 1987, l), was the co~temporary reincarnation of the 
nonpartisan, relational feminist groups  that  formed  the broad-based 
women’s movement of the 1940s.  FEVA was founded  in 1956 by  women ac- 
tive in  the  first initiative to reform  the Civil Code. These activists included 
Luisa Amelia PCrez Perozo, Venezuela’s first female lawyer, and Panchita 
Soublette Saluzzo, whose  presentation at the 1940 Preparatory  Conference 
formed  the basis of the  first comprehensive petition  sent to Congress  in favor 
of the reform.24 Obliged to keep a  low profile during  the PCrez  JimCnez dic- 

24. Information on FEVA’s role  in the Civil  Code  reform  comes  principally  from  de  Leonardi 
(1983), Prince  de  Kew (1990), and  an  interview with Ana  Luisa  Garcia  Maldonado,  president of 
FEVA during the reform  process. 
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tatorship,  the  group reemerged in 1965. Restarting  the  reform  effort was its 
major  focus. In  the early 1970s, the membership of FEVA increased, bene- 
fiting from women’s access to professional  education made possible  under 
the democratic regime. With  growing  strength, the  group began a series of 

S to publicize  the  discriminations legislated by  the  current Civil 

The  work of FEVA was supported  by  the national attention paid to 
women’s issues under democratic consolidation. The  group participated in 

of presidential candidates for  the 1973 elections in  order  to get 
“women,  minors and the family” on  the election-year agenda. In 

197’4 the  attorney general proposed  the  first modifications of the Civil Code 
to Congress, a move repeated by  a small independent  group of lawyers in 
May 1975. These efforts resulted in  the establishment of a congressional com- 
mittee to  study the issue. Meanwhile Dr. Helena Salcedo, the  coordinator of 
CO~EAPRE,  called upon FEVA members to participate in its legal commis- 
sion. Through  COFEAPRE,  the members sent  their first reform  proposal to 
Congress  in  April 1975. When no response came,  FEVA repeated the  pro- 
posal in  October, now strengthened by the  support of the  First  Congress of 
 omen. Their submission was seconded by another  proposal  in 
sponsored by the small MIR party. 

eyond benefiting from national o~ganizing, the efforts by FEVA were 
helped by international  opportunities. The observation of International 
 omen's Year motivated COFEAPRE  to hold  the  First  Congress of 
W o ~ e n ,  and the Plan of Action of the 1975 UN International Women’s  Year 
meeting in Mexico City paid crucial attention to the family. The Plan of Ac- 
tion  stated  that “the institution of the family, which is changing in its eco- 
nomic, social and cultural  functions,  should  ensure  the dignity, equality and 
security of each of its members” through measures rese~bl ing the  proposed 
reforms of the Civil Code. These included equal rights for wives and hus- 
bands with regard to community  property and divorce laws, and equal treat- 
ment for children, whether  born  in or  out of wedlock (Action Survey o ~ ~ ~ Y  

Responding to growing  international influence and  internal  pressure, 
the administration finally took action on the  reform. In November 1976 
President P6rez’s  legal consultant  presented  a  version of the  reform bill to 
Congress.  However, the reforms  proposed  in  this bill had been watered 
down  to  the  point  that FEVA members  found themselves opposed to its 
passage. The administration’s proposal  continued  to  grant  husbands final 
say  in  matters  concerning  children as well as in  the location of the  domestic 
residence. Most  importantly, it did not end  discrimination against so-called 

1976,82433). 



ccnat~ral” children. The  author of the FEVA proposal,  Yolanda  Poleo de 
Baez, called the bill “worse  than nothing.” The then-president of FEVA, 
Ana  Lucina  Garcia  Maldonado, recalled that “if  we’d accepted that this 
would be it  for  reforming  the  Code,  it  would be as though they’d said: 
‘Here’s a candy, now hush!”’ Instead of being quiet,  the  leadership of FEVA 
immediately gave press  conferences in  which  they accused the  administra- 
tion of making  fun of them ( ‘ ~ ~ ~ r Z a d a ~   Z a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t a ~ ’ ’ )  and called the  new l 
islation “a juridical monstrosity” ( ~ a ~ o t r e t o  j ~ r ~ d ~ c o ~  (EZ ~ ~ c ~ o ~  
November 1976). With  the reform’s major  supporters in active o~position 
to the bill, it was tabled. 

Tired of having their issues ignored  or misrepresented, the lawyers of 
FEVA updated  mo~ilizational tactics from  the 194.0~~ while taking advantage 
of the  new  opportunities of democratic  consolidation. To insure  that  their re- 
form  proposals  would not suffer the same fate as the  preceding efforts, es- 
sentially ignored  by  Congress over the last five years, they  organized  another 
petition campaign. However,  under democracy, the  petition had more le 
relevance than before. Enshrined  in  the 1961 Constitution was article 1 
which  provided that one of the five ways a law could be directly  introduced 
in  Congress was through a popular  initiative signed by 20,000 citizens. The 
first  group ever to  implement  this initiative process, FEVA  began to solicit 
signatures for its  proposal  to  reform  the Civil Code.25 

~eanwhi l e  FEVA kept  the  pressure  on  national leaders, using the elec- 
tions of  1978  as an occasion for raising the issue of the  reform,  just as the ac- 
tivists in  the 1940s had asked candidates for their support  on women’s  issues. 
This  agitation  by FEVA bore  fruit.  The campaign literature of b 
contenders, adeco Luis Pifierua Ordaz and c o ~ e ~ a ~ o  Luis Herrera 
specifically mentioned  attention to the family as a priority,  including  the nec- 
essary modification of existing legal structures  (Prince de Kew 1990,4246). 
The  winner of the race, Herrera  Campins, even went as far as to  promise in 
his program that “educational  action  [to  improve  the  situation of Venezuelan 
women-] . . will be complemented  with legal  measures, especially in that 
which refers to civil legislation, and to the family, in  which aspect one can  see 
Venezuela  is unfortunately lagging behind”  (Herrera  Campins 1978,  12 

25. In an  astonishing  example of the widespread  ignorance of  women’s  organizing,  a  1986 
book  analyzing the 1961 Constitution published  by the highly  esteemed  Venezuelan  Academy 
of Political  and  Social  Sciences  (Academia de Ciencias  Politicas  y  Sociales),  claimed that “this 
form of participation of the people in legislating . has  scant  resonance in Venezuela,  as  is 
shown  by the fact that there has not been at any  time  even  tentative  steps  toward the exercise  of 
the right of initiative in the laws on the part of the electorate” (Oropezo, 447). A  surprising  con- 
clusion,  given  its  highly  publicized  use in the process of the 1982  reform! 
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The  author of the proposals, Yolanda Poleo  de Baez, was privy to the candi- 
date’s commitment following a public meeting of presidential candidates in 
1978 to discuss the reform: “When  it was all over and everyone had gone, we 
were still on the dais; he collected his three  proposals  and put them  in his  bag 
and said, ‘Yolanda, this can be done and I offer to  you  that I will push this as 
much as I am able so that  it gets through [Congress].”’ 

FEVA expanded the movement for reform  by involving women inside 
and outside of parties in  their signature drive, foreshadowing  the  strate 

anizing that  would lead to the reform’s ultimate success. 
organization  throughout  the  country collected signatures, 

spreading the idea of the  reform  beyond Caracas. They  were joined in this ef- 
fort by  women  from different political parties. Former members of Socialist 
 omen, who  from its inception had supported  a  reform of the Civil Code, 
took an active part, as did  other parties’ women’s bureaus. They collected 

natures in  union halls, professional organizations, ~overnment offices, 
inesses, markets, and other  public places. 

The drive was an ove~he lming  success. FEVA and its supporters col- 
lected over 3~,000 signatures and caught the pub1ic”s attention. O n  18 May 
1979,  FEVA presented the initiative, which by then had acquired the signa- 
tures of both  former  President  Carlos Andris  Pirez and  current President 
Herrera Campins, to Congress. 

As this campaign for  the reform proceeded, it  took  on a different char- 
acter from its historical predecessor, It was not  promoted as a  reform on be- 
half  of  women’s rights, but  one  that  would benefit all of society. FEVA 
president Garcia Maldonado explained that  the first reactions to  the organi- 
zation’s efforts in  the early 1970s were that  their proposals were “crazy”- 
that is, “feminist.77 Feminism continued to have pejorative connotations, even 
before the expansion of the  contemporary feminist movement in  the late 
1970s.  FEVA was anxious to disassociate its work  from that of feminist ac- 
tivists, whose more active challenge to gender difference brought  them 
ridicule and rejection. Thus  the initiative petition itself stated that  the 

osed reforms were  “far  from  strident”  and ‘‘were not those of a fe 
(Despacho  de la ~ i n i s t r o  de  Estado 1984,  101-2). When she pre- 

sented the initiative to Congress, ~ a l d o n a d o  reaffirmed this perspective: 
“This is not a feminist undertaking, or  one  only of legal experts. It concerns 
a theme which transcends both dimensions to constitute itself  as a  problem 
whose  solution interests everyone” (El ~ ~ c i o n a l ,  17 May 1979). The need to 
disabuse the public of the  notion  that  the  reform of the Civil Code was a 
“women’s rights issue” or somehow ccfeminist” would be a  constant preoc- 
cupation as the campaign continued. 



State S ~ ~ ~ o r t  for the ~ e f o r ~ :  The ~ o ~ e n ’ s  c in is try and Its 

After years of agitation and its petition drive, FEVA was able to get a publicly 
supported bill before Con ress. But  the movement still faced the  problems 
that had led to  the failure all previous attempts: the lack of both leadership 
from  within  the  powerful executive branch dedicated to seeing the  reform 

nonpartisan coalition of women inside and outside 
of government to keep up the pressure.26 Both needs were answered throu 
the reconfigured national women’s  agency. 

ecause of its founding  by executive decree, the  future of the first na- 
omen’s commission, C ~ F E A P R E ,  had become unclear as the 1978 

elections drew near. But activists were  determined to maintain it. At  the sug- 
gestion of the lawyer Clarisa Sanoja, an activist from  the days of the P6rez 

hip, representatives of all the major parties and independent 
the  Committee for  the Defense of Women’s Rights (Cornit6 

de Defensa de 10s Derechos  de la Mujer) to entreat presidential candidates to 
promise to retain the commission. They  found  a  sympathetic ear in  the even- 
tual winner, Hererra  Campins, who went  beyond previous candidates in his 
support  for women’s political incorporation:  “The  country has heard me 
speak about  the necessity of incorporating  women fully in  the responsibili- 
ties of public life, to participate in government, to achieve  legal equality  with 
men, and to try  to make into reality the conviction that I have expressed 
many times, that equal opportunity  ought to be offered to equal ability” 
(1978, xvi). Herrera  Campins made good on his word  by including six 
women  in his cabinet, the highest number ever. 

Furthermore,  when he took office, President  Herrera  Campins raised 
the level at which women’s issues would be considered in his administration 
by replacing C ~ F E A P R E  with  a ministry, the  Ministry for the  Participation 
of W o ~ e n  in  Development (~ in is te r io  Para la  Participacicin de la Mujer en el 
Desarrollo). Like his predecessor, Herrera  Campins was also influenced by 
the  international dynamics surrounding women’s  issues. The title itself was a 
reflection of international priorities: the UN’s International Women’s  Year 
and Decade on Women focused on the  integration of women  into develop- 
ment efforts. 

Initially, the ministry’s mission was rather vague; it was intended to 
cover any issue, from  education to health to political participation, seen to 

26. Still another ineffective  reform attempt had  been  made  by the attorney general in January 
1979 to have the Supreme Court nullify  many of the discriminatory  aspects of the Civil Code 
(Despacho  de  la  Ministro  de  Estado 1984). 
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have an effect on women’s participation  in development. Like C ~ F ~ A P R E  
before it, the  ministry had few resources (no  funding of its own  or permanent 
staff) and a  subordinate  position  within  the executive: it was allowed to offer 
policy suggestions but  had no executive authority. 

A clear difference between the  first  and second women’s  agencies could 
be seen at  the level of leadership. While C ~ F E A P R E  had no clearly identi- 
fied leader, Mercedes Pulido  de Briceiio was well-positioned both profes- 
sionally and socially to lead the  Ministry for the  Participation of Women in 
~evelopment.  Her background  in social psychology gave her insight into 
how Venezuelan society functioned and how  to communicate about difficult 
issues effectively. Her family connections  through an ambassador father and 
bishop uncle firmly tied her to the  world of elite politics and religious hierar- 
chy. Having gone into exile with  her family during  the  Perez  Jiminez dicta- 
torship, she had close ties to  other exiled elite members of both major parties. 
Ironically, as Pulido’s assistant Giovana Palumbo argued, her lack of prior 
dvocacy of wornen’s issues also turned out  to be a benefit for  their  promo- 
Ion: “Not being able to associate her activity with women’s or feminist 

gles was a  type of guarantee of seriousness. It is not  that  the actions un- 
ken by women up  to that  moment had not been done  with seriousness, 

but  they were catalogued as  ‘women’s  affairs,’ which dis~ualified them al- 
most automatically” (Palumbo 1988,  20). Moreover, Pulido’s advocacy for 
women, coming from  a  staunch  Christian  Democrat,  could not be rejected as 
the undertakin~ of a radical feminist activist. 

The reform of the Civil Code was not an initial priority of the  ini is try. 
ut when  the new minister held open meetings for those interested in 

women’s issues, activists eager to promote  the  reform made full use of the 
reestablished political opportunity  to make their demands. Feminists pub- 
lished articles exhorting  the  ministry to take up  the reform (El ~ ~ e ~ o  Vene- 

28 February 1980). Poleo  de Baez of FEVA remembers long debates 
inister Pulido over the different strate ies for combating women’s 

subordination,  These  were finally resolved in favor of focusing ministerial ef- 
forts  on the  reform of the Civil 

Once  won over to the  reform side, Pulido  formed  what she called a 
“model of ne~otiation”  to achieve the goal.28  She began by organizing a na- 

27. By the time of the publication of the National Plan, the administration  was  openly  com- 
mitted to the need to end the discrimination  against  women  legislated in the Civil  Code,  and  this 
reform  was  explicitly  named  as the responsibility of the Ministry for the Participation of  Women 
in Development ( C O ~ D I P L ~ ~  1981,103). 

28. Infor~ation  on the minister’s  role in the campaign  comes  principally  from  interviews 
with activists in the campaign  and with former president  Luis Herrera Campins. 



tional  debate over the  reform issues to increase people’s awareness of what 
was at stake. Much necessary contact  with  the mass media was easily estab- 
lished; by  now several of the major radio  stations  and newspapers had re- 
porters assigned to cover women’s  issues. Pulido also took advantage of the 
popularity of W soap operas, serving as a  consultant on the  production of 
four  short dramas, each about  a  problem  that was at issue in  the  reform  pro- 
posals-children’s  legal status, administration of community  property, fam- 
ily unity, and parents’ responsibility for children. The ministry also sent 
every one of the 752 parishes in Venezuela bimonthly  reports on the 
of the reform. These reports described the issues, the  opposition, an 
guments. Regardless of whether  they were ill or well received, these updates 
became the subject of many sermons, further enlarging the  debate over the 
reform. Finally, between 1980 and 1982, Pulido,  her staff, FEVA, and  other 
reform  proponents held over one  thousand  forums  country-wide to explain 
the reform. In neighborhood schools, hospitals, and community meeting 
halls, they  kept  the issue topic of widespread discussion. As journalist and 
frequent  forum panelist osita Caldera described these meetings, “People 
brought up their specific concerns and [the panel] would discuss how they 
would be treated under  the  old  and new codes, very specifically. This  showed 
people how  the law affected their own lives.” 

Given the severe fracture along party lines among political elites that 
characterized the political opportu~ity structure of the time, Pulido  had to go 
beyond publicizing the issues.  She also had to solve the  problem of garnering 
nonpartisan congressional support.  Thus, as well as turning to her own per- 
sonal contacts, Pulido ensured that parties were widely represented in  the 
state-based elements of the  reform effort. The congressional subcommission 
on the  reform established by Pulido’s congressional supporters 
Orlando Tovar and Senator Pablo  Herrera  Campins was multiparty, not 
c o ~ e ~ ~ ~ o - d o m i n a t e d .  As coordinated by  the ministry, the subcommission’s 
technical commission, which was in great part responsible for  writing  the le 
islation, included members of the legal community (especially members 
FEVA) who were volunteers “from all the parties . . . with great technical 
credibility”  (Palumbo interview). At crucial moments  in  the debate, Pulido 
made personal pleas to acquaintances in  both major parties, avoiding partisan 
lobbying by “touching on the  personal” to neutralize the  attitudes of mem- 
bers of the  reform  opposition  (Palumbo and Caldera interviews). In an inter- 
view, c o ~ e y ~ ~ o  President Luis Herrera  Campins himself, reflectin 
reform  in an interview, argued that  it was “not a c o ~ e y ~ ~ o  reform,” and that 

29. “Deputy” ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o / ~ )  is the title for members of the lower house of Congress. 
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it was passed under his administration precisely because it was not made into 

iscourse of the Debate:  Women’s  Rights in a  Democratic  Family 

The framing of the  reform as a  nonpartisan  effort was not limited to  the  or- 
ganizing of multiparty congressional support.  It also depended on a  rhetori- 
cal strategy  that had broad societal appeal, especially to a male-dominated 

ress3* While the less successful reform activists from  the 1940s promoted 
women’s rights in  combination  with  the rights of children, the  contemporary 
campaign largely rejected a women’s rights discourse in favor of promoting 
the  reform as a family issue. In their advocacy of a  “democratic family,” how- 
ever, reform  proponents essentially continued  in  a relational feminist vein. 
They  too sought to end gender hierarchy, but  they left gender difference in- 
tact in associating women’s rights with  their  position  in  the family, 

The muting of women’s rights language can be understood  in light of 
the  opposition  reform  proponents faced, which made clear how  threatening 

ender  equality advocated by feminists had become. The loudest rejec- 
came from  two sources: conservative legal professionals based in  the 

Academy of Political and Social  Sciences (Academia de Ciencias Politicas y 
Sociales, or ACPS) and conservative c o ~ e ~ ~ ~ o s .  Both  groups feared that  the 

ing legal norms,  would do damage to  the “sanctity” of the 
family. The  Christian  Democrats blamed feminists in particular for creating 
this threat. 

The objection  from  the  ACPS came a year after it was asked for its 
opinion  on the reform. In 1981 it presented an alternative reform  proposal to 
Congress  that  did not extensively restructure of the Civil Code. The proposal 
warned of “the danger that  the modi~cation of the basic structures of 
Venezuelan Family Law, contained in our Civil Code,  without sufficient 
meditation and conte~plation, represents’’ (Despacho  de la ~ i n i s t r o  1984, 
~ 4 ~ ) .  An ACPS member, a lawyer of considerable reputation, explained this 
danger: “There are areas of communal life, which have a great stability and 
permanency . . which do  not allow for precipitous legislative reforms. 
phese areas include] all that is related to  the regimen of the family, because 
in  it is rooted and found  the base  itself of society, . . Haste,  in this delicate 
and sensitive area of human relations, can cause irreparable damage.” He 
went on  to question  the need for reforming the hierarchy of the male-headed 

30.  In  1982,95.5  percent of the senators and the deputies were men (Huggins Castalieda and 
Dominguez  Nelson  1993,96). 



family,  because “the typical Venezuelan husband is not the pathological hus- 
band, the sick husband,  but  the  husband preoccupied for  the  future of his 
partner and his children” (El ~acionaZJ 8 March 1981).A pro-reform con- 
gressman answered this claim ironically with  a  more accurate assessment of 
the behavior of the typical Venezuelan husband: “If the  husband by over- 
whelming majority rule comports himself as a good father of the family, from 
where  come  the single mothers, children without last names, abandoned mi- 
nors, promiscuity, juvenile de l in~ue~cy,  unfulfilled claims for child support 
and all that we lawyers are familiar with and whose  enumeration  would be te- 
dious?” (El ~ a c ~ o n a z ,  1 April 1981). 

The ~opeyano deputies who made public  their rejection of the  reform 
agreed that  it posed a  threat to family authority. Deputy 
spoke out against the  reform  in  the initial debates: “Many 
this proposal are conceived under completely feminist crit 
which all  vestige of authority  in  the heart of the family oug 
criteria according to which  there  ought not  to be unified leadership in  the 
family, criteria according to which  the family should not have direction [at 
all]” ( D ~ a ~ ~ o  de Debates Tomo  XI, 163).  In a paid ad taken out a week after 
the  reform was signed into law, another copeyano showed  the  depth of con- 
servative objection to what he saw as feminist, antifamily, and anti-~hristian 
plotting to destroy  the family: “ F h e  reform] is not a desire felt or shared by 
the  majority of the Venezuelan people. At the  most  it is shared by small noisy 
groups of divorced and feminist radicals. . . . m i t h  the  Code reform  they 
have made the  most radical attack ever  seen in our country, and only  in  a few 
other  parts of the  world, on  the stability of marriage, on  the constitution and 
the t~aditional regimen of the family. . . [The philosophy of the reform] is 
radically anti-~hristian” (El ~ ~ c ~ o n a Z J  4 August 1982). 

onfronted by an antifeminist, profamily opposition, as well as a his- 
neglect for women’s concerns at the national level, Pulido (a c o p e ~ a n ~  

herself) and other  reform advocates stee d as clear as possible from  any as- 
sociation with feminists’ explicit challen S to traditional gender relations. 

ecuring women’s rights was neve een as a goal in itself by  the min- 
istry. In its first year, none of the national events it sponsored, few of the  in- 
ternational events in  which it participated, and few of its publications were 
about  or directed at women  per se (Ministerio de la Secretaria 19$~),  This  pat- 
tern  continued throu  hout its history. At the national meetin 
on women’s participation  in  the  labor force, which took place at the end of 
her term,  Pulido claimed that policy directed at  women  should be viewed as 
part of general social policy. It should not be seen as separate, because women 
were just  one of the new subjects of national planning. Moreover, she saw 

, 
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women% advancement as linked with  the family, not separated from  it,  and 
explicitly opposed  the feminist idea that  the family could be an obstacle to 
women’s development (Pulido  de Bricerio  1982,94,117). 

Pulido rejected feminist formulations of the  problems family structure 
created for women, and directed little of her public  commentary to the need 
for men to take on more familial responsibilities. However, she did recognize 
that  the family would have to be based on more equality of participation  in 
order to serve as an adequate model of democracy for  future citizens: 

The principles of justice and social equality have their  roots  in  the 
democratic vision of the  world.  The family, without  a  doubt, is 
the  fundamental and continual  support of democracy. For that 
reason policies . . which assist in  the necessary sharing of re- 
sponsibilities in  economic matters, in  education and in  attention 
to  the children and decision making related to the family should 
be identified and developed. . . The family structure, however it 
is organized, must be protected by any women’s policy or social 
policy. (Pulido  de Brice50 1982,117”18) 

In line with Pulido’s perspective, the  strategy developed to advance the 
potentially “feminist” Civil Code reform was to pitch  it as promoting 
“democracy  in  the  home” ~ ~ e ~ o ~ d ~ d  en Id cm&), and not as a women’s 

hts effort.31 Reform  supporters  promoted  it as the moral imperative of a 
democratic polity. It would end unjust  authoritarianism at the  most basic 
level of society, the family, where women. were legally subject to their hus- 
bands and  the  majority of Venezuelan children were denied legal rights. 
women’s equality  but  a democratic family would be the  outcome of the re- 
form. Of course, a democratic family would be one  in  which both parents 
had equal rights, and thus  women  would be given the same rights as men. 
these rights would be granted in  the  context of women’s roles as wives and 
mothers and reinforced by attention to the rights of all children. This  strat- 
egy had the effect of making those who did not  support  the reform  look “like 
troglo~ytes, like throwbacks who didn’t want  to modernize society,” said re- 
form analyst Carmen Prince de Kew in  an interview. 

This nonfeminist, family-oriented discourse was evident in many as- 
pects of the  reform campaign. In  the first of two congressional addresses 

31. This  has  become  a  common  slogan in women’s  organizing throughout the region.  Most 
notably, during the Pinochet  regime in Chile, the Chilean  feminist slogan was  “democracy in the 
country and  in the home” ( d e ~ o ~ a ~ a  en elpais, y en la  casa). 



Pulido made in  support of the reform, she argued, “This is a  project  which 
popularly has been known as a women’s rights proposal,  but  which  those of 
us who have worked on  it consider necessary to clarify is a  proposal  which 
aims at the consolidation of one of the basic institutions of society, which is 
the family” ( ~ i u ~ i o  de ~ e ~ u t e s  Torno XII, 1:26). The banner  that  women 
held during  the second march in  support of the  reform read: “For Equality  in 

ite! ” (El ~ u c i o ~ u l ,  5 March 1982). Finally, the full-page re 
of the reform by  President  Herrera  Campins was he 

“The historical importance of the  reform is that  it eliminates the difference 
between children” (El ~ u c i o ~ ~ l , 2 ’ 7  July 1982). 

O n  the basis of this appeal, the minister and her  supporters gained the 
support of two key sectors: the  church and the military. The importance of 
the  church  support was made clear by  Deputy  Orlando Tovar. Introducing 
the  reform  in  Congress for the first time, he made specific reference to  the 
fact that  abortion was not mentioned  in  the and that  the  reform did not 
propose  anything  that altered “the morality which the sai 
obliges us to follow” ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 0  de ~ e ~ u t e s  Tom0  XI, 1:46). 
fending Christian morality, the  reform was crafted so as 
leaders. The family rhetoric served well in this regard: 
FEVA put it, “We  mixed [the equal rights of women  with  the equal rights of 
children] because if we had left them separate, the  church  would have 
dropped  out.”  Palumbo recognized this as well, noting  that  “from  a philo- 
sophical point of view, the  church  could not oppose [the reform]; the equal- 
ity of children is equivalent to  the equality of all people.” This strategy, in 
combination  with Pulido’s personal connections  among  the  church hierar- 
chy, succeeded in enlisting powerful ecclesiastical support. Bishops-even 
the  archbishop of Caracas-made statements to the press in favor of the re- 
form, albeit with reservations about specific changes in divorce 

Pulido also received backing from  the military by stressing the meas- 
ures  that  would eliminate discrimination against those  born out of wedlock. 

so, she tapped the  discontent over the discrimination against the 
many soldiers who were prevented from advancing to senior positions be- 

32. As noted  previously  in the controversy  over abortion at the First  Congress  and  within 
MAS, abortion is a contentious  issue in Venezuela. One interviewee  explained it thus:  “It’s  done, 
but it isn’t  touched  [politically]” (se huce, pero no se tocu). There  is a small but socially  powerful 
right-to-life  movement that currently has  effectively stopped any  move  toward  liberalizing  re- 
strictions on abortion. 
33. Evidently the easing of divorce  procedures that was  legislated in the reform  was  accom- 

plished  by  introducing it just  before the final vote to avoid  extensive  debate  (Prince  de Kew in- 
terview). 
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cause of their “illegitimacy.” Because these soldiers came from small towns, 
mobilizing  their  support was crucial to the spread of reform  support. 

The Reform Succeeds Throu~h Coalition  Building 

The  compromise  discourse of the  reform led to  unity across a  spectrum of 
wo~en’s  groups and produced  a  coalition  movement of women inside and 
outside of government,  This phase can  be dated  from  8  December 1980, when 
Argelia Laya, then  a MAS city council member, presented  Congress with a 
resolution signed by all the female council members of the capital district, 

action on the  reform.  They called on  communit olitical, women’s, 
ltural  groups to join  in  the  reform  effort (El Na: l, 5 and 8  Decem- 

rawing in preexisting networks of neighborhood  organizations 
and professional  groups,  Pulido, a few dedicated female politicians, support- 
ive journalists, and FEVA members  coordinated marches, picket lines, and a 
constant presence at  Congress. 

In  February 1981 planning began for a march  in support of: the  reform. 
This  effort served as a catalyst for the  participation of new  groups,  particu- 
larly  women  in  unions and professional organizations. One particularly 
striking example of the  new support was a well-publicized call by  members 
of the  organizations  for all women to be allowed to leave work early to join 
in  the march. On the  by  now  historically signi~cant International  omen's 
Day, hundreds of women  marched across town to  CO ress. In a  show of 
gender solidarity, party  members agreed not  to display ir affiliations, and 

roup of uniformed  policewomen led the march. When  they arrived, they 
presented  Pulido  and  the  president of Congress  with  petitions  from  many  or- 
ganizations  supporting  the  reform. 

Much of the  reform  support came from middle-class women.  But re- 
form  proponents also made an effort to include  women  from  the  popular sec- 
tors.  Most of the  reform  provisions reflected a middle- or upper-class 
perspective-for  example,  because poor  women  rarely  got married, they 
would  not benefit from a changed divorce law, and their  partners usually did 
not have property  to share or inheritance to leave. However,  many poor 
women  did have children out of wedlock, so the emphasis on equalizing all 
children’s  legal position ensured their mothers’ support. Moreover, these 
women had  an interest  in  sharing legal responsibility for their  children  with 
the  Rosa Paredes, a  founder of the CFP and  former  student of 
Pulido’s, helped forge  the  link  between  the  reform  movement  and  popular 

34. This  class  analysis  of the reform  was  affirmed by interviews with feminist  activist Gio- 
qonda  Espina, CFP advisor  Inocencia  Orellana, CFP founder Rosa Paredes,  and  Poleo  de  Baez. 



women. She coordinated  CFP-sponsored  reform  workshops  in ~ ~ r ~ ~ o s  that 
inspired popular  women to take part  in  the general mobilization for the  re- 
form. 

The attention to children also caught the interest of nonfeminist mid- 
dle-class women, who wanted to gain more effective authority  in  their 
homes, their principle arena of activity. Housewives in  Action (Amas de Casa 
en Acci~n)  supported  the  reform because it promised “the equality of chil- 
dren and the equality of the rights of spouses in making important decisions 
in  the  home” ( E Z ~ ~ c ~ o ~ ~ Z ,  15 April 1981). 

espite the explicitly nonfeminist reform discourse, feminists and f - 
ups were equally galvanized by  the  reform campaign. From 

ficult experience promoting women’s organizin~ through MAS, lo 
feminist ~ r g e l i a  Laya recognized that  a women’s rights approach W 

the necessary support: “If we presented the  proposal as only  a women’s 
e, we weren’t going to have enough  strength  [to get it passed]; we had to 

make it so that  the men who were  opposed to women’s rights felt as th 
they  too would benefit from  the  reform.”  Other feminists, recognizin 
weakness of their movement, agreed that  compromise was necessary: 

Although we would have preferred to include more radical ideas, 
it was not  the historical moment, nor did  we have the necessary 
force to include these ideas, and we recognized that  in  that climate 
it already was radical enough to share inheritance, recognize con- 
sensual unions, eliminate the difference between children-it  al- 
ready was superradical and revolutiona~  for Latin America. And 
for  now [we felt] we ought  to accompany [the other women] in 
this struggle. (Interview with  Gioconda Espina, feminist journal- 
ist and member of the ~ e d n e s d a y  Feminist Group) 

The effectiveness of women’s unity came through  in incidents such as 
the  protest pickets outside of Congress: 

During  the [congressional] debate  there  were  some  terrible  tropi- 
cal thundershowers, so there we were, twelve people with  our 
hair plastered down  by the rain, without umbrellas. . . . We held 
placards with  the central slogans, such as “Eliminate  the differ- 
ence between children”-with the rain washing away the letters! 
More  than  pressure on public  opinion,  it was pressure on the 
deputies. Because each time that  they  went in, they met the 
women  right there. . . . Once someone said that  the  women  were 
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blocking  the  entrance  to  the  Congress . . . that  the  deputies  were 
a n g ~  because they couldn’t pass through  the  rain  with  the 
women there. So the female deputies of AD and COPE1 ./ , went 
outside, grabbed the placards, and also got  wet with us. 
[the  objectors] came and saw that these deputies [were outside], 
they  shut  their  mouths.  (Espina  interview) 

times of most  intense debate, women across the political spec- 
d the  pressure  outside and inside Congress. Feminist activists 
eater and local politicians giving  speeches in  the  nearby Plaza 

war joined the  picketers (E t  ~ a c ~ o ~ a Z J  18 July 1982). The  day  the ACPS 
introduced  its rival proposal, Argelia  Laya denounced  it in the press as “more 
proof of the existence of ~ a c ~ ~ s ~ o  and of the  backward  conceptions  regard- 
ing rights and the  relations between human beings’’ (Et  ~ a c i o ~ a Z J  9 October 
1981).  She, along with  members of FEVA and women  from  the CFP, went to 

essional leaders to express their displeasure in the  morning and then 
the  afternoon  with  the picketers. Adeca congresswomen blocked de- 

bate on the measures inside both chambers, and the rival proposal was subse- 
quently dismissed. 

The success of the  reform  movement was due  to a  combination of tac- 
tics-institutional and personal appeals, forums, marches, and pickets-but 
more  than  anything else, broad-based coalition  building  around  the idea of 
giving support  to the  democratic family. The women’s triumph was affirmed 
by a deputy  during  the closing session of the  reform debate: 

The  approval of the  reform of the Civil Code  demonstrates  one 
more time that it is not the  product  or  fruit of the gracious gift of 
the parliamentarians, of political parties, of deputies or senators 
of good  heart. It involves, solely, the  dominating  strength,  potent 
and eminently  firm, of a  group of women  who, located in differ- 
ent political tendencies, fought a tenacious battle over a long time, 
a tenacious s t ~ g ~ l e  in  this  epoch  in  which  the  mobilization of the 

oes not seem to be of hundreds of millions of people, but 
six humble and firm  fighters who stationed themselves 

at the doors of this  parliament to  demand,  to pressure for the pas- 
e of the  reform. ( D ~ a ~ ~ o   d e  Debates Tom0  XII, 1:609) 

n 6 July 1982, Congress passed the  reform  with  a packed audience 
watching  from  the balcony. Deputy Diger, who had led the  opposition to the 
reform, felt compelled to recant his  views publicly, declaring that with  the 
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same sincerity and vehemence with  which he had opposed  the reform, he 
now  supported it.35 Because he clearly did not agree with  the reform-in an 
interview ten years later he stated  that  the Civil Code did not have much to 
do with  the ccn~rmal” life of a family, which  should be guided by a single au- 
thority  with  “the last word”-this public declaration made clear the change 
in  public  opinion  that he felt it best to  support. 

Mercedes Pulido also took  the floor on the  day of its passage, to the last 
moment framing the  reform as an issue of democracy in  the family.  She 
thanked  the previous generation of women’s rights activists, of whom she 
had ended up being a descendant? for opening  doors  that had led to “this 
achievement for the Venezuelan woman,  but  more  than for just  the Venezue- 
lan woman, for the Venezuelan family.” And she congratulated 
finally recognizing a reality that organized women had led them to: “Democ- 
racy is perfectible, democracy is participatory, there are no ideolo 
ences when Venezuela  is present” ( ~ i d ~ i o  de  Debdtes Tomo  XII, 

There is little doubt  that the democracy was well represent 
When  the president of Congress  announced  the  debate over, the  whole audi- 
ence broke  into  the Venezuelan national hymn. Eumelia Hernandez, a vet- 
eran member of the  Communist  Party and founder of the Women’s Cultural 
Association, which  worked  on  the reform  proposals  in  the 1940s, dropped a 
banner over the side of the balcony-an action  strictly  forbidden inside the 
congress building-proclaiming: “. . and we will keep fighting! ” (ily 
s ~ ~ ~ i ~ e ~ o s  l ~ c ~ u ~ ~ o ! ! ~ ’ ~ .  

Thanks  to the increasing or anization of women  in civil society as well 
as the  restoration of a national women’s  agency, women were able to bring 
about  the long-awaited reform of the Civil Code. Even at a time of severe po- 
litical division, they were able to rise above partisan rivalries using a con- 
junctura1 coalition. Ironically, this most successful women’s rights campaign 
was not the result of explicit feminist activism but was an effort to “democ- 
ratize  the family” under  the leadership of a minister with  no experience in 
promoting women’s  issues.  onet the less, her  strategy made possible the 
skirting of partisan rivalries as well as the antifeminist prejudices of a 
~ ~ c ~ i s t ~  society. The reform garnered supporters  from all the parties and 
several major interest groups. Moreover, the  reform campaign continued to 
foster  autonomous organizing among  women, albeit using state and party re- 

35. Diger compared  his  belief in the necessity of a  patriarchal  family structure to the light that 
shines  even  after a star’s  death,  and  he  continued:  “Today, with pride, I want to make amends  and 
to say in front of you that I see  and  understand that Venezuelan  society  has  changed, that the re- 
form of the Civil Code is just and  necessary. . . . I recognize-as a Christian  Democrat-my  er- 
ror” (Dkrio de Debates Tomo XII, 1:604-5). 



Fig. 4.5 “And the  family?  Much  better,  thanks,”  Cover  of 
popular  education  brochure  describing  the  reformed  Civil 
Code. 

sources, uniting women’s groups  that spanned the  spectrum of classes and 
ideologies. 

 omen's efforts to regender structures and debate gender interests in  the  first 
period of democratic consolidation were wide-ran~ing and had important re- 
sults. Under a somewhat  more  propitious set of political opportunities  than 
that of the  transition period, women demanded an entry  into  the state itself 
and challenged gender-biased institutions  in political and civil society. The 
more radical revisions of gender relations formulated  within these new struc- 
tures  were badly received by a still largely ~ ~ c ~ i s t ~  society. But women’s ad- 
vancement in organizational capacity challen ed the hegemony of 
party-driven politics. Influenced by  their  foremoth S and reinvigorated by a 

ing  international climate, women developed a loose-knit coalition 
based on women’s autonomous or semiautonomous activism that  stretched 
across partisan lines. 

Strategically, this coalition avoided reliance on the parties, which had 
proved even in  their  most alternative forms to be  ender-biased in  both mem- 
bership and leadership. Instead, coordination took place through  the regen- 



dered state and nongovernmental structures.  Party resources were not com- 
pletely rejected, however; key coalition members included hi 
well-connected party activists. In addition, the coa ion  effort was based 
rhetorical strategies that  did not openly  threaten 
such approaches, women reformed one of the 
Codes  in  Latin America and developed tactics that  they  would rely on in  fu- 
ture mobilizations, 

Needless to say,  legal reform was not  the answer to all  women’s prob- 
lems. In interviews, many reform advocates noted  that  its new p~otections 
were not well publicized and that  many  husbands  simply had their wives si 
over their  power to make family decisions. But  the  reform had its positive 
fects. For example, a comparative analysis of the  situation of women 
in  two state-sponsored development projects  showed  that  followin 
form, women’s relative power over household decision making vis-&“is their 
partners increased, with positive impacts on their economic status  (Rakowski 
1995). 

The  reform movement also inspired other  forms of women’s activism 
across classes. The effort to reach out  to  women  from  the barrios resulted in 

political actors  in crucial and visible parts of the  reform cam- 
dition,  through taking part  in  the CFP workshops on the re- 

form, participants began to question  what exactly it  meant to be women, to 
develop themselves as human beings, to be rights-holders. Thus  they  a 
for another  set of workshops to continue to explore these uestions. 
CFP responded by  i~itiating the “Valuing our Lives as 
o r ~ ~ a ~ ~ o  ~ u e s ~ r a  vidd de mujer) program to help women evaluate their roles 
in  and  outside of the home. They emphasized self-esteem and individual de- 
velopment (Inocencia Orellana interview). This offshoot of the  reform 
process, which still continues today, provides striking evidence of the  sort of 
identity  transformation  that  often follows participation  in  a social move- 
ment. 

Feminists also benefited from  their  participation  in  the reform. The 
feminist Eighth of March Street Theater Group  (Grupo de Teatro en la Calk 
8  de  Marzo) was founded  in 1983 to publicize the results of the reform. The 
troupe began its work in Caracas but  went on national and  then  international 
tour  with its play explaining the  reform issues. The  group continued to be ac- 
tive long after this effort, not  only performing feminist street theater but also 
founding  one of the  two feminist women’s centers in  the  country (see Chap- 
ter 6). 

But most crucially for women’s organizing as a whole, despite the fail- 
ure  to create a mass-based women’s movement, the  loose-knit coalition of 



women in politics, professional women, feminists, and other activists 
ht together for the  reform  would  continue  to press for equality and jus- 

tice for  women in new contexts. In  doing so, they  would  continue to provide 
an  example of successful nonpartisan activism with  few parallels in male- 
dominated Venezuelan political history. As journalist Rosita Caldera said in 
an interview: 

The political women of this country  demonstrated  a  more  mature 
and rational  manner of taking  action  than  that of the men, [be- 
cause] there was a consensus among  women of the  different  polit- 
ical factions, above all, of extreme positions  such as ~ommunis t  
women,  and Social Democratic  women, and Christian  Democra- 
tic women, and independent  women, and women  who aren’t part 
of parties, and women  who  question political or~anizations,  who 
were able to conciliate their  opinions. . This is something that I 
think  from  then  on,  from  the  reform of the Civil Code,  until  this 
moment,  continues to 

36. Another  source put this  recognition  more  colloquially:  “We  are  women  from  different 
ideological  backgrounds, but we  are  equally  screwed” (somos mujeres de  distin~as  ideolog~aspero 
~gualmen~e estamos  jodidas). 



o ~ e n  Unite ~ i t h i n  and O ~ t s i d ~  
of the  State  for Soc 
~ o i i t i ~ a i  ~ e f o r ~  (19 

In the  context of the relatively stable political opportunity  structure of dem- 
ocratic consolidation, women’s organizational strength increased through 

Os. In the second half of the decade, women improved upon the SUC- 

model of coalition building that had resulted in  the  reform of the Civil 
Code.  From inside and  outside of the state, women collaborated on three 
other issues of common concern: educating the  public  about  the plight of 
poor single mothers, increasing female representation  in elective positiors, 
and reforming  yet  another piece of major legislation, the  Labor Law. 

The coalitions were the  fruit of experiences activist women had ac- 
quired  in past organizi~g attempts, particularly their  frustrations  with  party 
politics. These experiences led them to innovate  outside  party  structures  in 
ways in  which  those sectors integrated into  the  party system would  not. 
They did not focus  their energies on political society; instead, they  institu- 
tionalized their previous efforts in  state and civil society. As they  did so, they 
continued to regender these channels of representation. 

These  efforts  produced  new  organizations  that  were  strikingly  differ- 
ent  from  the  traditional models of state-  and civil society-based represen- 
tation,  which  were  characterized  by  hierarchical  and  usually  partisan 
control over  centralized  structures. In contrast,  the  two organizations on 
which  the coalitions of the 1980s depended, the national women’s a g e n c ~  
and  a  peak  organization of women’s nongovernmental  organizations 
(NGOs), were  structurally  autonomous of parties  and relatively decentral- 
ized.  Their  membership was ‘‘mixed””-that  is, drawn  from different  par- 
ties as well as from people without  party affiliation-and included 
influential  political leaders. The  organizations  were  linked to 
through a  set of commissions that assisted in  the  coordination of women’s 
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mobilizations without leading to state-based  co-optation.  Through  their 
enhanced  organizational strategies, women also continued to challenge the 
gendered  discourse of politics in  an  attempt to advance their  changing gen- 
der interests. 

The advances in women’s organizing in this period  were predicated on 
past experience at the national level. But they were further bolstered by 
changing international and regional opportunities for women.  The 1985 

airobi meeting that concluded the UN Decade on Women encouraged and 
egitimated national discussion of women’s  issues. Governments felt pressure 

to make at least rhetorical gestures in  the  direction of women’s rights, and 
there were opportunities to prepare  both governmental and  nongovernmen- 
tal documents assessing women’s status. Regional and international  networks 
blossomed under these auspicious circumstances. Both  the  national women’s 
agency and the national N G O  organization were supported  by such devel- 
opments. 

Yet despite the successes women achieved through coalition building, 
the coalitions were not fully representative of women  from all  classes. Like 
earlier efforts, the coalitions continued to be composed principally of, and 
certainly were led  by, professionals, labor leaders, and middle-class political 
activists. The absence of popular  representation led to nonfulfillment of poor 
women’s demands. The dominance of elite women was reflected most  strik- 
ingly in  the reformed Labor Law, which  did not extend equal benefits to 
those  women who  worked in  the home, either their own  or someone else’s. 
Some of the  reform leaders were not willing to legally acknowledge the  work 
of the  women  who made it possible for  them to have full-time careers by car- 
rying out their families’ domestic chores. Because it was felt that  compromise 
was essential to a  united women’s movement in  which these leaders held key 
positions, the issue was dropped. But the  problems of cross-class cooperation 
would  only increase as the economic situation  worsened  toward  the end of 
the decade. 

ecause significant shifts in socioeconomic trends came at  the end of 
Os, analysis of the changes in women’s status  from  the early 1980s to 

the 1990s will be presented in  the following chapter, which analyzes their ef- 
fects. This  <chapter begins with  a discussion of the general and gendered op- 
portunities of the 1980s, then focuses on  how women took a d ~ a n t a ~ e  of these 
opportunities, It first  charts  the changes in  structures and gender interests of 
the  two organizations responsible for promoting coalition building through 
the 1980s, the  National Women’s Office (Oficina Nacional  de la  Mujer, or 

M) and the  Coordinating  Committee of Women’s NGOs (Coordinadora 
de  Organizaciones  No-Gubernamentales  de Mujeres, or  CONG). It then ex- 
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amines their role in  the  three successful undertakings of women’s coalitions: 
(1) the campaign to free In& Maria Marcano, a  young  mother accused of 
child abandonment (1987); (2) the  United Women Leaders (M~jeres 
gentes ~ n i d a s )  movement to increase women’s political representation 
(1987-88); and (3) the  reform of the  Labor  Law (1985-90). The effects of in- 
ternational-level interest in women’s issues are noted  where relevant. The 
chapter concludes with an analysis of the  model of coalition building through 
which Venezuelan women achieved their  most significant successes during 
democratic consolidation. 

The political opportunity  structure of the 1980s continued along much  the 
same lines as in  the previous period of democratic consolidation. Politics re- 
mained dominated  by  the centralized state and powerful political parties, 
which grew increasingly competitive, An independent civil society continued 
to emerge slowly. 

In 1983 Venezuelan voters registered their  protest against the  first  sharp 
drop in economic prosperity  during  the democratic period: “Black Friday” 
(18 February 1983), the  day  the  currency collapsed as a result of a rapid tum- 
ble in oil prices. They  turned COPEI  out of the presidency and elected ddeco 
Jaime Lusinchi. In his campaign literature, Lusinchi promised to restore 
some  sort of conciliation process to the political sphere. In place of party- 
based pacting, he and his advisors came up  with a “Social Pact”  that  sought 
state mediation of class interests. But the centerpiece of this effort, a national 
commission to set costs, prices, and salaries that integrated representatives 
from  the peak associations of business and labor, proved ineffective (Navarro 
1995a, 16-17). 

Civil society-based activities remained largely controlled  by  those peak 
associations that parties had had a  hand  in const~ct ing,  most  notably  the 
Confederation of Venezuelan Workers (Confederacibn  de Trabajadores 
Venezolanos, or C m ) .  They mediated class-based interests through  their ac- 
cess to political society and the state. Their centralized and hierarchical struc- 
tures also continued to reflect traditional  forms of representation. 

In contrast, new forms of organization were beginning to take hold 
outside of traditional  party politics. Starting from small local groups attentive 
to the needs of their particular comm~nities, there was a  burgeoning of 
neighborhood and grassroots organizations, human rights and environmen- 



tal associations, and a cooperative movement. What these groups held in 
common was a rejection of party-based politics. In explicit reaction against 
the  history of party  domination, these organizations  did not seek to interact 
with parties or  form their own parties (Salamanca  1995; Levine and Crisp 
1995). Nevertheless, as they grew in  strength, parties sought  to  co-opt them, 
especially the  booming n e i ~ h ~ o r h o o d  movement,’ with mixed results (Ellner 
1993-94,22-28; Hellinger 1991,170-72). 

red ~pport~nities 

Following the success of the Civil Code campaign, unified work  on women’s 
issues had subsided as women joined in  the nerd mobilization  around  the 
1983 presidential elections. President Lusinc had much less interest  in  pro- 
moting women’s issues than his predecessor, Both his campaign literature  and 
his National Plan essentially ignored them as a sector.* Nevertheless, women 
improved their capacity for  united activism by relying on the  network of ac- 
tivists brought  together  during  the 1970s and institutionalizing  their various 
forms of organization, particularly in  the  state and civil society. 

Under  the leadership of adeca Virginia Qlivo de Celli, head of the na- 
cy for women  in  the Lusinchi administration,  women succeeded 
their own “Social Pact” for  the state mediation of interests. The 

agency remained subordinate to other executive-branch ministries, but its in- 
ternal  reorganization  promoted  the  participation of a wide spectrum of 
women activists. ~ i m i c k i n g  and modifying the in~uential semicorporatist 
commission structure established for capital and labor access to  the executive 
branch, the agency included a group of decentralized advisory commissions 
on different women’s  issues, ranging from health to political participation. 

At the same time, women  in civil society created a new type of peak or- 
ganization of NGQs  to represent their interests. Because of women’s history 
of marginalization within  the  traditional peak organi~ations, such as the na- 
tional labor federations and business association, as well as within political 

arties, the women’s NGQ umbrella organization differed in  important  ways 
from these gender-biased structures.  Drawing on the feminist experiments of 
the 1970s, women created a nonhierarchical, politically autono~ous,  and 
widely representative group  dependent on volunteer labor. 

Continuing  in  their precedent breaking, women’s organizations  in state 

1. For more  extended  discussion of the neighborhood  movement, see Chapter 7. 
2, The word ~ o ~ ~ n  does not appear  in  the  Sixth  National  Plan,  which  admittedly is written 

in  generalities (CORDIPLAN 1984). 



and civil society developed a relationship based more on cooperation  than 
co-optation. Women from civil society  sat on the  state advisory cornmis- 
sions, and members of the  state agency threw  their weight behind 
sponsored campaigns. Because their efforts were focused on SOC 

political change, not  on negotiations over the  distribution of capital, they 
avoided more typical clientelistic relationships between the state and civil so- 
ciety. 

These national changes were facilitated by new opportunities  at  inter- 
national and regional levels. Organizations  from  the women’s sector of the 
Socialist International to  the Inter-American Commission of Women raised 
their profiles during  the UN Decade on Women. With  the end of the decade 
in 1985  came the  third UN conference on women7s issues at Nairobi and its 
accompanying NGO forum. ~eanwhi le ,  the Latin American Feminist En- 
counters,  started  in 1981, continued to be held in 1983,  1985, and 1987. 
the state agency and the civil  society-based organization were inspired by, 
and actively used, these various sources of legitimation and networking to 
promote women7s organizing. 

Organizational changes allowed for expression of changing gender in- 
terests within  the agendas and activities of the state- and civil  society-based 
organizations as well as in  the larger campaigns. As with  the Civil Code re- 
form,  the  most successful rhetorical strategies were predicated on improving 
democratic and familial life, not explicitly challenging gender relations. But 
there was also explicit advocacy of more egalitarian gender relations as 
women  sought  more equality in politics and in  the workplace. 

After  the change of administration  in 1984, incoming president Lusinchi 
closed down the  Ministry for the  Participation of Women in Development, 
shutting off the channel of women7s access to  the state that was so crucial to 
the Civil Code  reforma3 However, a pivotal member of the new government, 
Virginia Olivo  de Celli, ensured that this key factor for women’s mobiliza- 
tion  would not be wholly  abandoned. In  order  to justify maintaining a na- 
tional women’s  agency, she relied on  the legitimation provided  by 
international  attention to women’s  issues. Once she had reestablished the 

3. Information for this  section  comes  from  interviews as well as from the annual reports of the 
Youth  Ministry and the Family  Ministry (1984-88). 
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ency, she improved it. The development of a formalized link be- 
ate and the growing women’s NGQ community allowed women 

as a sector increased autonomous political influence at  the national level. 
Moreover, this link, a set of advisory commissions, would make possible a 
shift  in  the endering of public policy on women.  Although  the office 

n women’s inclusion in family-centered or state-centered 
commissions soon  oriented it toward  the advancement of 

women as citizens in  their own right. 
International influences played  a  crucial  part  in Qlivo de Celli’s ef- 

forts. In 1984,  as the head of the Family rtment of the  Youth Ministry, 
she  attended  a women’s meeting of th ahst  International.  There  she 
heard of the need for a  state-based  source of women’s representation.  After 
discussions with  collaborators  on  the Civil Code  reform confirmed the  key 
role the  now-defunct women’s ministry  had  played,  she was determined to 
maintain  some  channel for  the  representation of women  within  the execu- 
tive branch. Citi as international  justifications the  recommendation  of 
the  Inter-Americ  Commission of  omen that every  member  state h 

ency in  the executive branch  and  the need to coordinate  a 
nment  report  for  the 1985 Nairobi UN women’s conference,  Qlivo de 
elli esta~lished  the  National  omen's Office (QNM)  in 1984. In line 

with  the  traditional  subordinate placement of such an. agency, it was lo- 
cated in  the Family ~epar tment ,  along with offices on economic  and social 
welfare and on children.  Its official rationale also reflected its  subordinate 
position  by  subsuming women’s issues to those of national  and  family  de- 
velopment. 

her predecessor in  the women’s ministry, Mercedes Pulido  de 
livo de Celli was well positioned for her activism on women’s be- 

half. She too came from  a politically prominent family and  did not have a his- 
tory of activism on women’s rights. Her lack of previous involvement in 
women’s struggles had the effect of allowing her, like Pulido, to serve as the 
nonthreatening screen for women’s transformative actions within  the state. 

owever, it simultaneously made it essential for her to encourage collabora- 
tive work, To facilitate col~aboration, she chose as head of the QNM Rosa 
Paredes, a founder of the  Popular  omen's Circles, who was well known to 

Qlivo de Celli’s desire to benefit from a  diversity of views, as well as 
the  obvious success of collaborative  efforts  around  reforming  the  Civil 
Code, led to a significant difference  in  organization  between the  QNM  and 
the previous women’s ministry, The QNM went  one  step  beyond  the  min- 
istry’s frequent  nongovernmental  consultations to explicitly incorporate 
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women  from  outside  the government  within  its  very  structure.  Respondi 
to the  current  context of women’s activism, mainly channeled throug 
small groups,  the ONM prioritized  relations  with  them  from  its  inception. 
The first  description of the  function of the ONM issued by  the Youth  Min- 
istry  included  interaction with several organizations  mentioned by name: 
the “feminist  groups of Venezuela,” AVESA, CFP, FEVA, and journalists- 
not coincidentally, several of the  key  players  in  the  Civil  Code  reform 
(Ministerio  de la Juventud 1984, 50). Members of these  and other  groups 
were to be incorporated  into  the  work of the office through  the mechanism 
of comisio~es asesoras, or advisory commissions. There  were  commissions 
on several subjects: education,  employment, health, media, political  partic- 
ipation,  and legislation; and  although  these  were  not given de  jure 
until 1986, they began operating  de  facto  from  the  inception of the 
two years earlier. 

In keeping with  past  collaborative  efforts,  commission  membership 
ranged  across  parties  and  philosophies. The official swearing-in  ceremony 
brought  together  some of the  most radical  feminists with  women  from  the 
different  parties to serve as colleagues (Gioconda  Espina interview). 
Olivo  de  Celli  noted  that  the  “different  and even antagonistic  ideologies” 
of the members did  not  interfere  with  “cooperative  work  inside  the  com- 
missions,  because the cause of women (la causa de Za mujer) does not have 
a  political Notwithstanding ideological  orientation,  she ex- 
plained, “the prejudices  against women  are  very  substantial, women’s 
problems  are general, and all women suffer from  them.” To address  these 
general  problems,  she  made  the ONM  into a  meeting place where  non- 
governmental  women ‘‘knew that  there was  a  space  in the  government 
where we  could  come to agreement to  do things  together”  (Olivo  de  Celli 
interview). 

As Olivo  de Celli was promoted  through  the executive branch, she 
took the women7s office with her. “It ascended as I ascended,” she said in an 
interview. In 1986 when she became vice-minister of youth,  the ONM be- 
came attached to her office and widened its mandate, sponsoring women’s of- 
fices in individual states. In 1987 Olivo  de Celli was made head of the newly 
created Ministry of the Family, and she converted the ONM into its own de- 
partment,  the  Directorate for Women’s Advancement (Direccicin General 
Sectorial de Promocicin a la Mujer). By this time, 170 women were partici- 

4. To simplify  political  participation for illiterates in the democratic  period,  each party had a 
color  associated with it that would  appear on every  ballot  next to the appropriate electoral  list. 
AD was  white, COPE1 green,  and MAS orange. 
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pating  in  the commissions, and 17 state women’s  offices were  operating (Min- 
isterio  de la Familia 1987,60). 

Policy design, not execution, was still the  limited  prerogative of the 
women’s agency. However, its increase in  status was also accompanied by a 
notable  transformation  in  the  gender  interests expressed through its policy 
making. This  transformation was spurred on  by  the  input of the commis- 
sions. From focusing on women  within  development  priorities  and as fam- 
ily members, policies gradually  shifted to ending  gender  discrimination  and 
promoting women’s economic  and social status. In 1985, besides coordinat- 
ing  the  government report  for robi, the  QNM  promoted new  reforms 
of the  Penal Code and  Labor  to eradicate their  many  discriminatory 
articles, developed  credit  and  nontraditional  income-generating  projects 
for low-income  women, and analyzed  the  socioeconomic  status of young 
women. Literacy, sex education,  and  family  education remained persistent 
concerns, as did  ending  stereotyping  in  the media and  in  school  textbooks 
(Ministerio  de la Juventud 1985,64--65). In 1986 combating violence against 

appeared on  the agenda for  the first  time (~ in is te r io  de  laJuventud 
). In 1987 providing legal services was added, as was training for  lo- 

cal police around  family violence issues (Ministerio  de la Familia 19 
The main push  in 1988 was to  support  the movement to increase women7s 
representation  in  political  parties  and elected offices (Ministerio  de la Fa- 
milia 1988, 53).  

The institutionalization of women’s representation  through  the 
Q ~ M / ~ i r e c t o r a t e  resulted in  a gendered modification of state-based interest 
mediation through  the  semicorporatist  network of commissions. Instead of 
incorporating  the  major players of interest-group politics, the  women7s advi- 
sory commissions formed  a decentralized network  with  a fair amount of au- 
tonomy  in its decision making and represented a  wide range of women. 
While other national agencies and societal sectors were privately conciliating 
class interests through  the  state  by  striking bargains over economic re- 
sources, the QNM/~irectorate and its commissions became the  motors for 
public campaigns on women’s issues carried out  through the  three  conjunc- 
tural coalitions of the  period. 

The collaborative model of the ~ ~ M / ~ i r e c t o r a t e  proved so successful 
that  at  the ~ N I C ~ F - s p o n s o r e d  regional meeting “State and Civil Society 
Joining Forces to Support Women” (Caracas, 15-17 August 198S), the 
Venezuelan experience was presented as a model of successful cooperation 
(Rocha Sanchez 1991). But  the  model was also dependent on its other half: 
the increasingly organized women  in NGOs. Their  input was essential to de- 
veloping more explicitly women-focused policies. 
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Fig. 5.1 
Cover of advisory commission report 
to the state Directorate for c omen's 
Advancement. 

The Coordinating ~ommit tee  of  Women’s NGOs  (CONG), formed  in 1985, 
was yet  another  alternative  to  traditional ~rganizing.~ Developed  in  reaction 
to women’s experience of political  marginalization, the CONG brought  to- 
gether  feminists,  professional  women,  popular  women, and women  from 
left-wing  parties  under a new kind of peak organization  that was both an 
umbrella and a  network NGO. The  innovative  structure of the 
possible  the  diversity of the o nization.  Instead of building 
zation  highly  dependent  on ty resources and access, C 
groups  maintained  their  autonomy  from  parties and from  one  another.  They 
entirely rejected the hierarchical,  centralized  model of political  organization, 
~ l t h o u g h  it  proved  problematic  in the long  run, initially their  decentraliza- 
tion made possible  their  heterogeneity as  well  as making feasible  several 
campaigns on behalf of women that crossed the wide class divide  and chal- 
lenged traditional gender relations. The CONG also promoted state-civil so- 

5. Descriptions of the CONG were  provided by members Ofelia Alvarez,  Fernando 
Aranguren, Nora Castaizeda,  and  Benita  Finol. 
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ciety interaction: many of its members sat on  the  ONM/Directorate  com- 
missions. 

The Civil Code reform  provided an opportunity  for  women  from dif- 
ferent NGOs  to  work together, but  further cooperative efforts were delayed 
by national politics-and then relaunched by international politics. The pres- 

aign of 1983 took  up the energies of the many women still in- 
volved with political parties. Quite a few nonpartisan feminists also stepped 
back into formal politics, tempted  by  the  promise held out by MA§ of the 
first platform focused on women3s rights in  a presidential campaign. But  par- 
tisan rivalries diminished in  intensity following the election of President Lus- 
inchi and  the evidence that MAS had only paid lip service to women3s issues. 
At this point,  international forces came into well-timed play. The  Nairobi 
meeting was to include not  only  the official UN conference of governmental 
delegates but also a parallel gathering of NGOs in an international meeting of 
their  own,  the N G O  Forum.  Thus  a call was put  out  to women3s organiza- 
tions across the  world  to  start assembling N G O  reports on  the status of 
women  in  their respective nations to bring to Nairobi. 

It is widely recognized that this call for action was the  spark  that led to 
ation of the CONG  (CONG 198810; Garcia and Rosillo 1992). Masista 
member) Ofelia Alvarez heard about  the conference through  the  com- 

munist women’s network,  the  International  Democratic  omen's Federa- 
tion, and brought  it to the  attention of her fellow professors at the  Central 
University.6 Five NGOs that had interacted during  the Civil Code reform- 
FEVA, the women’s department of the  Communist  union  confederation 
(Central  Unitaria  de Trabajadores de Venezuela), the feminist journalist 
group  omen and  Communication,”  the women’s studies  program  at  the 
Central University, and the feminist publication  La MaZa ~i~a-sponsored a 

March 1985 for women’s NGOs  to discuss plans for  Nairobi. 
twenty  groups  that came to this historic meeting decided to go 

beyond efforts directed at  Nairobi.  They established the  Coordinating  Com- 
mittee of  omen's NGOs  (CONG), the fulfillment of a long-felt need for a 

ation to  promote women’s rights. 
was the  first  organization to bring  together feminist and 

6. In her  interview,  Ofelia  Alvarez  described a gratifying  moment of unsolicited  gender  soli- 
darity. A check for a few U.S. dollars  was  needed  in order to send for the NGO applications for 
the Nairobi conference.  Because  at  this  time  there  were  stringent  exchange controls on US. cur- 
rency in Venezuela  (following the first  devaluation of Venezuelan currency and in anticipation of 
massive  capital  flight), it was quite difficult to get  foreign  exchange.  Proof of  need  was  required, 
in this  case a signed  letter of invitation  from  conference  sponsors.  However,  when  Alvarez  ap- 
proached two women  tellers  at a bank  and  explained the reason for the check, they waived the 
necessary  paperwork for this “women’s thing” ( m a  de mujeres). 



Fig. 5.2 
Cover of the CONG’s 
self-descriptive  pamphlet, 

nonfeminist women’s groups on  an ongoing basis. Its official statutes insti- 
tuted its “unity  within diversity,” a  phrase  that  would  frequently be used to 
describe it. Its stated purpose was to bring  together  groups  working against 
legal, economic, social, political, and cultural discrimination against women 
and to  promote women’s full participation  in  the national life.  All types of 
groups were welcomed: social, political, economic, labor, religious, profes- 
sional, cultural, and neighborhood.’ This diversity led to-and was depend- 
ent on-the development of the group’s alternative structure. 

The Structure of the CONG 

The ability not  only  to create but also to maintain the heterogeneity of the 
CONG was made possible through its structural innovations. These were 
developed in direct response to the  way  in  which Venezuelan parties had co- 
opted almost every sector of civil  society-while marginalizin 

7. The first NGOs organizing the CONG were  feminist,  professional,  popular,  labor,  and po- 
litical  solidarity  groups.  When it was  officially  constituted,  party-linked,  religious,  and  health 
groups  also  joined (CONG 1988a). 



astaiieda, a CONG member, gave  as an example the  way 
essentially created their own unions, which  were  then 

bound  to the parties through  their  labor bureaus. But  the parties had done 
very little for women, because the women’s bureaus did not function as well 
as the  others.  “There was a discussion over how  the parties had taken over the 
forms of organization  through  which  the people expressed themselves . . 
[and] how  the women’s bureaus within  the parties had limitations in  their 
work” (Castaiieda interview). Therefore CONG founders  wanted to con- 
struct an organization  that  would focus on women’s concerns without im- 
posing a “party line.” 

Because of the influence of the  dominant models of representation, how- 
ever, a new structure had to be carefully ~egotiated between those who rejected 
the traditional forms altogether and those still working  within them. When the 

G statutes were being discussed, many of the member groups proposed 
centralized structures modeled on the party-based or  par^-influenced 

orga~zations in which they had learned their social  activism. But feminist 
members took matters in hand, “launching into  the antipatriarchal discourse” 
to show  how  the organizatio~s that men had developed fostered centralized 
control over membership, not  room  for a variety of perspectives such as were 
assembled in  the CONG. After considerable debate, the feminists managed to 
convince the  other members that a very different structure  would be more con- 
ducive to their goal: to bring together women’s organizations to exchange in- 
formation and work  on common projects without interference in  the specific 
workings of any member group (Fernando A r a n ~ r e n  interview). 

As a result of feminist influence, the CONG statutes called for decen- 
tralization and nonhierarchical decision making. Each member group was au- 
tonomous: “The member organizations will  have autonomy and independence 

G, which can neither restrict nor interfere with  the objectives, 
goals, and ends of each  affiliated organization” (CONG 1988a). Direct repre- 
sentation of these autonomous groups, overseen by a weak governing body, in- 
sured a non~erarchical structure. All decisions were to be  based on the 
consensus of the  group representatives who attended bimonthl~ meetings. The 
activities of the CONG were to be coordinated by the trio, a three-person 
council whose membership rotated among the groups every six months and 
was chosen by direct and open election. Initially the trio was strictly limited to 
coordinating general  activities and could not make public pronouncements on 
behalf  of the CONG (a restriction that was later relaxed). 

The difference between this innovative structure  and  the  dominant 
model of organizing was illustrated in a self-descriptive pamphlet issued by 

. The very  first paragraph discussed the  problems  that verticality, 
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presidentialism, and authoritarianism  presented  to the development of par- 
ticipatory social relations.  These  traditional  organizational elements were 
then  contrasted  with the horizontal,  coordinated, and consultative  interac- 
tions  that the CQNG promoted. The new  dynamics of a more  egalitarian 
model of organization  could teach people to take control of social decision 
making rather than. leaving them  to be its mere objects.  “Such a free  concep- 
tion of an organization allows each person  to feel  like a representative of the 
organization” (CQNG 1988b). 

The  rejection of traditional  organizing had an impact  not  only on the 
structure of the CQNG, but also on its membership. The inclusion of 
women  representing political parties was initially quite  a  contentious issue. 
AD and CQPEI were excluded; the CQNG saw  itself  as in  opposition  to 
mainstream politics. But  party activists on the left, many of whom had 
worked  for  years  on women’s  issues, were  interested  in represent in^ their 
parties. Some CQNG members feared that, as had happened  so  often  in the 
past,  partisan  women  would  try  to  colonize the group  on behalf of their 
party.  At  first  some felt strongly that members should  only be included  on 
the basis of their affiliation with an NGO. The  extent to which  partisan  loy- 
alties were  embedded  in Venezuelan society  could  not be ignored, however. 
It was soon  recognized that many of the NGQ affiliates were also  active in 
parties. Moreover, those  women  who  were  party activists  made no  attempts 
to take  over  the CQNG. Finally  it was decided that women  could  represent 
left-wing parties. 

To ensure that no  party  would exert undue  influence, the trios never in- 
cluded  more  than  one  party  representative at a time. They generally repre- 
sented the three  different  types of activists who made up the CQNG: 
feminists or professionals,  party activists, and grassroots  organizers.  Thus the 

was able to include  women  from  different  sectors,  including not 
ty activists but also representatives  from the major peak associations 

(principally  unions). 
A  factor  contributing  to  early  unity  in the group was, paradoxically, a 

lack of funding.  This was yet  another  factor that differentiated the CO 
from  traditional  interest-group  organizing,  often  predicated  on  support  from 
party  0rgani~ation.s. The resources of the CQNG were always strained.  Dues 
came in sporadically, and there was hardly  any  outside  support.  However, the 
lack of funding was not seen as an obstacle, at least at first. The CQNG met 
in a space donated by the  Ateneo, Caracas’ principal  cultural  center and long 
a  source of support  for women’s organized activities.* Members  voluntarily 

8. Members of the Ateneo  had  been  active  in the suffrage  movement  (see Chapter 2). 
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shared the  infrastructural duties. Several members were able to attend  the 
airobi meeting because Fidel Castro  chartered a plane from  Cuba  to 

one  hundred  Latin American activists. 
eanwhile, not having resources to distribute precluded some  poten- 

member noted  how  surprised a few of the CONG women 
at the regional feminist meeting in Argentina (199 

conflicts had arisen between professional feminists running NGOs 
ose name they  supposedly raised funds. In contrast,  they saw 
nization’s lack of outside  funding actually protected  them  from 

(Nora Castafieda interview). 
ion of the CONG member groups to focus on women specif- 

ically, across ideological and programmatic differences, stood  in  sharp con- 
trast to the parties’ rejection of gender as a principal focus of organi~ing.  In 
fact, gender became increasingly salient to members’ other  work as a result of 
their  interaction  within  the CONG.  The head of one leftist party’s  women’s 
bureau described how  prior to her partici~ation  in the CONG, she consid- 
ered it acceptable that her group  undertook  the infrast~ctural tasks and sup- 

ted the male candidates. But as a result of her interactions especially with 
feminists of the CONG, she learned “about  the effects of gender, to de- 

fend women’s rights.” She realized that  her women’s bureau  should not exist 
only to serve men. As a result, she reoriented  the work of the bureau to serve 
w o ~ e n ’ s  needs, introducing leadership workshops and talks on women’s so- 

ion (Benita Fino1 interview). 
flecting its unity  within diversity, the CONG reproduced,  in a 

t altered form,  the multi-issue women’s conferences of 1940 and 
e event  omen Take Over  the  Cultural  Center! (;Lm ~ ~ ~ e ~ e ~  
~ t e ~ e o ~ ) .  In March 1986, with  the  support of the Ateneo, the 
ordinated  three weeks of meetings, movies, and lectures on a vari- 
en’s issues. The wide range of prese~tations reflected the advances 

in  the analysis of nder  oppression  and gender difference. Speakers ad- 
dressed such subje as feminism, abortion, sex education, violence against 
women,  women and culture, women  and power, women and media, wornen 

eace,  women’s centers, and the ONM; and they  provided  updates on 
rmer object of the  united women’s movement, the Civil Code, as well 

as the next one,  the  Labor Law. 
The CONG also used its diversity in unified efforts on women’s behalf. 

Gender  solidarity was evident in its campaign for  the  restoration of a 
“women’s page” in  the national newspaper, El ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ 2 .  ~ r i t t e n  for years by 
established journalist, feminist, and founding  C N G  member Rosita 
Caldera, the  column had been crucial in  publici~ing the Civil Code campaign 



and continued to be a key source  for  information on women’s activism. 
However, the  column was suddenly  dropped  in mid-1987 to  the general dis- 
may of those who relied on it  for networking and publicity. Over  nine 
months,  the  CONG’s efforts to have the page restored included a letter-writ- 
ing campaign and pickets in front of El ~ a c ~ o ~ a ~ s  main office building. The 
column was reinstated in mid-1988. 

~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ t a t e  Relations 

In view of the  dominance of the Venezuelan state and the  key channel of ac- 
cess the  state agency for women  had become, members of the CONG un- 
derstood  that  interaction between women inside and outside of the 
government was a sine qua non of successful women’s activism. This interac- 
tion was facilitated by  the  network of activists fostered thro 
past experience: “We rely on something  which is  essential: 
among women of the different parties which has developed 
certain moments the  separation between the  nongovernmental and the gov- 
ernmental [women] is like an almost invisible thread,” said Fernando 
Aranguren  in an interview. These friendships were reinforced by the family 
ties often under~inning Venezuelan politics. For example, the  mothers of 
then-Minister of the Family Virginia Olivo  de Celli and CONG member and 
congressional deputy Argelia Laya had worked  together  in  the relational 
feminist group of the 1930s, the Women’s Cultural Association. 

As described in previous sections, the mechanism put  in place to solidify 
NGO-state cooperation was that of the advisory commissions. Many women 
from  the CONG sat on these commissions and took an active part in much of 
the ONM/Directorate’s work. To illustrate the close collaboration with  the 
women’s  agency, consider the commissions’ first task: to help collect the infor- 
mation needed for  the governmental report to the  Nairobi Conference in 1985. 
One  CONG member remembered an incident at the conference that illus- 
trated the importance of their participation. She and a fellow CONG and com- 
mission member ran into a woman  from a Mexican N G O  rushing off to a 
meeting of governmental delegates. The Mexican woman asked them if they 
were going to attend the official  meeting. No, they replied, they were quite 
tired, and anyway,  wasn’t it all the same, what was  said in  the governmental and 
nongovernmental meetings? The Mexican woman reacted with shock-cer- 
tainly not! Didn’t they want to  know what lies their government might be 
telling about the status of women  in their country? “Well, my government had 
better be careful,” one CONG member answered, “to  not mess up  our work, 
because we wrote its document  too! ” (Ofelia Alvarez interview). 
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Despite  its close relationship with the  state,  the CONG membership 
did not consider  that  it was putting  its  autonomy  in jeopardy. At  the 1988 
UNICEF meeting where  organizers  presented  the  relationship  between  the 
Venezuelan state  and women’s NGOs as a model for women9s ri 
cacy, CONG members explained that they had no explicit methodology  for 
their work  with the  state agency. Much as in  their own campaigns, members 
of the CONG cooperated  with  the agency around  conjunctural issues. This 

was the  only  one possible, given the  heterogeneity of political out- 
presented  in  the CONG and the  state  administration. “The link be- 

tween  the NGOs and the State ought  to be tactical and not strategic. Because 
the  link was established to advance work  on  women (gender struggle) but  not 
[to  promote]  certain social  classes or  a  conception of society. Those  who  do 
not share  the same political  project  cannot offer common  strategies” (Rocha 
Sanchez 1991,4243). Moreover, the lack of financial support  for the C O  
from  the  state agency helped prevent a more  traditional clientelistic relation- 
ship  from developing. 

mary, the politically autonomous  and  decentralized  structure of 
the C allowed for  a fruitful  interaction  among  partisan and independ- 
ent  women as well as making possible a  link to the state: 

Perhaps  the  principal achievement that has come about in 
Venezuela in terms of  women’s organizations is the Coordinatin~ 
Committee of  Women’s NGOs. It has  been a meeting space of 
very diverse organizations and had a very  democratic  organiza- 
tion  which allowed for dialogue between “pure” feminists and 
political feminists and nonfeminists, and religious groups and cul- 
tural  groups, and groups  which  were focused on  other things. + 

oreover, it has  been  an important  interlocutor with the govern- 
ment. (~agdalena Valdevieso interview) 

The  cooperation  between  organizations  undergirded  the  three campaigns of 
the  period. 

All three of the successful conjunctural  coalitions of this  period  were similar 
in their heavy reliance on the  organizational  innovations of the CONG and 

~ / ~ i r e c t o r a t e .  However,  they also differed in significant ways, de- 
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pending on  their  particular  con~gurations of gender interests, actors, and dis- 
cursive strategies, The campaign to free Inis Maria Marcano, a young single 
mother  unjustly  imprisoned  for child abandonment, was  largely an effort of 
the CONG membership  in  conjunction  with  women  from  the barrios. Be- 
yond  winning Inis Maria’s freedom, the feminist-oriented CONG members 
also sought  to challenge the gendered  discourse  that  regarded poor  women 
themselves, instead of class and gender  hierarchies, as solely  responsible  for 
their  plight.  The  United  omen Leaders movement to  improve women’s po- 
sitions  on  party  electoral lists was coordinated  by the Directorate  with the 
help of CONG members and elite party  women. In  trying  to  improve 
women’s representation  in  democratic politics, its rhetorical  strategy was to 
play  down,  rather  than  to  emphasize,  gender differences.  Finally, the cam- 
paign to reform  discriminatory aspects of the  Labor Law drew  on the entire 
spectrum of women activists, from  union members to politicians to feminists. 
It also challenged the gendered discourse  around  work, making a clear dis- 
tinction  between  working  women and working  mothers.  But the signi~cant 
involvement of elite women  resulted  in a reform that excluded the interests of 
many  popular  women. 

n to Free In6s Maria Marcano:  Una en Un  Mill6n (l9 

In 1987’ the CONG coordinated a campaign to seek the release of Inis Maria 
Marcano, a young single mother  who had been imprisoned  on the charge of 
child  abandonment  after her daughter was raped and killed by  two delin- 
q u e n t ~ . ~  Beyond  resulting  in Inis Maria’s  release, the campaign also  raised the 
consciousness of the  nation  around the plight of women  in  her  situation.  This 
success  was  based on a concerted  combination of the different  strengths of 
the CONG member  groups  and  their  sympathetic allies in  government. 
Moreover, middle-class feminists and professional  women were able to use 
their skills on behalf of, and in  direct  communication  with, poor  women 
from  the barrios. 

In& Maria  was a twenty-year-old single mother of two children who 
lived in a barrio outside of Caracas called El ~ ~ ~ e r ~ ~ t o  (Little  Hell). Living up 
to its name, the area was crime-ridden and lacked basic municipal services; 
most of the houses were  zinc-roofed shacks perched  precariously  on a  slop- 
ing  dirt hillside.l0 One night,  in  order  to go to a party and with  no  options  for 

9. The  story of  Inks  Maria  is  taken from the CONG publication  (and  accompanying video) 

10.  Unlike the poor areas of many  Latin  American  metropolises,  which  are  often  found  below 
about the case (CONG 1988~). 
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childcare, Inks Maria left her children locked in  but  with  the  radio and lights 
on  to deceive potential thieves. Tragically, her ruse did  not  work. Two 
drunken  young men broke  in  through  the flimsy roof, kidnapped the  two- 
year-old girl, raped her, and threw her down a  nearby  canyon to her death. 
The criminals were  found  shortly afterward, convicted, and imprisoned. But 

istraught Inks Maria was also taken into  custody on the charge of child 
abandonment, and her young  son was put  into foster care. 

Upon becoming aware of the incident, one member group of the 
CONG, the feminist health organization AVESA, held a press conference on 
the  day  when Inks Maria’s  case  came up  in  court. AVESA argued what  would 
become the  wider campaign’s position:  rather  than an unfit mother, Inks 
Maria was a victim of her circumstances-a poor, abandoned, working 
woman who had no one  with  whom  to leave her children, living in  a danger- 
ous area with  no police protection, bad housing, and inadequate state serv- 
ices. The group’s outspokenness  brought  it to the  attention of Inks Maria’s 
neighbors. These  women had organized previously through  their  fight  to im- 
prove  the dangerous conditions of the barrio by such means as replacing the 
type of flimsy zinc-covered shelter through which the daughter’s murderers 
had had no  trouble entering. The neighborhood  organization approached 

A  about developing a campaign for the release of Inks  Maria., 
Meanwhile others, including ONM lawyers, had become aware of the 

case. Along with members of FEVA, they offered Inks Maria’s lawyer legal 
assistance-an offer he ignored. The lawyers then joined their efforts with 
those of the CONG. By this time AVESA had called a general meeting of the 
group  at  which  the following strategy was developed: to  work  not  only  on 
getting the  arrest charges dropped  but also on changing public opinion  about 
the case.  To begin the campaign, the two CONG organizations  most closely 
associated with  popular women’s  struggles-All (Women) Together (Todas 
Juntas)” and the  Popular Women’s  Circles-issued press releases. These were 
followed by  a CONG-s~onsored press conference at which  deputy and 

G member Argelia Laya presented the organization’s objections to Inks 
Maria’s imprisonment. 

Other members of the  group gained audiences with  the  attorney gen- 
eral and the  president of Congress, both of whom offered their  support.  The 
attorney general stated that  in Inks Maria’s  case “the classification of ‘aban- 
donment’ has been an exaggeration.” He went on  to ask, “What  would we do 

the wealthy  areas on the hills,  most of Caracas’ bdrrios creep up the hillsides  above the crowded 
valley of  the capital. 

11. A network of popular  women’s  organizations. 



if we had to imprison all of the men who abandon their children  for  a night, 
a  month,  or all of their  lives?” To which  one of his visitors responded, “We’d 
have to lock up the  country!” (CONG 1988c, 16). 

O n  25 November 1987, the CON marked the first Venezuelan obser- 
nally inspired International Day Against Violence   gain st 
d the occasion to advance their campaign on Inks Maria’s 
eferred to her plight in speeches thr 

der to increase pressure on  the  attorney general, the 
natures to a  letter  supporting  her release fr 
Vice-Minister of Justice Sonia Sgambatti, who happened to be a longtime ac- 
tivist against gender-based discrimination in  the law, issued a public state- 
ment  in favor of Inis Maria’s release. The C O N G  then ampli 
coverage. It had been going forward  with  the help of one member 
feminist journalist organization “Women and Communication” 
several prominent male social critics also wrote columns about th 
a few popular TV talk shows took  it up. They broadcast interviews with Inis 
Maria’s neighbors attesting to her  devotion as a mother. In a final coup, 
members of the CONG were able gain admittance to  Inis Maria’s prison and 
i n t e ~ i e w  her on her birthday. When aired on TY the interview had a signif- 
icant effect on public  opinion. Minister of the Family Olivo  de Celli and her 

weighed in  with  their  support,  and finally the multifaceted 
succeeded: a  Superior Court judge released Inks Maria 

shortly before Christmas. 

A ~ o ~ a n  and the ~ o ~ ~ o n  Str~ggle: In the  Case of  .h& Marid Mar~ano, 
One in a ~ilZion (La Mujer  y la Lucha Solidaria: En el cas0 de Inks ’ 
Marcano, Una en un  millh), reflected the cooperative effort of the  C 
members to rescue one particular woman while making her  the  symbol of 
discrimination against women  in  her  position: poor single mothers. It was 
jointly  written by ioconda Espina of the Wednesday Feminist Gro 
Marta Yadira Rodri ez of  AVESA, and Inocencia Orellana and Diana 
of the women’s program of the  community activism group CESAP, with 
photographs by Franca Donda,  another member of the Wednesday Feminist 
Group.  Deputy Argelia Laya wrote  the  introduction,  in  which she stated: “I 
cannot  hide  the  pride  that  I feel in being able to share the  birth of a new 

The document  that  the C O N G  published about  the campai 

12. November  25th  was  declared the International Day Against  Violence  Against  Women  by 
the first  Feminist Encounter for Latin  America  and the Caribbean in Bogoti, Colombia, in 1981. 
It was chosen to  com~emorate the brutal  murder of the activist  Miraval  sisters  by the Trujillo 
dictatorship in the Dominican  Republic on this  date in 1960. For a  fictionalized  account of their 
lives,  see J. Alvarez 1994. 



Fig. 5.3 Inside  cover of CONG pamphlet  covering  the  story 
of In&  Maria  Marcano. 

women’s leadership in Venezuela.” The  document carefully records  the 
names of the  many  different  groups and individuals who participated in the 
campaign, highlight in^ one of the explicit purposes of the  publication: to 
show that a heterogeneous  coalition  united  around  one issue could change 

ided public  opinion. 
The  sought to make public  opinion  more receptive to the gen- 

der  intere men in Inks  Maria’s circu~stances.  Through its multifac- 
eted efforts, the  coalition  hoped to sh  that poor single mothers  were  not 
irresponsible, even dangerous  parents stead, women like Inks Maria were 
shown to be victims of a classist and S society that did not  provide  decent 

ditions, affordable child care, or nonse~ist education  (to teach men 
ible fathers). While  the CONG campaign did not solve the 

lems besetting Inks Maria, it  did raise the public’s awareness of the 
men in the bdrrios and set a useful precedent.  When a similar case 
1988, it was dismissed by a newly educated judiciary (C 



 omen Take on Political Society: 
The United  omen Leaders ~ovement  (19 

While the  CONG-driven campaign on behalf of Inks Maria focused on the 
issues of poor women,  another coalition effort of the  period championed the 
cause of female party leaders. However, in  a complete departure  from  normal 
politics, it reached across partisan lines. The elections of  1988 were preceded 
by the  most widespread and explicit multiparty women’s organizing yet to be 
seen in Venezuela by  women  from almost every party  who were seeking to 
increase their share of elected and decision-making party positions. The 
United Women Leaders ( ujeres Dirigentes Unidas) movement was made 
possible thanks to  coord  tion efforts by the state-based Directorate for 
Women’s Advancement and the CONG. The coalition that  they and other 
actors brought  together was based on  the autonomous, decentralized, and 
pluralist organizational model. It also employed a gendered discourse that, 
while implicitly subverting gender hierarchy as well as challenging gender 
difference, did not explicitly reference gender relations. Like most of the ac- 
tivities undertaken  in this period, the movement was legitimated by reference 
to international  and regional pronouncements. The result was a challenge to 
men7s dominance of political life. 

The movement was begun in response to  the  low levels of women’s rep- 
resentation  in parties and electoral positions despite their high levels of party 
membership. By 1987 women  formed 50 percent of party membership, re- 
flecting the high degree of partisan affiliation in  the country. But very few as- 
cended to leadership positions. AD had three  women on its National 
Executive Committee (CO te Executivo Nacional or  CEN),  COPE1 had 
three, and MAS had tween 1958 and 1983,  women’s representation 
in  the  lower house of Congress  had increased from  three to twelve (6 per- 
cent). During  the same period  there  were never more  than two women  in  the 
Senate, and more  often  than  not,  none  at all. In state legislatures women had 
increased their  representation (albeit unevenly) from 1.6 percent  in 1958 to 
7.8 percent  in 1983, still a poor showing (see Table 1). 

Women active in  the  Directorate and the CONG decided to take ad- 
vantage of the  opportunity presented by  the elections. They  built upon a  nu- 
merical advantage: the  “gender  gap” of the 1988 elections, in  which  women 
would make up over half  of the electorate. In  July 1987, the CONG planned 
its election strategy. In keeping with its nonpartisan  outlook,  a CONG 
working  paper  stated  that  the  group as a  whole  would not  support a specific 

13. These  would  represent  around 2.5 percent of the entire CEN of each  party. 



Table 5.1: Number  and  percent of women  in  national  congress  and  state  legislative 
assemblies (1958-1983) 

Congress: 

Year Total #Women % Women Total #Women %  omen 
Deputies  Senators 

1958 133 3 2.3 51 0 0 
1963 178 5 2.8 47 0 0 
1968 2 14 6 2.8 52 2 3.8 
1973 200 6 3 47 0 0 
1978 199 9 4.5 44 2 4.5 
1983 200 12 6 44 0 0 

Legislative  Assemblies: 
Year Total #Women % Women 
1958 312 5 1.6 
1963 3 14 18 5.7 
1968 329 13 4 
1973 277 11 4 
1978 281 15 5.3 
1983 308 24 7.8 

(SOURCE: CSE 1984,1988,1989,1993) 

candidate in  the following year’s election. But as the CONG sought women7s 
equality in all areas, including politics, it would make gender-specific de- 
mands on candidates and parties. Several members were  drawing up a list of 
qualified women candidates for elected office who had worked  for women’s 

hts  in  the past, as well as a minimum  program of women7s demands to be 
presented to all the candidates (CONG 1987). 

Through  the Directorate’s Political Participation  Commission,  which 
included several members of the CONE as well as other members of “social 
and political groups,” some of these demands made their  way onto its 
““common ~ i n i m u m  Program of Venezuelan Women Leaders to Political 
Parties.’’ The ~ i n i m u m  Program claimed that  international  support existed 
for the  proposals  that followed, citing the conclusions of the 1985 Nairobi 
conference as well the UN  onv vent ion for the  Elimination of All Forms of 
Discrimination Against Women, which Venezuela had ratified in 1982. The 
~ i n i m u m  Program  then  outlined  the  unequal  representation of women  in 
political life. Although  they  constituted 50 percent of party membership and 
many had high qualifications, women held few decision-making positions  in 
parties, elected positions, and cabinet posts (Direcci6n n.d.). 

In response to the  low levels of women’s representation, the ~ i n i m u m  
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Program  proposed  a series of steps to be taken  by  both parties and govern- 
ment to ensure women’s equal inclusion. These ranged from  copying  the 
model of the commission structure itself in  other ministries (to insure  con- 
sultation  with NGOs on all policy concerning women), to insisting on a 30 
percent  quota of women  in  party decision-making positions and in  winning 
positions on  party electoral lists.i4 With  the help of the  Directorate,  the 
imum  Program was publicized across the  country  in early 1988. Women from 
different parties participated in  state assemblies, conducting discussions on 
the need to increase womenJs representation  in leadership. In an ironic  con- 
trast, as the campaign by  the  women  cooperating  through  the ~irectorate  
went  forward,  the women’s bureaus of the parties used the occasion of Inter- 
national Women’s Day  to  promote their parties’ male presidential candidates 
(El ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ 2 ~  7 March 1988). 

As elections neared, the  multiparty  United Women Leaders move- 
ment  took off, still  relying on  the  coordination provided by  the  Directorate 
and the  CONG.  On 22 July  Olivo  de Celli, minister of the family, and  the 
Directorate  sponsored  a  meeting  for  women  from all parties as well as ac- 
tivists from  the CONG.  Because none of the parties was willing to offer  its 
headquarters for a  gathering to which  women from rival parties  were  in- 
vited, the meeting took place in  a  hotel  (Fernando ~ r a n g u r e n  interview). 
Drawing  support  from regional  organizing,  Olivo  de  Celli  presented the 
latest  program of the Inter-American  Commission of Women, which called 
for  the “full  and  equal  participation of women  in  politics.”  Representatives 
from  the various  parties made presentations  exhorting  those  in  attendance 
to  unite  to achieve this goal. In  the end,  those  present agreed to  draw U a 
list of common  demands  and  participate  in  a  public  march (El ~ ~ c i o ~ ~ l ,  
July 1988). 

The upsurge  in organizing was strategically timed to coincide with  the 
political opportunity  provided  by  the  drawing  up of party lists for  the 1988 
elections. On  the  day after the women’s meeting, journalists sought out  party 
leaders for their reactions to the women’s challenge. Rosita Caldera summed 
them up as “astonishment for  the unitary capacity that  the wornen were 
de~onstrating in allying themselves, independently of their respective polit- 

14. In proportional representation  systems  such  as  Venezuela’s  at  this  time,  candidates for 
public  office do not  run individual  campaigns; they run as  members  of  political  parties,  each  of 
which  presents a ranked  list of candidates to the voters.  Voters  cast  their  ballot for an  entire party 
list,  and the number of winning  candidates  from  each party is determined  according to the per- 
centage of the vote  garnered  by the party, with the candidate  whose  name  is at the top of the list 
being the first to be  elected, the second  next,  and so on.  Thus  placement on the party lists  is ex- 
tremely important, A common  gesture  toward  gender  equality  among  parties  was to put women 
on the lists, but toward the bottom  where they would  have  little  chance of election. 



ical affiliations, [for] the  common goal of demanding leading, and  not ‘filler’ 
positions.”  The reactions of the adecos testified not  only  to  astonishment. 
The  first deputy  approached  indignantly claimed that  women  would  not be 
placed on the lists simply because they  were  women. At first  the  president of 
the party, who  would have a great deal of influence over the  positioning of 
candidatesy names on the lists, protested  that he  was not willing to make a 

ut after  the  journalist insisted on asking whether  the  president 
was going to give women  winning places,  he replied brusquely, “Yes.  We are 
going to  put piles of women  on. Piles of them” (El ~acio~aZ,23 July 1988). 

Women leaders publicized  their  demand for increased representation 
across the  parties in the  “Manifesto of the  United Women Leaders,” pub- 
lished in  the  national press at the end of July. It  opened  with  a  declaration of 
women’s nonpartisan advocacy for their advancement: “We women in a 
demonstration of true political  maturity  and a spirit of solidarity have de- 
cided to  put aside our partisan differences, to build a  common  front reaching 
across the  nation,  around a concrete objective: to gain for the country a rele- 
vant presence of women, skilled in  quality and just  in  quantity,  in  the  posi- 
tions of popular  representation.”  The manifesto made  it clear that the 

was autonomous  and  provisional?  “not based on the  creation of a 
nor subject to the  manipulation of a particular existing party.” All 

parties were  equally put  on notice as the  women played their ace: over half 
the  voters  in 1988 would be women.  “The parties and  independent  groups 
ought  to  know that  we  women are in  condition and prepared  to defend our 
right to share political power  with  men,  who have  exercised control over it 
permanently. Today  more  than ever  we are aware that our capacity of deci- 
sion  making is determinative  and able to change at  any  moment  the  course of 
the political history of the  country, because of the  power  which is  given to us 
by  the possession of a greater electoral force  than  that of our c o ~ ~ ~ ~ e r o s ’ ’  
(EZ~ac~o~aZ, 31 July 1988). 

The manifesto also illustrated  the movement’s continuing reliance on 
rhetorical strategies that advanced women’s equality while avoiding a chal- 

e  to gender relations. Its  authors  were careful to associate gender equal- 
ity  with  democrati~ation.  They made clear that the  movement had been 
deliberately launched just  before  the elections for president, congress, and 
state assemblies in  order  to give it  current relevance. But  they also claimed 
transcendence for women’s demands.  More  than an electoral maneuver, 
women’s demands  “represent a forward  step in the process of ~enezuela’s 
historic  transformation,yy and rejection of the  promotion of women’s leader- 
ship  would  “impede  the  perfection of democracy.” The signatories took 
credit for the opportunity  women already had to assume leadership roles in 



Fig. 5.4 Flier  distributed  during  a  United  Women  Leaders rally. 

p y  taking  advantage of the  occasion of the  elections  to  make 
heard  our  nonconformist  voice,  our  just  demand  for  the  good of 
the  country  and  its  consolidated  democracy,  we call to  women of 
the  country  to  accompany us in  this  heroic  claim  for  a  position 
of power. 

rid  ourselves of the  stigma of discrimination,  which  does  not 
permit  us  to  take  advantage of our  potential. 

Only  from  a  position of power  and  running  the  country  will 
we be able  to  encourage  the m o ~ e n t u m  that  will  win  our  social 
and  juridical  reforms,  our  right  to  consider  ourselves  first-class 
citizens.] 

Only  from  a  position of power  will  we be able  to  definitively 
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parties and political institutions.  But  they explicitly rejected the charge that 
their  current  demand  for increased representation was based only  on the fact 
of their being women. O n  the contrary, they deserved leadership because of 
their active citizenship: “An objective examination of the  authentic revolu- 
tion  that we Venezuelan women have led in this century  and  the decisive role 
that  we have played in  the establishment and consolidation of the democracy, 
confers upon us the full right to  run the  country.” 

The most  concrete demand of the manifesto was that political parties 
give a  “noticeably greater expansion of the  representation of women  in  the 
Congress, [state] Legislative Assemblies and ~un ic ipa l  Councils of the 
country.”  The 30 percent  quota specified in  the  Minimum  Program of 1987 
was not included because of the  objection of the COPE1 members to “re- 
verse discrimination.” This omission illustrates the compromises that move- 
ment participants had to make in  order  to continue presenting a  united  front. 
However, the  quota issue would be more successfully resolved a decade later. 

To reinforce its demands, the movement sponsored  a public demon- 
stration on August 3. Hundreds of women marched through  the center of 
Caracas carrying banners, signs, and the national Rag. National and state 
party leaders were joined by  former  collaborators on the Civil Code reform: 
workers and union leaders, teachers, journalists, professionals, and women 
activists from  the barrios, many of whom  were CONG members. Olivo  de 
Celli herself had been forbidden  from taking part  in this multiparty event by 
adeco President Lusinchi, but  the  Directorate was also represented. The man- 
ifesto, signed by  women  from all but two small par tie^,'^ was delivered to the 
National Election Commission and to Congress. 

The result of the  multiparty organizing was to overcome party leaders’ 
initially hostile reception of the women’s demands. The percentages of 
women elected in 1988 increased noticeably. Whereas there had been no 
women serving in  the Senate, there were now three (6.5 percent); from twelve 
deputies they increased to nineteen (from  6 to 9.5 percent); and they gained 
an additional seventeen seats in state legislatures (for  a  total of 11.2 percent) 
(CSE 1988;  see Table l). 

The  United Women Leaders movement illustrated how  the two pivotal 
organizations of the  period  were able to  work together to  promote women’s 
political leadership, while relying on past solidarity and international legiti- 
mation. C O N E  members took their ideas to the state through  the mecha- 

15, The representatives of the MEP (Movimiento  Electoral  del Pueblo or People’s  Electoral 
Movement)  and the PCV did not sign the manifesto  because of pressure  from party leadership, 
which  insisted that their already  meager  congressional  representation  would  be  diminished  if 
they put women  higher on their  lists. 



nism of the advisory commissions. The Directorate  then  coordinated  the ini- 
tial meeting of women  from different parties. United,  women leaders made a 
highly public demand  for increased representation, drawing  support  from  in- 
ternational  norms and the coalition of activists from  the Civil Code reform. 
The leaders used a rhetorical strategy  that  promoted gender equality as fur- 
ther democratization., couching a  de facto challenge of gender difference in 
politically acceptable terms. The result was impressive: using an alternative 
model of organization  built  around  the parties that had excluded them and 
fragmented their organizing, women inserted themselves within  the male- 
dominated hierarchy of the parties. 

The Reform  of  the  Labor Law:  or 
ocial  Function  of  Materni 

The ~ovemen t   t o  reform  the  Labor Law had many similarities to that of the 
United  omen Leaders. ~eforming  this legislation to end unwarranted dis- 
crimination against women while enhancing maternity and parental benefits 
was the result of another coalition of women organized by  the 
ONM/Directorate. Again women used the different resources 
yosal to mount  a successful challenge to legal discrimination, t 
tage of a  moment of national attention to labor issues as well as  of 
international  attention to women’s  issues. Like the previous effort, this re- 
form was oriented to the needs of middle- and upper-class women. 

The  reformers  continued to rely on and  update  older rhetorical strate- 
gies, both accepting and challenging gender difference. Like their predeces- 
sors of the 1940s, activists of the 1980s also relied on  the state to resolve the 
conflict between women’s equality at work and  inequality  at home. But re- 
flecting the changes in women’s status since the last time the law was re- 
formed (1936), the discourse of the reformers now focused on  the social 
function of maternity as the  underlying justi~cation  for gender-sensitive 
workplace policies. They clearly separated this social function  from  the 
equally important need to guarantee working women’s equal rights. 

since 1936. But demands for  the reform of the  Labor Law were  only put for- 
ward  in earnest at the 1975 First Venezuelan Congress of Women., stimulated 
by  the participation of women leaders from  the  union confederations. The 
need for reform was reiterated at  the Meeting on Women’s Partici~ation  in 
the Workforce held by the  Ministry  for  the Participation of Women in  De- 
velopment  in 1982 (Hernandez 1985). Thus  there was a  history of demands in 
place when  the ONM was established in 1984. 

Issues of women and work had been on the agenda of women’s 
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The O N M  began work  on  the reform early in its tenure. In the evalua- 
tions  undertaken for the  Nairobi conference, the need for reforms in  the La- 
bor Law,  as well as the Penal Code, surfaced with renewed vigor. In  one of 
the  first uses of the advisory commissions, in  February 1985 Olivo  de Celli 
called together  women  from political and civil society to discuss the  propos- 
als for reforms. Work on  the Penal Code went  forward  in  the Legislation 
Commission, and the QNM submitted  a  reform  proposal to Congress  in late 

the  reforms  proposed  were articles that aimed at  the liberaliza- 
n restrictions: decriminalizing abortion  in  the cases not  only of 

risk to  the mother’s  life but also if the pregnancy were  the result of rape or in- 
cest or if the  fetus  were badly malformed (§gambatti 1992,81,85). As before, 
the  abortion  proposals  provoked severe dissension among legislators, and re- 
form of the Penal Code was quickly put aside. 

The tabling of the Penal Code reform illustrates the  problem  women 
continued to face in altering discriminatory legislation. Anything  that  could 
seen as a radical departure  from  traditional gender relations, such as increas- 
ing women’s control over reproduction, was highly suspect. Historically, 
women’s successful reform  efforts had relied on gender difference rather  than 
substantial1 ~hallenging it. Proposals  that  could be viewed as favoring and 

maternity appealed to a  broader  public  than proposals seen as 
t it. Therefore, it is not surprising  that  when  they  turned to the 

Labor Law, the  reform advocates emphasized the  importance of protecting 
the  mothers of future generations of Venezuelans. As will be explained, how- 
ever, this protection was justified in  a  way  that recognized that not all work- 
ing  women  were  working  mothers. 

The O N M  found highly placed allies in its quest to reform  the  Labor 
Law. Ex-president Rafael Caldera, coauthor of the original 1936 legislation, 
headed a bicameral congressional co~mission already preparing  a  compre- 
hensive reform. The preparations for  Nairobi helped extend this effort  in  the 

slative branch  in  the  form of the  Commission to Evaluate the Decade on 
men. Under  the guidance of adeca deputy Paulina Gamus, the commis- 

sion took  up the  reform of the  Labor  Law as a  priority  for  women. These ef- 
forts were united  in  a commission workshop  in early May  attended by those 
already working on the reform: the QNM, CQNG members, the  women 
and children’s section and legal consultants of the  Labor 
business peak organization Venezuelan Federation of Chambers of Com- 
merce and Production (FEDECAMA~A§). 

At this workshop  those  present agreed that  there  were two types of dis- 
crimination to be addressed in  the  Labor Law.  ork king women were still 
subject to antiquated  protections (such as limitations on night work),  but 
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working  mothers needed increased workplace rights (such as the  provision of 
on-site nurseries for  the infants of nursing women). This differentiation chal- 
lenged the  automatic association of women  with  motherhood. The protec- 
tions rejected were refused on  the grounds  that  working  women  should work 
under  the same conditions as men. The increased rights were  sought on the 
basis of the central importance of healthy  maternity to family and social life, 
In  promoting these demands, supporters cited their existence in  international 
agreements such as the U N  Convention to  End All Forms of Discrimination 
Against  omen (Comisi~n Especial n.d.,  5-1.). 

But in  the general agreement over changes to be made in  the  Labor 
Law, one  point of contention  stood  out:  which classes of women  would be 
covered. Domestic workers’ rights were fiercely debated at the  workshop. 
Gamus and a  few of the FEVA lawyers spoke against their inclusion, while 
the ONM and CONG members Argelia Laya and Eumelia Hernandez 
fought  for  it ( ~ Z t ~ ~ ~ s  ~ o t ~ c ~ ~ s ,  5 May 1985). Shortly after the  workshop,  the 
CONG sent a  letter to Olivo  de Celli making clear that as an organization, it 
supported  the  equality of home-  with workplace-based workers.  The 0 
was in agreement; as a result of her experience organizing women  in  the 
rios, Rosa Paredes, its director, understood  the need to protect domestic 
workers’ rights. 

The  debate  pointed up  the clashing gender interests among  women. 
Those  opposed to extending the  Labor  Law to cover domestic  workers were 
not willing to acknowledge their class privilege and to recognize that  their 
ability to lead professional lives was based on the  potential exploitation of 
other  women.  Those f o r  inclusion insisted that all women deserved equal 

hts at the workplace, no matter  the impact on particular classes. The issue 
was left unresolved among  the advocates. 

To ensure  representation of nongo~ernmental women’s perspectives in 
the reform, the CONG began its own reform deliberations. In  October the 
CONG held a  three-day meeting to analyze the proposals com 
ONM and the  two congressional commissions. Members had 
ments with  the  proposals  from  the ONM and the Decade CO 
as explained by CONG member or anization All (WO 
Caldera’s version, which had been introduced  into  Congress in August 1985, 
was problematic. It left in place too many  outdated  protections,  did not 
strengthen  the  requirement for  the provision of workplace nurseries for 
workers’ children, and paid little attention to the  situation of home-based 
workers ( ~ e v i s t ~  SIC ~9:48~:159-60). 

The final proposals that CONG agreed to  support were  written  by 
lawyer and judge Solanda  Poleo  de Baez, who had also drafted the Civil 
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Code reform.  This new reform was as comprehensive in its amendment of a 
discriminatory law as her earlier effort. To end discrimination against work- 
ing women, she proposed eliminating sex-specific employment advertisi 
banning pregnancy exams for female applicants, and  prohibiting  any 0th 
sex-specific limitations on employment. In apparently neutral but gender- 

hted provisions, she sought flexible and shorter  workdays  (which  would 
make women’s balancing of home  and work duties easier), an end to the  pol- 
icy whereby  one  spouse (almost always the  husband) could request  the  ter- 
mination of the  otherS  work (almost always the wife’s) on the  grounds of its 
being “prejudicial to  the family,” and the limitation on workers’ early liqui- 
dation of their severance benefits to 50 percent without  the consent of their 
spouses, to guard against the loss of married women’s community  property. 

In  order  to clarify that she sought these reforms for the  purpose of sup- 
porting  maternity (or  parenthood)  and  not  women  per se, Poleo  de Baez 
proposed changing the title of the  section ccWomen and Minors” to  “Protec- 
tion of Maternity and the Family.” In  it she argued for an expansion of pre- 
and postnatal leave from twelve to eighteen weeks and for the  adoption of a 
fuero ~aternuZ  or maternity exemption protecting  pregnant  women  and  new 
mothers  from being fired. The demand for afuero ~ ~ t e ~ n ~ ~  was modeled on 
the policy of fuero ~~ndicuZ, which  protected  union organizers from being 
fired during  union drives and while serving in  union positions. If firing pro- 
cedures were started for some severe violation of the rules governing work- 
place conduct,  they had to be carefully monitored by a state labor inspector. 
Applying these conditions to pregnant  women was, in  a sense, to protect  the 
“union” being formed between mother and child. 

To help new  mothers,  Poleo  de Baez proposed  a  six-hour work day for 
nursing  mothers,  the expansion of workplace nurseries into child-care ten- 
ters for  the  children of male and female workers,16 and fines, forced closing, 
or imprisonment for owners who did not protect  pregnant  women and pro- 
vide on-site child care. She also proposed  obligatory social security for 
housewives and, finally, equal protection for domestic  workers, including set 
hours, vacation time, and social security, the  latter also to be provided to 
home-based workers  and pieceworkers (La MuZu Vidu, March 1986,3). 

Shortly after the CONG meetings, a tragic incident gave the  reform 
movement a  powerful case around  which to mobilize support  for their cause. 
Cipriana Velksquez was a  pregnant office worker in, of all  places, the  Labor 

16. According to the original  1936  Labor  Law,  all  businesses with more than thirty employees 
were  supposed to provide  nurseries  where  nursing  mothers  could  breastfeed during the work- 
day. The reform  sought to have  all  businesses with more than twenty  employees  provide  day 
care for both female  and  male  employees’  children up to the age  of six. 



~ i n i s t ~ .  §he had been working as close as possible to the end of her term  in 
order  to save her six-week prenatal leave to add to her six-week postnatal 
leave, a  strategy used by  many  women who wanted  more  than  a  month and 
half to spend  with  their  newborns. However, upon receiving a notice in late 
October stating  that  the  procedure for firing her  had been initiated because of 
several unexplained absences, Velzisquez went home, became hysterical, and 
despite a recent medical examination that had found  her  to be in good health, 
went  into shock. §he died shortly after. 

N o  sooner  than  her  death made a  banner headline in El ~ u c ~ o n ~ l  on 
October 31, than  the CONG started organizing. As in  the case of Inis Maria 
~ a r c a n o ,  member groups combined efforts to bring  the individual tragedy 
and its social meaning to  the public’s attention. The following day, Deputy 
Laya demanded a full investigation of the case in Congress. The matter was 
taken up  by the  Committee on Social Affairs within  the week. 
the  current  president of FEVA issued a press release declaring 
more consequence of a  faulty  Labor Law. CONG members from  the  Central 
‘University quickly established the  Cipriana Velzisquez Committee, bringing 
together professors, staff, and students  in  a  public demand for the firing of 
Cipriana’s boss, who  under  the  current law ought  to have  given at least three 
verbal warnings to her employee before initiating firing procedures, Women 
from  the major labor confederation, the CTV, used the case to highlight the 
need for fuero ~ ~ ~ e r n u l ;  it  would have granted Cipriana, as a  pregnant 
worker, an exemption from  job  termination. O n  November 6, women  from 
the CTV, the  Cipriana Velasquez Committee, and the feminist organizations 
La Mala  Vida and the Wednesday Feminist Group held a  protest  outside  the 
Labor  ini is try and Congress to demand  the immediate reform of the  Labor 
Law, especially the  protection of pregnant  women, longer maternity leave, 
and on-site day care. This  protest  set off others  in cities in  the  interior ( ~ Z ~ u -  
c~onul, 31 October4 November 1987). 

At  the Caracas-based protest,  the CONG resurrected a  tried-and-true 
method of political pressure. In  honor of Cipriana,  the  organization began a 
petition drive to have their version of the reformed Labor Law introduced  in 

ress. This  petition drive, like the ones for women’s suffr 
Code reform, raised awareness of the issues throughout 

But reflecting the higher degree of organization  among  women, this petition 
was completed in record time. Rather  than taking three years, as did  the peti- 
tion drive for the Civil Code reform, a mere six months later, on 8  April 1986, 
twenty  thousand signatures were delivered to Congress. Outside,  the  Eighth 

arch Street Theater  Group, launched in 1983 to spread news of the Civil 
Code reform, performed  a new piece publicizing issues in  the  Labor Law re- 
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form: a  parody of the Cinderella story entitled “The Shoe Fits Everyone.” 
CONG members passed out leaflets claiming that  “the Venezuelan State 
should recognize maternity not as a particular and private problem of a 
woman  and  her family, but as a social and public  problem  which requires 
State policies.” 

As a result of the  petition drive, the  CONG-sponsored.reforms joined 
those already under discussion in Congress. While the  drawn-out process of 
revising articles continued for  the next two years, governmental and non- 
governmental women remained active. Supportive congresswomen sat on  the 
bicameral commission overseeing the  reform.  Caldera gallantly allowed 
members of FEVA and women representing each of the four labor confeder- 
ations to sit  in on the commission’s discussions and even to speak during  de- 
bates on certain articles. For example, when members of F E D E C A ~ A ~ S ,  
also in attendance, started to attack  the  section on  “Protection of ~ a t e r n i t y  
and the Family” as the weak point  by  which to break up  the entire reform ef- 
fort,  Caldera  opened  the discussion to anyone  with  a  coherent proposal. The 
author of that section, FEVA member Poleo  de Baez;, had one ready. Caldera 
then  turned  to  the representatives of business for their proposal. Because 
they  did  not have one, he claimed he simply  had to give full  consideration to 
Poleo  de Baez’s s~ggestions (Interview  with  Haydee  Deutch,  former secre- 
tary general of CODESA, the  COPEI-linked  labor confederation). 

Work slowed during  the electoral season as the parties turned  their en- 
ergies elsewhere, and the  women had other concerns as well: it was the  mo- 
ment of the  United Women Leaders. When  Caldera  introduced  the  reform 

ressional consideration  in  August 1988, he  straddled  the fence on 
supporting women’s demands, acknowledging that ‘‘women  have been the 
sector most  interested”  in  the  reform  but also warning  that  the  “overprotec- 
tion” of women  might make employers prefer to hire men (El ~ a c ~ o ~ a 2 ,  4 
August 1988). InJune 1989 the  debate  started to heat up again, and the coali- 
tion of women was ready. The CONG and labor confederations declared the 
establishment of a  united front  to fight for their reforms, helped by two state- 
based organizations for women’s  issues: the latest version of the executive- 
branch women’s  agency, and a new commission in Congress. 

By this time the national agency for  women had taken on yet  another 
form  with  the change in  administration  in 1989 (see Chapter 6). Under pres- 
sure  from adeca women,  the reelected adeco president, Carlos Andris Pdrez, 
reestablished his presidential advisory commission COFEAPRE. Although 
linked with  a new a~ministration,  COFEAPRE continued  the  reform cam- 
paign of the  Directorate and made public  its  support for the reform. In its 
press releases, COFEAPRE affirmed the  separation of the goal of guarantee- 



ing  women equal work conditions  from  that of protecting  the “social func- 
tion” of maternity and cited international  norms  in  support of it: 

We support  the  proposal of the  Labor  Law  in all its parts, because 
it  constitutes  a significant advance in Venezuelan labor legislation 
and incorporates  in it the  modern humanistic conception  which 
contemplates work as a social act and not as a mere economic re- 
lation which is that  which has been held heretofore.  Chapter 
Seven [on maternity  and family protection] deserves special at- 
tention because it considers maternity as a social function,  con- 
tains dispositions which  protect  it and achieves the objective of 
the principles contained  in our Magna Carta and the UN Con- 
vention on the  Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination 
Against   omen, so  that  women might exercise their  right to em- 
ployment  in  conditions of equality, might have  access to all the 
economic activities and enjoy the social benefits for their  condi- 
tion of female worker, such a s ~ ~ e r o  ~ a t ~ r ~ a l .  ( ~ l ~ a c ~ o ~ a l ,  7 Au- 
gust 1989) 

During  the  course of the debates, Congress also instituted  a  new mech- 
anism for women’s representation  in  the legislature, which  c 
put at  the service of the  reform effort. The idea for  the Bica 
sion for  omen's Rights (Comisi6n Bicameral de  Derechos  de la Mujer) 

inated in  the wake of the  furor over the  death of Cipriana Velisquez, 
when congresswomen proposed  a specific commission to oversee women’s 
rights issues  enat at or Ixora  Rajas interview). Officially convened in  June 
1989, the commission was taking an active role in  the  reform by mid-1990. It 
was guided by none  other  than  the  former head of the women’s ministry, 
Mercedes Pulido  de Briceiio, now  a senator. As had been done  during  the 
campaign to reform  the Civil Code,  the Bicameral Commission  sponsored  a 
series of forums to keep discussion of the  Labor Law reform alive in  state leg- 
islatures and city halls across the country. 

Meanwhile, women  outside  the government teamed up with  a congres- 
sional representative to insure  the  continued effectiveness of the women’s 
coalition. Amarylis Valor, a member of the C W  and recently elected con- 
gressional deputy, brought  together female party leaders and CONG mem- 
bers in regular meetings on  the reform. She would  report on the 
congressional commission’s discussions of the issue, and everyone would 
help to plan what she would say on the  floor of Congress (Valor interview). 

One of  Valor’s interventions  in particular underscored  both this con- 
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certed consultation and the lessons women had learned from  prior mobiliza- 
tion: speak of the family, but make sure everyone knows  that  united  women 
are behind the effort. ValorJs speech began: “Notice, citizens, that we are not 
talking about women. We are speaking without bias about  the Law which 
protects families.” Yet despite her universalistic rhetoric,  throughout  the rest 
of her speech Valor continually  mentioned  the range of women consulted on 
this bill and their refusal to let it be tabled, as had happened to  the first  pro- 
posals to reform. the Civil Code ( ~ ~ a r ~ o  de ~ e b ~ t e s ,  4 July 1989,33). To make 
sure  the message got  through, every time Valor was scheduled to speak on  the 
floor of Congress, CONG activists picketed outside on behalf of the reform. 

ccasionally they  took their  protest inside, unfurling  a big banner  in  the bal- 
cony declaring “We women  want  the  reform of the  Labor Law NOW” (Zas 
~ ~ j e r e s   ~ ~ e ~ e ~ o s  Za re for^^ de Za Ley del Trabajo YA) when  debate was par- 
ticularly intense (Benita Fino1 interview). 

As had happened in  the  reform of the Civil Code,  the  opposition to  the 
Labor  Law grew fiercest toward  the end of the deliberations. The main op- 
ponent was F E ~ E C A ~ A R ~ S ,  despite its earlier support of reform efforts. 
It was generally against the  proposal by reformers to increase worker bene- 
fits and protections  in  a time of changing economic condition~,’~  but the sec- 
tion ~ r o t e c t i n ~  maternity also came under intense attack. According to 
F ~ ~ E ~ ~ ~ A R A S , ~ ~ e ~ o   ~ ~ t e r ~ a Z  would  only result in  employer reluctance 
to hire women. Moreover, small businesses would go under if they had to 
provide  the level of child care specified in  the law. Providing  that  sort of so- 
cial  service, business argued, was the responsibility of the state. 

To make the  threat of such displacement tangible, during  the last stages 
of deliberation on the reform, several businesses fired all of their female 
workers and hired men to replace them. However, in  one  supermarket  where 
the cashiers were replaced, the  owners  found  that over the weekend the men 
had gotten so drunk  that  they did not come to  work  on Monday. So the  own- 
ers rehired the  women  and gave them  the  pay  they had lost.  A cosmetics and 

factory made the same about-face when  their  owners also found 
reliable or  too clumsy to  do  the  work  that women had done (Valor 

In response to the  opposition,  women  turned again to appeals based on 
interview). 

the family-oriented nature of maternity  protection. In the closing con 

17. Accusing the reformers of “populism,”  business  leaders  claimed that the reform  would 
drive up business  costs on the order of 30 percent,  increase  inflation  and  consumer  costs,  dis- 
courage  foreign  investment, hurt efforts  at  privatization,  and  generally  derail  new  economic  ef- 
forts (El ~ ~ ~ o ~ u l ,  October-November 1990). For further discussion about the economic 
situation of the early 1990s, see Chapter 6. 
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Fig. 5.5 Headline  from El ~ ~ ~ o ~ ~ Z ;  “The  Women  Will Go to 
Congress  to  Defend  Maternity  Exemption.” 

sional debates on  the reform, congresswomen took the  floor to defend the 
different provisions of the section on “Maternity and the Family.” A 
c o ~ e ~ a ~ a  defendedfuero ~ a t e r ~ a Z  by citing the need to insure  the well- * 

of children: “We are protecting  future Venezuelan society, the childre 
have to count  on an income. And who can tell me now which family is not in 
need of the income of a man and a woman to guarantee a  better  quality of life 
for the children who are being raised and for  the  future Venezuela?” ( ~ ~ a r ~ ~  
de ~ e ~ ~ t e s ,  27 November 1990,3). An adeca continued along these lines: “It 
is not women  we are protecting  in  a special manner by considering them  in- 
ferior to men, they are equal to men, they have the same rights and duties  in 
that  which does not have to  do with  the  function of maternity;  when  women 
are mothers, it is their children whom we ought  to protect, and that has been 
the  intention of this Chapter  which refers to maternity and to  the family” (8). 

Because the  Labor  Law  reform was not  only concerned with women, 
they  were  far  from  alone  in  their advocacy for it.  But  they took advantage 
of the  political opportunity afforded by  reform debates to advance 
women’s interests. Being on  the side of the  workers was a claim all parties 
in Venezuela had  made  at  some point  in  their history,  and  this claim now 

enerated  a great deal of political support  for  the reform. Party objections 
to the accusations by FE~ECAMARAS of political  interference  in the 
economy  culminated  in  a Senate resolution  stating  that  it  had been offended 
by  the  way  in  which  the business community  had  publicly  disrespected 



Congress (E l  ~ u c ~ o ~ ~ l ,  16 November 1990). The  reform passed on 27’ No- 
vember 1990. 

The new  Labor  Law included many of the original proposals 
and the CONG. From the removal of discriminatory 
of the  newly  entitled  chapter “Of the  Labor  Protection of Ma- 

ternity and the Family,” the  reform made clear that no provisions  were to be 
permitted that disad~antaged  working  women,  only those  that allowed them 
to  combine  work and motherhood.  Thus  discrimination  on  the basis of  sex- 
in  employment, advertising, and work conditions (e.g., mandatory preg- 
nancy testing)-was banned, and neither  spouse  could  now  demand that the 
other’s work  to be terminated on the basis of family needs. At the same time, 
the special maternity  dispensations  were explicitly labeled as nondiscrimina- 
tory. Pregnant  women  were  exempted  without  penalty  from  work that might 
endanger their pregnancies and granted eighteen weeks of maternity leave. 
The fuero ~ u t e ~ ~ u l ,  protecting women’s employment while they  were  pre - 
nant and for  one year following  birth  (or  adoption), was included. Nursi 
women  were given the  right to  two half-hour breaks to nurse  their  children 
at on-site nurseries, or two one-hour breaks if their  children  were  at  home. 
Finally, employers of more  than  twenty  workers had to supply a child-care 
center or make provisions for child care for all of their employees (male and 
female) with children  under six years old. 

But because the  predominantly upper-class women  who had led the re- 
form  campaign  could not agree to protect  popular women’s rights, class- 
based discrimination remained in  the final document.  Although  domestic 
workers  continued to be  legally entitled to  one  day off a week, ten  hours of 
rest a day, fifteen days of paid vacation a year, and  yearly bonuses, they  were 

iven healthcare benefits or social security coverage. Pieceworkers and 
-based workers  were also excluded from these benefits. 
Two years after  the law’s passage, business continued  to  object  to it- 

and the  coalition of women  continued  to maintain their  victory, In  Novem- 
ber 1992 a business lawyer brought  a case to the  Supreme Court  to nullify  the 
child-care provisions  in  the  Labor Law and its enabling legislation. He ar- 
gued that  the  extension of these provisions  went against the  ori 
the law, which was only  to  provide a place for  women  to  nurse  i 
supply  day care for the  young  children of workers of both sexes. The coali- 
tion  partners  reunited to oppose his  claim, filing a brief that explained that 
the  intent of the  reform was not  to violate its  spirit,  but to bring  the law up  to 

ull workers’  children.  They defended the  extension of par- 
enting  rights to men by calling up the familiar bogey of the female-hea~ed 
household. How were  fathers going to learn to take responsibility if the laws 



themselves left them off the  hook?  The  point behind the  reform was to 
change the  “patriarchal legislation which yields as a consequence in  our soci- 
ety irresponsible paternity and a matricentric organization” (Garcia Prince et 
al., 1993). 

As had happened with  the Civil Code,  the  implementation of the  Labor 
Law left much to be desired. Following  the Supreme Court suit,  a few of the 
enabling provisions were nullified, making it easier for businesses to pay par- 
ents directly to provide for their own child care, the  preferred  solution of 
those businesses that complied with  the law.’* Moreover, the sanctions put in 
place against the many businesses that violated the provisions were not as 
stringent as the activists had asked for. Finally, the growing informal  labor 
sector-where many of the  poorest worked-could not be obliged to comply 
with any legislation, 

As much of a  problem as implementation  would turn  out  to be, the 
movement to reform  the  Labor Law was yet  another success of women’s 
coalition building. Women continued to  work outside  the  normal ~hannels of 
politics, uniting  through  the CONG and through  the executive and the new 
legislative branch women’s institutions to achieve a substantial revision of 
many of the  discriminatory articles of this piece of national legislation. In  do- 
ing so, they managed to use familial rhetoric while for the  first time distin- 
guishing women’s social roles as workers  from  those as mothers. The 
coalition proved  a successful mechanism for reform, albeit one  that excluded 
many  women  who  were  without  formal political power. 

The model of coalition building that came to full flower  in  the  United 
Women Leaders movement and the  effort to reform  the  Labor  Law was 
largely dependent on  the innovations of two interlinked  coordinating  organ- 
izations. The O ~ ~ / ~ i r e c t o r a t e  provided  a  forum for the expression of 
women’s demands by a range of political and independent activists and 
helped advance these demands through  the mechanism of its advisory com- 
missions. Meanwhile the decentralized, nonhierarchical CONG significantly 
altered the  traditional  model of peak organizations; it  united  women  in civil 
society around issues of common  concern and maintained access to the state. 
Both  organizations took advantage of the development of international 
processes directed at women. One activist described their influence as deci- 
sive: “They have acted like a  motor  for the  most organized women  to meet 

18. Despite the failure of the demand for  nulli~cation of the child-care provision as a whole, 
on-site child care continues to be scantily provided, Its implementation, though regularly called 
for  by women’s and children’s advocates, has largely taken a  back seat to the home-based day- 
care program, which President Carlos Andrits  PCrez  revived  when taking office again in 1989. 
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and discuss issues. And  in this collective process of reflection, we have  all ad- 
vanced” (Nora Castaiieda inte~iew).  Part of their advancement was an abil- 
ity  to redefine gender interests, albeit within  a limited political discourse and 
a  dispute over which classes of women  were to be represented. 

Created by women who as a  group shared a  common experience of 
marginalization or exclusion from  traditional politics, the model of organiz- 

responsible for the successful movements of the 1980s had little  in  com- 
mon  with  the  dominant  model of representation  through highly centralized, 
hierarchical party  structures. The result was hardly  the “mass organization” 
envisaged by Isabel Carmona  at  the 1975 First WomenS ~ongress .  But in  the 
context of Venezuelan politics, such an organization  would have inevitably 
fallen victim to  the same clash of partisan rivalries that  for so  long had sepa- 
rated women. 

In contrast, organizing in  loose-knit coalitions around specific issues 
allowed women to  work together despite their  many differences-the very 
differences that  would  most likely have destroyed  a highly structured 
women7s organization. Reflecting on the  major successes of women’s organ- 
izing, from suffrage to  the reform of the  Labor Law, longtime activist Esper- 
anza Vera, in. an interview, described the  “intermediary form” of organi~ation 
Venezuelan women had developed through  long experience: 

We have not achieved a  permanent  organization . . . on the model 
of the parties. But there [exists] something  which is not  de jure 
but  de facto. When an interesting proposal is  made, and a call  is 
put  out, we all go . . because the necessity for  unity exists. . . It 
is as though reality is showing  us  that women, through this 
method of not being organized in  the  traditional manner but be- 
ing unified around  something  which interests us, are creating 
something like a different form of collective action. It exists, only 
those of us who continue to insist that  we  ought  to build an or- 
~anization probably are insisting on acting traditionally. Maybe 
what has happened to us is that we have created some  intermedi- 
ary  form  that allows the conversion of this climate of coinci- 
dences into something  a little more organic. Even if it might not 
be exactly the same as the  organizations  that we know. . . It’s like 
a  way to avoid the frictions. And to also avoid the differences, be- 
cause the differences exist. And if we are all together  in an organ- 
ization  that has requirements like the  traditional ones, these 
differences will come into conflict every day. Meanwhile, as we 
are, we only  unite  when  there are coincidences. . . . It’s a good 
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strategy, but [rather than coming from  theory]  it has arisen from 
the activism itself. 

One product of such a  contingent  form of organizing was compromise, 
leaving out the  more radical demands that presented too  strong a challenge to 
the gender or class status  quo. t considering the  nature of Vene~uelan  po- 
litical society, the coalition m 1 was remarkable, Through it, one  of  the 
most politically excluded roups demanded and achieved political inclusion 
and legislative reform  in  their own interest. But  the delicate balance of coop- 
eration, which. avoided the pitfalls of co-optation on  one hand and debilitat- 
ing  friction on the other, proved  unstable  in  the face of the  new  set of political 
opport~nities that emerged with  the political and economic crises of the 
1990s. 
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CRISIS (19~9-1995) 

The political opportunities of the 1990s confronted  women  with  a  new set of 
challenges. The  country reaped the consequences of chronic economic mis- 
management as debt piled up and oil prices plummeted. ~imultaneously,  it 
faced the  most severe political upheaval in its democratic history, beginning 
with  riots  in 1989, two military coup  attempts  in 1992, and the impeac~ment 
of the  president  for  corruption  in 1993.  To address these interrelated crises, 
the government made a turn toward  a neoliberal, market-oriented  economy 

Women organized on their own behalf within civil society, political so- 
ciety, and the state to address these changing national opportunities. But the 
changes also exacerbated tensions and divisions among  women  that impeded 
the development of further  conjunctural coalition building. Moreover, in 
contrast  with  the positive effects of the 1985 UN Women’s Conference, the 
international influences stemming from  the 1995 UN Fourth World Confer- 
ence on Women contributed to  the diminution of women’s  effective national 
organi~ing. 

The economic crisis and first steps toward its resolution  underscored 
the class  cleavage within  the women’s movement. As living conditions for the 
majority of Venezuelan women  deteriorated sharply, the gender interests of 
poor women became  even more focused on basic needs such as feeding their 
families. Although activists from  other classes were attentive to the changes 
in  poor women’s status, they had little experience to  draw  on in  order  to go 
beyond individual responses. As a result, multiclass, gender-focused re- 
sponses to  the economic crisis were few. 

The move toward  decentralization  in both state  and party structures 
strengthened women’s institutional  position to a  certain extent. The national 
women’s agency gained in  autonomy and resources, and developed links 

continued to take steps in  the  direction of a  more decentralized polity. 
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with  decentralized women’s agencies in the different states. The cooperation 
between  women  in NGOs and the state agency became more  formalized. 
Some gender-focused activism also  continued  in  the women’s bureaus of the 

ore  sophisticated analyses of women’s situation  undergirded  these 

However,  the  further  institutionalization of women’s activism also 
brought  with  it  some of the negative aspects of traditional politics. In  the face 
of changing opportunities,  certain  traditional  patterns emerged in women’s 

style. Paradoxically, or perhaps  predictably, as women’s organiza- 
tions gained in  importance and resources,  they also  became  sites of hierarchi- 
cal leadership and clientelistic relations.  The  worst  manifestations of the 
change could be  called <‘instrumental  feminism”: the use of feminist  rhetoric 
and institutional  resources  dedicated  to the advancement of women as a 
group  for  the  personal  advancement of individual female leaders or of other 
goals. Although these practices  did  not  preclude all work  on behalf of 
women,  they  did  compromise  the  long-sought  cooperation  that had been 
forged  among activists from  different walks of life. 

Ironically, at a time of restricted  resources,  the  “Midas  touch” that had 
corrupted “Venezuelan politics as a whole reached into women’s organiza- 
ti0ns.I After  many years of neglect, international  funding  organizations  now 
saw debt-ridden Venezuela as a  country  deserving of some aid; and women’s 
organizations  benefited  from  some of this kind of investment,  which  in- 
cluded,  for example, financial support  for  anizing  efforts  directed  toward 
the  Fourth World Conference on Women t such  funding  underwrote  the 

nce of traditional  participation  patterns,  which  contributed  to diffi- 
with  coalition  building  during the period of democratic crisis. In- 

creasingly, instead of providing  alternatives to ccnormal’’ Venezuelan politics, 
women’s organizing reflected them. 

This  chapter begins by  discussing the chan es in women’s status  and 
political  opportunities  that  accompanied  the  crises of the  period.  It  then ex- 
amines  the  transformation of women’s organizing  in civil and  political so- 
ciety  and  in the state  in  the face of shifting  national  and  international 
opportunities. It assesses the advances as well as analyzing  the  problems 
that occurred,  paying  particular  attention  to  how  conjunctural  coalition 
building  receded  in the face of growing class tension  and the rise of “poli- 
tics as usual,”  strikingly  illustrated  by  the  appearance of instrumental  fem- 
inism. 

1. Karl  (1997)  uses the legend of King  Midas-whose  ability to turn all  he  touched to gold 
brought him  more  pain than profit-as  a  metaphor for Venezuelan  politics. 



Responding to economic necessity, women took  on even more responsibili- 
ties in  the area of production-but in ways that  continued to reflect the  sub- 
ordinate  status of their gender. By 1990 they  formed 30 percent of the  labor 
force. They  were  entering it at a higher rate  than men because of their  histor- 
ically lower  numbers. Between 1970 and 1990 the  number of female workers 
increased by 205 percent, while their male counterparts increased at half that 
rate. In 1990 twice as many  women as men were  looking for  work  for the  first 
time (Huggins Castafieda and Dominguez  Nelson  1993,38,46). 

Women’s work was still limited in gender-specific  ways. The new female 
workers typically found jobs in highly feminized occupations that, not coinci- 
dentally, were low-paying. Women’s salaries as a percentage of  men’s grew by 
IO percent but still remained lower, around 87 percent (Huggins Castafieda and 

ez Nelson 1993,49). Sixty-five percent of all women  working  in  the 
officially reported formal sector were either office workers, saleswomen, or 
service providers (who formed a quarter of the whole). New statistics estimat- 
ing em~loyment in  the informal sector found  that women formed at least  30 
percent of this sector (OCEI 1990). Women continued to make up over half  of 
the “professional and technical” sector (OCEI 1993). However, their employ- 
ment in this sector was threatened by  the reductions in state-based employ- 
ment, which were an integral part of economic r e s t ~ c ~ r i n g .  In 1990, 37 
percent of all women with college or professional degrees were employed in 
the public sector, constituting 40 percent of all state employees (OCEI 1990). 

While women’s fertility rates declined to an average of three children 
per  woman by 1990 (Huggins Castafieda and Dominguez  Nelson 1993,26), 
women  were  often solely responsible for  their families’ support, and in de- 
cidedly difficult circumstances. Although  the national rate for households 
headed by  women  nationwide was high at 25 percent, among  the poor  it 
reached 50 percent ~ ~ E C A B E  1995,14). 

Thus  there  were  plenty of objective factors  that might have indicated 
the need for women to organize on their own behalf. How were they medi- 
ated by  the opportunities of the  period? 

From 1989 on,  the political opportunity  structure changed markedly as ac- 
tors  and  institutions tried to mitigate the consequences of the, by now, 
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unavoidable economic crisis and ossifying political institutions. By 1988 debt 
was 41 percent of gross national product, and oil prices had declined to a 
third of their all-time high, severely reducing the resources on which  the 
polity was dependent  (Karl 1995,42; Kelly 1995,  289). As a result, not  only 
economic policy  but also political life was altered. With his reelection in 1988, 
President Carlos AndrCs  PCrez was determined to see the  country  throu 
“the Great  Turnabouty’  (el Gran Virdje)-his national plan to liberalize 
economy and decentralize the polity. Although  the great turn did not lead 
into a complete dead end, neither was it very successful. 

The economic policies President PCrez tried to implement were similar to 
those recommended for  the entire region: stabilizing and liberalizing the econ- 
omy in order to engage  global markets. They were integrally based on “shrink- 
ing the state,” reducing state involvement not only  in economic development 
but also in  the provision of social  services and subsidies for  transportation and 
food.  The rapidity with which the admi~stration tried to implement these 
policies proved misguided. It did not take into account public expectations, 
nurtured since the inception of democracy, in ongoing state support. Increas- 

distanced from his own party, Pirez relied on well-educated but politi- 
remote technocrats for policy development and failed to educate the 

public on the need for reforms (McCoy and Smith 1995,252). As a result, these 
new policies were soundly rejected by  the majority of Venezuelans. 

In February 1989 the largest riots of the democratic period  erupted, 
sparked by a sudden increase in bus fares. Conservative estimates put casual- 
ties at  three  hundred dead and over one  thousand  injured  (Martz  1995,31). 

iscontent  with  the economic situation and the  corruption in, and 
ntrol of, political parties was the  key  factor  in  the two military 

coup  attempts of  1992 (Agiiero 1995). Eventually, Perez himself was indicted 
by the Venezuelan Supreme Court  for  the embezzlement o 

overnme~t monies and was held under  house  arrest  in 1994. 
The economy was not the  only arena undergoing cha 

form was high on the agenda in  the early 199Os, manifest in  the  attempts to 
create a new  “pact”  to  promote political decentralization as well as in  the  in- 
ternal democrati~ation of political parties (Navarro 1995a). These ~ e a s ~ r e s  
included shifting some responsibility for social programs and economic de- 
velopment from  the central government to state and local governments as 
well as giving more  power  to state and local assemblies and political party 
branches.* Certain electoral reforms were put  in place, such as the  direct elec- 

2. For further discussion of the political  changes  Venezuela  has  experienced  since  1989, see 
Elher 1993-94; Goodman et al. 1995; McCoy et al.  1995. 



tion of mayors and governors (1989) and expanded uninominal (single-mem- 
ber constituency)  voting on  the municipal (1989) and then national levels 
(199213). Both  reforms were promoted as democratizing measures since they 
gave voters  more  direct  power over the selection of their political representa- 
tives. Moves toward decentralization progressed unevenly through  the states. 

These efforts probably helped to head off complete collapse of the gov- 
ernment following the military coup  attempts. The 1992 gubernatorial elec- 
tions allowed voters to express their  ire  through democratic channels, and 
they  turned over the  majority of governorships from AD  to CQPEI.  Thanks 
in  part to  the electoral reforms, other parties attracted more voters disillu- 
sioned with  the two major parties’ worn-out model of consensus building 
and their clientelism. 

Party leaders did not act quickly on the policies aimed at reducing their 
power and that of parties themselves, however. They  continued to exert con- 
trol over local elections and to  broker deals with  the  major peak organiza- 
tions  in civil society. But citizens’ support  for  the parties, which were now 
seen as ossified and ineffective, declined markedly (Templeton 1995,100). 

Although  the near-daily demonstrations by different sectors revealed a 
civil society anxious for systemic change, the weakness of these efforts, often 
hardly  more  than  noisy  street  protests,  showed how little an a ~ t o n o ~ o u s  as- 
sociational sphere had been fostered by years of party-led democracy. The 
one  sector  that seemed to have made the  most headway was the  neighbor- 
hood  or~anizations, estimated to have numbered  ten  thousand  by 1995  (Sala- 
manca 1995,  210). They  sought to take advantage of the processes of 
decentralization but were still wary of the parties’ penchant for political co- 
optation, 

During  the  period of crisis, women  continued to organize through  the vari- 
ous mechanisms developed during democratic consolidation. Spurred by in- 
creasing poverty, popular  women expanded their national group,  the  Popular 
Women’s Circles, which left its parent organization. It continued to raise a 
national voice on behalf of its members’ gender interests. In the face of new 
electoral laws that had a negative impact on the election of women, even the 
women’s branches of the major parties turned  toward promoti~~g women’s 

The  two major organizing centers that  undergirded  the successful 
coalition building of the past, the national women’s agency and the  non- 
governmental organization umbrella group,  the CQNG, also continued to 



function.  The  national women’s  agency, although still dependent  on the  good 
will of sitting  presidents, grew in  status and size. It established its  own local 
branches through  which  it could implement (and not just develop) policy on 
women’s  issues. Members of the CONG were  incorporated  more  directly 
into the agency’s work, and member  groups received some  international fi- 
nancial support  through its auspices. This  cooperation resulted in advances in 
the  extent and depth of gender analysis promoted (at least at  the level of dis- 
course)  through  the  state agency. 

ut these advances  also brought  with  them  new obstacles for women’s 
ing. Some of the decentralized branches of the agency, intended as 
alternative arena for  womenS  participation,  were used instead by  the 

newly elected mayors  to furnish social  services no longer adequately  pro- 
vided by  the  national state-and to reward their clientele. The links  between 
the  state agency and the CONG empowered  certain leaders to the  detriment 
of democratic process within  the N G O  group. Moreover, female political 
elites seeking to  au~ment their  own or their party’s power misused the  insti- 
tutions  and resources established to advance  women’s interests. 

These  trends  were  brought into sharp relief by  the U N  Fourth World 
Conference  on  omen (Beijing 1995). Newly available international  funds 
for  organi~ing  around the conference proved  to be a mixed  blessing. Their 
distribution  further  empowered  certain leaders within  the CONG, leadin 
the  growth of central control-and the  defection of those who objected to 
it-within the  decentralized  organization.  These leaders did oversee the  con- 
s t ~ c t i o n  of a national dialogue on women’s  issues. But on the whole, they 
lacked contact with the  majority of Venezuelan women, even  as they claimed 
to represent  them on  a global stage. 

Two  groups exemplified the types of changes taking place in women’s or- 
ganizing  in civil society. The  Popular Women’s Circles (CFP)  continued  to 
develop,  drawing poor  women  into a framework of organizing  oriented to 
their needs and  increasingly attuned to their own  gender  interests.  The 
group became strong  enough to leave its parent organization, CESAP, and 
the discrimination  it faced therein.  However, the CFP’s growing success 
did not translate into coalition  building through  the N G O  umbrella  organ- 
ization,  the CONG,  on any issues of national  importance.  The CONG be- 
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came less able to serve as the focal point  for women’s campaigns. Its 
tralized  structure  proved  a weakness in  the face of growing political ten- 
sions  and the emergence of unofficial leaders. Moreover, the delicate 
balance it had  struck  between  cooperating  with  the  national women’s 
agency and  maintaining  its  autollomy became skewed toward a  more clien- 
telistic relationship. 

with  the effects of the economic crisis was the main preoccu~ation 
the end of the 1980s and into  the 1990s. But even under 
tions, the ~ o p u l a r  p omen's Circles expanded. It not  only 

became the largest nonpartisan women’s group  in Venezuelan history, but  it 
also took  on a  more active role in representing the gender interests of poor 
women to  the nation.  Despite  the help that certain middle-class activists of- 
fered the CFP, there was little organized cross-class response to  the crisis on 
the  part of women. 

~ l t h o u g h  Pdrez’s policies were  unpopular  amon  many sectors, they 
had  a particularly harsh impact on the  poor. To cushi the impact of eco- 
nomic  restructuring on the  poorest of the poor, President Pdre 
place the Plan to Confront Poverty (Plan de  Enfrentamiento  a 1 

irect subsidies for  food3 and education and a massive increase in 
ut these measures did not forestall a  sharp decline in  the  econo 

well-being of the poor. One source  noted  a  dramatic increase between 1 
9 in  the  number of households living in poverty, which  rose  from 46 

percent to 62 percent of the total; those  in critical poverty  jumped from 14- to 
se figures remained high over the next few years ( JWE-  

Poor women’s individual strategies to  confront the crisis generally in- 
volved working  longer  hours themselves and, frequently, putting  their chil- 
dren to work. The exhausting workday of these women,  which included 
household chores, child care, informal work  in their homes or domestic serv- 
ice in. someone else’s, or  other paid work,  had deleterious effects on the health 
and welfare of the  women and their families. Most female heads of house- 

gled simply to provide  the bare necessities and had scant time or 
energy for c o ~ m u n i t y  participation, much of which  continued to be domi- 

3. The largest of these programs was the Program for  ~aternal-Infant Assistance (Programa 
de Asistencia Materno- infant^, or PAMI), established on 11 November 1989. Directed at low- 
income nursing mothers and children under six, the program distributed free milk,  corn flour, 
and nutritional supplements through Local clinics. 
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nated by parties attempting to enlarge their  support  in  the face of increasing 
competition  (Bethencourt G. 1988; Tur 1990). 

Under these tryin circumstances, the CFP continu 
membership and make i presence  felt on the national lev 

circles operating in urban4 and rural settings throughout the country9 with a 
combined  embers ship of over two thousand (Orellana 1991). The national 
o ~ g a ~ z a t i o n  had acquired its own headquarters from which it coordinated 
national actions to address the harsh impact of the economic crisis on 

The  CFP particularly focused on issues  salient to  poor worne 
the 1988 presi~ential elections the CFP published an open letter to presiden 
candidates9 stating that  “you yourselves will be the destabilizers of the democ- 
racy if you do  not permit reform to be  executed, if there is no redistribution of 
income, if there is no response for  the petitions and propositions of the peo- 
ple.’’ The letter went on  to demand the applicatio f constitution~l  princip~es 
protecting the family and maternity, and to remi 
to improve education, employment 
and social security provision ( ~ Z t ~ ~  
lowing year, alarmed at the steady rise of prices, t 
Court an appeal for  protection of access to food  by  the poor. This was followed 
in 1990 by the organization’s  successful lobbying to have the  “right to eat” in- 
corporated in a proposal for constitutional reform (CFP 1994, E’).’ 

As membership grew, the CFP continued to challenge trad 
els of organization, aided by individual feminist activists.6 In 
from its parent or~anization, CESAP. While this move was a logical one  for a 
group as large as the CFP had become, it was also motivated by a desire to es- 
cape from  the male dominance of the  parent  institution. The directors of CE- 
SAP, like the male leaders of other organizations, had been wary of the 
emphasis on gender in  the  programming of the CFP, an emphasis that  only 
increased as a result of members’ exposure to feminist ideas in  the CONG: 

The leadership of .  . CESAP is predo~inantly male and does not 
welcome the division of the  poor  or  “popular” population by 
gender. As was the case in leftist political parties and the  environ- 

4. Juana  Delgado, the national coordinator of the CFP at the time of her  interview, noted the 
effect  of the crisis on the Caracas-based  circles  in  her  1995  interview. At that time only eight  were 
operating  in the capital;  many  women  feared to leave  their  houses at night  because of the soaring 
rates of crime  in the city (more than thirty deaths,  most of which took place in situations of vio- 
lence or drug use in the barrios, were reported over  many  weekends in 1994-95). 

5. This  reform  effort  was  derailed in the early  1990s  following the political  upheaval  around 
the coup  attempts (Kornblith 1995). 

6. The following  information  was  provided  by  members  and  advisors of the CFP. 



mental groups, the male leaders of CESAP believe that  the  incor- 
poration of specific female, or gender, demands could  disturb  the 
general purposes of the organization. For this reason, women 
from [the CFP] have been afraid of being labeled “feminists” 
since the beginning of their  participation  in  the CONG.  How- 
ever, in  the  course of working  together  with feminist groups  in 
CONG, they have developed a  solidarity  with women’s prob- 
lems and agendas and have implicitly started to question male 

er division of labour, and practices existin 
adilla 1993,76--77) 

The implicit questioning became more explicit as the expanding CFP 
experienced direct discrimination at  the  hands of the male CESAP leader- 
ship. One  CFP leader claimed that  the  parent  organization was receiving out- 
side funding targeted for  the women’s program and diverting it  for  other 

oreover, the  director of CESAP sought to reassert his control ov 
organization as the female leadership grew in  strength, accusing them o 

that was “too feminist.” So the CFP broke away from CES 
alizing its au tono~ous  status. 

The 1994 National  Congress of the CFP, celebrating its 20th anniver- 
sary; illustrated how far popular  women had advanced in organizing aroun 
their own interests. In sharp  contrast to  other national women’s conferences 

Os on, this one  did not focus on  poor women as the  object 
omen’s social activism, but  it allowed them to be subjects 
. The event, entitled “20 years traveli the  paths of soli- 
(20 a6os re~orr ien~o  los caminos de l i ~ a r i ~ a ~  y l& jus- 

ticia), ~rough t  seven ndred delegates-nearly one-third of the 
membership-together in racas (CFP 1995,7). The organization’s national 
visibility was affirmed by speakers’ roster, which included the minister of 
the family. The con ss proceedings attested both  to popular women’s col- 
lective work and to  ir powers of critique  re arding the  current socioeco- 
nomic and political context. 

The  thirty essays published in  the congress booklet for discussion at the 
two-day meeting covered a multitude of issues: economic (informal work 

unemployment, alternative forms of employment,  current national situ- 
ation); educational (neoli~eralism and educational crisis, popular education, 
rural education); health (effects of the economic crisis,  women’s health); legal 
(women’s rights, peasant women’s rights); spiritual (personal growth, self-es- 
teem of  peasant women,  church attitudes); and political (the  history of 
women’s political participation, women’s leadership). The range of the essays 



was not their  only remarkable feature. They had been composed by members 
of the CFP themselves, many of whom had never written an essay before, let 
alone done research in  a library, Congress  coordinator and CFP advisor In- 
ocencia Orellana explained that  the process of producing  the essays was de- 
liberately planned as yet  another  way  in  which members could develop their 
capacities, here as researchers into issues affecting their own situations. 

Another advance exemplified by  the essays was the CFP participants’ 
critical discourse on their class- and gender-based subordination both inside 
and outside of their communities. Household duties, the ~ ~ c ~ ~ s ~ o  of their 
partners, and their  structural  subordination  in  unions and political parties 
were all seen to present obstacles to popular women’s participation. But  the 
authors of these essays also made it clear that  the  women themselves had to 
accept some responsibility for their  condition:  low self-esteem and lack of 
awareness of their  subordination,  distrust of politics, lack of solidarity, and 
adoption of traditional models of leadership impeded their a~vancement. 

Despite  their critical perspectives on political participation¶ CFP mem- 
bers were aware that  it was of vital importance if they  wanted to be involved 
in  formulating  the governmental policies that  determined much about  their 
lives. Thus essayists presented critiques of the  current context. One essay de- 
scribed how  the involvement of the CFP in  government-sponsored  day care, 
the  Daily  Care  Homes  (Hogares  de  Cuidado  Diario, or  HCD),7 had only 
maintained women’s traditional  subordination  within an insufficiently 
funded and badly managed program.* Another essay addressed the impact 
that national economic policies had had on the population’s diet and sug- 
gested the  promotion of local agriculture to make staple foods  more afford- 
able, and farmers’ markets to distribute  produce.  This  remark  from  yet 
another essay summarizes the participants’ perspective: “Enough already 
with  the  pretty  and theoretical discourse on hunger and misery, because it is- 
n’t the same thing to live misery and to feel the pain of an empty stomach. It 
is necessary to formulate  concrete  proposals and act upon them, so that  we 
can hope  for a  better tomorrow”  (CFP 1994,30). 

Certain middle-class advisors were central to the development of the 

7.  See Chapter 4. In 1988 the program  served 7,172 children.  This  figure  jumped to 21,876 in 
1989,  and by 1993 it was up  to an  impressive  252,439  (Fundacicin  del Niiio 1988;  Ministerio de la 
Familia 1989-93). 

8. The special  edition of the CFP bulletin Mujeres en Luchu (Women in Struggle)  dedicated to 
the congress  described in detail the problems  encountered  by the local  circles that participated in 
the HCD program:  community  blame  directed  at the CFP for matters that were the responsibil- 
ity of the government; the lack  of  involvement  of  men in the program; the contradictory infor- 
mation  given out by the central  administrator of the HCD, the Family  Ministry,  and  its  regional 
branches;  and  a  lack of respect for the women  running the centers (Mujeres en L ~ c h d  12:23:5). 



Fig. 6.1 Cover of essay  collection 
distributed  at CFP’s twentieth- 
anniversary  conference. 

CFP, including  in  the  organization of the congress. But overall, the increased 
mobilization of poor  women  took place at a time of decreasing contact with 
middle-class CONG member  groups.  Although  the  economic crisis created 
many issues around  which  to  construct coalitions, the class divide precluded 
such  conjunctures.  This was illustrated  by  the  way in which  the CFP organ- 

eijing conference, a potential  though largely missed con- 
juncture for national  coalition building. While CFP members took part in the 
national  organizing  effort run  by the CONG, their  main  efforts  were  di- 
rected through a regional network of popular  educators.  This  outcome was 
due  to the  inability of the CONG to focus on the  priorities of the  majority of 
Venezuelan women. 

The Comp~omisin~ of the CONG 

The CONG had had episodes of important cross-class collaboration,  includ- 
ing the campaigns to indemnify  In& Maria Marcano  in 1987 and to include 
recognition of domestic  workers’  rights  in  the  Labor  Law  reform.  But as the 
economic crisis deepened, the  group became less able to unite  women across 
class  lines. Following  the CONG sponsorship of a large demonstration 
protesting  the rising cost of living in 1989, it  did  little  more  in  the  following 
years to respond  to the  economic crisis than issue  an occasional declaration 
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criticizing the government’s economic policy. The struggle for individual 
economic survival left even middle-class women little time for organized re- 
sponse to  the crisis. 

However, even the  effort  the C O  G  did focus on  in thi 
ting  together  the national N G O  repor  r  the 1995 U N  Four 
ference on Women-earned it accusations of skewed priorities at a time of 
national suffering. The loss of this opportunity  for coalition buil 
to the weakness of the C O N G  structure  and  the  concurrent 
traditional political patterns. 

The most visible CONG actions around  the economic crisis came early 
in its development, in  April 1989. The  group joined an organization of Cen- 
tral  University staff to  sponsor a public protest against the neoliberal struc- 
tural  adjustment “package” (el ~ u ~ ~ e ~ e ~  of the Pkrez administration and 
against the influence of the  International ~ o n e t a r y  Fund over ~enezuelan 
policies,’ Drawn  by  the message that  women, as the  mothers, housewives, 
and single heads-of-households responsible for  putting  food  on the table, 
were  the sector most adversely affected by  the new economic policies, over 
two thousand  women participated in  the  protest held on April  2 
banged on  empty skillets and milk cans to make their message ring  loud and 
clear. Three leaders of the CONG spoke  at  the rally following the march (UZ- 
tirnus ~ o t ~ c i ~ ~ ,  28 April 1989). But  the rally would  prove to be a flash in  the 
pan. 

While the defined population and clear goals of the CFP made its au- 
tonomous, decentralized structure an asset, the same characteristics did not 

G as well. The extreme decentralization of the  group com- 
ery different goals and political ideologies of its member or- 

ganizations inclined it  toward weakness. This was especially visible when 
political differences emerged. For example, the  organization came close to 
complete breakdown over which side to  support  during 
coup  attempt against the Pkrez government in  February 19 
r u a r ~ / ~ a r c h  1993,  S). Some of the member grou S assoc 
leftist parties wanted  the CONG  to publicly sup 
its leader Lieutenant  Colonel Hugo  Chivez Frias 
opposed  the  coup  attempt as a  subversion of democra 
fectly it was being carried out at the  moment. As a resul 

ever issued without editorial consensus. 
bulletin published in 1992 in  support of democracy was the  only  one 

9. In order to qualify for continuing  loans  from the IMF,  Venezuela  was  subject to condi- 
tional  terms that helped to dictate ~ a c r o e c o n o ~ i c  policy. 



Although  the CONG survived the political upheaval following the 
coup  attempt,  it  continued to experience many of the  problems typical of 

roups.’O As one member explained, “The  horizontality  got 
in  the  way of action.” Official leadership (the trio) changed so frequently 
(twice a year) that  infrastructural tasks were largely ignored. In the mid- 
1990s there was no re ular calendar of meetings published, dues were rarely 
collected, and the mai was not even picked up  from the  post office on a reg- 
ular basis. Attendance  at meetings rose and fell sporadically (rising highest 
during elections for  the trio). CON6 meetings often  lost out  to the  other de- 
mands on members as life became more complicated. 

At the same time, this decentralization allowed the  formation of an un- 
official hierarchy by a few longtime activists, most of whom had leftist party 
backgrounds; who effectively controlled CONG ac  ies. Group dynamics 
illustrated this phenomenon: decisions made at CO meetin~s would not 
be considered valid without  the attendance of certain de facto leaders, and ac- 
tivities would be quickly  reoriented to their  priorities  when  they  partici- 
pated. Many of these activities were directed at worthy causes, from 
supporting health care campaigns to organizing seminars. But  they  did  not 
result in sustained coalition building nor did  they encourage the development 
of new leadership. 

The unofficial leadership did not seek to ‘ccolonize” the CONG di- 
rectly for use by a particular party. They  did  try  to exert control over the  sup- 
posedly decentralized group, however. One way  in  which this was done was 

creation of “ghost”  organizations  that existed essentially in name only 
further claims to representation. In a July 1994 
roups, six women  were listed as the  primary  con- 

tacts for  two such groups each, and one  woman  for four. Another effect of 
hierarchy was that  the same people appeared as spea 

ers at various forums for discussion of women’s  issues. They certainly spoke 
as feminists, forcefully addressing topics of great signi~cance  to women: the 
feminization of poverty, the lack of women’s representation  in 

, domestic violence, inadequate social services, and single moth- 
n  their  style and rhetoric, it  often seemed as though  the s eakers 
ahead as the vanguard of the  new revolution, simply  r 

In a sense, the CO was reaping what party-based activism had 
ers with  the  word ~ o ~ ~ n  in  their speeches. 

10. For more  general  discussion of this  issue,  see  Siriani  1993;  Razavi  and  Miller  1995. The 
analysis of the activities of the CONG during this  period is based on the author’s partici~ant ob- 
servation of its  meetings,  as  well  as on formal  and  informal  interviews with past  and current 
members. 
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sown.  Although  the feminist groups of the early 1980s had been faulted for 
too much “cooking  together  in  the same sauce’’ (cocin~ndose en Za rnisma 
sdsa)-spending too much time contemplating  the  internal dynamics of their 
groups and the  nature of women’s oppression instead of doing outreach-the 
relative lack of consciousness-raising among CONG members proved 
equally detrimental. CONG members did  hold periodic meetings to discuss 
feminist principles and try  to  iron  out differences. But these remedies could 
not completely counteract  the influences of party-based activism. 

Many members’ actions reflected their political socialization, which 
t appropriation of, or obedience to, leadership. One critique leveled at 
ctions was that  women leaders were  occupying  the  autonomous space 

for women’s activism and  subordinating  other  women as surely as men had 
done  by  monopolizing  the  power of parties. Several members commented on 
this pattern, ironically echoing an old phrase from  the early days of AD or- 
~anizing, ‘TVe are all Adecos” (Todos sornos Adecos). 

The emergence of hierarchical leadership was also catalyzed by changes 
in  the relationship with  the national women’s  agency. Tensions arose when 
several of the  most active CONG members were  appointed to  the board of 
C O F ~ A ~ R E .  Although N G O  members did not vote on final decisions, their 
presence on the directing board was a clear indication of power-holding. 
Such an appointment was an advance for  the few  women involved, but  it  de- 
tracted from  the democratic nature of women’s representation  in  the state. 
The conflict that relations between NGOs and the  state  produced  within  the 
CONG was reflected in  the conclusions from  a CONG workshop held in 
February 1989, which stressed its need for independence from  the govern- 
ment. Collaboration  with government entities was declared to be acceptable 
only  on a case-by-case basis, and only  when  the CONG would participate in 
an executive capacity. Moreover, the  “risks of such collaboration’’ were to be 
kept  in  mind (CONG 1989). 

Another sign of its adoption of traditio~al politics was its increasing re- 
liance on state funding. As early as January 1989, members of the CONG 
met  with congresswomen to ask for funding  from  Congress andlor the Min- 
istry of the Family, and a congressional subsidy was approved in 1992. In 
1990 the CONG signed a pact with  the  National  Culture  Commission to 
support  the  publication of its bulletin, De Zns rn~jeres (From [or About] 
~ o m e ~ ) ‘  Individual CONG groups also initiated projects  funded by the na- 
tional women’s  agency. The proposal  that  the CONG itself should be housed 

inistry of the Family (circulated at CONG meetings in 1994-95) 
would  only tie the  organization  more  firmly to  the state. 

The assurance of financial support appeared highly advantageous to a 
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Fig. 6.2 Cover of the CONG publication “Of the  Women.” 

group  run entirely by volunteers, but  the danger of state  support was Its po- 
tential to direct  the CONG into  the longstanding pattern of civil society de- 
pendence on the state. One founder of the CONG said as much in reflecting 
on  “the paralysis that is at  the  point of erasing us from  the map of the alter- 
natives to traditional governmental clientelism.” The innovative 
losing its autonomy  on account of its search for  funding, now  to be granted 
only  at  the  favor of the government agency for women. The funding  priori- 
ties made women  think  first of their individual projects and tailor these to  the 
priorities of the government agency, abandoning  any radical elements in  the 
process (Espina 1995). 

The rise of hierarchy and near-clientelism within  the  organization re- 
sulted in  the alienation of many CONG members. Women from  the  popular 
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sectors, in  whose name the leadership spoke  but considered insufficiently 
“prepared”  to speak” for themselves, sought  other avenues of expression. 
Feminists activists withdrew to  other  work. Solidarity was compromised in 
many directions. As a  striking example, when  the “women’s page” in El Ah- 
~ o ~ ~ Z  was dropped again-this time following columnist Rosita Caldera’s 
faithful and critical reporting on the  debate over Venezuelan participation at 

U N  Conference on Population and Development  in Cairofl-it dis- 
appeared with barely a  murmur of protest  from  the CONG. 

P r e ~ ~ r ~ t i o ~ ~  of the CONG 

Because of the rise of traditional political patterns  within  the CONG, the ef- 
fect of the  international organizing opportunity of the 1990s was quite dif- 
ferent  from  the  one of the 1980s. The prospect of the 1985 UN  omen's 
Conference  in  Nairobi galvanized women activists into organizing the 

G. From its inception, the membership pledged not  only  to gather in- 
format~on  on the  status of women  for  the international meeting but also to 
focus its efforts on the  reform of the  Labor Law. In contrast,  the linkage by 

national preparations  for  the 1 Fourth World Confer- 
n  in Beijing to women’s strug hin  the  country stayed 
vel of discourse. The prepara o seemed to be yet an- 

other process by  which hierarchy was reinforced, u n d e ~ r i t t e n  here by  in- 
ternational f~nding. 

jing p~e~ara t ions  spread out over a  year and a half and involved a se- 
eeting~ whose  purpose was to compile information on  the situation 

of women  in Venezuela. Under  the initial leadership of C 
who later formed  the committee United for Venezuela en 
(Juntas por Venezuela Carnino a Beijing or  JUVECA E), six assemblies were 
held in different cities in early 1994 to gather local information  about 
women’s status  in political, economic, and social life. This  information was 

11. A scandal  erupted  among  women’s NGOs involved  in  conference  planning.  According to 
Caldera’s reports in El ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ 1 ,  the Christian Democratic  minister of the family  collaborated 
only with a  few  high-profile  Catholic  activists  who strongly opposed birth control and abortion, 
instead of including  a represe~tative sample of NGO positions, for the Cairo report. In re- 
sponse,  Virginia Olivo de Celli, the former minister, who now headed  her own NGO focused on 
women’s  issues (Center for Social  Research,  Training,  and Women’s Studies,  CISFENI), coordi- 
nated  an  alternative report with several other population and/or family  planning  groups,  which 
she  circulated at Cairo.  During the conference,  one of the Catholic  activists took such  an un- 
com~romising stand in support of making the Vatican  position on birth control that of 
Venezuela that even the minister  came out publicly  against  it.  But  after the conference,  this  ac- 
tivist’s  connections  allowed  her to pressure El ~ u c ~ o ~ a l  to punish Caldera for airing the contro- 
versy  by  eliminating  her  column. 
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then compiled at the national level during  a  two-day conference in March 

meeting in La Paz, olivia. The subregional results were in  tu 
the regional preparatory meeting in Mar de Plata, Argentina. 
organizing  around  the conference continued  throughout  the next year until  it 
convened in Beijing in ~eptember 1995. 

atory process was not  without its productive aspects. 
suspended during  a  period of divisiveness and rein- 

s nationwide who compiled hitherto unavailable informa- 

ver the next months  the national results were taken to a  subre 

tion  on women’s status. Furthermore, instead of relying on a few 
collect data on women across the  country, as suggested by  Unite 

evelopment Fund  for Women (UNIFEM), the six assemblies solicited tes- 
timony  from  women  who  reported  on  their local contexts. Press coverage of 
women’s issues increased as the regional and international meetings grew 
near. 

uring  the conference preparations  the CONG also received an infu- 
sion of external fundin ,OOO of direct support as well as indirect support 

nation for Beijing. This came from  funders such 
as the  Canadian  International  Development Ageac 
tions  Development  Fund  for Women (UNIFEM), 
was crucial in allowing the CO G to carry out its Beijing preparations. 

But  those  “United  for Venezuela” were clearly “en  Route  to Beijing.” 
The new resources had the result of focusing the  attention of the C O  
most  entirely  in  that  direction as well as empowering  the few women who 
were  in  contact  with  the external funders. Not surprisingly, they  were several 
of the same leaders who served as national representatives to the various re- 
gional and international meetings. As a result of these developments, few ac- 
tivities over the  course of the  preparatory process addressed the impact of the 
national economic crisis on women. 

The CONG general assembly in  January 1995 made apparent  the orga- 
nization’s external orientation, its growing attachment to  the state, and its de- 
clining ability to represent Venezuelan women. Thirty people attended, 
representing some fifteen different groups, many of which  had no more  than 
two or three members. The most high-profile NGOs, including FEVA, CFP, 
and  CISFEM (see note ll),  did not send representatives, The  low  turnout re- 
flected the diminished status of the GONG and its chronic lack of organiza- 
tion: some invitees found  out  only three days before the national assembly 
that  it was going to take place. 

The group’s orientation  toward Beijing activities, as well as its relation- 
ship  with  the government, was debated in  the  plenary session. Two women,  a 



feminist activist and the  director of a local women’s center, challen 
emphasis on Beiji  as out of step  with  the real  needs of Venezuelan women. 
Those  who  were  ost involved in  the process defended it as an e 
mechanism for developing crucial networks  both inside and outs 

the a literacy  project, was applaude~ by  some but also criticized by 
others for the lack of gender analysis informing  the  “technical  solutions” of 

xpressed goals of the C itself, which  were  in 
their  majority  nationally focused, an examinatio e group’s activities for 
1994 shows that its major preoccupation was W . Among  the goals 
in  the  summary of the year’s  goals and activitie uted at the assembly 
were listed the promotion of women’s groups  out the  country, na- 
tional-level organizing against discrimination, and the  promotion of state 
policy sensitive to  the needs of women of all  classes and ideo1 
one  other goal  was the  one that came  close t 
activities, which  centered on maintaining 
women’s  agency and participatin 

cou  one example of government/CONG collaboration discussed at 

eriences with  other women’s groups  both  “natio 
In .the order  presented,  the activities of the 

maintenance of a close relationship with the  national women’s  agency,  espe- 
the presence of a representative of the CONG on the  board 
involvement in the Beijing coordinating  committee, JW 

E; ( 3 )  participation  in gove mental and  nongovernmental research and 
meetings to  draw  up reports for ijing;  (4) attendance at the  subregional and 

* 1 meetings for Beijing; (5) work  on the  implementation of a new law 
discrimination; (6) sponsorship of one gender workshop; (7)  cooper- 

ation on the literacy project at the  Ministry of Education; (8) preparation for 
the UN Social S u m ~ i t  in Copenhagen (1994); and (9) organization of events 
for International  omen's Day  and  the  International  Day   gain st Violence 
Against   omen. 

As this list of activities demonstrates,  the CONG was not prioritizing 
the needs of the  majority of Venezuelan  women.’* ~ o ~ e n ’ s  organizing  in 
Venezuela had never  been adequately focused on these needs. But  the  deep- 
ening economic and political crises, coupled  with  the earing of resources 

12. A survey of the participants  at the general  assembly  revealed that the attendees  were not 
very  representative of Venezuelan  women:  their  average  age  was 46; 82 percent  had  had  some 
form of higher  education;  and 50 percent  belonged to a leftist  party.  Interestingly  enough, they 
were  similar to the majority of Venezuelan  women in two other aspects: 70 percent  were un- 
married  (either  single,  divorced, or widowed),  and 70 percent  had  children  (and 50 percent, 
great-grandchildren). 
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and energies toward an international conference that  few  women  would be 
able to attend or benefit from directly, brought  the  disjuncture  into high re- 
lief. In her  written  critique of the  January 1995 CONG general  assembly, 
founding  member and outspoken feminist Gioconda Espina commented  on 
the focus of the  group  and  the  potentially  region-wide  problem of misdi- 
rected international efforts: 

Counting all of the participants, we did not reach thirty. Neverthe- 
less, the  most delirious of the delirious who  do  not  want  to con- 
front reality . . . insisted on declaring in the  instal~ation of the 
“national assembly” that “here we  are representatives of fifty- 
eightI3 organizations of the  country.” It shames me to  know that 
this lie  was  said in Mar de Natal4 and  will  be  repeated in Peking 
[Beijing]. I’m concerned that a similar situation is happening in 
other countries in Latin America  and the Caribbean and that, thus, 
we are lying one  to another, from  network  to  network, while the 
[vast majority] of women, those whom we ought  to be  assistin 
awakening to justify so many  trips and so many  preparatory pam- 
phlets for Peking, do  not h o w  us  and, when  they get to  know us, 
will scorn us for misappropriating funds in their name. “Just  the 
same as what  the men have done in the name of the people,” they 
could say of us with complete reason.  (Espina 1995) 

Thus  the CONG seemed to be reproducing aspects of the very politics it was 
set up  to counteract: top-down leadership that misdirected resources and 
alienated supporters. 

One final illustration of this lack of attention  to, and simultaneous  ap- 
propriation of, the  representation of Venezuelan women is the video the 
group  produced  to take to Beijing, Not unaware of the controvers~ sur- 
rounding  the focus on Beijing, the speakers following  the  first  showing of the 
video justified their  concentration on the  international event as generating re- 
sources for, and promoting  communication  about, women’s  issues both in- 
side and outside of the  country.  But  the video is an almost poignant, if rather 
deceptive portrayal of their failings. A few of the unofficial leaders of the 
CONG appear frequently to  promote the success of national organi~ing, 
While  they are speaking about  the “Venezuelan women’s movement,”  the 

13. The number of member groups of the CONG. 
14. The site of the 1994 Latin American Regional Preparatory  Conference  for the Beijing con- 

ference, in Argentina, 
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footage shown is of crowds of protesters who happen to be mainly women. 
However, they are precisely the  women  with whom the CONG had little or- 
ganized contact: the  hungry  mothers,  angry neighbors, and disillusioned pro- 
fessionals reeling from  the economic crisis. 

The ability of the CONG  to unite  women  during  a time of crisis was 
impeded by its decentralized structure and the  history of class divisions. But 
other developments exacerbated these problems. Close and ongoing  cooper- 
ation  with  the government and international  funding  institutions  threw  the 
group’s autonomy  into  question and lent  support to hierarchical leaderships 
within  the NGO community. While continuing to  work  to end women’s op- 
pression, these leaders repeated the lesson learned from years of party-based 
activism: centralized personal control. Referring to  the reproduction of a hi- 
erarchical leadership style among  supposedly feminist women,  one  former 
CONG member quoted an adage: “Witches don’t exist, but  those  that fly, 
fly” (Las brztjas no existen, pero las que ~ ~ e l a ~ ,  ~ u e l a n ~ .  The organizing 
around  the UN Women’s Conference  in Beijing illustrated how far  the 
CONG had drifted  from national priorities. It directed its resources and en- 
ergies toward an international goal that meant little to the  majority of 
Venezuelan women. 

While civil society groups struggled with  the effects of changing economic 
and political opportunities, female party activists, ironically, found  them- 
selves the victims of efforts to  further democratize Venezuelan politics. Be- 
cause they  did not take gender into account, some of the very political 
reforms that  were focused on ameliorating the highly centralized and elitist 
Venezuelan polity seemed to  work against the  promotion of women’s  elec- 
toral success. The most  dramatic result of the electoral reforms that expanded 
uninominal  voting was the decline of women’s political representation for  the 
first time in democratic history. 

When uninominal voting was first introduced on the local  level in 1989, 
e of women fell from 21.5 to 16.4 percent of city councils. After 

its partial introduction on the national level in 1993, the percentage of women 
elected to Congress declined from 9.3 to 6.5 percent. Because con 
voting was still “mixed,” that is, with some votes cast for  party lists and some 
for individuals, the new rule’s gender bias  was  clear:  63 percent of the  omen 
elected were those whose names appeared on the lists  (see  Table 2). 



Table 6.1 Number  and  percent of women  in  national  congress (1988-1993) and 
city  councils (1984-1989) 

Congress: 

Year Total #Women % Women  Total  ##Women % Women 
Deputies  Senators 

1988 201 19  9.5 46 3 6.5 
1993 199 13 6.6 48 3 6.3 

City Councils: 
Year Total #Women % Women 
1984 1,592 343 21.5 
1989 1.963 32 1 16.4 

(SOURCE: CSE 1984,1988,1989,1993) 

As their  representation declined, women  continued to press for  more 
positions of responsibility within  their parties. Having  introduced  the idea 

h the 1988 United Women Leaders movement, women succeeded in 
quotas established in AD and MAS, both of which  adopted 20 percent 

quotas  in all  levels of decision making in 1989 and 1990,  respectively. The 
quotas  were  more effectively implemented on the local than  on the national 
level; in 1991 women made up 13 (AD) and 16 (MAS) percent of party na- 
tional executive committees. Only at  the  most local of elected positions, the 
parish level, were AD and MAS women  “overrepresented”  (in  terms of their 
quotas)  at 26 and 24 percent respectively (Lara 1991). 

But with  the spread of u n i n o ~ n a l  voting, the quota system was not eas- 
ily imple~ented.  It was one thing to agree to  put women up  for 20 or 30 per- 
cent of the positions on party lists, however sporadically the quotas were 
implemented. But putting women up as candidates for uninominal election was 
much riskier,  since the outcome was wholly dependent on their individual suc- 
cess. The parties assumed that voters “tend to elect those who coincide better 
with  the  dominant cultural norms or models” of politicians and 
that changes in s t a ~ t e s  could not overcome this bias (CIS 

However, women  continued to  work  from within parties to change 
both male and female attitudes. Ever vigilant, ~as~sta women co~tinued  to 
press for attention to women’s issues in  their party’s policy making, They 
also tried yet  another  structural  innovation  with  the establishment in 1989 of 
the Parl iamenta~ Office on Women’s Issues (Oficina Parliamentaria de 

ujer, or OPAM). PAM was to be a place with ress 
ould raise gende pecific  issues. The head of was 

given an office within  the MAS congressional suite and the  right to attend  the 
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meetings of the ~ ~ s ~ ~ t ~  delegation. While the presence of QPAM was a pos- 
itive step  toward  the inclusion of a gender perspective within  the MAS leg- 
islative representation, the  new  bureau suffered from  the familiar neglect of 
women’s  issues. Its  director had to struggle to have her input taken seriously 
by MAS congress member^.^^ However, with  the election of historic feminist 
and CONG member Argelia Laya as MAS president  in 1990, women  contin- 
ued to have an  important ally within  the  party  structure. 

The women’s bureaus of the centrist parties, AD and CQPEI, also 
showed signs of reorientation toward  the  promotion of women’s leadership, if 
not their other interests. Unlike the CONG, which was an inappropriate place 
for emergence of leadership, even an unofficial one, because it was founded to 
coordinate activities on issues of common concern to different women’s 
groups, the parties’ women’s bureaus were an appropriate avenue for leader- 
ship development. The AD women’s department, although compromised by 
its use as a personal fiefdom (see below), offered leadership training to female 
party members. In December 1994 a young  woman who was interested in  pro- 
moting women’s advancement in politics and in  the  party was  elected  head of 
the c o ~ e ~ ~ ~ o  women’s bureau. At its national conference in March 1995, lead- 
ership training began. Workshops were held on pressing social and economic 
issues as well as  women’s participation in local politics. 

Despite these moves toward  restructuring  party politics to give more 
prominence to women and their issues, they still faced significant exclusion. 
Recent history suggested that renewed coordination  among female politi- 
cians as well as among  those active in civil society could have been helped by 
the in te~ent ion  of the national women’s agency as it had been during  the 
successful United Women Leaders movement. But the  infiltration of tradi- 
tional politics into this pivotal center of women’s organizing contributed to 
the decline of women’s  effective coalition building. 

From 1989 on,  the national women’s agency gained in  importance. It grew 
from a presidential advisory commission into a full- edged autonomous  in- 
stitute  with its own local agencies and budget. But as its  funding and reach 

15. This struggle  began  when OPAM was  first  organized. The day it was to move into the 
congressional  suite, the MAS  office  manager  tried to lock out the women who had  come to help 
set it up. However,  anticipating  such a reaction, a contingent of CONG sympathizers  came with 
the head of OPAM and  helped  her  occupy the space  (Ofelia  Alvarez  interview). 
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extended, so did its mirroring of traditional politics. Some of its decentralized 
agencies were used by local politicians to  promote clientelism, while the  state 
agency itself became the site of hierarchical leadership. As a result, even those 
events that could have resulted in coalition building were turned  to another 
end: instrumental feminism, the  promotion of indivi~ual women leaders 
andlor their parties through events and mechanisms designed for women’s 
advancement as a  whole. 

The  New a omen'^ Agency: ~ O F E A ~ ~ E  and ~ O N A ~ ~  

As was to be expected by now, the new administration  in 1989 changed the 
structure of the  state women’s  agency.  As in 1974, President Pirez  found 
himself under  pressure  from  women  in his party, AD.  They were not  about 
to give up their strategic structural resource. Before the 1988 elections they 
had published a “women’s plan”  that focused on policy concerning women’s 
issues and included the  demand for an executive-branch agency to oversee its 
implementation. Therefore,  the  president added another agency to  the extant 
womeds office in  the Family Ministry, reestablishing the Presidential 
Women’s Advisory  Commission (Comisicin Femenina Asesora a la Presiden- 
cia, or  COFEAPRE) in March 1989. 

COFEAPRE  “2” had more  status  than  the original COFEAPRE of 
1975: its director was called the State Minister for Women (Ministro  de Es- 
tad0  para la  Prornocicin de la Mujer) and was entitled to sit in  on cabinet 
meetings. However, having been established by presidential decree, not 
through  a  statute,  the national agency was still subject to  the disposition of 
the  current administration. 

economic, and social conditions; monitor  those  in  which  women experienced 
discrimination; and advise state  and private agencies how  to address such 
conditions ( C O F E A P ~ E  1991). It continued to develop the decentralized of- 
fices of the  former  Directorate,  now gearing them  toward limited policy im- 
plementation. COFEAPRE sponsored  workshops, participated in 
intersectoral government meetings, and formulated gender-sensitive public 
policy. The most visible of its achievements was the  sponsorship of the Sec- 
ond Venezuelan Congress of Women (11 Congreso Venezolano de la Mujer) 
in March 1992. Over three  thousand  women participated in seventeen 
preparatory meetings all over the  country,  and two thousand  attended  the 
congress itself in Caracas. 

Pirez appointed udecu Evangelina Garcia Prince as the state minister 
for women  in 1991. Illustrating  the growing acceptability of state action on 

The mission of the second COFEAPRE was to assess  women’s  le 



behalf of women, Garcia Prince, unlike the previous directors of state 
women’s  agencies, was a  known activist for women’s issues both inside and 
outside of AD. She presided over a  tripling of the COFEAPRE budget, the 
expansion of its decentralized agencies, and an advancement in its gender per- 
spective ~ e ~ s ~ e c ~ i ~ &  de gknero).16 By 1991 COFEAPRE claimed that it was 
interested in both “practical and strategic” gender interests, that is, those  that 
both accepted and challenged the gendered division of labor (COFEAPRE 
1992).17 Its major focuses included reducing domestic violence, teenage preg- 
nancy, and breast and uterine cancer, and revising the  discriminatory articles 
of the Penal Code. 

However, in his effort to  “shrink  the state” and further decentralize ex- 
ecutive power, Pirez eliminated state ministers in mid-1992. Women from 
various sectors manifested their displeasure at  the elimination of the cabinet 
position for women. The CONG published a paid advertisement that em- 
phasized the  importance of the state ministry  in  a vancing women’s rights 
and its foundation  in  international laws to which ezuela was a si~natory.l* 
The ad demanded a replacement for the eliminated ministry  in  the  form of a 
national women’s commission that  would not be subject to the whinis of the 
particular administration  in  power  but  would be instituted by statute (El AT&- 
cio~&l,3O July 1992). Although  such  a  statute was not proposed,  under advice 
from &dec&s such as Garcia Prince, Pirez did chan e  the  nature of the ag 

ecember 1992, establishing the  National WO n’s Council  (Consej 
cional de la Mujer, or CON AM^). 

ing the  continued efforts to decentralize the executive branch, 
was established as an  autonomous  institute  under  the aegis of the 

residential Secretariat. It was directed by a  president and a  our-person ad- 
vlsory committee. In a signi~cant advance from previous agencies, it was as- 

lly designated advisors from  other ministries (labor, education, 
, and justice). It also kept  the commission structure of the  pre- 

vious women’s  agencies (ONM/Directorate). However, now these commis- 
sions were to design policy that  would be carried out  by a set of direct 
e~ecutors: the various regional and local-level agencies attached to 

16. This term is the one currently and broadly used in Spanish to indicate a focus on women’s 
and gender issues and the use of gender analysis. 

17. This claim reflected the increasing influence of feminist discourse within the agency; the 
dualism, while questionable in its formulatio~, holds great currency among analysts of Latin 
American women’s organizing. See Chapter 1 for further discussion of the separation between 
strategic and practical interests. 

18. Most prominently, the  Convention  to  End  All  Forms of  ~iscrimination Against Women 
( C ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ,  which Venezuela had signed in 1982. 



The decentralized reach of C O N A ~ ~  extended through several dif- 
ferent  types of local women’s  agencies. These included a few state-level 
women’s commissions, Comprehensive Service Centers for Women (Centros 
de Atencicin Integral a la Mujer), and the  most widespread agency, the 

men’s Centers (Casas unicipales de la Mujer). Another signifi- 
zational element of C AMU was the  sponsorship of national 

networks of NGOs. Seven networks existed by 1993, organized around  the 
following topics: women and the environment; sexual and domestic violence 
support services; rural and indigenous women; women leaders of unions and 
professional organizations; municipal women’s centers, offices, and centers 
for women’s com~rehensive services;  women’s studies centers; and  the move- 
ment of the ~ n i t e d   W o ~ e n  Leaders. 

n’s A ~ ~ n c y  ~ ~ ~ ~ t s  to Tr~ditional Politics 

improvement  in  the  status of COFEAPRE and then 
or perhaps in  part because of it-traditional political practices 
n the national agency. Some of its decentralized agencies,  al- 
lly founded to achieve feminist goals, were  turned to clien- 

telistic uses by local mayors. Moreover, the increased prestige of the agency’s 
leadership began to affect its  interaction  with NGOs. 

The reflection of traditional politics was manifest in  new  structures 
linked to COFEAPRE and CONAMU  for decentralized outreach to 
women, despite their  promising beginnings. The original aim of the ~ u n i c i -  
pal Women’s Centers was to provide an alternative space for feminist action 
and discussion. The Feminist League of Maracaibo (Liga Feminista de Mara- 
caibo, in Zulia state) opened  the  first such center in 1984 to  promote feminist 
ideas on a broad, cross-class basis, paying particular attention to  the needs of 
poor wornen (CONG 1988b, 19). The center provided a place where  women 
could  hold discussions and hear talks on gender-based issues, and it offered 
psychological, legal, health, and employment advice to women who could 
not receive it elsewhere. When  the Feminist League was unable to procure 
outside ~nancing, it  turned to the  city government. With  the help of MAS 
leader Argelia Laya, the league got  in  contact  with a masistu city council 
member who agreed to  sponsor  the center. League members, well aware of 
the  nature of partisan politics, then also convinced an ddeca and a c o ~ e ~ a ~ a  
council member to support  the  project so that  it  would  not be seen as a ma- 
sista program. The funding  from  the  city (and later, state) government was al- 
ways sporadic because the center insisted on maintaining its autonomy  in all 
decision ~ a k i n g  (~nterview  with  founder Gloria Comesafia). 
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The Maracaibo Center was an inspiration for a second feminist center 
aracay, Aragua state, started  by  the  Eighth of March Street Theater 

fter traveling with  their various shows promot 
of the  troupe decided that  their next undertak 

tablish a women’s center. They visited Maracaibo and t 
ter as a model for their  own,  the  Juana ram ire^'^ Wome 
with  founder Laly Armengol). This center also sought to reach out  to  poor 
women  through  work  that  did  not  reproduce  the  “old vices of sectarianism, 
verticality, dogmatism” (CONG 1988b,  17). 

Once  the  two feminist groups had developed the 
elia Laya promoted  it  throughout  the  country usi 

tives. One of the  most active centers was founded  in Caracas in 
e help of the Manuelita S6enzZ0  omen's Studies Program (C6t- 

edra Libre de la Mujer)  at  the  Central University. Others were establish 
municipalities in  other states. Although  the copeyunus had to be convinced 
that  the centers should remain women’s centers, and not centers for  the fam- 
ily or the family and women,  and  although ~ ~ s i s ~ u  men wonder 
should not also found “Men’s Centers” (Casas del Hombre), 

nters took  root and numbered  thirty-two  in eighteen states and the Federal 
istrict (Caracas) by 1993. 

t as political decentralization proceeded, so did  the  co-optation of 
the local centers. This change resulted from efforts on the  part of lo- 

cal politicians to increase their  control  during  the  devolution of political 
power. The  two independent feminist centers in Maracaibo and Maracay 
maintained autonomy  in  their  programming and personnel decisions, as did 
the Caracas center, which benefited from  its  link  to feminist professionals at 
the university.21 Starting in 1989, however, the  first  directly elected mayors 

an to use the centers set up  by  the municipalities to fill gaps in social serv- 

As a result, most municipal centers have become “one  more appendage 
rovision as well as to fulfill more  direct clientelistic goals. 

of the mayoralty,” and they “change together  with  the  p 
and reflect partisan  commitments”  (Interview  with Luis 

19. Juana  Ramirez  was the daughter of a freed  slave who fought in the Venezuelan  wars  of  in- 
dependence. 

20. Manuela  SSenz  was the mistress of Sim6n  Bolivar, the great “liberator” of the Andean  re- 
gion during the independence  period,  and  is  widely  believed to have  helped  him  plan  his  military 
strategies.  She  is  known as “lu l ~ ~ e r t a ~ o r u  del l ~ ~ e ~ t ~ ~ o ~ ~  (the liberator  [fern.] of the liberator 
[masc.]). 

21. This  center,  besides  providing  services  and  workshops for women,  also  functions as a site 
for ongoing  research on women’s  issues  by  faculty  and  students  at the Central University  (Ro- 
driguez  1992). 
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of the  Juana  Ramirez  Center). Typically, they are run by mayor’s  wives in 
ways  that benefit their husbands’ political careers.22 Appointments  to  the 
center staff are often made to pay off political debts, and this practice has re- 
sulted  in  personnel “who are not always committed  to  the  project” and who 
change with each new municipal administration  (Rodriguez 1992,  9). 
only  the  continuity but also the focus of the  programming  through  the cen- 
ter has  been affected. Many of the centers have turned  to  more direct assis- 
tance services, such as day care, and at least one has held a local beauty 
pageant. 

The use of the  centers as a vehicle for clientelism has subverted  the  orig- 
inal purpose of local women’s centers: cross-class feminist consciousness- 
raising and empowerment. As Juana  Ramirez  Center staff member Luisa 
Melo explained, “We are looking  for  the  woman herself to begin to generate 
her own alternatives for change, respecting her decisions. That her life really 
goes through a process of change [as a result of her contact with center serv- 
ices and stafq.’’ But  this  feminist perspective was lost by those centers at- 
tached to municipal governments. Their  personnel  rarely had any tie to 
women’s organizing  efforts or a  dedication to women’s  issues. For example, 
when municipal centers took  up an  issue like domestic violence, many staff 
members  would not discuss the  broader  context of gender power  relations, 
They  would  not be likely to encourage a battered wife to consider  divorce as 
an option because their  priority was to maintain the family unit (Melo  imter- 
view). 

A. 1995 visit to  what was then  the newest center, in Tucupita, capital of 
Delta  Amacuro  state,  illustrated  how  the original purpose of the centers has 
changed.23 The wife of the  mayor was indeed the  president of the center, 
which was more  oriented  toward  providing  day care and preschool child care 
than services for women’s  legal, psychological, and physical well-being. 
While child care is a  priority issue for many  women  in  the area, its  provision 
was not the original purpose of the centers, which are increasingly assuming 
the  burden of providing services that used to be provided  by  the state. Of the 
four separate  rooms of the building, two were  sex-segre~ated  playrooms, and 
one served simultaneously as the center’s office and as a  consulting  room for 
women.  There was no provision made for  in-house gynecological exams. 

Thus  the process of political decentralization resulted in the  co-optation 
of the  most widespread alternative structure  for women’s empowerment. But 

22. Most of the mayors  are men: in the first  direct  election (1989)  8.6 percent of all mayors 

23. Author’s  visit,  8  March  1995. The comparison  between  the  feminist  and  clientelistic  cen- 
were  women; in the second (1992), this  number  declined to only 6.4 percent. 

ters is also  made  in  Rodriguez  (1992)  and  Montenegro,  et al. (1994). 
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the mayors have not been the only ones to promote traditional practices. Hier- 
archical leadership emerged in  the state agency as it had in  the civil 
society-based groups like the CONG, especially around their interaction. 

The increased control of women’s organizing by ~ O F E A P ~ E  was well 
intentioned. For example, the establishment of NGO networks (redes) by 
~ O F E A P R E  was a strategy  intended to create attractive sites for heretofore 
scarce international  funding. However, the  networks  were created in a top- 
down process by  the head of COFEAPRE, Minister Garcia Prince. As she 
explained in an interview, “I promoted  them. It was my idea, and I called 
people to participate. I wrote  the  first  founding  documents of the  network.” 
As a consequence of the minister’s establishment of the  networks and her 
control over the  funds  they generated, the collected groups “have not partic- 
ipated at all in  the direct administration of those resources [generated by  the 
networks], whose  sum is a mystery for  the ‘networked’ ( e ~ - ~ e d - ~ d ~ s )  organ- 
izations” (Espina 1994,171). 

Because the  networks  were not organic-that  is, they did not grow 
from  the inclinations and reasons‘ to collaborate of the NGO themselves- 
they  did  not continue to operate much beyond  their  founding meetings. For 
example, the organic movement that came together as the  United Women 
Leaders movement in 1988 and had led to an increase in women’s representa- 
tion  in government was formally convoked as a network  by the CONAMU 
on International Women’s Day, 8 March 1993. One hundred and fifty-four 
participants signed on  to the  founding  document.  But  the  network  did  little 
a f t e m a r d ~ . ~ ~  Most  networks  are not actively operating today. 

lnstrument~l Feminists U ~ d ~ r ~ i n e  Coalition Building 

Beyond the  compromising of women’s organizing s t~c tu res ,  effective con- 
junctura1 coalition building declined during this period.  Little legislation of 
particular consequence to  women was passed after the  reform of the  Labor 
Law in 1990. Attempts  at enforcing the  workplace day-care provisions of the 
reformed Labor  Law  went no further  than  the  periodic denunciatio~ of its 
absence by various groups. Finally, no coherent message about, or set of so- 
lutions  to,  the gendered effects of the economic crisis was brought  to the 
public’s attention. Instead, the  most visible manifestations of women’s united 
activity in  the 1990s were permeated by instrumental feminism. 

24. As JWECABE described  this  network in the book about Venezuelan  women’s  organiz- 
ing  prepared for Beijing, Mujeres:  Una  Fuerza Socidl en ~ o v i ~ i e n t o  (Women: A Social  Force in 
~ o v e ~ e n t ) ,   “ ~ n f o r ~ n a t e l y ,  a series of factors, not yet sufficiently  studied,  prevented it from 
becoming a positive  success”  (Delgado  Arrias  1995,26), 
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The ~ ~ F E ~ P R E - s p o n s o r e d  Second Women’s Congress, entitled 
“Women and Power’’ (Mujer y  Poder) took  up many matters  that had not 
been discussed in previous conferences. It covered included a wide range of 
topics that affect women: gendered relationships of power, politics, civil so- 
ciety, economics, union and professional organizing, quality of life (including 
health and poverty), violence, education, inter~ational relations, and commu- 
nication. 

The congress not  only focused on issues of women and power but also 
exemplified women’s  use of power politics. Feminist commentator Espina 
called it  the “millionaire congress about  poor  women” (El ~ ~ c i o ~ a l J  26 
March 1991), yet  another example of female leaders’ inability to connect  with 
the  majority of Venezuelan women. She attributed this failure to  the  worst 
vices of “machista activism” that  women  had developed the habit of dupli- 
cating: “disorganization, authoritarianism, scorn of base-level activists, mis- 
appropriation of public moneys, competition, sabotage of the presentations 
by women of the ‘other’ party, including of the ‘other’ tendency of the same 
party’’ (Espina 1994,171). Was this not  the very same sort of conduct fostered 
in male-dominated parties, she argued, that had led women to feel the need to 
organize  separately? (El ~ a c i o ~ ~ l J  28 February 1991).25 

In another of the  more  detrimental misuses of the  hard-won  attention 
to women’s  issues, an  important law benefiting women was derailed by  the 
actions of one  instrumental feminist. She forced  through  Congress  a largely 
unnecessary and ill-prepared piece of legislation, the  Equal ~ p ~ o r t u n i t i e s  
Law (Ley de Igualdades de ~portunidades). Unlike proposals genuinely 
aimed at improving women’s economic or social situations, this effort was 
transparently  a  power grab on  the  part of an adeca senator, who, according to 
various sources, had already “captured”  the women’s bureau of her party  for 
her  power base. In 1990 she decided to introduce  her  proposal  around  the 
time  when C ~ F E ~ ~ R E - w h i c h  happened to be headed by a political ri- 
val-introduced its own carefully researched proposal to have the state 
women’s agency finally established by national law and no longer subject to 
presidential decree. Congress  would not consider both proposals, so over the 
next two years the congressional Bicameral Commission for Women’s Rights 

25. In columns  published  soon  after the congress,  Espina  responded to the objection that she 
should not be  airing the women’s  movement’s dirty laundry in public.  Conference  organizers 
entreated  women to “act  like the men”  and  close  ranks,  keeping  their  differences to themselves. 
Espina  argued that such  behavior  also  replicated  the  “machista”  activism that had gotten women 
nowhere ( E Z ~ ~ ~ o ~ ~ Z ,  26 March 1991). Her February 28 column  was  pointedly  entitled  “Igual a 
EZZos” (Equal to Them [eZZos = masc. third person plural]). 
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The result was an unwieldy law that repeated much of the antidiscrim- 
ination legislation already contained in  the  constitution,  the Civil Code,  the 
Labor Law, and CEDAW It also established a Women’s Defense Office that 
would overlap with  the extant Women’s Unit  in  the  attorney general’s  office. 
Finally, the law did legally establish the national women’s  agency,  calling for 
the  founding of the  National Women’s Institute  (Instituto  Nacional  de la 

ujer, or I N A ~ U ) ,  This  would put an end to its uncertain  status and design, 
dependent on the  whims of passing presidents. Although  the law was widely 
recognized to be full of flaws, its sponsor cashed in political chips to get it 
passed in a flurry of end-of-the-year bills in 1992. 

Because the law had not been generated through  the same coalition- 
building effort  underlying past campaigns, it lacke 
fight for its implementation. As a result, President 
in 1994, chose to decree the  continuation of C O ~ A ~ U  instead of comply- 
ing with  the law to permanently establish I ~ ~ ~ U .  Thus  the  one real ad- 
vance in  the badly flawed law, the  ding of the  permanent national agency 
for women’s rights, proved useles anwhile Bicameral Commission meet- 
ings were  taken up with discussio ow  to implement the new law, with  its 

’S loyal political allies declaring that  it should remain unchanged and 
senters suggesting its revision.26 

Assembling the official delegation to Beijing proved to be anot 
casion for exploiting oppor~nities  for women’s advancement for p 
gain. Every member of the Bicameral Commission on 
two of their  “~onsultants’’ asked for congressional fun 
the delegation. The many requests for several-thousand-dollar trips to  China 
in  the midst of Venezuela’s worst financial crisis caused such a scandal in 

ongress that  only  three  deputies were subsidized, and then all paid con- 
gressional travel outside of the  country was suspended for the rest of the  year 
(El  ~ a ~ o ~ a 2 ,  9 July 1995). The official representatives to Beijing included 
four members of CONAMU (including one  who also was active in  the 
CONG), the Venezuelan representative to the  Organization of American 
States, and a staff member from  the  foreign affairs ministry. They  were ac- 
companied by fifteen 4consultants,” including the  three  deputies and the two 
CONG members who  worked most closely with C O N ~ ~ U .  

Instrumental feminists also showed  their  colors  in  the struggle over po- 
litical control of the Caracas municipality, a struggle that was evident in its 
celebration of International Women’s Day (8 March 1995). The speakers ros- 
ter was carefully balanced between women  from  the  two main parties com- 

26. Author’s  observations during 1994-95. 



peting for  control of the municipal government: AD and Radical Cause 
(Causa R).27 Little schooled in  the  arts of instrumental feminism, the Causa 
women  did not take full advantage of the  opportunity;  one even questione 
the need for a women’s day because she herself had never felt discriminate 
against. The a ~ e c a  speakers, on the  other hand, noted  that  the cama e ~ ~ ~ s ~ a  
(Causa R member) mayor, Aristiibulo  Izturiz, had not dei ned to participate 
in  the assembly and questioned his party’s commitment to women’s  issues. 

ut their own motives were questionable. The adeca senator who had spon- 
sored  the  problematic Equal ~pportunities Law ended her spee 
ing, “All  women are ad e c a~ !”   ( i~oda s  Zas m ~ j e ~ e s  S O ~ O S  adecas!). 
loud applause and cheers from a balcony packed with  supporte 
women’s bureau, bussed in for the occasion. Thus, even the celebration of the 
traditional  day for promoting women’s  causes was turned  to the advance- 
ment of particular political positions. 

As a result of the rise of traditional politics and instrumental feminism, 
the model of coalition building that  women had built up  through much effort 
had been rendered largely useless by the mid-1990s. The prominent events of 
the  period between 1990 and 199 were exploited to  promote certain highly 
placed women leaders or their parties, and opportunities  were  lost to make 
significant improvements bene~ting all Venezuelan women. 

The 1990s saw a decline in women’s conjunctural coalition building. Faced 
with  the  concurrent  transitions  in economic and political models, women’s 

anizing also changed, but  not toward increasing collaboration. Poor 
women, never fully included as subjects of previous women’s mobilizations, 
continued to organize nationally through  their own. group,  the  Popular 
 omen's Circles. They  confronted  the devastating effects of the economic 
crisis by increasing their activism around basic needs, while continuing to de- 
velop a gender-based awareness of their  position  in  the home, community, 
and nation. Although  they were helped in  their efforts by individual middle- 
class activists, there was little significant cross-class organizing in response to 
the new conditions. 

 omen's efforts to reach across the class divide and to build coalitions, 
while never fully effective, were complicated by  the crisis. But  they were also 
compromised by  the  introduction  within women’s organizations of certain 
patterns of behavior reminiscent of traditional politics. Although  many of 

27. Causa  R (the “R,” for Radical, is usually written backwards,  invoking a vaguely  Soviet 
link) is a workers’ party that rose to national  prominence in the late 1980s, effectively  challeng- 
ing MAS as the “third force”  in  Venezuelan  politics. 
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the  problems  the CONG, the national NGO network, had in organizing 
women stemmed from its weak structure,  they  were exacerbated by  the 
emergence of an unofficial leadership, While they played an essential role in 
founding  the alternative space for women’s organizing, they  continued to act 
in  part according the  party  model of political interaction, relying on central- 
ized and hierarchical command and hand-in-glove cooperation  with  the na- 
tional women’s  agency. This  tendency  toward centralization was 
compounded by  the new financial linkage of the  two  organizations and by 
the receipt of other sources of financing from abroad. Such linking jeopard- 
ized the delicate balancing act between autonomy and co-optation  through 
the “Midas touch”  that had corrupted  other aspects of Venezuelan political 
life. 

The state agency for  women also reflected these traditional  patterns, al- 
lowing for its decentralized agencies to succumb to clientelistic treatment on 
the  part of local politicians and asserting control over NGO operation.  In- 
s t ~ m e n t a l  feminists also began to use the resources available to  promote 
themselves or their parties. As a result, the few potential o~~or tun i t i e s  for 
coalition building, including the Beijing conference, were severely compro- 
mised by  the  predominance of traditional political behavior. 



VENEZ~ELAN  ALTER~ATIVE~, 
ED OPPORT~NITIE~,  AND 

~ O ~ E N ’ ~   O R ~ A ~ I Z I ~ ~  IN LATIN 
A ~ E R I ~ A N   ~ E ~ O ~ R A T I Z A T I O N  

Few who  study Latin American p o~ i t i c s  have thoUght aboUt the growin 
pact of w o ~ e n ~ s  p o ~ i t i c a ~   ~ a r t i c ~ a t i o n )  and f ew w h o   s t ~ d y   women^ move- 
ments  huve  cared a~ou t   p o~i t i c u~par t i e s  or the  state. ~ e m o ~ a c y ,  and women, 
deserve better. 

-Jane S. J ~ ~ U e t t e )  The Women’s Movement in Latin America 

the development of Venezuelan women’s organizing  during 
democratization, this book has aimed at giving the  study of 

both women and democracy in  Latin America what  they “deserve9’: a fo- 
cused analysis of the  interaction between women’s movements and formal 
political institutions.  The specific cases at hand illuminate general problems 
women face in taking part  in democratic politics. The changing political op- 
portunities  conditioning social mobilization  in  the  transition to democracy, 

paradoxically freei some sectors to act politically under  authoritar- 
, can also freeze ir actions with  the  return of democracy. But 

women have to contend  with particular, gendered obstacles to their partici- 
pation. In facing such obstacles, women  often turn  to regendering their op- 
portunities. 

Before presenting a summary of the obstacles to women’s 
and  the responses women have devised, this chapter briefly ana 
innovative political m o v e ~ e n t  in Venezuela: the  neighborhood  movement, 
As mentioned  in previous chapters, this movement has presented itself as an 
alternative to traditional p itics, particularly  in its attempts to act independ- 
ently of political parties. omparing  the d~velopment of this autonomous 
~ o v e m e n t  with  that of women9s organizing reveals some of the  more general 
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(as opposed to gendered)  challenges that  women have confronted and what 
lessons  can be learned for civil society as a whole  from  the two ~ovements .  

men have not  constituted  the  only  group marginalized by  the dynamics of 
Venezuelan democrati~ation.  Party- and  state-based  representation has his- 
torically privileged  class-based  interests to the exclusion of other claims. As 
discussed in  Chapter 2, labor  in particular  benefited from its  effective struc- 
tural incorporation  into  political parties. In their  study of the  se~icorporatist 
network of interest groups linked to the executive branch,  Brian  Crisp, 
Daniel  Levine and Juan  Carlos  Rey (1995, 154-55) found  that  economically 
defined  groups  participated  five  times more  frequently than other  types,  con- 
firming this  link as a channel for  the  more traditional of  interest gr0ups.l 

~ m o n ~  some observers of contemporary Venezuelan politics,  the neigh- 
borhood movement d its or~anizational base in  the  Neighborhood Associa- 
tions (~sociaciones Vecinos, or  AVs) has appeared as one  of  the best  hopes 
for the  transformation of citizen  politics?  Active for three decades, this  move- 
ment has  as its  primary goal the  representation of the territorial-based interests 
of local c o ~ ~ u n i t i e s ~ r  of neighbor-citizens.  However,  its  frustrations with 
politics as usual has led it beyond seeking local benefits to de~anding  reform 
of the  entire  political  system  in order to give individual citizens greater say  in 
the  politics  that govern their lives. Not coincidentally, it also attempts to limit 
the power of the historically monopolistic parties. 

1. As  a  result, they call for a  restructuring of the mechanism  by  moving  commissions  from the 
executive to the legislative  branches  and  expanding  representation: “Entirely new  sectors  must 
also  be  given  a  voice.  After  all,  civil  society  is  comprised of more than economically  defined 
groups.  Traditionally important sectors  like the Church, military, or students have  long  had  a  re- 
duced  role,  and  new  groups  such  as  feminists,  human  rights  advocates,  environmentalists, ueei- 
nos (neighbors),  and the like  have  yet to be  granted  access at all”  (Crisp,  Levine,  and  Rey  1995, 
158). As Chapters 4,5, and 6 show,  feminists in fact did have  a  channel  of  access to the state in 
the national  women’s  agency,  albeit one that varied  in  importance  and  effectiveness. 

2. As  Edgardo  Lander  claims: “Of all the social  movements that have  arisen  in the last 
decades, the neighborhood  movements,  especially the Neighborhood  Associations,  are the most 
important new  social  actors in the Venezuelan  democratic  political  system. Other movements . . 
have not had the continuity, nor the levels  of  theoretical/political  elaboration  which  have  re- 
sulted in the neighborhood  movements  achieving  a  symbolic  efficacy that has  permitted  them to 
have  an  intercession in the political  system that is greater than their  organizational  force”  (1995, 
131,  n. 8). For more on the neighborhood  movement,  see  Santana  1983;  Garcia  Guadilla  1994; 
Levine  1998. 
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In Latin America, neighborhood-based organizing is typically associ- 
ated with  the  popular classes. During  the Venezuelan transition to democ- 
racy, barrio-based organizations called Communal  or  ~ro-Development 
Councils (Jitntas ~ o ~ ~ n ~ l e s  or Juntas ~ro-~esarrollo) were established. But 
unlike similar organizations  in  the region, often assembled by the ne 
themselves to demand services and organize  around  other  neighborh 
lated issues, these early councils were  primarily created by  the national gov- 
ernment to distribute  unemployment benefits to a restive population  (Lander 
1995,38; Garcia Guadilla 1994,61). In this capacity they  functioned  more as 
clientelistic vehicles than as autonomous  organizations for the defense of the 
urban poor. 

In contrast, by  the late 1960s  middle-class urban residents in Venezuela, 
concerned about  the abuse of municipal political power and the encroachment 
of urban development on their neighborhoods, were beginning their own AVs 
(neighborhood associations). To coordinate their efforts, fourteen AVs joined 

ether to form  the Federation of Urban  Community Associations (Fed- 
eracicin de Asociaciones de  Comunidades Urbanas, or  FACUR) in 1971. With 
the 1978 reform in municipal law  giving city governments the responsibility 
for fostering the  growth of  AVs, such organizing spread across the  country 
(Ellner 1993-94, 22). FACUR became a model: by 1990 similar associations 
had spread to every state, reaching all  classes. The Neighbors’ School (Escuela 
de Vecinos, or EV) has helped spread the mo~ement through leadership train- 
ing, pu~~ications, weekly radio shows, and a television show (Hellinger 1991, 
170-71; Lander 1995,38; Levine 1998,  25-27).3 Currently, between ten and fif- 
teen thousand AVs exist. In order to  form a Neighborhood Association, fifty 
family representatives have to agree to participate and register with local gov- 
ernment (Hillman 1994,82; El ~niversal,28 March 1998). 

The activities of the movement extend from  the local to  the national 
level. Local events include cultural activities, workshops on neighborhood is- 
sues, environmental activism, historical preservation, and contact  with  other 
civil  society-based groups  (Hellinger 1991,  171; Lander 1995, 40). With an- 
other  reform of municipal laws in 1985, AVs also became empowered to rep- 
resent neighborhoods before their  city councils. This  step  into municipal 
governance has  led to increased activism at  the national level, directed at en- 
suring citizen participation  in democratic politics. At this level, they have fo- 
cused on such issues as decentralization and electoral reform. 

3. Elks Santana (current president of the Neighbors’  School  and  historic  leader of the move- 
ment)  broadcasts the program Btkenas Noticias (Good  News) to high~ight the work of neighbor- 
hood leaders, as well  as to publicize  community  events  and  useful  publications for 
neighborhood  organizations (El Universd, 20 March 1998). 
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upported  by  a  petition signed by 140,000 people, the  neighborhood 
movement spearheaded the successful reform of electoral laws in 1991. This 
effort, under  the guidance of the EV spin-off group We Want to  Choose 
( ~ u e r e m o s  Elegir), resulted in  the direct election for  the first  time of gover- 
nors, mayors, and parish councils, and the possibility of recalling govern- 
ment officials (Navarro 1995b; Levine 1998,  25).  We Want to  Choose 
continues to  promote electoral reform,  from backing the 1998 reform  of  the 
Suffrage and Political Participation Law to surveying citizens’ attitudes  to- 
ward politics (El ~ ~ ~ ~ e r ~ ~ Z ,  7 October 1998). One neighborhood movement- 
based group,  Citizen Decision (Decisicin Ciudadana), has even won  in a 
municipal election (Salamanca  1995,206-7). 

Through its legal reform efforts, the  neighborhood movement has po- 
sitioned itself in favor of a democracy of citizens rather  than  a democracy of 
parties (Lander 1995,  133). Municipal law forbids AV leaders, when acting in 
official  capacity, from identifying their  partisan affiliations (Ellner 1993-94, 
26). Many A ~ s  have viewed political parties as primarily interested in  co-op- 
tation. Indeed, all major parties have tried to capture  neighborhood organi- 
zations by channeling state  and  party  patronage  their  way  in exchange for 
partisan support and control  (Hellinger 1991,  171; Levine 1998,  27). In the 
1980s AD and COPE1 started  “neighborhood” bureaus and secretariats to 
further  “partisan  penetration and co-optation” (Garcia Guadilla 1994,  62). 
Such efforts increased with  the growing power of AVs in municipal matters. 

As a result of the parties’ behavior, the  rhetoric of the movement is 
strongly antiparty. It recognizes parties as having had a role in consolidating 
democracy but  now sees them as “the principal obstacles in deepenin 
(Lander 1995,132, n.  13). Thus  the movement promotes reforms such as uni- 
nominal elections in  order  to ensure  more direct, less partisan re~resentation 
of citizens in  matters concerning them. In theory, uninominal or single-can- 
didacy elections give individual voters, instead of political parties, the choice 
over their representatives, Parties have more  control  when lists, particularly 
closed lists, are used in a proportional representative system, In practice, 
however, the  reforms have reinforced the  representation of traditional  par- 
ties, whose candidates have the resources and experience through  which  to 
mount  the  most successful campaigns (Lander 1995,134, n.  18). 

In a ~arty-permeated context complete political autonomy has not 
ossible. Even FACUR, as it became stronger and more effective-that 

is, more institutionalized-fell prey  to charges of partisanship and clientelis- 
tic behavior. As a result, several leaders left the  organization to start  other 

roups (Gcimez Calcaiio 1997). Fear of party  penetration has im- 
peded extensive national coordination of the movement (Ellner 1993--94,27). 
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But at least in middle-class associations, and to a great extent at  the national 
politicization  continues to be a principal goal. 

Perhaps unavoidably, especially when  the  focus is on local issues rather 
than  the  promotion of democracy, the  neighborhood movement has split 
along class lines (Garcia Guadilla 1994,  67).  Because they lack resources, the 
more  numerous barrio-based AVs are more inclined to enter into clientelistic 
relationships with parties (Ellner 1993-94,  25). Moreover, in  a  situation of 
scarcity, the  promotion of neighborhood-based claims, such as the  attempt 
by middle-class AVs to contain the spread of neighboring barrios, often 
brings poor and well-off neighborhoods  into  direct conflict (Hellinger 1991, 
171). One analyst has gone as far as to identify  the model of citizenship pro- 
moted  by  the movement as more “the defense of that  which exists” (private 
property) as opposed to  “the securing of that  which isn’t possessed” (state 
welfare) (Lander 1995,  140). Such a model reflects the desires of the middle- 
class founders. 

Whatever its ultimate success in either bridging the class divide or de- 
mocratizing  the state, the  neighborhood movement has clearly presented an 
alternative to party-based representation. Its organizing style  tends to be de- 
centralized and network based rather  than hierarchical and leader driven. 
Moreover, instead of focusing on gaining power, the movement has sought to 
change the “rules of the game” (Levine 1998,  30, 35). The continuing insis- 
tence on  autonomous action has meant that AVs often  draw to 
what are perceived as party-created economic and political cri 
1991,171). In presenting such alternatives, the movement can b 
be having an impact on the political culture of Venezuela (Lander 1995,38). 

Comparing  the  neighborhood movement to women’s o~ganizing re- 
veals several differences. Clearly, the  neighborhood movement is much larger 
than  the wornen’s movement, garnering a significant following all over the 
country. The aims of the movements differ as well, the AV’s tending to be ei- 
ther specific to a  particular area or concerned with reforming the political in- 
stitutions of democracy. 

But’comparison also reveals that  the two movements have faced similar 
challenges and have responded  with  some parallel strategies. Throughout 
their organizing, both have experienced partisan manipu~ation and the  threat 
of co-optation, including parties’ attempts to channel the movementsy de- 
mands and energies through  party bureaus. In response, both have developed 
alternatives to the parties’ representational monopolization. Started by mid- 
dle-class activists, both neighborhood and women’s organizations have 
sought to democratize Venezuela by changing the rules of the game throu 
legal reform. To do so, they have developed alternative, network-based  struc- 
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tures allowing for  autonomy among member groups. Both have experienced 
conflict over class differences. 

In general, thus,  the  representation of those social categories that are 
not strictly class-based experience similar structural discrimination. They 
cannot be easily represented by  institutions  constructed to represent class or 
occupational interests. As a result, they are more likely to seek alternative av- 
enues of expression. Such innovation may or may not have a direct effect on 
the political system, but  it clearly augments the capacity of civil society to ex- 
pand citizen representation. However, because interests that are not class- 
based-the so-called identity-based interests-cannot be as easily defined or 
expressed as those based on class, institutionalization remains pr~blematic.~ 

sentation of nonclass-based identities is to build a political par 
for the  representation of given identities. For example, Green parties have 
been established to represent the  “postmaterial”  demands of voters, includ- 
ing, but  not limited to, preservation of the  environment ( itschelt 1993, 9 4 ) e 5  
These parties seem to be most electorally viable when  promoting issues that 
are both salient to significant sectors of the electorate and not explicitly ad- 
dressed by more “catch-all” parties. Moreover, they  tend to be less hierarchi- 
cally organized and more  participatory  than  traditional parties. 

Green parties have succeeded in  the  formal political representation of 
nonclass-based identities as well as in serving as a bridge between formal  po- 
litical institutions and informal social movements. However, their radically 
democratic structures have resulted in some of the familiar problems of such 
organizations, including a lack of formalized accountability mechanisms and 
high demands on activists’ time, as well as a firmly middle-class  basis of active 
membership. Moreover, environmental movement participants are wary of 
only  forming alliances with one, admittedly less powerful, party (Kitschelt 
1993,101). And finally, the success of party-based solutions to identity repre- 
sentation will vary depending on the characteristics of a given identity. For ex- 
ample,  because women as a gender do  not share all the same interests, building 
a women’s party  around a single set of issues would  prove  quite difficult. 

One potential  solution to  the problem of institutionalizin 

4,  Philip Oxhorn (1995,29-34)  makes  similar points with respect to the difference  between 
partyllabor and party/popular organization  relationships. 

5. The material/postmaterial  dichotomy is widely  held to indicate  relative  focus on physical 
security  and  material prosperity versus  more  lifestyle-oriented  issues of those who have “re- 
solved”  their  immediate  material  needs  (See  Inglehart  1991;  Kitschelt  1993,  94). The so-called 
new  social  movements of environmentalism  and  feminism  are  often  seen  as  prime  examples of 
postmaterial  politics.  However,  as  this study (among others) shows,  such  a  clear  division  be- 
tween  material  and  postmaterial  concerns  does not hold up particularly  well, at least in the de- 
veloping  world. 
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Several important  questions regarding women’s struggles for democratic rep- 
resentation remain. How have the political oppor~ni t ies  of democratization 
marginalized wornen? How have they  responded?  What additional chal- 
lenges do they face as democracy becomes consolidated? To answer these 
questions, Venezuelan women’s experiences are compared below with  find- 
ings from  the rest of Latin America and, occasionally, the  world. 
parisons reveal that even in different contexts women have confronted 
similar structural and ideological impediments to their  participation and of- 
ten have adopted similar strategies to contend  with  them. The chapter  con- 
cludes with an ditional reflection on. the  study of women and 
democratization:  women be treated as an interest  roup,  the sine qua 
non of civic participation  in democratic regimes? 

The primary exclusionary institution examined in this study is the political 
party. Even before the  inception of democracy, the  democratic centralist par- 
ties that  provided  the  model of Venezuelan political participation, throu 
both their own o anizations and those  they heavily influenced (such as 
major peak orga zations), institutionalized gender discrimination  within 
their  very  structures. Because of parties’ strength  and  entrenchment  in S 

ety, this has had a seriously detrimental impact on women’s participation. 
similar discrimination can be found  in  other  countries  in  the region, both his- 
torically and  in  current contexts. 

In terms of decision making, participation  in  the leadership ranks of the  most 
powerful  organizations  in civil and political society was based on require- 
ments not easily fulfilled by women.  These  requirements  formed  a constella- 
tion  that revolved around  the central obligation: a leader’s full-time devotion 
to  party life. Most  women had (or were assumed to have) the  traditionally 
female responsibilities of the private sphere  that  kept  them  from exercising 
this role. 

Such de facto exclusion from  party leadership has of course not been 
unique  to Venezuela. And even when, elsewhere in  the region, women have 
ascended to leadership positions, they have found themselves marginalized. 
For example, although women’s rights activist Magda Portal was the first sec- 
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retary-general of  Peru’s historically  powerful APRA party,  she could  not 
prevent the  party leadership from setting aside women’s agenda of seeking 
equality in  civil, economic, and political rights. When  she  protested, she was 
demoted and sent  abroad. As described  in her novel Ld ~ ~ a ~ ~ a  (The  Trick), 
the  party leadership barred her  from  policy meetings and ignored her sug- 
gestions. Yet  it  kept  her  on as the  only  woman  on  the executive board so that 
“no  one [could] accuse the  party of excluding womenJ7  (Chaney  1971, 300; 
see  also S. Alvarez  1986,122). 

In  more  recent times,  a  vice  president of the  Christian  Democratic 
party in Chile explained why  few  women  could  compete  with  men  for lead- 
ership positions  in parties: “The  good leader in our traditional style is he  who 
visits with  the  members, goes out in the evenings, holds  meetings at night, 
goes to all the  neighborhood organizations. In the case of a  provincial leader, 
he  ought  to have time to visit all the provincial  organizations,  and  a woman 
has objective  limitations7’ (as quoted  in  Muiioz  Dilbora 1987, 158-59). Yet 
even those  women  who have managed to overcome  their  “objective limita- 
tions” and hold leadership positions in the  now  democratic  country are not 
completely accepted by  their male peers. Those  who are may have gained ac- 
ceptance  because of their association with (and presumed obedience to) male 
leaders: 

Even  though  women have gained some leadership positions 
within  the parties, they are still viewed with unease and distrust 
by their male  peers, who are bothered  by the  women’s “other- 
ness” and try to avoid or push them aside. Women are subject  not 
only to discrimination but also to the political control of their 
male  peers in government and within  political parties. Often  this 
political  control is practiced, implicitly  or explicitly, by a family 
member or spouse. Thus,  quite a few  women  who have been 
nominated to decisionmaking posts are directly related to a  male 
political leader. Even  though these women  certainly have creden- 
tials of their  own to make  them eligible, their  family links  seem to 
make them  more  trustworthy in the eyes of the  political  estab- 
lishment. (Frohmann and Vald6s 1995,290) 

Globally,  the  proportion of women  in leadership positions  in parties  is 
quite low, In  one survey of 871 parties, 67  percent had no  women in their 
governing  body, with  the remaining  parties having “at least one”  woman 
(IPU 1997, 15). Few studies reveal political parties to be  unforced  promoters 
of women’s leadership or issues. Where discrimination has been  particularly 
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pervasive, women have chosen to organize outside of parties, as described be- 
low: 

However, where  women have united  from inside and outside of parties, 
they have succeeded in  improving  their  numbers  in leadership positions. 
Those parties that have responded  often have initiated some  form of “posi- 
tive discrimination,” such as quotas  for  internal and external elections and 
appointments. Not surprisingly, quotas are becoming more  popular as a 
mechanism to increase women’s leadership in Latin American parties: ac- 
cording to one study, at least one  party  in Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Costa 
Rica, Ecuador, Mexico, U ~ g u a y ,  and Venezuela has established such quotas, 
and in  some of these countries  more  than  one (IPU 1997,67). Recent research 
on the  implementation of such quotas  in  Argentina and Nicaragua has shown 
that  beyond fixing a  proportion of candidates for office, a  strategy such as the 
trielzzd (“braid”)”-which requires the  insertion of the names of female candi- 
dates regularly throughout  party lists to give them  a  proportion of winning 
positions-is needed to ensure that  the  quotas are more  than  window dress- 
ing (Jones  1996; Luciak 1997). 

As described  in Chapter 1, national laws requiri  that all parties  im- 
plement  some level of quota have been passed in se 
countries. Recent developments  in Venezuela reflect re 
spondin levels of female representation  in ele 
Nationa  Council  and  congresswomen activ 
c om mission for Women’s Rights promoted an article within  the 1998 Suf- 
frage and Political Participation  Law to ensure  that all parties’ electoral 
lists, whatever  the election, would have at least 30 percent female candi- 
dates. 

This  reform has the  potential to ensure the election of a certain number 
ut there are problems to be anticipated that may keep women’s 
esses low. First, the  reform does not include a  provision for  en- 
’s representation  throughout  the electoral list, such as the  Ar- 

that gives women and men the same chance at electable 
positions. Without  such  a provision, women may find themselves at the bot- 
tom  third of the lists, far from  the  winning positions. Second, with  the  in- 

use of uninominal elections, in which list-specific quotas  cannot be 
implemented (and are in  any case specifically prohibited  by  the new quota 

In general, while quotas have been heralded-and  adopted-as the best 
solution to women’s underrepresentation  in political participation, they are 
not  without their pitfalls. Without  question,  they can improve  the  num 
of women  in leadership positions. It is  unclear, however, whether an increase 

islation), this particular solution is unavailable. 



in women’s numbers will automatically lead to the  representation of their 
other  interests.  Particularly in countries  where  party  loyalty is stro 

from  party slates may feel more  pressure to represent  par 
hose of women. Moreover, in  countries  such as those  in  the 

atin  American  region  where  the executive branch is stronger  than  the leg- 
islative branch-or where  power resides outside of elective  channels-ensur- 

men’s presence in  the legislature may not ensure le islation promoting 
the substance of women’s interests. 

he  vast majority of female party members will always remain within  the 
membership ranks. But  the  manner in which  they are often  incorporated into 
the  parties has made a  marked difference in the influence they wield in  com- 
parison to other  sectors. In Venezuela, the  mechanism designed to bring 
women  into parties, the women’s bureau, has not  functioned  for  women  the 
way  it has for sectors such as labor  and  the peasantry. Whereas  those origi- 
nally male sectors  were  organized  in such a  way as to successfully represent 
their  interests and even include  some of their leadership in high party posi- 
tions,  women  were mainly mobilized to take on infrastructural tasks. The 
founders of parties incorporated  the  traditional gendered division of labor 
into membership  structures.  The result was that the women’s sectoral or 
izations took  on the  reproductive tasks of the political sphere,  becoming  the 
“housewives” of the  parties. 

This  type of inclusion was justified by  the fact that when  the parties 
were originally founded, in the 1930s and 1940s, a great majority of women 
did  focus on reproductive tasks in  the  home.  Thus,  extending  those  responsi- 
bilities into the  public  sphere was  an  effective way to give women a niche. But 
even at that time such  incorporation  i  nored  that  women  were already busily 
working to improve  their  subordinat  position  in society,  law, and the econ- 
omy. As the activists of the time discovered, their  incorporation into  party 

did not help them  much  in  their  efforts.  Instead, it made them re- 
le for  doing  the party’s dishes. 

~ o m e n 7 s  marginalization within  party politics and  its  detrimental im- 
pact on their  organizing  efforts is a common  theme  in  Latin  American his- 
tory. One chronicler of this history, Francesca Miller, writes: “The usual 
strategy was to create a ‘women’s section7 of a party, a  tactic  that  at  once  mo- 
bilized women  on  its behalf and marginalized them  from leadership and pol- 
icymaking power, which remained in the hands of the male political 
hierarchy” (1991, 112). Such an effect  was evident in the first  period of 



Chilean democracy. By the mid-1930s women  from leftist parties, women’s 
organizations,  and  workers’  associations had founded a national  group,  the 
Movement  for  the  Emancipation of Chilean Women (Movimiento pro 
Emancipacicin de Mujeres de  Chile,  or M E ~ C H ) ,  to  promote women’s eco- 
nomic, social, and legal rights. It also supported the Popular  Front  (Frente 
Popular), the multiparty,  left-leaning  coalition of disaffected elites, the mid- 
dle class, and organized  workers.  However, M E ~ C H  went  into decline 
when  parties  within  the  Popular Front  started  to  recruit  women  into  their 
own  organizations  through women’s bureaus (Gaviola Artigas et al.  1986; 

Recent democrati~ation  attests  to  continuing  problems  with  incorpora- 
h women’s bureaus.  Argentine women’s activism during  the 

“Dirty War” (1976-82) led to “the inescapable need to  incorporate  women 
into the process of democratization,” and in  the  transition  to  democracy 
every  party  started  a women’s bureau.  However,  following  the  first  demo- 
cratic  elections  in 1983, political  leaders  did not  follow  through  on women’s 
demands (Feijoci and Nari 1994,  116-17). Similar results  occurred  in the de- 
mocratization  process  in  Chile  (Chuchryk 1991,  173-74). 

Indeed,  there is now  worldwide evidence that wornen’s bureaus,  while 
remaining  the  most  common mechanism to facilitate the  entry of women  into 
party life, are not usually  employed  for the advancement of women  or  their 
issues through  the  party.  One  study of sixty-eight  countries reveals that 
women’s bureaus exist in  three  out of four of them and in  over half  of all po- 
litical parties;  in  some  countries all parties have such  bureaus. It is often  the 
only means for  incorporating  women  into  political life. However,  there is no 
evidence of direct  correlation  between the existence of a women’s bureau and 
increased legislative representation  for wornen, increased preparation of fe- 
male candidates, or improved  party policies to encourage women’s participa- 
tion  (such as providing  day care or  holding meetings in  the evenings) (IPU 

As with women’s advancement  in  party  leadership,  the  rare  instances  in 
which  a women’s bureau has contributed  to women’s advancement have been 
those  in  which  three  conditions prevail: parties have at least a nominal  com- 
mitment  to women’s inclusion; women’s organi~ations  within  the parties 
have some  organizational flexibility; and women  are  positioned  outside of 
parties to take advanta~e of a mechanism for  representation.  For example, the 
Sal~adoran guerrilla-force-turned-political-party, the FMLN, is over one- 
third  women.  Its women’s bureau  proved to be a key factor  in  the increase of 
women’s representation  in  national  decision-making bodies to 33 percent  and 
the  adoption of a women’s rights agenda in  the  party  platform.  It also ensured 

ufioz Dilbora 1987,60-61). 

1997,137-38). 
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that female candidates had autonomy  in  conducting  their 1997 election cam- 
paigns so as not  to suffer from gender discrimination in  the  distribution of re- 
sources (Luciak 1997, 2). AMNLAE, the women’s organization of the 

’S Nicaraguan  counterpart,  the  FSLN, also fought successfully for in- 
creased female representation  within  the party. 0th organi~ations have in- 
stituted gender-awareness training  within  the  de 
respective parties and have joined with  other  groups  in civil society to  pro- 
mote women’s platforms during recent electoral periods (Luciak 1997). 

Similarly, as this study has shown, Socialist f omen, a social movement 
organization linked to the socialist party  AS, was able to have some influ- 
ence on. party  platforms  and help its members develop a socialist-~eminist 
perspective on society. Its members went on  to participate in every gender- 
based campaign in civil society and continue to remain active in  promotin 
women’s issues within MAS. 

The  other gendered institution examined in this study is the  state  bureau- 
cracy. From  the inception of democracy in ‘Venezuela, the semicorporatist 
network of the decentralized administration and advisory commissions at- 
tached to the executive branch facilitated the state-based representation of 
class-based interest groups, primarily  labor and capital, This mechanism was 
a crucial channel of communication for these sectors’ d e ~ a n d s  because it 
provided  a  source of direct access to the  powerful executive branch. 
was the case with political parties, the  incorporation of sectors in this manner 
was based on the  representation of predominan.tly econo~ically defined 

oups, usually composed mainly of, and led by, men. State-based represen- 
luded  women as a  group. 
men strategized to regender this political o~portunity  by demand- 
ablishment of a national women’s a 

uarantee women’s  access to 
echanism for women’s representation  within  the executive branch 
ced in  a  subordinate  position vis-h-vis other state bureaus. It has 

had a  history of insufficient resources, and its very existence has been subject 
to the whims of passing administrations. Even after a law was passed institu- 

the agency as a  permanent  part of the executi 
efused to take the necessary steps for  the  im 

ational  omen's Institute, preferring to reestablish th 
Council by decree. The structural  inscription of women’s subordinate  status 
in  the state hierarchy was compounded by the choice of subjects assi 
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the women’s  agency, such as social affairs instead of economic planning. A 
study of national women’s  agencies in  the region shows  that  they are often 
accorded a similar secondary  status (Htun 1998,18423). 

islative branches are also arenas for structural gender discrimina- 
tion. Here again, even where  women have succeeded in gaining a commission 
on women’s rights, the overwhelming majority of legislators are usually men 
who are not interested  in according such a commission much influence. Per- 
haps the  best-known example of a gendered element of a legislature is the 
“authoritarian enclave’’ within  the democratic Chilean senate. Because of the 
presence of nine senators  appointed  by  former  dictator  Augusto Pinochet, 
the senate has a  distinctly patriarchal and rightist bias that translates into  op- 
position to progressive gender policies. The national women’s  agency, the 
National Women’s  Service  (Servicio Nacional  de la Mujer, or SERNAM)9 has 
suffered in  both its institutional capacity and its ability to impleme 
because of the  opposition of such  senators and their  supporters 
1994,77; Waylen 1994a9  109). 

~nternationa~ ~ p p o r t ~ n i t i ~ s  

International  opportunities  oriented  toward  improving women’s status also 
formed  a crucial part of the  context  in  which Venezuelan women’s organizing 
developed. The women’s suffrage campaign of 1940-47 drew  support  from 
regional networking on the issue. The more  contemporary feminist move- 
ment was influenced by the spread of “second-wave” feminism throughout 
the ~ e s t e r n  world. Women drew  on the legitimation of women’s issues fos- 
tered by the UN’s International Wo~en’s  Year (IWY) in 1975 to demand the 
establishment of the national women’s  agency, It was also the occasion of 
state-sponsored  national women’s meeting, the  first  in  the sixteen years since 
the  transition to democracy began. The second incarnation of the national 
women’s  agency, the  Ministry for the  Participation of Wome 
ment, was established partly  in response to  the theme of the 
Women (1974-85) that  women  should be integrated into  de 
ponents of the 1982 Civil Code reform cited international d 
port of women’s equality in  the family. The 1985 meetin 
closed the UN Decade on Women proved to tershed for activists in 
Venezuela: it inspired the  creation of a nationa umbrella network,  the 
maintenance of some  form of state women’s  agency, the  cooperation of these 
two entities, and the justification and legislative support  required  for  the re- 
form of the  Labor Law. 

These international influences are hardly  unique to Venezuela. 
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of the development of women’s movements in  Latin America and elsewhere 
invariably note  the  mportant role that  IWY and the Decade on Women have 
had on stimulating both  state  action on women’s issues and women’s move- 
ment  formation (Jaquette  1994a;  Basu  1995a). For example, because the UN 
conference to mark  IWY  in 1975 was held in Mexico, it also served as a cata- 
lyst for the development of the Mexican feminist movement. Mexican 
women held an alternative “counter congress” to voice the demands of non- 
governmental activists and increased cross-class linkages between middle- 
class and poor women (Lamas et al. 1995,332,325). In Ecuador, the  initiation 
of the Decade on Women sparked the  growth of both an autonomous 
women’s movement and state  attention to women’s issues (Lind 1992,  140). 
Even the  authoritarian Brazilian regime allowed women to organize corn- 
me~orat ions of International Women’s Day during IWY, which  spurred  the 
expansion of the women’s movement in  that  country (S. Alvarez 1990, 8 

ut international  opportunities have not  produced  wholly positive 
developments for women’s organizing.  Analysis of the effect of transna- 
tional  organizing  opportunities on national  contexts reveals that domestic 
conditions  combine  with  global  opportunities  in  ways  that  may be detri- 
mental as well as productive  for national women’s movements. The process 
of preparing  for  the 1995 UN Fourth World  Conference on Women  in Bei- 
jing, like the  preparatory  process  for  Nairobi,  had  its  salutary  conse- 
quences  in Venezuela. It provided  another  opportunity  for  studying  the 
status of women,  including the collection of data on many  subjects by 
NGOs around  the  country. However,  the  influx of international  funding 
around Beijing encouraged the emergence of traditional  patterns of cen- 
tralized  leadership  within the N G O  network. Moreover, the  focus  on an 
international  event  at  a  time of intertwined social, economic,  and  political 
crises within  the  country alienated  some supporters  and failed to generate 
much of a  national  response from women. ~ongresswomen’s requests for 
funding to attend  the conference  were  greeted  by  a  national outcry of dis- 
approval. 

Regionally, the impact of Beijing has been mixed. As a whole, the  inter- 
national conference process again served to legitimize local, national, and re- 
gional demands for greater attention to gender-related issues. Governments 
set up commissions and workshops  to assemble national reports on women’s 
status. In  the N G O  community, the influx of funding allowed for  the convo- 
cation of meetings, many of which served to mobilize or reenergize women’s 
movements and promote dialogue on women’s issues inside and outside of 
activist communities. New regional and national networks set up  to facilitate 
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organizing  around  the conference provided strategic links among advocates 
of gender justice. 

ut the process also illustrated and at times increased ongoin 
nal women’s organizing. The funding of NGQs to take o 

of preparing  for Beijing widened the gap between these organizations and the 
diffuse movements they are often  taken to represent. The new networks  were 
faulted for their lack of democratic process and  attention to local issues. And 
much of the dialogue generated at meetings was about women’s differences, 
as opposed to their similarities, surfacin conflicts around race, ethnicity, sex- 
uality, and class (S. Alvarez 1998). , 

Politi~~l Discours 

The final gendered opyortunity considered in this study is political dis- 
course. During  periods of repression under  the Venezuelan dictatorships of 
Gtimez (1908-35) and P6rez Jim6nez (1952-58), the  assumption of women’s 

1 identity actually afforded women  some  protection  when  they 
joined the  opposition.  This  presumption was also strategically exploited by 
the clandestine parties fighting Pttrez Jimttnez, which recruited women to act 
as enlaces or liaisons and form  women-only resistance groups. 

Similar, if not more  dramatic examples of the  power of gendered dis- 
course have been noted  in  democratizations  throughout  Latin America. The 
Chilean  dictatorship justified its persecution of internal subversion as the 
protection of Chilean  womanhood. But the  traditional  model of the family 
that  the  dictatorship claimed to be promoting and protecting was in fact sub- 
verted by the regime’s political and economic actions: kidnappings and 
killings tore families apart, and many wornen were driven out of their homes 
into factories, the informal sector, or  soup kitchens to make ends meet and 
feed their families (Valenzuela  1987). These consequences led women  from 
different classes to join  the  opposition,  with feminists making the  connection 
between authoritarianism  in  the  polity and in  the home. The gendered poli- 
cies of the  authoritarian Brazilian regime were  undertaken using a parallel 
discourse with like effects: poor  women organized against their declining 
standard of living, and middle-class women objected to  the lack of opportu- 
nity  for professional advancement, Other members of the Brazilian opyosi- 
tion,  in particular the progressive church and the Left, promoted gendered 
discourses of liberation  that justified women’s activism and demanded their 
adherence to the general goals of social transformation while avoiding trans- 
formation  in gender relations (S. Alvarez 1990, chaps. 2,3). 

With  the  transition to democracy, the justification of women’s activism 
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on the basis of either opposition to dictatorship or their  traditional roles 
could not be sustained. Like other sectors of the  opposition,  women had lost 
their principal target. But unlike  other sectors, women faced obstacles stem- 
ming from  the previous use of the paradoxically liberating traditional gem- 
dered discourse. As this study has shown,  the  incorporation of traditionalist 
discourses within  the very structures of democratic  institutions has resulted 
in women’s structural exclusion or marginalization. Male  elites  have exacer- 
bated this tendency  through  their  own  co-optation of maternalist rhetoric to 
garner womenJs support  without  follow-through  on women’s demands. For 
example, R a d  Alfonsin, the  first democratically elected president following 
Argentina’s “Dirty War,” adopted  the slogan of the women’s human rights 
group  the  Mothers of the Plaza de  Mayo for his campaign. But he did not ul- 
timately support  the group’s demands for full accountability for human 
rights abuses (Feijoci and Nari 1994,  116). Their demands remain in  dispute 
today. 

Moreover, women’s reliance on traditionalist discourse in  the  demo- 
cratic context has narrowed  their sphere of action. Entering  into  the negotia- 
tions and compromises of democratic politics cannot be done easily by actors 
who have defined themselves (or have been defined) as above politics and 
have defined their issues as nonpolitical. This has been the case with  the 
mothers who organized to oppose  the  human rights abuses perpetrated  un- 
der  dictatorship. Political action based on womenJs private role, especially 
their association with  motherhood, has proved to be inadequate  in  the  long 
term  in  a democracy. It stresses the  very  attributes for which  women have 
been excluded from political participatio~: “nonpolitical” actors addressing 
“private” issues from  a moral, not a political, standpoint. 

ut the rejection of traditional gendered discourse does not leave 
women much room  to assert themselves in  the political sphere.  ema an ding 
gender equality without  upholding gender difference, as illustrated periodi- 
cally over the  history of Venezuelan women’s organizing, has been badly re- 
ceived by  society  at large. From the earliest women’s movement in  the 1930s 
to  the reform of the Civil Code  in 1982, women  often took great pains to 
deny  that  they were feminists, a classification clearly associated with  a chal- 

e to traditional gender relations. They have not been alone in this denial. 
razilian, Chilean, and Cuban suffragists also sought to distance themselves 

from  ~‘English-style” suffrage, that is, one based on equality  with men (Hah- 

eminism as a concept and an identity is in considerably greater use to- 
ay,  as women  throughout  the region define it  to suit local conditions. As 

cross-fertilizatio~ has advanced among middle-class feminists and grassroots 

3; Gaviola Artigas et al. 1986,27; 
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activists, so-called “popular”  or “grassroots” feminism has emerged. Com- 
bining an awareness of class and gender oppression, this type of feminism 
takes the daily experience of women of the  urban  poor as its basis ( 
1997, 141-42). It has been nurtured  by  the increasingly representative re- 
gional feminist meetings in  which  women have the  opportunity  to engage in 
dialogue across differences in developing feminist consciousness.h 

Venezuelan women  responded to  the gendered political opportunities of de- 
mocratization  by regendering institutions  in political and civil society and 
the state. However, their  most successful strategies steered fairly clear of the 
most  powerful and most  discriminatory  institution,  party politics. Unified, if 
sporadic organizing around particular issues, coordinated  through civil soci- 
ety and state structures,  worked  for  a limited time to  promote women’s lead- 
ership and certain gender interests. Women also innovated in  their political 
discourse. But  it was not possible for them to wholly escape either the im- 
print of the  dominant  institutional  culture or the divisions among them- 
selves. 

The Lessons of the  Foremothers 

The first wornen’s movements provided an early example of how women’s 
organizing through  their  own  groups could lead to at least partial success. 
Prior  to the  monopolization of interest  representation  through parties and 
the state, the relational feminists of the mid-1930s and 1940s debated their in- 
terests and took.united demands for suffrage and legal reform to the state. 
With  the repression of democratic institutions following the three-year ex- 
periment  with democracy (the trienio, 1945-48), women  were  incorporated 
as individuals into  the clandestine opposition to the Pkrez Jimknez dictator- 
ship. They  took  on  important roles as enlmes, performing crucial infrastruc- 
tural tasks on which  the movement depended. However, individual efforts 
were not rewarded with  the advancement of women as a  whole  within  the 

6. In perhaps the most  vivid  illustration of the growth in feminist  identity,  at the final  plenary 
of the 1987  regional  feminist  meeting in Tasco,  Mexico, the assembled  participants  from  every 
walk of  life  chanted,  We  are  all  feminists! (“Todds s o ~ o s ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~ s ~ u s ~ ” )  in  response to the sugges- 
tion by  more  “historical”  activists that feminist  and other concerns should not be combined 
(Saporta  Sternbach et al.  1992,226). 
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clandestine or soon-to-be legal party  structures. In contrast,  those  women 
who had the  opportunity  during this time to collaborate in women’s groups, 
albeit party-linked ones, learned to question  their  subordinate  position  in 

arty hierarchies and developed leadership skills. This development, in  turn, 
provided  the  underpinning for  the unification of women’s efforts across lines 
of party affiliation. To support women’s opposition at the end of the dicta- 
torship, several leaders founded  the Women’s Committee of the  Patriotic 
Council,  the  coordinating  body of the  entire  opposition. 

When  the Women’s Committee fell victim to  the dynamics of the 
pacted transition to democracy, women either joined different parties or left 

olitical activism. But their inability to achieve equality within  the  new  struc- 
tures of representation led women  to  conti e  their organizational innova- 
tions. Thus began women’s efforts to r nder  those  institutions  that 
excluded them. 

the arena with  the  most  firmly  entrenched sources of structural discrimi- 
ion and-not coincidentally-political power, political society proved  the 

most difficult for women to alter.  Because of its innovative history, the so- 
offered women on  the left the  widest  opportunity for the 
nder-sensitive policies and practices within  a major party. 

The  women of MAS made valiant attempts to take advantage of such an op- 
portunity  through  their re-creation of the women’s bureau, first as a semiau- 
tonomous women’s movement organization (Socialist  omen), and then as 
an incorporated  but feminist sector of the  party  (the Feminist Front).  Their 

m impact on the  party was disappointing, particularly once the  party 
the  more  traditional  structure  in  the late 1970s. But feminist party 

members went on  to provide  many of the activists for the women’s rights 
campaigns of the last few decades. In the major parties, AD and COPEI, 
women  first contested the need for a women’s bureau and later tried to use it 
to  support the development of women leaders within  the party, if not  other 
women’s  issues. Most recently, they  fought successfully for the passage of 

In the state, women saw how  other sectors achieved representation di- 
rectly through  the executive branch and demanded their own channel of ac- 
cess. Although  its  form was subject to the whims of successive 
administrations, some  type of national women’s agency existed from 1974 
onward. Here  too, women regendered this mec~anism  for representation by 

islation mandating quotas for women on all party lists. 



gradually improving  the overall standing of the agency, objecting to its  pro- 
visional status  until  they were successful in having it  instituted  by law in  the 
early 1990s.  oreo over, the advisory commissions attached to the agency gave 
women  outside of the government the  opportunity  to have some influence 
on policy making.7 

Very little  would have been achieved from this channel of access alone 
had it  not been for the ways in  which  women experimented with  or 
tional  forms  in civil society. Not every experiment turned  out  to be a S 

to the  problems of women’s underr~presentation as a sector, but  important 
steps were taken in different directions. In  the 1970s both middle-class femi- 
nists and poor women rejected the  party politics that had done so little to 
promote  their interests. They  formed  wholly  autonomous  organizations  that 
were deliberately constructed  in  opposition to the hierarchical and central- 
ized s t ~ c t u r e s  the parties promoted.  This  worked  quite well for  poor 
women.  Through  the  Popular  omen's Circles they managed to build the 
largest nonpartisan women’s group  in  the country, with active branches that 
responded to the needs of local women and a national body  that represented 
them to  the nation. Feminists did not fare as well in  terms of expandi 
reach. Their emphasis on gender equality was seen as too threaten 
their rejection of party politics too radical, to gain them  a large follo 

What  did  prove  most effective, at least for a time, was the  coor 
of women’s groups  through  the  Coordinating  Committee of Women’s 

G). In trying to provide  a voice for women’s interests? the 
CONG continued to differ from  traditional peak organizations?  which had 
taken  the lead from  party organizing in  their high degree of ce~tralization 
and reliance on partisan  support. In contrast,  the member groups of the 
C O N G  remained autonomous  in  their functioning, its leadership rotated of- 
ten, and party activists had no more  clout  within  the  organization  than  other 
members. 

Conjunct~r~l Coalition  Building 

The relationship between the CONG and the national women’s agency also 
contrasted  with  traditional  interest group-state interaction, at least initially. 

7 .  Venezuelan  women continue to innovate  organizationally in their  channels of  access to the 
state. At a  follow-up  meeting to the Fourth World  Conference of Women,  participants  estab- 
lished the Alternative Forum (Foro Alternativo),  a  meeting  place for women’s  rights  activists 
working  inside  and outside of the state to discuss  strategies for improving  gender-based  policy. 
Their major  issues in 1997 included the establishment of the National Women’s Institute and the 
passage  of the quota amendment. 
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Instead of basing their  interaction on the  distribution of resources, which of- 
ten resulted in  the effective co-optation by  the state of civil society groups, 
they  worked  together  toward  common goals. In doing so, they developed a 
model of “conjunctural coalition building” that allowed them to  work  in 
concert at particular times around particular issues without demanding orga- 
nizational or ideological coherence. Such coherence would have been impos- 
sible to achieve,  given the diversity of women’s gender interests and partisan 
loyalties. This  model of coalition building can be found as far back as the  first 
campaigns for legal reform  in  the 1930s and 1940s. But it came into  full flower 
in  the highly successful second campaign to reform  the Civil Code,  the al- 
liances formed to free the  unjustly  imprisoned  mother Inis Maria Marcano, 
the  United Women Leaders movement to increase the  number of women  in 
elected office, and  the  reform of the  Labor Law. 

This use of coalitions was an early  manifestation of a  strategy that has 
spread throughout Latin America: the  use of networks to  draw  women  to- 
gether  at  the  national level to articulate  their  demands. In Chile the  Na- 
tional  Coalition of Women for  Democracy  (Concertaci~n  Nacional  de 
Mujeres por la Democracia, or  CNMD) was created  in 1989  as an  au- 
tonomous women’s coalition in  support of the center-left Coalition of Par- 
ties for  Democracy  (Concertaci~n  de  Partidos  por la Democracia),  which 
won  the first  democratic  elections  in  Chile  following the Pinochet  dictator- 
ship.  Drawing  together  party  members,  women  from NGOs, and femi- 
nists, the CNMD sought to raise gender issues in  the  transition to 
democracy. It clearly influenced  governmental  policy making, proposing 
most of the gender-specific policies implemented by  the first  democratic 
government. Moreover, as a  response to  the  CNMD, all political  parties, 
even those  outside  the  coalition,  included gender-specific proposals in  their 
platforms  and  paid  at least lip service to promoting female leadership 
(Frohmann  and  Valdiz  1995,289). 

Women in El Salvador, after finding themselves largely excluded in  the 
peace process that initiated the  transition to democracy, formed  the “Women 
’94” (Mujeres ’94) coalition. Its  purpose was to use the  opportunity of the 
1994 elections as a means of raising gender consciousness in  the new democ- 
racy. Women ‘94 had three plans of action: (I)  to develop a women’s political 
platform and publicly credit any parties that  responded to their demands; (2) 
to  support female candidates who  promoted the platform; and (3) to help 
register the  many  thousands of unregistered voters, estimated to be 75 per- 
cent female. Their efforts added large numbers of women  to voting lists, al- 
though t u r ~ o u t  among all voters was disappoi~tin . O n  the municipal and 
national levels, the  number of women elected stayed the same or declined. 
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However, the government and opposition coalition had signed a  document 
on International Women’s Day promising to fulfill a  minimum set of 
women’s demands regardless of the  outcome of the election (Sai~t- erm main 
1996). The coalition was active in 1997, when members again worked  during 
the election campaign to promote  a women’s initiative for equality in politi- 
cal participation (Luciak 1997, 4). In a similar development, ~ icaraguan  
women  from  the  entire political spectrum participated in  the 
Women’s Coalition to develop a  minimum agenda promoting women’s polit- 
ical,  social, and economic rights, All parties but  the  one  that won  the presi- 
dency signed on  to  it  during the 1996 election campaign (Luciak 1997,6). 

In Brazil, the Beijing preparation process sparked  the  formation of the 
Articulation of Brazilian Women for Beijing ’95, which assemble 
hundred  re~resentatives of women’s groups to  “bring Beiji 
Brazil.” It organized a series of preparatory conferences th 
country, seeking to capitalize on the  international  attention 
equality by raising awareness at the national level. Hundred 
tions participated in this process through meetings held in twenty-five of 
Brazil’s twenty-six states, Although  the process was faulted for its lack of in- 
clusiveness, it did  attempt  to engage women  at  the local level around  their 
own issues as well as to influence the governmental efforts around Beijing ( 
Alvarez 1998). 

To strengthen their organizational efforts, Venezuelan activists also inno- 
rhetorical resources they  employed. ~ometimes they relied o 
nder difference, sometimes to gender equality, adapting to cha 

ing contexts with mixed results. It seemed clear in  their earliest campa 
women’s rights in  the 1930s that presenting their demands as S 

linked to their roles in  the private sphere  would be more socially acceptable 
and therefore  more successful.   omen's association with  motherhood an 
the family was used to justify their demands for equal rights for over forty 
years. Another  strategy employed in  the 1980s was to  deny the gen~ered 
character of their demands as much as possible and to appeal to  the principles 
of democracy. These were to be extended to the  most  fundamental ~uilding 
block of society, the family, and to empower all of democracy’s supporters, 
including women. However, more recent campaigns have also challenged the 
traditional idea of women’s roles. For example, in  the campaign to reform the 
Labor Law, a clear distinction was drawn between the rights of women 
workers and those of working  mothers. 
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As  has become evident in  this study, one of the principal challenges to 
women’s organizing is the  institutional  context  in  which it takes place. Gen- 
dered elements of the political opportunity  structures of democratization 
have been discussed throughout this study. But it is also essential to consider 
how political culture permeates all forms of organizing, even those  that seek 
to challenge traditional  patterns. In Venezuela, both the national women’s 
agency and the N G O  umbrella group suffered from an increase in centralism 
and clientelistic behavior as they became institutionalized, and partisan rival- 
ries were never wholly absent from  the different forms of organizing. 

Other challenges stem from  the divisions among  women, One of the 
strongest is  class. At every stage of its  development,  the women’s move- 
ment in Venezuela struggled with class differences. As a  result,  those issues 
most salient to  women  from  the  popular classes were  often excluded from 
consideration. Once organized nationally, they  were able to voice their 
own demands; but as noted  in  Chapter 6, little  sustained cross-class atten- 
tion to the  current economic crisis has developed  among  women as a  whole. 
Class differences, as well as those of race and ethnicity, have proved simi- 
larly  difficult to manage in  the movements of other countries*  and have led 
to  the emergence of groups  focused on particular  crosscutting issues. For 
example, in Brazil black women  who have found feminist or~anizations in- 
sufficiently  attentive to issues of race, and  Afro-Brazilian  groups  inatten- 
tive to issues of gender, have formed  their  own  organizations (S. Alvarez 
1998,301). 

Another unsolved dilemma of women’s organizing is determining 
when and how  far to engage in state-civil society  cooperation. Cross-arena 
collaboration has been effective. As noted above, Venezuelan women  found  a 
way to forge alliances between state and civil society  organizations  that al- 
lowed them to go around  the exclusionary political society without  compro- 
mising the  autonomy of the NGOs involved. But  such  a relationship has 
inherent tensions: state representatives are not  only responsible to their civil 
society-based constituents  but are also responsive to bureaucratic pressures 
and/or  the political agendas of particular administrations. The continuing 
connection between the GONG and the state women’s agency grew less  ef- 
fective overall as their ties strengthened. N G O  leaders alienated their  follow- 
ers by simultaneously operating as members of the agency. And  the 

8. For example,  Dandavati (1996, 139-40) discusses  issues  of  class  difference with regard to 
the contemporary  Chilean women’s  movement. 



top-down creation of N issue-based networks by a  state minister for 
women  drew little suppo m  the N G O  community. Moreover, a  formerly 
feminist organizational structure linked to the agency, the municipal 
Women’s Center, was taken over by local administrations to provide social 
services or jobs for loyal  supporters. 

The  problematic  nature of the  relationship  between  state-  and civil 
society-based organizations  for  women is apparent  throughout  the r 
Latin  American women have come to see the  potential benefits of 
into  dominating executive branches. The  state women’s agencies in  both 
Chile  and  Brazil  were  established  at  the  behest of organized women’s 
movements. SERNAM  in Chile, however, has not developed as an effec- 
tive  institutional  interlocutor  for its  movement.  Some  analysts  find that  in 
effect the movement has been “beheaded”  by  the  incorporation of its lead- 

lso, a  clientelistic  relationship has developed  between 
M, because NGOs must  now  apply to SE for 
national  funding. Generally, middle-class groups  are 

privileged in  this  interaction because of their  familiarity with application 
procedures. Finally, on particular issues the women’s  agency’s hands are 
tied by a  government  that  tends  to  follow  the dictates of the  Catholic 
Church  when  it comes to gender  relations.  As  a  result,  its  programs for 
employment  and  poverty alleviation have been more successful than its 
limited  attempts to  open dialogues on  abortion  and divorce  legislation 
(Waylen 1996a, 113-14; Chuchryk 1994,93; Dandavati 1996,110--13* Schild 
1998, 101-2). After  its  initial  term,  positions on  the Brazilian 
Council  on Women’s Rights  (Conselho  Nacional  dos  Direitos  da  Mulher) 
were filled with  the  supporters of a  particular  administration9  not  the  fem- 
inists  responsible for  its creation, thus  compromising  its  ability to dia- 
logue  with women’s movements (S. Alvarez  1990,245). Furthermore,  it is 
questionable  how effective reliance on state-based  solutions to gender 
struggles can be in  a  time of overall  reduction  in  state  resources  and  efforts 
to shrink  state bureaucracies. 

Funding sources pose yet  another challenge to women’s organizin~. 
Whether  from  the  state or international funders, the  provision of extra-NGO 
or -movement support can skew relationships within activist communities, 
privileging certain leaders or issues, creating rifts over territory, or bringing 
in leaders who are not dedicated to activism. As noted  in an analysis of the 
Peruvian women’s movement, in  the case of feminist centers that are depend- 
ent  on external sources of support,  “it is difficult to determine  whether  the 
centers are operating on the basis of militancy, that is, as groups of people 
committed to a set of beliefs and to voluntary action, or  on  the basis of em- 
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ployment, because the centers provide paid professional work” (Barrig 1994, 
162). 

In Venezuela these problems  were particularly evident during  the Bei- 
jing process; in fact, the influx of international  funding  that came with  the 

eijing-related regional efforts had a significant impact on national women’s 
movements throughout  Latin America. In particular, it exacerbated a deep 
fissure in regional organizing between the  autonomous feminists and those 
who accept government or external funding to  support their NGOs. This fis- 
sure was evident in  the  polarization  during  the 1996 regional feminist meet- 
ing (S. Alvarez 1998, 311-12; El ~ a ~ ~ o ~ a l ,  20 January 1997). It is an open 
question  what will happen  with  the  drying up of that  particularly deep well 
of support. 

Both  statdcivil society cooperation and funding issues revolve around 
a central point:  the  debate over degrees of autonomy. Others besides state ac- 
tors and funders-political party militants, grassroots organizers, and church 
re~resentatives-have all sought to intercede in women’s organizing at vari- 
ous times; and women’s organizations and movements have sought  their  sup- 
port. Perhaps the ideal of complete autonomy is unrealizable (or even 
undesirable), given the  very real need for financial and political support. 
how far these relationships should progress is an ever-present question, espe- 
cially in view of the  potential  for  co-optation.  Gioconda Espina offers the 
opinion  that  it is “ethics and not financing that defines autonomy”; accepting 
outside he1 is reasonable as long as it is used to  promote feminist goals (El 

how  to organize  representation, 
atin America of women’s studies centers, femi- 
groups, and national and regional networks on 

issues from  domestic violence to ecofeminism shows  that  women  continue to 
innovate organizationally to advance their issues. But increasin 
alization brings with  it  not  only the  risk of a  return  to traditional  patterns  but 
also the  question of how best to organize women to represent their interests. 
As noted above, there is regional debate over the “ ization” of women’s 
movements. O n  the  one hand, the ~rofessionalization of movements seems 
the  most viable strategy  now  that  they have the opportunity-and the need-” 

ct  with  state agencies and funding  organizations  in  a democratic con- 
the  other hand, NGOs can alienate grassroots wornen’s rights 

activists, whether historical feminist or  urban popular. The  groups are far 
from democratic; and, in  contrast to more movem~nt-oriented organizations, 
they rarely have a membership to be accountable to (Edwards  and  Hulme 
19~6 ,  6). Even if they do  not claim representation for whole movements, they 
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are often treated by outside actors as  if they had such claims, provoking ire 
within women’s rights comm~nities.~ And finally, there is the  concern  that 
the rapid transformation of women’s movements into professional organiza- 
tions has not allowed for sufficient conc~enc~aci~n (consciousness-raising) 
among women to ensure  their  commitment to gender-based activism.l0 

Beyond  their  individual relevance, as a  whole  the issues outlined  in  this 
section can be seen as the challenges that face women as they seek to enter 
into democratic politics as an interest  group. ut stepping back from  the 
empirical struggles, the next and final section reflects on  whether women, 
who have often been united  during  the early phases of democratization, can 
or should be assumed to form  a  coherent  interest  group  in  consolidated 
democracies, 

With  the  transition to democracy and its consolidation, those sectors that 
participated in  the  opposition to  a~thoritarian rule have to make the difficult 
shift from organizing to defeat a  common  enemy to representing their  par- 
ticular interests through mechanisms of democratic participation. For class- 
based or “functional7’ groups, such as workers, professionals, or capitalists, 
the challenge of aggregating interests is often alleviated by a previous history 
of unionization or  other forms of association, as well as by a  new  set of insti- 
tutions  built  (or rebuilt) on the basis of their inclusion. Moreover, their com- 
mon goals in  a democratic setting may be relatively clear-cut, centering on 
their  positions  within  the  workplace (or in  the relations of production). 

Other groups, generally those based on  “identity” rather  than  “func- 
t i ~ n , ’ ~  such as those  organized  around  human rights, neighborhood-based 
demands, and gender issues, face a  more  daunting  prospect.  They are not 
likely to have as enduring  a  history of organizing, and are likely to find a new 
institutional  context  that has not been constructed  with  their needs in mind. 
Moreover, the challenge of aggregating their  common demands may be con- 
siderably more complex than  for  functional  groups because of the deep 
cleavages cutting across identity-based interest groups. 

9.  Sonia  E.  Alvarez  (1998,313)  makes  this point with regard to the involvement of NGOs in 
the Beijing  process. 

10. I am  indebted to Gioconda  Espina,  Magally  Huggins,  and  Luis  Salamanca for insight into 
this  feature of Venezuelan  women’s  organization; it is also  mentioned  as  a  concern in S. Alvarez 
(1998,315-16). 



Here the examination of women’s experience can help to shed light on 
more general mechanisms of exclusion. Analysis of the marginalization of 
women by parties and state-based networks,  the major channels of political 
participation, reveals that  in Venezuela, interest representation was estab- 
lished on the basis of economic function,  through  the linkage of peak associ- 
ations to parties and the state. This analysis implies that  any  group associated 
by  other criteria will be structurally excluded from politics. 
dence to  support such  a conclusion is provided by  the decimation of the  in- 
dependent  student movement in  the 1930s,  as well as by  the  more  current 

S groups organized around  location (ne hborhood organiza- 
sue (environmental groups and human ghts groups) face in 
nition  in  the Venezuelan polity (Garcia 1992; Crisp, Le 
amanca 1995). The near absence of national organizin 
the advancement of Afro-Venezuelans, despite the ex 

racial discrimination, may be due at least in  part to  the absence of race as an 
expressed interest  within  the  traditional  structures of representation.I* 

The problems  women  encounter  in entering gender-biased institutions 
have been described amply  in this study. But  what  about  the basis for the ag- 
gregation of their  interests?  Many of the  studies of women’s or 
veal an implicit assumption  about  the  nature of women’s comm 
they are taken to be  those  that  women share by virtue of their differences 
from  men,  Thus,  their interests involve somehow resolving women’s subor- 
dinate  status  in  the gendered division of labor, which accords women  pri- 
mary responsibility for the tasks of the private sphere or mi 
association of women  with  domestic life in all  else that  they  do. 
women  carry out  (or must find someone else to carry  out)  the greater share 
of child rearing, elder care, food  preparation,  clothing maintenance, and 
household chores (UN 1995,105-9). These tasks, despite their  importance  in 
the development of society’s future generations and the daily maintenance of 
the  current ones, are rarely reported  in national statistics, valued by govern- 
ments, or acknowledged by  the  majority of citizens.’*  Similarly, the  work  that 
women do outside  the private sphere is often seen as less important  than 
men’s work  or  in  other ways reflecting the  subordinate  status of women’s 
gendered duties. 

As argued in  Chapter I, there are two fundamental ways to go about re- 

€1. Interestingly  enough,  one group actively  organizing on race  issues  is the Union of Black 
Women  (Uni6n  de  Mujeres  Negras),  which  has  been supported in  its  development  by the 
CONG and a regional  network of  women  of African  heritage. 

12. However,  there is a move  afoot within U N  circles to improve  global  measurement  and 
valuation of unpaid  domestic work (UNDP 1995, chap. 4). 
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solving the  problem of the  low  status of women’s private duties and women’s 
association with  them  in  the public sphere. Challenging gender hierarchy in- 
volves revaluing the activities that  women do inside and outside of the  home 
without seeking to share these activities with men or necessarily include 
within  them  those activities considered part of  men’s domain. ~hallenging 
gender difference, on the  other hand, implies sharing private and public ac- 
tivities more evenly between the genders with  the expectation that new, gen- 
der-neutral ways of judging the value of all work will arise. Because 
arguments can be and are made for  both strategies, choosing between them 
forms  one  potential line of division among  women, as has been evident in  the 
conflict over whether to demand special protections for women or to seek 
equal rights with men in  the workplace. 

Other divisions that make it difficult to  draw a clear map of women’s 
interests are created by those  crosscutting interests that  women may hold  by 
virtue of their “social positioning”-as members of a particular class,  race, 
ethnicity, sexuality, or political party. These cleavages mean that policies that 
somehow address the imbalance in  the gendered division of labor, either  by 
revaluing women’s work  or  by sharing it between men and women, may not 
be in  the  interest of all women if they do  not simultaneously address their 
other interests. Some conflicts are resolvable; others,  such as the struggle over 

the  conditions of female domestic workers  at  their female em- 
pense, pose more of a  problem. 

However, there is one area in  which all women clearly have a  common 
interest: augmenting their presence at all  levels of decision making. Althou 
all women may not agree on the substance of specific policy outcomes, they 
do have a  common  interest  in being present  when policy is being made. Not 
surprisingly, it is when  women have formed  a  united  pressure  group to 
achieve parity  in presence, that  they have often been most successful. 

What  does  the foregoing imply  in  terms of women’s participation  in in- 
terest-group  politics? If women were able to unite as a  bloc  around  a com- 
mon set of interests, including not  only presence but also other  matters of 
substance, then gender-segregated mechanisms such as  women’s bureaus of 
political parties, national agencies for women, and civil society-based 
women’s movements would be both the necessary and sufficient venues for 
action, and the  demand for increased representation  through  quotas  would 
be the  ultimate  solution to  the representation of women’s interests. 

But barring this clear aggregation of interests, it seems as though  the 
best strategies for women’s organizing on their own behalf are (I) to fight for 
the right to representation in all decision-making arenas by joining together 
from inside and  outside of political institutions?  and (2) to rely on periodic 
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cooperation  around  conjunctural issues. To repeat the  words of Venezuelan 
activist Esperanza Vera, “It is as though reality is showing us that women, 
through this method of not being organized in the  traditional  manner but be- 
ing unified around  something  which interests us, are creating something like 
a different form of collective action.” 

Of course, even if there were institutional remedies to be found,  they 
could not be the entire solution to the  long  history of gender discrimination 
women have endured both inside and outside of politics. Although  the focus 
of this work has been on women’s experience with  the  formal  institutions of 
democratic politics, there are other arenas to consider. Purely political re- 
forms are helpful in ameliorating gender discrimination, but  in  the  words of 
one of the  first political scientists of the  modern era to engage in  the  study of 
women and politics, “It is probably still more im~ortant  to fight against the 

eeply-rooted belief in  the  natural  inferiority of women” (Duverger 1955, 
130). 
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